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Personality plays an important role in socialisation and collaboration, and people are
able to form accurate impressions of other's personality from face-to-face interaction.
However, the growing use of computer-mediated communication means that individu¬
als are often faced with purely textual means for the projection or perception of person¬
ality. This thesis focuses on the projection and perception of personality in informal
e-mail text of native English speakers. Here we examine the major personality traits of
Extraversion (sociability) and Neuroticism (emotional stability), and also Psychoticism
(tough mindedness). There are two hypotheses: Firstly, that personality is projected
linguistically; Secondly, that personality can be perceived through language. Results
were found supporting the two hypotheses, and the thesis has implications for the un¬
derstanding of personality and language production and for methodology. These main
findings are summarised as follows:
Personality is projected through language. Previous research has shown that content-
analysis measures relate to personality. However, such top-down methods are often
limited by constraints imposed by the analysis technique. Here it is shown that data-
driven approaches from corpus linguistics—which provide more sophisticated infor¬
mation about context, syntax, and semantics—can give further characterisation of per¬
sonality in language.
Personality is perceived through language. Personality can be perceived through
face-to-face communication, internet chatroom environments and by observing strangers
Here, personality perception research is extended to the rating of short e-mail texts of
around 200 words. It is shown that personality can be perceived, but as in other stud¬
ies, this is mediated by each trait's observability and evaluativeness, and also by the
environment.
Individual differences influence theories of language production. By using several
different approaches to the analysis of personality language, it is shown that different
personality traits influence different levels of language production.
New methodologies can inform individual differences. The adoption of techniques
from computational corpus linguistics has revealed new features of personality lan¬
guage, and provided techniques more sensitive to smaller or non-standard data sets.
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In the introduction to this thesis we start by outlining our focus of interest, namely
the relationship between personality and language. We then describe how this area of
study relates to the wider fields of cognitive science, social psychology, and computa¬
tional linguistics. We note also why the projection and perception of personality has
particular relevance to computer-mediated communication.
The second half of the introduction describes in more detail the objectives of the
thesis, and also where boundaries will be imposed upon the study. We conclude this
first chapter with an outline of the structure of the rest of the thesis and of our main
hypotheses.
1
2 Chapter 1. Introduction
1.1 Introduction to Personality and Language
We introduce our focus of study—personality and language—with the words of Louis
Milic (Milic, 1966, p. 82):
The fundamental assumption is that the style of a writer is an idiosyn¬
cratic selection of the resources of the language more or less forced upon
him by the combination of individual differences summarized under the
term "personality". This selection might be called a set of preferences ex¬
cept that this term suggests that the process is mainly conscious and willed.
Although it is doubtless true that some part of the process of composition
is deliberate and conscious, especially at the level of meaning, much of it is
not fully conscious and it is this part which is of greater interest to the stu¬
dent of style. The reason is obvious: The unconscious stylistic decisions
are less likely to be affected by the occasional and temporary characteris¬
tic of a given composition (its subject matter) and are more likely to reveal
something the writer might be struggling to conceal. If we are interested in
his personality, such information would naturally be of great interest [...]
Here Milic uses the term personality in the sense of referring to one individual in par¬
ticular. In this thesis, we take a broader view—in line with the personality psychology
literature—which describes personality in terms of traits which influence behaviour
and capture the fundamental qualities of a person (Matthews and Deary, 1998). Exam¬
ples of traits central to theories of personality are: Extraversion, which generally refers
to sociability, and Neuroticism, which relates to a person's propensity to worry.1 These
traits are not purely theoretical constructs, but have been shown to have important prac¬
tical implications for behaviour: Extraversion for the perception of social networks,
and for co-operative situations (Casciaro, 1998; Koole et al., 2001), as well as task
performance and information processing ability (see Matthews and Deary, 1998, for a
review); Neuroticism for tasks involving interpersonal interaction, teamwork, and for
counter-productivity in the work environment (Mount et al., 1998; Blackman, 2002b),
and also for self monitoring (Jonassen and Grabowski, 1993). Personality psychology
is therefore highly relevant to everyday life, as well as cognitive science and social
psychology (Blass, 1984; Matthews, 1997).
'These descriptions are coarse characterisations; we will cover the exact definitions of these traits in
the next chapter.
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Like Milic, we are also concerned with how such individual differences in person¬
ality influence language behaviour in a way that is not 'conscious and willed', and this
informs our first hypothesis of the thesis, that: Personality is projected linguistically.
Furthermore, we also test the complementary hypothesis, which is that: Personality
can be perceived through language.
1.1.1 Person Perception
Milic was primarily concerned with the written style of authors. However, we pro¬
pose that personality affects language behaviour more generally (cf. e.g., Sanford,
1942; Ramsay, 1968): In this thesis we study a written form of language—computer-
mediated communication (CMC), which is generally seen to share many similarities
with spoken interaction (Baiter, 1998; Colley and Todd, 2002). Indeed, the study of
the projection and perception of personality through e-mail is a particularly important
issue, given the increasing popularity of the medium (Baron, 1998). In face-to-face
interaction we are highly effective at judging people's personality (e.g., Funder and
Dobroth, 1987; Funder and Colvin, 1988; Paunonen, 1989), or other characteristics,
such as familiarity, gender, emotion or temperament (e.g., Cheng et al., 2001). How¬
ever, e-mail is often used to make contact with people for the first time, but lacks many
of the cues usually used for personality judgement in face-to-face situations. Addi¬
tionally, given that a synchronic CMC environment is known to have implications for
personality judgement (Hancock and Dunham, 2001a; Markey and Wells, 2002), we
study the effects of asynchronous e-mail, upon person perception.
1.1.2 Language Generation
The study of personality and language can also be used to inform technological appli¬
cations, for example in the user modelling of computer interfaces. Amichai-Hamburger
(2002) proposes that the internet should be adaptive to the user's personality, and this
may potentially be realised through automatically generating the language of web
pages to match that of the user. In the human-computer interaction literature, there
is evidence that computer users attribute personality to interfaces, and respond to it
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in robust ways (e.g., Nass et al., 1995; Moon and Nass, 1996; Nass and Lee, 2000;
Isbister and Nass, 2000). Even using manual linguistic manipulations and in a text-
only environment, interfaces which used language associated with the personality of
the interface user were preferred and rated as more attractive, credible and informative
(Nass et al., 1995). Indeed the projection of personality by virtual-agents may lead to
improved ratings of perceived social ability (cf. Burgoon et al., 2000).
The potential for modification and variation in communication style is a well-
studied aspect of interpersonal interaction, particularly with regard to social percep¬
tion (Bradac et al., 1976; Bradac and Mulac, 1984). Bradac (1990) states that 'all
levels of language (i.e. phonology, syntax, semantics, and pragmatics) affect message
recipients' beliefs about and evaluation of message sources' (p. 405), and this has been
studied at various levels, for example, in terms of accent (e.g., Labov, 1972; Giles,
1973; Bell, 1984), and of other realisational properties of language (Bradac et al.,
1980, 1988; Bradac, 1990).
Human responses to linguistic choices—whether they are of an artificial agent
or human interlocutor—therefore have important implications for the communicative
strategy adopted by interfaces, especially if they serve a pedagogic function (e.g., Per¬
son et al., 2001). In natural language generation (NLG) systems, attempts have been
made to address this in two ways: Firstly, by developing systems which enable dy¬
namic interface text generation tailored to the audience's level of expertise or previous
knowledge of the topic (e.g., O'Donnell et al., 2001). However, this type of gener¬
ation system is restricted to modifying content, and so can only manipulate what is
said. Secondly, another approach is to modify how something is said. Work in natural
language generation has focussed on the projection of linguistic style (DiMarco and
Hirst, 1994; Hovy, 1996; Walker et al., 1997; Harrington, 2003), and also its detection
(e.g., Argamon et al. 2003b; Finn and Kushmerick 2003; Koppel et al. 2003a; but cf.
Reiter and Sripada 2002a,b), particularly in relation to giving embodied conversational
agents more 'human-like' properties.
These 'human-like' properties are often framed in terms of personality, which is
not surprising, given that personality psychology is concerned with describing the fun¬
damental qualities of a person. Language generation systems which have resulted from
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this research, for example may simply exhibit paranoia (Colby et al., 1971), or have
used other pre-determined personality parameters (Walker et al., 1997) to determine
social interaction strategies (e.g., implementing those of Brown and Levinson, 1987).
Other NLG systems have responded to emotional information about the user (Ball and
Breese 1998; Fleischman and Hovy 2002; see also Canamero 1998 and Norman et al.
2003 for further discussion), whether this is assumed, or detected (Picard, 2000; de Vi¬
cente and Pain, 2002). Furthermore, attempts to incorporate the modelling of both
personality and emotion have been proposed which would allow interaction between
these levels to influence language generation (Moffat, 1991; Kshirsagar and Magnenat-
Thalmann, 2002). Whilst these systems have developed increasingly advanced models
of personality (and also emotion), there is relatively little research to demonstrate how
personality systematically influences language production in humans. Therefore, as
a result of our research we will be able to inform NLG systems to enable the more
realistic generation of personality language.
1.2 Objectives
Personality, as we have just shown, is an interesting and important concept which
influences behaviour, interaction, and interpersonal relationships. The expression of
personality through language behaviour also has implications for natural language gen¬
eration, embodied agents, person perception and impression formation. Additionally,
given the growing use of computer-mediated communication, individuals are often
faced with purely textual information mediating the projection or perception of per¬
sonality.
Using computer-mediated communication as the domain of study, in this thesis we
investigate two hypotheses: First, that personality is projected linguistically; Secondly,
that personality can be perceived through language. The methodology of the thesis is
based around the construction of a personality corpus. We collected this using experi¬
mental web techniques, and use it to test our hypotheses.
We test Flypothesis 1 using two main approaches: content analysis based upon
psychological and psycholinguistic properties of the text, and empirical comparison
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techniques from computational corpus linguistics to identify characteristic features.
We will show that whilst the former analysis performs inconsistently across the differ¬
ent personality dimensions, the latter technique provides more reliable results with our
data. We will conclude that a combination of these techniques gives a more compre¬
hensive description of personality language for these traits.
Hypothesis 2 is tested using subjective rating of the salience of author personality
in our texts. Here we will show that personality can be accurately perceived from asyn¬
chronous textual communication, but that accuracy is mediated by the personality trait
in question. The usefulness of linguistic features in these ratings, and the interaction
of judge personality are also evaluated.
1.3 Boundaries of the thesis
In addition to identifying the question that this thesis will address, it is also necessary
to identify the boundaries of the study. In this way, we can focus on areas which are of
primary interest without attempting to cover absolutely everything.
Although this thesis is about personality, it is not about personality psychology.
The result is that although extensive reference will be made to personality traits, like
Extraversion and Neuroticism, these will be used to inform the study, and so they will
not be the object of study themselves. Therefore we do not intend to question the
different theories of personality, or the traits themselves, although we will provide a
brief overview of the background to these phenomena.
Similarly, although the focus of this study is language, it is not language produc¬
tion, whether this is in psycholinguistic or natural language generation terms. We will
however, refer to work in such areas where relevant to the thesis, and we will frame
our results with reference to the way they inform—and can be informed by—models
of language production and generation.
Finally, in this thesis we study the ways in which personality is projected and per¬
ceived through language. Although we specifically look at e-mail data, we view this as
being directly relevant to other computer-mediated environments, and also—to vary¬
ing extents—informative for other forms of communication. Here our focus is on lan-
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guage, with computer-mediated communication providing the means for investigation,
rather than language providing a method for studying computer-mediated communica¬
tion.
1.4 Structure of the thesis
The thesis is structured as follows. Chapter two provides a survey of the areas that
this thesis draws upon: Personality and the theories relating to its measurement are
introduced, and this is followed by a description of the traits which we will be using in
this thesis. On the basis of personality theory, we then propose differences in linguistic
behaviours which we predict will result from author personality (theoretical hypothe¬
ses). The perception of personality, and the role of different factors in the accuracy
of judgement are also discussed. The rest of this chapter examines the previous find¬
ings for personality and its effect upon language behaviour (summarised in hypotheses
from previous work), examines the methods which will be employed in the analysis of
our personality corpus, and briefly discusses implications of computer-mediated tech¬
nology on experimentation and communication.
Chapter three describes the construction of the e-mail personality corpus which
forms the basis of the experimentation conducted in this thesis. This is informed and
validated with reference to a previous study which used content analysis methods on
texts encoded with author personality.
Chapter four builds upon the psychological content analyses carried out in the pre¬
vious chapter in two ways: by adopting alternative statistical methods, and also by
extending the analysis in order to measure psycholinguistic textual properties and lex¬
ical diversity.
Chapter five proposes the adoption of data-driven analysis techniques derived from
computational corpus linguistics: here we examine different methods for dividing the
corpus, annotation, and comparing the resulting subcorpora.
Chapter six extends the data-driven computational linguistic approaches of the pre¬
vious chapter further by exploring different annotation methods. The use of grammati¬
cal and semantic categories avoids some of the problems associated with data sparsity,
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and allows the greater generalisation of findings.
Chapter seven describes the experimental perception study which tests people's
ability to accurately judge author personality on the basis of a brief e-mail text. Here
we additionally describe the way that the judge's perceptions of the e-mail text's author
is related to awareness of personality in general.
The final chapter presents a summary of the thesis and its conclusion. We discuss
the boundaries of this work and the implications for future research.
1.5 Summary and Hypotheses for the thesis
In this chapter we have introduced the focus of study for this thesis—the relationship
between personality and language—and have described its importance, particularly
with reference to computer-mediated communication. The ways in which personality
and language relate to the wider fields of cognitive science and computational linguis¬
tics were overviewed.
We then described in more detail the objectives and boundaries of the thesis, and
have outlined the structure of the rest of the thesis. The main hypotheses which we
have described in this chapter are summarised as follows. The major goals of the
thesis are to test whether:
Hypothesis 1 Personality is projected linguistically.
Hypothesis 2 Personality can be perceived through language.
In the next chapter we review previous work in relevant areas which will allow us
to furnish these hypotheses with more specific questions—both from theory and from




This thesis is interdisciplinary in nature and draws upon the research and methodolo¬
gies from a number of diverse areas. Therefore our overview of relevant literature
reflects this variety. We do not attempt to cover all areas exhaustively, but wherever
relevant, references are provided to enable the reader to pursue a topic in more detail.
The literature review is divided into two main sections: first we present work which
informs this study on the basis of topic. Here we overview theories of personality, the
perception of personality, and also the results of work which has examined the effects
of personality on language. After each of these three sections we present hypotheses,
based on theory or on previous findings, which we take forward for further examination
in this thesis.
Secondly, we present work which is relevant from a methodological stance. This
discusses issues surrounding computer-mediated interaction and experimentation, and
also gives an overview of linguistic analysis methods with specific relevance to cor¬
pora. The chapter then concludes with a summary and presentation of the hypotheses.
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2.1 Introduction to Personality
2.1.1 Theories of Personality
In this thesis we refer to two main models and associated measurements of personality,
Eysenck's three-factor model (Eysenck and Eysenck, 1991; Eysenck et ah, 1985), and
the five-factor model (Digman, 1990; Costa and McCrae, 1992b; Wiggins and Pincus,
1992; Goldberg, 1993). These are termed 'trait' approaches to personality, and reduce
personality to a number of essential descriptive traits, or factors.
Each factor should be regarded as a scale ranging from 'low' to 'high', with a score
possible at either extreme or anywhere in between. These factors are considered to be
orthogonal and independent of each other, and therefore if an individual has a particular
score on one factor, this does not necessarily predict any of their scores on any of the
other factors. However in practice there may be some relationship between traits, for
example, especially in the case of extreme scorers (cf. Eysenck, 1970; Matthews and
Deary, 1998; Buckingham et al., 2001).
These traits traditionally assume a 'causal primacy' and 'inner locus', namely that
traits influence behaviour, and that they relate to the fundamental, core qualities of the
person (Matthews and Deary, 1998). Therefore, each trait is assumed to be relatively
stable over time, and this distinguishes them from more transitory aspects of an indi¬
vidual like mood or emotion. We do not address these transitory aspects here, but for
an overview integrating personality, mood, and the cognitive processing of emotion,
see Rusting (1998).
We do not claim that 'traits' are the only way of describing personality, and that
this approach or its assumptions are undisputed: these have been challenged by pro¬
posals that behaviour is learnt as a response to stimuli and that concepts of traits are
constructed as a result of social situation. In response to such arguments Funder (2001)
confidently sees the increase in recent research as indicating a growing acceptance and
validity in trait approach. However Matthews and Deary (1998) are more reserved,
placing emphasis on the theoretical basis of traits as being essential for establishing
them as scientifically useful constructs.
Indeed, within personality psychology there is debate about the precise number of
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traits which can be use to describe personality, hence the existence of the three- and
five-factor models, amongst others. Essentially, the first two traits associated with ma¬
jor models—Extraversion (perhaps better described as Extraversion-Introversion) and
Neuroticism (Emotionality-Stability)—are undisputed and central to theories of per¬
sonality (Matthews and Deary, 1998; Lippa and Dietz, 2000). Indeed the EPI (Eysenck
Personality Inventory; Eysenck and Eysenck, 1964) which solely measures these traits,
is described by Costa and McCrae (1986) as the 'gold standard' for many researchers,
with the three-factor EPQ-R equally respected (Kline, 1993b; Ferrando, 2003).
Where these two approaches diverge then, is most obviously represented in the
number of factors which they claim describe personality, but perhaps more signifi¬
cantly in their theoretical basis: Eysenck claims a 'biological basis' for his model of
personality (Eysenck, 1970; Eysenck and Eysenck, 1991), and has emphasised that
a trait's validity is based upon this—along with for example, its cultural invariance,
and relationship to social behaviour and illness (Eysenck, 1993); Proponents of the
five-factor model do not make such claims, and instead using the 'lexical hypothesis'
approach have derived factors which group statistically, with validity demonstrated by
further replication of these factors (McCrae and Costa, 1987, 1997; Funder, 2001; cf.
Block, 1995; Matthews and Deary, 1998; however attempts have been made to redress
this lack of theoretical basis, e.g., Buss and Finn, 1987; Pytlik Zillig et al., 2002). Here
we distinguish between the term 'lexical hypothesis' which describes a contribution to
personality theory, and this thesis's concern with studying personality and its influence
on language: The former approach studies words which describe particular aspects of
personality and sets about deriving broad factors which represent traits related to per¬
sonality; By contrast, the latter approach employed here is concerned with the words
which are used by speakers ofdifferent personality types (work in this area is described
in more detail in Section 2.2).
Turning now to describe the traits, and the subsequent factors which are measured:
In the three-factor model there is one further trait, namely Psychoticism, whereas in the
five-factor model, the remaining variance is described in terms of Openness, Agree-
ableness and Conscientiousness. Eysenck argues that Agreeableness and Conscien¬
tiousness are primary level traits which both form facets of Psychoticism (negatively
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related1; Eysenck 1991, 1992, and which to some extent is supported by the early stud¬
ies of McCrae and Costa 1987). Conversely, Costa and McCrae and others have argued
that five factors are required to describe personality fully (Costa and McCrae, 1992a;
McCrae and Costa, 1997; Digman, 1990; Goldberg, 1993).
Indeed, recent work looking comparing measures of normal and dysfunctional per¬
sonality suggests many of the questions such as 'which model?' or 'how many traits?'
are not productive. With reference to the three- and five-factor models, Larstone et al.
(2002) instead note that 'each instrument is an imperfect measure of personality that
shares components of variance with the other while also tapping specific dimensions'
(cf. interpretations of Extraversion; Depue and Collins, 1999). In contrast, Kline
(1993b) considers that EPQ 'Extraversion and Neuroticism are clearly identical to two
of the big five factors and Psychoticism would appear to be a mixture [of the other
traits]'.
It is not a goal of this thesis to prove or disprove any particular theory or model
of personality, nor will it provide further discussion of the surrounding debate. For a
concise and lively debate of trait approaches to personality, see Deary and Matthews
(1993) and the associated peer commentaries, with more extensive and detailed infor¬
mation found in Matthews and Deary (1998). For a more general discussion of per¬
sonality, individual differences and related concerns, the reader is directed to Cooper
(1998). In the rest of the thesis we will draw on these two main models of personal¬
ity, along with associated concepts. In the experimentation which we describe below,
we have primarily adopted the three-factor EPQ-R (Eysenck et al., 1985; Eysenck and
Eysenck, 1991) as our measurement of personality. We do not regard this as neces¬
sarily subscribing to one particular theory of personality, however here we outline our
justification of this choice: Theoretically, a biological or neural description of person¬
ality is desirable, since this research is conducted from a cognitive science perspective,
and we may want to integrate theories of language production with theories of person¬
ality (cf. Dewaele and Furnham, 2000; Dewaele, 2002a). Although the current study is
concerned with language, and thus interaction, we have chosen not to use a specifically
interpersonal measure (e.g., Wiggins, 1979; Kiesler, 1983), since they appear easily in-
1A further proposal is that Openness forms a part of Extraversion, and low Conscientiousness a part
of Neuroticism, but we will not address this claim here.
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corporated into more general models of personality, which allow greater comparability
(McCrae and Costa, 1989; Trapnell and Wiggins, 1990). In terms of validity of the
personality model and its measurement, Kline (1993a) regards these three factors (E,
N, P) as having 'considerable external validation' experimentally and correlationally
(p. 304). This is desirable, since we shall be relating these personality traits to features
of language behaviour. In summary, Kline (1993b) states (p. 454):
If we want a reliable and valid measure of these three basic personality
factors the EPQ is as good as can be desired. It represents a clear marker
in personality space. Its only flaw [... ] is that the factors are broad[... ]
In brief it is a benchmark personality test[... ]
Practically, this broadness viewed by Kline as a disadvantage, for us represents an
advantage: three rather than five factors provide a more reduced model of personality
with which to work. In future the research can be extended to incorporate five factors
if the variation associated with Psychoticism appears to be better described in terms of
Openness, Agreeableness and Conscientiousness.
Below, we provide a brief outline and definition of Extraversion, Neuroticism,
and Psychoticism, incorporating Eysenck's description based on a 'typical' individual
(Eysenck and Eysenck, 1975). We also briefly include details relating to Eysenck's bi¬
ological theories of the traits, although as noted above we do not necessarily subscribe
to them. To ensure applicability to other theories of personality, we briefly discuss
them in relation to the traits described in the five-factor model.
2.1.2 Personality Traits
2.1.2.1 Extraversion
Extraversion in one of the most salient and visible personality traits (Funder, 1995),
and one of the few which researchers generally agree provides 'consistent and valid
information' (Jonassen and Grabowski, 1993, p. 367). In their original theorising from
a biological perspective, Extraversion is regarded as related to the degree of inhibition
and excitation present in the central nervous system. Eysenck and Eysenck (1975)
view this as largely inherited, but which may be mediated by the ascending reticular
formation. They describe the realisation of the trait thus (p. 9):
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The typical extravert is sociable, likes parties, has many friends, needs
to have people to talk to, and does not like reading or studying by himself.
He craves excitement, takes chances, often sticks his neck out, acts on the
spur of the moment, and is generally an impulsive individual. He is fond
of practical jokes, always has a ready answer, and generally likes change;
he is carefree, easy-going, optimistic, and likes to "laugh and be merry".
He prefers to keep moving and doing things, tends to be aggressive and
lose his temper quickly; altogether his feelings are not kept under tight
control, and he is not always a reliable person.
The typical introvert is a quiet, retiring sort of person, introspective,
fond of books rather than people; he is reserved and distant except to inti¬
mate friends. He tends to plan ahead, "looks before he leaps" and distrusts
the impulse of the moment. He does not like excitement, takes matters
of everyday life with proper seriousness, and likes a well-ordered mode
of life. He keeps his feelings under close control, seldom behaves in an
aggressive manner, and does not lose his temper easily. He is reliable,
somewhat pessimistic, and places great value on ethical standards.
In their NEO-PI-R model of personality, Costa and McCrae (1992b) divide each
of the personality dimensions into six further facets, each of which indicate a lower-
level property of the trait. For the NEO-PI-R Extraversion dimension, these facets are:
Warmth, Gregariousness, Assertiveness, Activity, Excitement-Seeking, and Positive
Emotion.
2.1.2.2 Neuroticism
Neuroticism2—and also Extraversion—are regarded as 'clearly marked and outstand¬
ingly important dimensions' (Eysenck and Eysenck, 1964, p. 5), and form the core
of personality descriptions. Like Extraversion, Eysenck and Eysenck (1975) view it
as largely inherited, and is closely related to the degree of liability of the autonomic
nervous system. They describe the trait as (pp. 9-10):
[...] we may describe the typical high N[euroticism] scorer as being
an anxious, worrying individual, moody and frequently depressed. He is
2Note that in this thesis we use the terms Neuroticism—and also Psychoticism—which refer to par¬
ticular personality traits, and should therefore be regarded purely as technical descriptions with specific
definitions. However to avoid possible negative associations, when communicating with audiences out¬
side personality psychology, it is usual to adopt the alternative terms 'Emotionality' for Neuroticism and
'Tough-mindedness' for Psychoticism (Eysenck and Eysenck, 1975).
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likely to sleep badly, and to suffer from various psychosomatic disorders.
He is overly emotional, reacting too strongly to all sorts of stimuli, and
finds it difficult to get back on an even keel after each emotionally arous¬
ing experience. His strong emotional reactions interfere with his proper
adjustment, making him react in irrational, sometimes rigid ways. [... ] If
the high N individual has to be described in one word, one might say that
he is a worrier, his main characteristic is a constant preoccupation with
things that might go wrong, and a strong emotional reaction of anxiety to
these thoughts.The stable individual, on the other hand, tends to respond
emotionally only slowly and generally weakly, and to return to baseline
quickly after emotional arousal; he is usually calm, even-tempered, con¬
trolled and unworried.
In their interpretation of Neuroticism, Costa and McCrae (1992b) claim that it is
related to psychological well-being, referring to their previous work (Costa and Mc¬
Crae, 1984) which showed each of the six facets is significantly related to negative
affect and lower life satisfaction. The six facets of Neuroticism are: Anxiety, Angry
Hostility, Depression, Self-Consciousness, Impulsiveness, and Vulnerability.
2.1.2.3 Psychoticism
Psychoticism, as observed previously, is the most contentious trait of the three-factor
model, and was a later addition to the existing traits of the EPI model, Extraversion
and Neuroticism (Eysenck and Eysenck, 1964, 1975; Eysenck et al., 1985). It was
conceived to be related to behavioural disorders, but designed to measure individuals
belonging to a 'normal' population, rather than those displaying extreme pathological
symptoms. Subsequent research has suggested that it is indicative of thoughtless or
reckless personality and that high Psychoticism scorers are predisposed to personality
traits associated with an excess of severe and threatening life events (Pickering et al.,
2003). Its biological basis is traditionally regarded to be related to androgen levels in
the individual, and this may explain the higher Psychoticism scores present in males
(Kline, 1983).
It is described as follows (Eysenck and Eysenck, 1975, p. 11):
A high [Psychoticism] scorer, then, may be described as being solitary,
not caring for people; he is often troublesome, not fitting in anywhere. He
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may be cruel and inhumane, lacking in feeling and empathy, and altogether
insensitive. He is hostile to others, even with his own kith and kin, and
aggressive even to loved ones. He has a liking for odd and unusual things,
and a disregard for danger; he likes to make fools of other people and
to upset them. [...] Socialisation is a concept which is relatively alien
to such people; empathy, feelings of guilt, sensitivity to other people are
notions which are strange and unfamiliar to them.
The simplest interpretation of these two models maps the NEO-PI-R traits conscien¬
tiousness and agreeableness negatively onto EPQ-R Psychoticism. Costa and McCrae
(1992b) describe the facets which compose these traits as: Trust, Straightforwardness,
Altruism, Compliance, Modesty, and Tender-Mindedness, for Agreeableness; Com¬
petence, Order, Dutifulness, Achievement Striving, Self-Discipline, and Deliberation,
for Conscientiousness. Here we can indeed observe the relationship between Psychoti¬
cism and NEO-PI-R Agreeableness and Conscientiousness, with this proposed inverse
relationship providing a useful way of comparing findings across personality models.
In addition to Conscientiousness and Agreeableness, Costa and McCrae (1992b)
also describe the facets of Openness as: Fantasy, Aesthetics, Feelings, Actions, Ideas,
and Values. Although Eysenck proposes that Openness is related to Extraversion, for
simplicity of interpretation, here we will disregard such a possible link (Eysenck, 1991,
1992). In addition to the three personality dimensions of Extraversion, Neuroticism,
and Psychoticism, the EPQ-R model also incorporates a 'Lie Scale', which measures
an individual's tendency to avoid admitting undesirable characteristics. Although this
is not regarded as a personality trait, it can be incorporated into personality studies as
an indicator of deception, for example, spouse perceptions of a partner's deceptiveness
(Goma-i-Freixanet, 1997).
2.1.3 Language hypotheses from Theory
On the basis of the personality descriptions of the EPQ-R (Eysenck and Eysenck,
1975), we propose the following realisations of personality through language.3
3Note that in contrast to the hypotheses of Furnham (1990) (see Section 2.2.1), here we are solely
concerned with language behaviour which can be realised in a written form, equivalent to his categories
of Fluency, Morphology and syntax, and Conversational behaviour. We therefore ignore features which
are unique to spoken language, for example, the category Voice (frequency, intensity and quality).
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Extraversion We expect the language of high Extraverts to reflect their sociability
by referring to other people, and to express their activity by using more words
describing action, and by saying more. We also expect them to use language
which suggests positive affect.
Neuroticism The language of high Neurotics, we expect to be highly emotional—
particularly expressing negative affect, but also positive affect—and this is also
revealed through intensified language (e.g., adjectives and adverbs). Since the
individual is a worrier, we also expect this self-preoccupation to be expressed
through an increased reference to self.
Psychoticism We expect highly Psychotic individuals to reflect their lack of socia¬
bility and detachedness by making fewer references to themselves or to others,
and to demonstrate their harshness and toughness by avoiding emotional words.
Since they are creative and enjoy unusual things, we predict that they will adopt
a more unusual language use, realised both in words and constructions (i.e., lex¬
ically and syntactically).
2.2 Personality and Language
In reviewing the work which has looked at personality and language, there are a num¬
ber of observations which can be made: Firstly, that there has not been a great deal
of work in this area, and that which has been done tends to use incommensurable4
approaches and is spread across different disciplines; Secondly, the majority of work
has focussed on speech; Thirdly, research has tended to focus on traits relating to
Extraversion-Introversion, and to a lesser extent Neuroticism-Stability, rather than oth¬
ers from the three-factor (Psychoticism), or five-factor (Conscientiousness, Agreeable-
ness, Openness) models of personality.
The main explanation of this appears to be the interdisciplinary nature of this re¬
search question, with it touching upon the fields of personality theorists, social psy¬
chologists of language, and also psycholinguists and sociolinguists (Furnham, 1990).
4Although Furnham (1990) describes the work in the field as 'inconsistent', here we use the term
'incommensurable' as a less value-laden alternative.
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Indeed the reason why little work has addressed this question may be that from a
personality perspective, language is regarded as not important, interesting, or not be¬
ing high-enough level behaviour (indeed the relative value of verbal or non-verbal
behaviour is not always apparent; cf. Eckman et al., 1980; O'Sullivan et al., 1985);
whereas from a social or linguistic perspective, other factors (e.g., social or situa¬
tional) are seen as more important to language behaviour, with debate surrounding
the definition and stability of personality traits, and with greater interest relating more
to the inference of perceived, rather than actual personality from speech. The incom¬
mensurability of approaches results from the different methodologies adopted by these
disciplines, and indeed the variety of approaches available in each (e.g., personality
theory and measurement, or level or type of linguistic analysis).
The focus of these studies appears to be determined by saliency both within and
outside the fields: Speech is the most ubiquitous form of language, and includes par-
alinguistic features, such as pronunciation, intonation or loudness, and which can be
seen to vary readily across individuals due to, for example, social or geographical
reasons; similarly, Extraversion is a highly salient personality trait (Funder, 1995), and
therefore draws the focus of investigation, rather than, for example Neuroticism, which
is equally central to major theories of personality, but is less salient (Lippa and Dietz,
2000).
2.2.1 Previous hypotheses
Reflecting the focus on Extraversion more generally, Furnham (1990) has proposed
the following features based on a knowledge of the characteristics of Extraverts and
Introverts. Extravert language is less formal, has a more restricted rather than elabo¬
rated code, uses more verbs, adverbs and pronouns (rather than nouns, adjectives, and
prepositions), and uses vocabulary loosely, which he defines as how correct or unusual
are the words used. With specific relevance to speech, he also proposes that Extraverts
will tend to use an accent which is more non-standard (or local), rather than standard
(or received), that they talk at a faster speed, and that their speech will contain more
dysfluencies.
Other speculations based on an intuitive knowledge of the personality types, sug-
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gest more higher-level features of Extravert-Introvert language: Extraverts are indi¬
viduals who think out loud, do most of the talking, are less self-focussed, and tend to
skip from topic to topic. Conversely, Introverts monopolise the conversation on topics
important to them, are more self-focussed and prefer to concentrate on discussing one
topic in depth (Teiger and Barron-Teiger, 1998).
2.2.2 Previous Findings
In the following review of the literature which has examined the area of personality and
language, we divide the results into four areas of research (cf. Scherer, 1979; Furnham,
1990): voice, fluency, morphology and syntax, and conversational behaviour. For each
section, we first present findings for native English speakers, although where appropri¬
ate, we also report studies from other languages or from non-native speakers. Due to
the particular emphasis on research into Extraversion, the majority of findings reported
are for this trait, although other traits are discussed where relevant. We do however,
give preference to studies utilising recognised measures of personality (e.g., three- or
five-factor model), and which report statistically significant results.
Finally, given that the interest of this thesis is in written language, e-mail and
computer-mediated communication, we will focus our attention on the linguistic levels
most relevant. Therefore, the review is as follows: we briefly touch on acoustic find¬
ings for 'voice'; describe mainly results relating to speech rate and errors in 'fluency';
primarily cover use of grammatical features in 'morphology and syntax'; finally, our
most extensive review concentrates on 'conversational behaviour'. In addition to in¬
terpersonal behaviour, here in the final section, we also include findings relating to
the content and topic of language. In all these cases, findings from studies of spoken
language will be reported where relevant to written language. For further informa¬
tion: a general overview of issues relating to the area can be found in Furnham (1990),
work on speech and personality perception is covered in more detail in Scherer (1979),
and for discussion of Extraversion findings—particularly with relevance to second lan¬
guage learning—consult Dewaele and Furnham (1999). See also Pennebaker and King
(1999) and Smith (1992) for work relating individual differences to content analysis.
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2.2.2.1 Voice
Here we provide a brief summary for findings relating to voice. Findings specifically
looking at the speech of American Extraverts found that they were perceived to talk
louder and with a more nasal voice (Scherer, 1978). For English as second language,
we find that high Extravert speakers score lower for pronunciation (Busch, 1982).
2.2.2.2 Fluency
The majority of findings which relate to fluency report an Extravert advantage, and are
reported in terms of speech rate. Extraverts have higher speech rates (Siegman, 1987),
which is the case in both informal and formal settings (Dewaele, 1998; Dewaele and
Furnham, 2000). Extraverts also show an inverse relationship with silence quotient
(derived from silent pauses and speech rate, Siegman, 1978; but cf. Dewaele, 1998 for
issues of silent pauses and measurement of speech rate), and in more complex verbal
tasks, Introverts' pauses were significantly longer before speaking, than was the case
for the Extraverts (Ramsay, 1968). Extravert children and teenagers showed greater
verbal fluency for simple and complex recall tasks (Tapasak et al., 1979). Additionally
it has been found that in formal situations Extraverts show less hesitation ('er'), but
also make a higher proportion of semantic errors (Dewaele and Furnham, 2000).
2.2.2.3 Morphology and Syntax
Here we describe findings mainly relating to grammatical features. Extraverts show
higher counts of pronouns, adverbs, verbs and total number of words (Cope, 1969;
taking 'zestful' to be a synonym for Extravert, cf. Furnham, 1990; Dewaele and Furn¬
ham, 1999). These characteristics of Extravert language are also found for non-native
speakers: Using factor analysis of syntactic tokens, Dewaele and Furnham (2000) de¬
scribe this as implicit language (preference for pronouns, adverbs and verbs), which
contrasts with the explicit language characteristics of Introverts (nouns, modifiers and
prepositions). This finding relates to both informal and formal situations, and mirrors
previous analyses of the individual linguistic categories (Dewaele, 1996b,a). Addi¬
tionally, Heylighen and Dewaele (1999) more generally note that introvert language
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features tend to be closely related to those of formal language.
An additional finding is that Extraverts demonstrate lower lexical richness in for¬
mal situations (controlling for length; Dewaele, 1993; Dewaele and Furnham, 2000).
Although Cope (1969) also notes a lower lexical diversity (measured as type-token
ratio; TTR), for Extravert native English speakers; however this would appear to be
less reliable given that Extraverts also use a greater total number of words, and thus
may be explained as an effect of length (cf. Gill, 1998). Low type-token ratio is also
related to language produced in anxiety promoting situations (Eloweler, 1972), and is
also implicated in the perception of greater anxiety (Bradac, 1990).
2.2.2.4 Conversational behaviour (and content)
Firstly, we look at the results which relate personality to interpersonal aspects of lan¬
guage. As would be expected, Extraverts show greater desire to communicate and ini¬
tiate interactions (McCroskey and Richmond, 1990), which is also found in computer-
mediated communication (Yellen et al., 1995). In terms of conversational behaviours,
analysis of speech acts shows that Extraverts initiate more individual and group laugh¬
ter (Gifford and Hine, 1994). Gifford and Hine also found that Extraverts talk more,
with other studies finding that they use a greater total number of words (Campbell
and Rushton, 1978; Carment et al., 1965; although cf. Thorne, 1987 who found no
significant differences in talk time or number of speech acts between Extraverts and
Introverts). Perceptions of transcribed texts found that longer texts were regarded as
displaying greater dominance and competence (Berry et al., 1997).
In terms of individual utterances, studies of second language speakers have shown
that the length of the longest utterances produced by Extraverts is actually shorter,
especially in informal conditions (Dewaele, 1995; Dewaele and Furnham, 2000). Ad¬
ditionally, Dewaele (2002b) finds that in L3 English production, Psychoticism and
Extraversion showed a strong negative relationship to communicative anxiety, whilst
Neuroticism showed a positive relationship.
We now turn from interpersonal language behaviour to looking at how personality
affects the content of language used. In a study of conversational dyads, coding of the
speech acts found that introverts used more hedges and problem talk, namely express-
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ing qualification, and dissatifaction with one's own activities, but that Extraverts ex¬
pressed more pleasure talk, agreement, and compliments, with content focusing more
on extracurricular activities (Thorne, 1987). Extraverts have also been shown to use
more self-referent statements (Gifford and Hine, 1994).
Here we also report findings from the Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count (LIWC;
Pennebaker and Francis, 1999) text analysis program. These are discussed in rela¬
tion to conversation behaviour because LIWC is primarily concerned with content.
Although some syntactic features (e.g., pronouns, and verbs of various tenses) are in¬
cluded in the analysis, these are not derived from a part-of-speech analysis of the data.
Indeed, no explicit claim is made that LIWC offers syntactic analysis. Note that we
cover the results for LIWC studies in some detail, since this is an analysis method we
will adopt in this thesis. For more specific details and discussion about the the LIWC
text analysis method, see Section 2.5.3.4.
In a perception study Berry et al. (1997) found that transcribed texts rated as higher
in Dominance used fewer positive emotion words and self referents, and texts regarded
as displaying greater Competence used fewer self referents and negations, and more
present tense verbs (these texts also show lower lexical diversity, but this appears to be
a length effect, see Gill, 1998, for a discussion).
Pennebaker and King (1999) have applied LIWC analysis to texts written by au¬
thors for whom (five-factor) personality information was available. Using factors de¬
rived from the LIWC features, they found that: Extraversion showed a strong negative
relationship with Making Distinctions (reflected in factor loadings of greater use of
discrepancies, exclusive, tentative words and negations; fewer inclusive words) and
a positive relationship with The Social Past (factor loadings showing greater use of
past tense, present tense, and social words; fewer positive emotion words); Neuroti-
cism correlated positively with Immediacy (the factor being composed of greater first
person singular and discrepancies; fewer articles or longer words); Agreeableness—
like Neuroticism—correlated positively with Immediacy, although conversely Open¬
ness showed a strong negative relationship with this factor; Conscientiousness—like
Extraversion—showed a strong negative relationship with Making Distinctions.
Relationships between the personality dimensions and individual LIWC variables,
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shows that high Extraverts use more social and positive emotion words, and fewer
negations, tentativity, exclusive, inclusive, causation, negative emotion words, and ar¬
ticles; High Neurotics use more first person singular and negative emotion words, and
fewer positive emotion words, and articles; High Openness scorers use more articles,
longer words and insight words, and fewer first person singular, present tense, and cau¬
sation words; High Agreeableness scorers use more first person singular and positive
emotion words, and fewer articles and negative emotion words; High Conscientious¬
ness scorers use more positive emotion words, and fewer negations, negative emotion,
causation, exclusive words, and discrepancies.
2.2.3 Personality language hypotheses from previous work
On the basis of the previous findings reported above, we summarise them in terms
of the following hypotheses, with particular reference to the features of computer-
mediated communication (see Section 2.4.2). Here, note that we describe 'voice'
features in terms of 'realisation', and additionally describe the hypotheses from LIWC
separately from the conversational features:
2.2.3.1 Extraversion Hypotheses
Realisation Extravert 'loudness' will be realised in the increased use of capital letters
and exclamation marks; Worse pronunciation will result in worse spelling and
more typographical errors.
Fluency Higher speech rate of Extraverts will be realised in longer sentences; shorter
pauses and less hesitation will result in more ellipses (as in the punctuation fea¬
ture '...') and hyphens (-) being used to separate clauses rather than the full
stop.
Grammatical Extravert language will contain more adverbs, pronouns, and verbs
(i.e., more 'implicit'), and have a lower lexical density (TTR); it will contain
fewer nouns, modifiers and prepositions (less 'explicit'), and be less formal.
Conversational Extraverts will write more; initiate more laughter, perhaps indicating
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this by explicit references ('ha') or by exclamation; they will refer to themselves
more; they will use more terms indicating pleasure and agreement, pay more
compliments; they will use fewer hedges and references to problems, and will
show less anxiety during the communication.
LIWC Extraverts will show a greater use of social and positive emotion words, and
use fewer negations, tentativity, exclusive, inclusive, causation, negative emo¬
tion words, and articles; In terms of factors, Extraversion will have a negative
relationship with Making Distinctions and positive relationship with The Social
Past factors.
2.2.3.2 Neuroticism Hypotheses
Conversational High Neurotics will use a lower lexical density (TTR), and show
greater anxiety during communication, realised explicitly through references to
'worry' or 'stress'.
LIWC High Neurotics will use more first person singular and negative emotion words,
and fewer positive emotion words, and articles; Neuroticism will also correlate
positively with the Immediacy factor.
2.2.3.3 Psychoticism Hypotheses
Conversational We expect high Psychotics to show less anxiety during communica¬
tion, for example, through fewer explicit references to 'stress' or 'worry'.
LIWC Here we predict Psychoticism will show an inverse relationship to Agreeable-
ness and Conscientiousness: based on Agreeableness, we expect fewer first per¬
son singular and positive emotion words, and more articles and negative emotion
words, and also a negative correlation with the factor Immediacy; on the basis
of the findings for Conscientiousness, we expect fewer positive emotion words,
and more negations, negative emotion, causation, exclusive words, and discrep¬
ancies, and a positive relationship with the factor Making Distinctions.
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2.3 Perception of Personality
In this section we overview personality perception, including the effects of different
media. However, we do not cover studies which look at the specific effect of linguistic
features upon person perception; these have been covered previously in the section
reviewing findings for personality and language (Section 2.2.2).
Personality judgement data can be gathered in several ways. On the one hand,
targets' self-reports of personality, together with ratings of these targets by peers (such
as spouses or colleagues), have been compared with each other for agreement. On
the other hand, strangers have been called upon to make personality judgements, after
being exposed to various different kinds of information about the target individuals.
For many years, studies investigating personality perception had been stalled due to
proposals that the errors in perception should be the focus of investigation, rather than
accuracy (Cronbach, 1955). However, recently there has been an increased interest
in measuring accuracy of perception (Funder, 1987; Kenny and Albright, 1987). In
turn, studies have focused upon the investigation of factors which influence accuracy
(Kenny, 1994; Funder, 1995), and here we focus upon one model to describe these
factors. Funder's (1995) Realistic Accuracy Model views accuracy of judgement as a
function of the relevancy, availability, detection, and utilisation of relevant behavioural
cues. Furthermore, he outlines (pp. 658-63) a 'path to accurate judgement', which
grounds these processes in terms of the quality of the 'judge', 'target', 'trait', and
'information' in the study. We therefore adopt these categories overviewing the area.
2.3.1 Judges
Good and bad judges are distinguished by their differing use of the cues which are
available to them, for example, Funder (1995) proposes that knowledge about person¬
ality and the way it is revealed in behaviour would favour better socialised judges. This
therefore implies that Extraverts make better judges than Introverts, because they 'have
more experience in social settings than introverts', and Funder cites studies which have
shown this to be the case for non-verbal cues in social interaction (Akert and Panter,
1988), and in determining the authenticity of suicide notes (Lester, 1991).
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Given that this model is concerned with perception of personality, and has em¬
phasised the role of judge personality, Funder also acknowledges the implications of
judge ability and motivation: specifically, he notes the importance of intelligence, and
also that the judge considers making an accurate decision to be important. Recent
work by Lippa and Dietz (2000) found a more complicated picture in the judgement
of Extraversion and Neuroticism: for the former trait intelligence shows correlation
with greater accuracy, however judge Openness appears negatively related to accuracy
in rating Neuroticism, although greater agreement is found for female—than male—
judges rating Neuroticism.
2.3.2 Targets
Good targets are proposed to be those whose behaviour gives numerous and informa¬
tive clues to their personality. In particular, Funder (1995) again notes the relevance
of social behaviour—this time in the targets—since those with higher levels of social
behaviours in particular exhibit more potential clues about their personality, relative to
people who are less active (e.g. Borkenau and Liebler, 1992).
Additionally, people who are high self-monitors (Snyder, 1974, 1987), and adjust
their behaviour to changes in the social environment, are predicted to be harder to
judge accurately than low self-monitors, who are supposed to act consistently across
different situations. Indeed, this is regarded as similar to the difficulty found in rating
individuals with dishonest or socially undesirable behaviours who are likely to try and
conceal them, leading to difficulty in accurate judgement on the basis of their overt
social behaviour (Funder, 1995).
Although Fumham (1990) notes that self-monitoring has shown impressive relia¬
bility and validity, he also observes that it is multidimensional (Furnham and Capon,
1983) and correlates with Extraversion and Neuroticism (Gabrenya and Arkin, 1980;
Luu et al., 2000, which is not discussed by Funder, 1995). This therefore complicates
matters with regard to Extraversion, however, we propose that additional availability
of cues in the behaviour of Extraverts outweighs the difficulties presented by self-
monitoring; in the case of Neuroticism, we would expect lower Neurotics to make
better targets due to the reduced effects of self-monitoring.
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2.3.3 Traits
Distinguishing between the different personality dimensions has shown that, even in
judgements by close acquaintances, much greater agreement is found for ratings of
Extraversion than for Neuroticism in both the EPQ (Goma-i-Freixanet, 1997), and in
the five factor models of personality (McCrae and Costa, 1987). For the EPQ, we
find additionally that Psychoticism displays the lowest agreement in judgements and
that additionally agreement for Lie-scale ratings is slightly higher than for Neuroticism
(Goma-i-Freixanet, 1997); for the other traits of the five-factor model, generally Open¬
ness shows similar levels of agreement to Extraversion (in the case of self-reports and
mean peer reports, it is actually higher), whereas Agreeableness shows low Agreement
similar to that of Neuroticism, with Conscientiousness located somewhere between
these groups (McCrae and Costa, 1987). Additionally, self-ratings were shown to be
more informative in predicting behaviour for Extraversion than for Neuroticism (Spain
et al., 2000).
These differences in agreement appear to demonstrate that different properties of
the personality traits have implications for their judgement and perception. In response
to such findings, Funder has proposed that good traits are highly 'visible' (easily ob¬
servable), and demonstrate low 'evaluativeness' (are not related to judgements of de¬
sirability or undesirability). Using Extraversion and Neuroticism as examples to which
lay perceivers of personality show sensitivity, he notes that Extraversion is highly vis¬
ible and revealed by 'frequent positive social interaction' (Funder and Dobroth, 1987;
Funder and Colvin, 1988; Paunonen, 1989), but relatively low in evaluativeness (but cf.
Scherer, 1979 who notes the desirability of Extraversion, at least in American culture,
and Eysenck et al., 1993, who note higher E scores for Canadian males compared to
English counterparts). However, Neuroticism is lower in visibility (characterised by,
e.g., internal worrying thoughts or feelings), and is regarded as more 'evaluative', i.e.,
affectively charged, or related to desirability. It may thus lead to: the concealment of
undesirable behaviour from observers; a distortion of self-perception, leading to lower
target-judge agreement; or a greater reluctance to pass judgement on such behaviours,
leading to reduced inter-judge agreement. When less evaluative measures of Neuroti¬
cism are used, agreement increases (John and Robbins, 1993).
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2.3.4 Information
The amount and relevance of target information available to the judges influences their
agreement. Close acquaintances agree better with each other and with the target, than
do relative strangers (Funder and Colvin, 1988; Paunonen, 1989; Paulhus and Bruce,
1992), although both predict target behaviour equally well, when they know the target
in a relevant context (Colvin and Funder, 1991). Indeed, certain types of information
can be more or less diagnostic of personality: for example, a person talking about their
thoughts and feelings, rather than about hobbies, leads to more accurate judgement of
their personality (Andersen, 1984), with similar behaviour in unstructured situations
being most informative (Funder and Colvin, 1991); conversely, reduced accuracy re¬
sulted from judgements based on highly scripted tasks, and one-to-one interactions
with judges reduced agreement, even when the target believed they had conveyed a
similar impression in all cases (DePaulo et al., 1987).
Judgements by close acquaintances (especially when taken as a composite mea¬
sure) generally also better predict target behaviour than judgements by other peers
(Kolar et al., 1996). At the other extreme, studies have investigated personality per¬
ception of strangers on the basis of minimal cues, at so-called zero-acquaintance. Here
there appears to be interaction between the available information and the visibility of
the trait being judged. This has been demonstrated using solely linguistic or visual
cues; From exposure to transcribed interactions, self-other agreement was shown for
ratings of Extraversion and Introversion (Gifford and Hine, 1994). Alternatively, Al¬
bright et al. (1988) found that, on the basis of physical appearance, Extraversion and
Conscientiousness, but not emotional stability (Neuroticism), Agreeableness, or Cul¬
ture (Openness), could be reliably rated. However, the judgements of Extraversion
appeared to be mediated—or influenced—by judgements of the physical attractive¬
ness of the target. Judgements made at zero-acquaintance appear readily influenced by
stereotypes, which judges may attend to in the absence of readily available cues. For
example, perceptions of target nationality or gender (Gallois and Callan, 1986) may
influence accuracy, in addition to ideas about personality (McCrae and Costa, 1987).
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2.3.5 Perception Hypotheses
On the basis of previous perception studies and the properties of the traits themselves,
we present the following hypotheses (note that we also refer to the perception of the
traits in a computer-mediated environment; this is discussed next, Section, 2.4.3):
Extraversion This trait will be the most easily perceived due to its high visibility and
low evaluativeness. We therefore expect it to show the highest levels of inter-
judge and target-judge agreement, even in CMC at zero-acquaintance.
Neuroticism We expect that agreement will be lowest for Neuroticism, due to its high
evaluativeness and low visibility, which we predict will be most affected by the
lack of information available in the CMC and zero-acquaintance conditions.
Psychoticism Since we propose that Psychoticism is visible, but evaluative, we expect
agreement to be higher than for Neuroticism, but lower than for Extraversion.
We also expect that the conditions will only have moderate lowering effect upon
agreement.
2.4 Implications of Computer-mediated Environment
In this section we overview the issues surrounding the computer-mediated environment
which have implications for this thesis. We first look at studies which have examined
experimentation and methodological issues over the computer and internet. We then
cover studies which have focussed on language use in the CMC environment.
2.4.1 Computer-Mediated Experimentation
Increasing familiarity and use of the internet and computers in general has resulted
in increasing possibilities of using these resources for psychological experimentation
(Schumacher and Morahan-Martin, 2001; Epstein and Klinkenberg, 2001).5 The bene-
5For example, see any of the on-line psychology labs which have appeared: Web Experimental Psy¬
chology Lab, Ulf-Dieter Reips, University of Zurich, http: //www.psychologie .unizh. ch/genpsy/
Ulf/Lab/WebExpPsyLab.html; Language Experiments, Christoph Scheepers, University of Glasgow
and Martin Corley, University of Edinburgh, http://www.hcrc.ed.ac.uk/web_exp (Keller et al.,
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fits of computerised experimentation are that the electronic form of the materials allow
easy modification, and the results in electronic form also allow easy data processing.
In the administration of experiments over the internet, we also have additional benefits
associated with this technology. For example: the access to a greater number of more
diverse potential participants, than can be found amongst psychology undergraduates;
and also flexibility of participation via the internet is not limited by physical access
or time (see Reips, 2000 and Epstein and Klinkenberg, 2001, for further details and
discussion).
Conversely, many of these benefits also harbour potential pitfalls, especially in
the case of web experiments: Unlimited access denies the experimenter control over
who—or even how many times an individual—participates; similarly, there is little
control over the conditions of participation—crowded internet cafe, or quiet library—
or different presentation of the materials due to technological variation; there are also
issues of self-selected and unrepresentative samples (Reips, 2000; Epstein et al., 2001;
Zelenski et al., 2003). For example, the internet is seen as male-dominated (Sussman
and Tyson, 2000), with females showing greater discomfort and lower levels of com¬
petence (Schumacher and Morahan-Martin, 2001); additionally males and females use
the internet for different purposes (Hamburger and Ben-Artzi, 2000), and although this
apparently is also related to personality (Swickert et al., 2002), in a wide-ranging UK
sample, this was not found to be the case when gender and age were controlled for
(Hills and Argyle, 2003).
In light of these possible difficulties, comparison of computerised with traditional
'pencil and paper' questionnaires have shown that they give equivalent results (Knapp
and Kirk, 2003), with similar comparison of web and lab experiments supporting the
validity of this new method in a wide variety of studies. For example, replicability has
been shown in psycholinguistic experiments (Keller and Alexopoulou, 2001; Corley
and Scheepers, 2002), and even in manipulations requiring millisecond accuracy (Mc-
Graw et al., 2000), although Krantz and Dalai (2000) note that some methods transfer
better than others.
Questionnaires measuring personality and individual differences are regarded as
2002); PsychExps, Ken McGraw, University of Mississippi, http://psychexps.olemiss.edu (Mc-
Graw et al., 2000).
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being well suited for administration via the internet, since they are easily encoded
in HTML (the language used to write WWW pages; Hewson et al., 1996), and the
anonymity offered by the the internet potentially leads to greater disclosure and hon¬
esty (Buchanan and Smith, 1999; Buchanan, 2000). Additionally, recent studies have
shown the validity and comparability of 'pencil and paper' with computerised and web
administered personality questionnaires in normal populations (Buchanan, 2001; Fox
and Schwartz, 2002), and also in personality disorder groups (Pinsoneault, 1996; We¬
ber et al., 2003).
2.4.2 CMC and language
Computer-mediated communication, and more specifically e-mail, is considered to be
a form of communication located between the domains of speech and writing: it shares
properties of both media (Baiter, 1998; Baron, 2001). For example, it is a written
form with interlocutors physically separated, it is durable and often utilises complex
syntactic constructions; however, e-mail is often unedited, makes extensive use of first
and second pronouns, present tense and contractions, and is informal. Additionally it
has also developed its own stylistic features (Baron, 1998). Colley and Todd (2002)
refer to stylistic "emailisms" described by Petrie6 which are common to e-mail, but
rare in other forms of writing. These include trailing dots, capitalisation, excessive use
of exclamation marks and question marks; however use of 'emoticons' was found to
be rare. Study of a bulletin board corpus (e-mails posted to the web) using a multi¬
dimensional analysis similar to that of Biber (1993), found that the language genre
was most like that of 'public interviews and letters, personal as well as professional'
(Collot and Belmore, 1996).
Computer-mediated communication provides impoverished cues, and is less rich
than face-to-face communication (Panteli, 2002), therefore information has to be com¬
municated using alternative means. Werry (1996) notes that in internet relay chat (in¬
teractive electronic communication) innovative linguistic strategies are adopted to rep¬
resent the intonational or paralinguistic features of face-to-face discourse, with this
6The study which Colley and Todd (2002) refer to was published on-line, and downloaded by them
in 2000, however the link which they publish no longer works.
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finding mirrored in coordination devices employed in task-based interaction in a CMC
environment (Hancock and Dunham, 2001b).
Although CMC lacks cues compared to face-to-face interaction, it still provides
rich information about the communicator, for example Panteli (2002) found that the
construction of text-based messages conveyed the social cues indicating status differ¬
ences in organisations. Additionally, several studies have shown gender to be com¬
municated in a CMC environment: in mailing lists, messages written by females used
more interactional features, and communicated more information, whereas males were
more critical (Herring, 1996); in e-mails to friends, females preferred social and do¬
mestic topics, whereas males preferred impersonal and external topics (Colley and
Todd, 2002); interlocutors and judges were consistently able to identify author gender
from e-mails, with female messages found to be characterised by more modal aux¬
iliaries, intensifying adverbs, mention of emotions, sharing of personal information,
questions, compliments, apologies, and self-derogatory remarks. Conversely males
were found to give more opinions and use more insults (Thomson and Murachver,
2001). Additionally style matching was found for interlocutors of the minority gender
style when communicating with those belonging to the norm group, regardless of their
own gender (Herring, 1996; Thomson et al., 2001).
Additional properties of the CMC environment are that it enables and encourages
increased communication, for example, in computer-mediated task-based group meet¬
ings, introverts provided more original solutions than in the face-to-face meetings (al¬
though in the latter environment they provided more comments), in each case extraverts
showed greater participation in both environments (Yellen et ah, 1995). This behaviour
is mirrored with second language learners, with students who are less forthcoming in
class being more inclined to contact their teacher by e-mail (Bloch, 2002).
2.4.3 CMC and personality judgement
When the availability of information for personality judgements is reduced, we find
that accuracy is also reduced. For example, judges who are better acquainted with the
target generally provide more accurate personality ratings, as discussed above (sec¬
tion 2.3.4). Whether or not subject and judge have prior knowledge of each other,
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technology also has an impact on what information is available in a communicative
situation. Zero-acquaintance judgements are particularly vulnerable to technological
artifacts. For example, interviews conducted over the telephone were found to re¬
sult in reduced self-interviewer and peer-interviewer agreement than face-to-face in¬
terviews (Blackman, 2002a). Furthermore in text-based computer-mediated environ¬
ment (CMC) judgements of gender, accuracy was reduced by expectations of linguis¬
tic stereotypes for the male and female writers (Savicki et al., 1999). For judgements
of personality in CMC (following one-on-one interactions in an internet chat room),
consensus was found between judges for a target's Extraversion, Agreeableness, and
Openness, but target-judge agreement was only found for Extraversion and Openness
(Markey and Wells, 2002).
Impressions of personality formed following task-oriented synchronous computer-
mediated communication found that they were less detailed but more intense com¬
pared with those from face-to-face communication. Specifically, in the CMC environ¬
ment, judges seemed less able to rate their partners for Extraversion, Neuroticism, and
Agreeableness, relative to face-to-face interaction. Across both environments, Con¬
scientiousness, Agreeableness, and Extraversion were the most rateable (Hancock and
Dunham, 2001a).
2.5 Linguistic Analysis Methods
This section provides the background to the analysis techniques which we will use
in this thesis. First we introduce corpus linguistics and associated methodology and
annotation methods, then we cover the top-down and bottom-up approaches in more
detail.
2.5.1 Introduction to Corpus Linguistics
Corpus linguistics is a methodology—rather than a branch of linguistics—which can
be applied to the study of any language phenomenon (Rayson, 2003), and is based on
the study of samples of 'real life' language use, namely a corpus (McEnery and Wilson,
1996). A corpus is simply a collection of texts (usually in electronic form) which is
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used for the study of language, and the choice of texts included in the corpus is largely
determined by the research question (Sinclair, 1991). For example, the London-Oslo-
Bergen Corpus is used by Biber (1995) for its representativeness of written English in
general, and so could be termed a Reference Corpus (also termed a Sample Corpus;
Sinclair, 1991), whereas an example of a more specific collection would be the Interna¬
tional Corpus of Learner English, as used by Aarts and Granger (1998). Both of these
form corpora resources, however for some studies where such data may not already ex¬
ist, the researcher may choose to create their own Specialised Corpus (Hunston, 2002),
for example, collections of doctor-patient interactions (Thomas and Wilson, 1996) or
writings about 'thoughts and feelings' (Pennebaker and King, 1999), even though this
may not overtly be termed 'a corpus'.
2.5.2 Corpus Linguistics Methodology
In the analysis of various different corpus types, Biber et al. (1998) identifies a method¬
ology common to corpus linguistic studies. This is summarised by Rayson (2003, p. 13)
as:
1. Question: A research question or model is devised
2. Build: Corpus design and compilation
3. Annotate: Computational analysis of the corpus
4. Retrieve: Quantitative and qualitative analyses of the corpus
5. Interpret: Manual interpretation of the results or confirmation of the
accuracy of the model
Within this common methodology, Rayson (2003) observes variation in approaches,
especially with regard to the research question, and how this determines the study:
specifically, from a theory-driven perspective, he notes that the focus of study can be
specific linguistic variables and their (different) behaviour or function in language gen¬
erally (e.g., Greenbaum et al., 1996; Johansson and Oksefjell, 1996; Butler, 2001), or
language styles or genres and how these are realised through the different use of lin¬
guistic variables (e.g., Biber, 1986, 1988, 1993, 1995). Furthermore, Rayson (2003)
proposes that in data-driven studies, there is an iterative process whereby the results
of the annotation and retrieval stage can inform the question, which leads to further
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annotation and retrieval. Rayson views the data-driven method as one not used to in¬
vestigate a particular directional hypothesis. However, in this thesis, we take a more
moderate approach, which allows the initial motivation of a theoretical research ques¬
tion (namely, how is personality projected through language), but adopt a data-driven
approach, whereby this is modified and the process of annotation and retrieval are sub¬
ject to iteration based on results of previous analyses. We also note that this approach
is different again from that of Biber who sequentially uses the initial results of textual
styles to then focus on individual linguistic behaviours, without iteration.
2.5.3 Annotation
2.5.3.1 Basic corpus processing and annotation
At the most basic level, we can analyse the corpus at the word level—that is without
explicit annotation (Hunston, 2002)—however decisions still need to be made in the
way the corpus is presented for analysis: For example, whether non-standard spellings,
or spelling 'mistakes' are corrected, or whether punctuation is included in the analysis.
Indeed, some of these features which are often 'cleaned up' and standardised, may
well be characteristic features in themselves (especially in a CMC environment, cf.
Section 2.4.2). Furthermore, there are different definitions of 'words'—whether they
are simply delineated by white space (sometimes referred to as a 'word-form')—or
whether a more sophisticated account which considers the base, or uninflected forms
('lemmas') is required (Sinclair, 1991).
Although not considered a primary method of 'annotation' (Leech, 1997b), lem-
matisation does fit with the category-based methodology of annotation proposed by
Hunston (2002), since word-forms are categorised by lemmas, and that this 'adds value
to a corpus, making it easier to retrieve information and increasing the range of inves¬
tigations that can be done on the corpus'. Therefore, here we take a broad view of
annotation, which we regard as forming a continuum: lemmatisation is at the mild
end of the scale, adding the least additional information to the corpus, and using the
lowest-level (i.e., lemma or base-word) categories; below we describe other, higher-
level, methods of annotation.
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2.5.3.2 Part-of-Speech tagging
Tagging a corpus usually refers to adding grammatical category ('part-of-speech';
POS) information to the words of the corpus (for a review of the complicated issues
and processes involved, see Leech, 1997a). Tagging is different to parsing, since gram¬
matical categories are assigned to words individually; no analysis is made at, for ex¬
ample, the sentence or clause level (note, however, that contextual information of tag
sequences is often used to determine individual POS tag probabilities; Hunston, 2002).
The value of POS information is that it allows both the more specific study of word
behaviour, or more general patterns to be found in a corpus, like the different concor¬
dances of a word (lemma) according to its grammatical category (Sinclair, 1991), or
syntactic distribution across register (Biber et al., 1998). Additionally, the combination
of parts of speech can also be used to indicate syntactic patterns or constructions (Aarts
and Granger, 1998), or indicate an author's style (Milic, 1966; Koppel et al., 2003a),
or classify texts according to author gender (Koppel et al., 2003b).
There are many different approaches to implementing part-of-speech tagging, gen¬
erally these are regarded as having at least 95 percent accuracy; however this can vary
according to individual features of the corpus and the tagger (Manning and Schiitze,
1999). Additionally the labels—or tags—given to grammatical categories vary accord¬
ing to the tagger, for example, the CLAWS tagger uses the CLAWS tagset (Rayson,
2003), whereas the MXPOST tagger uses the PENN tagset (Ratnaparkhi, 1996).
2.5.3.3 Semantic Annotiation
An alternative approach to grammatical tagging is to annotate words according to their
meaning: this is known as semantic annotation. One system which implements this is
the UCREL Semantic Analysis System (USAS; Wilson and Rayson, 1993; Garside
and Rayson, 1997; Piao et al., 2003) which has been applied to the analysis of doctor-
patient interactions (Thomas and Wilson, 1996), as well as early modern English texts
(Archer et al., 2003).
The USAS semantic tags encode meaning by assigning a letter representing the
general discourse field, and then specify subdivisions of this using numbers, with ad¬
ditionally strength optionally indicated by pluses or minuses. From the number of
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possible tags which could be assigned, disambiguation is carried out using a number
of techniques, for example, POS information, likelihood of tags, domain of discourse,
contextual rules, or local probabilistic disambiguation (Rayson, 2003). Although the
broadness of categories does not allow for finesse in the categorisation of meanings,
Hunston (2002) acknowledges that such methods allow the automatic annotation of
large amounts of data which would be too difficult and time-consuming to do consis¬
tently by hand (cf. Thomas and Wilson, 1996).
2.5.3.4 Analysis of Content
An additional method of annotating corpora is to perform content analysis. Although
this is similar to that of semantic tagging, described above, there are a number of
differences: Firstly, content analysis generally gives a score for certain concepts for the
text or corpus as a whole, rather than applying annotations to the corpus, and provides
a new way of describing texts (Kilgarriff, 2001). Although there are many different
analysis systems (see Smith, 1992; Pennebaker et al., 2003, for an overview), here we
describe one method in particular, which we have already mentioned, and will refer to
in more detail later in the thesis.
The Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count (LIWC; Pennebaker and Francis, 1999)7
text analysis program was originally designed to examine the relationship between dis¬
closure and language use features with health and well-being (Pennebaker et ah, 1997;
Pennebaker, 1997; Graybeal et ah, 2002; cf. Oxman et ah, 1988 who uses alterna¬
tive content analysis programs for a similar purpose). However, this method has since
been applied to investigate a variety of linguistic behaviours in many different genres,
including suicidal and non-suicidal poets (Stirman and Pennebaker, 2001), deception
(Newman et ah, 2003), and gender (Mehl and Pennebaker, 2003). Here we make par¬
ticular note of this method since it has been used to analyse linguistic features related
to individual differences, including personality (Pennebaker and King, 1999), and we
use it for comparison purposes in our analysis.
LIWC essentially works by counting the number of words in a text which belong
7Note that a more recent version of the program has been released (LIWC2001; Pennebaker et al.,
2001), however since the analysis in this thesis was undertaken using the original version of LIWC, we
describe this version here.
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to its pre-defined dictionaries, and then outputting the frequency of words occuring
in each of these dictionary categories as a percentage of the text as a whole (with the
exception of categories 'word count' and 'words per sentence' which are expressed as
the raw count). The dictionary categories are grouped under four main dimensions:
The first, Linguistic Dimensions, measures features such as 'word count' and 'unique
words' which are values calculated directly from the text, in addition to basic linguis¬
tic features which are included in pre-defined dictionaries, such as various different
pronoun categories (e.g., 'first person singular', 'total second person'), 'negations',
and 'numbers'. The other dimensions of Psychological Processes, Relativity, and Per¬
sonal Concerns are further sub-divided into groups of dictionaries, and the dictionaries
themselves: 'Affective and Emotional Processes' (e.g., 'positive feelings', 'anxiety
and fear'), 'Cognitive Processes' (e.g., 'causation', 'insight'), 'Sensory and Percep¬
tual Processes' (e.g., 'seeing', 'hearing'), 'Social Processes' (e.g., 'communication',
'friends'); 'Time' ('past tense verb'), 'Space' (e.g., 'inclusive'), 'Motion'; 'Occupa¬
tion' (e.g., 'school'), 'Leisure Activity' (e.g., 'sports', 'music'), 'Money and Financial
Issues', 'Metaphysical Issues' (e.g., 'death and dying'), 'Physical States and Func¬
tions' (e.g., 'body states, symptoms', 'sex and sexuality').8 In contrast, these latter
dictionary categories are largely concerned with psychological and traditional content
analysis concepts, with these derived from theoretical sources. The end result is that
LIWC contains around 70 dictionary categories, between them containing over 2,000
words. Furthermore, Pennebaker and colleagues note that in contrast to other text anal¬
ysis programs, both the constituent dictionaries and the LIWC analysis have been in¬
dependently rated and validated by judges (Pennebaker and Francis, 1999; Pennebaker
and King, 1999).
2.5.3.5 Analysis of Psychoiinguistic properties
Here we discuss the MRC Psychoiinguistic Database in relation to the content analysis
annotation of corpora. Although the Psychoiinguistic Database is machine readable
resource (Coltheart, 1981; Wilson, 1987), in this thesis we implement it in a novel
Additionally there is also an experimental dimension consisting of 'swear words', 'non fluencies',
and 'fillers'.
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content analysis technique which measures the psycholinguistic properties of texts. Its
original purpose is described thus (Wilson, 1987, p. 1):
'It is designed to be of use to psycholinguists in selecting stimulus ma¬
terials for testing; for use by researchers in Artificial Intelligence as a
source of information required for natural language processing and cog¬
nitive simulation, and for computer scientists who wish to use word lists
and syntactic information in the design of text processors.'
Our content analysis technique which implements the MRC Psycholinguistic Data¬
base—like the LIWC—uses a dictionary lookup technique. However, in addition to the
different focus of analysis which the two approaches provide, these approaches differ
in three important ways: Firstly LIWC relies upon a pre-defined dictionary based on
human judgements, whereas the MRC Psycholinguistic Database is built upon empir¬
ically derived data collected from several different psycholinguistic studies; Secondly,
the MRC database also includes part-of-speech information (for example, noun, verb,
etc.), meaning that words can be disambiguated according to their syntactic function,
allowing for more accurate categorisation; Thirdly, presumably as a result of their
method of derivation, the resources differ in size, and therefore linguistic coverage.
The MRC Psycholinguistic Database contains around 150,000 words, of which it has
psycholinguistic information for about 40,000, whereas the LIWC dictionary contains
just over 2,000 words or stems.
It is apparent that the MRC Psycholinguistic Database therefore provides a use¬
ful additional resource to that of LIWC analysis, allowing the calculation of psy¬
cholinguistic properties, such as abstractness/concreteness, frequency, and imageabil-
ity, across a much wider coverage of words from a text. This technique therefore gives
a more generalisable picture of the properties of a particular personality text, and al¬
lows greater flexibility in applying the results, than the relatively restrictive word count
method employed by LIWC.
2.5.4 Top-down Methods
In their study of personality and its relationship to language, Pennebaker and King
(1999) apply the LIWC analysis to written assignments (e.g., 'thoughts and feelings'
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and 'coming to college') from around 800 undergraduate students. On the basis of pre¬
vious reliability results, 15 of the 72 LIWC features were included in factor analysis,
which gave a four-factor solution. These factors are: Immediacy, Making Distinctions,
The Social Past, and Rationalisation.9 The factors were then used to calculate factor
scores for each text, with these then correlated with author personality scores from the
five-factor model.
The approach adopted by Pennebaker and King (1999) is very similar to the factor
analysis methodology used by Biber to determine the dimensions of language with
particular reference to genre (e.g., Biber, 1986, 1988, 1993, 1995). With reference to
the latter technique, the main steps are described (Rayson 2003, p. 55; cf. Kilgarriff
2001) as follows:
1. review previous research to identify important linguistic features
2. collect texts
3. count occurrences of features in the texts
4. perform factor analysis: clustering of features into groups of features
that co-occur with a high frequency in particular texts
5. interpret factors as dimensions
6. for each factor, compute a factor score for each text
7. compute an average factor score for texts in each genre
8. interpret the textual dimensions in the light of relations among genres
given by the factor scores
This approach has been applied to the study of systematic variation associated with
genres of spoken and written language, for example, in English (Biber, 1986, 1988),
and other languages (Biber, 1995).
Sixty-seven linguistic features were identified as potentially important for the study
of English (Biber, 1995), and these were grouped into the following 16 grammatical
and functional categories: tense and aspect markers; place and time adverbials; pro¬
nouns and pro-verbs; questions; nominal forms; passives; stative forms; subordina¬
tion features; prepositional phrases, adjectives, and adverbs; lexical specificity; lexical
classes; modals; specialised verb classes; reduced forms and discontinuous structures;
9For further details of the LIWC features which loaded on each of these factors, or of their relation¬
ship to personality dimensions, see the discussion of personality language (Section 2.2.2.4).
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co-ordination; negation. The dimensions (and their names) resulting from the differ¬
ent analyses have varied, however Biber (1995; cf. Biber, 1993) gives the follow¬
ing six dimensions derived from the written data of the London-Oslo-Bergen, and the
spoken data of the London-Lund corpora: Involved versus Informational Production,
Narrative versus Non-narrative Discourse, Situation-dependent versus Elaborated Ref¬
erence, Overt Expression of Argumentation, Non-abstract versus Abstract Style, and
On-line Informational Elaboration Marking Stance; additionally, a further, seventh di¬
mension is proposed, namely Academic Hedging.
The similarity in the approaches of Pennebaker and King (1999) and Biber (1995)
are apparent. Referring to Rayson's summary of the methodology (above), we note that
the factor analysis and interpretation into dimensions, albeit relating them differently
to personality or genre, (steps 4-8) is similar. However, the main differences between
the two approaches is in the first three stages of data collection; that is, the choice of
feature and determination of their occurrence. In terms of data collection: Biber uses
pre-existing corpora, however this is clearly not possible for Pennebaker and King
since they use a particular genre of written text, and require the authors to complete
individual difference questionnaires; even given these constraints they still manage to
accumulate a relatively large data set.
The greatest difference between the studies appears to be in terms of the selection
of features and identifying their occurrence: Biber approaches this from a linguistic
perspective, based on analysis of spoken and written texts, functional studies of lin¬
guistic features, and descriptive grammars; In contrast, Pennebaker and King's mainly
psychological approach uses LIWC, and although it does analyse some linguistic fea¬
tures, it is informed mainly by the psychological content analysis literature, emotional
scale ratings, dictionaries and a thesaurus. Additionally, the differences of approach at
the feature selection level have implications for the counting of these features: Biber
generally uses categories which are well recognised and well defined linguistic cate¬
gories, and is therefore able to draw upon research from natural language processing
(NLP), and corpora resources. As a result, Biber's feature counting program which
is used to tag the input texts is relatively sophisticated. It uses a large scale dictio¬
nary of over 50,000 words derived from the Brown corpus (Kucera and Francis, 1967),
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and a number of context-dependent disambiguating algorithms; In the case of LIWC,
since this contains words with psychologically derived properties, this relied upon the
manual selection and rating of these features. This resulted in the relatively modest
predefined dictionaries which together total around 2,000 words, with feature counting
(rather than tagging) using a 'pattern-matching' technique which ignores contextual
information. Although they do not regard this as affecting LIWC's validity (Berry
et al., 1997), they have since addressed this to some extent in LIWC2001 (Pennebaker
et al., 2001).
In summary of the two approaches, the main differences between Pennebaker and
King's and Biber's studies result from their motivation: although both seek to de¬
termine informative linguistic dimensions, they start from different disciplines (psy¬
chology versus linguistics), and seek to relate these dimensions to different variables
(author individual differences versus written or spoken genre). This results in different
techniques and resources being available, which favours Biber in terms of available
corpora, and linguistic feature analysis programs and dictionaries; Pennebaker and
King had to build their own collection of individual differences texts, and implemented
their program without the use of large-scale dictionaries, or semantic or syntactic con¬
textual disambiguation techniques available from statistical NLP. The two approaches
were, however able to apply the factor analysis methodology and derive linguistic di¬
mensions for their selected features and corpora.
2,5.5 Bottom-up Methods
Bottom-up, or data-driven, methods are characterised by reliance upon the data to in¬
form the theory, rather than to impose the theory (by way of selecting specific features,
or combinations of features for the analysis) upon the data. As in any experimentation,
the researcher has to make descisions which may potentially have repercussions for
the eventual results; however these are kept to a minimum, and are relatively trans¬
parent compared with those of the top-down approach. This therefore means that the
methodology of such studies is more easily replicated.
One of the most fundamental analyses of a text is to calculate frequency profiles
for its constituent features, the simplest of which are the words themselves. The in-
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terpretation of these words or features can be aided by additional simple statistical
information such as the percentage of text or vocabulary (Sinclair, 1991). Below, how¬
ever we describe more sophisticated methods of corpus analysis.
2.5.5.1 Keyword Analysis
Viewed in isolation, raw frequency counts of features in a corpus can inform us about
which features are most common. However, this does not tell us whether the frequency
pattern is expected, or conversely is unusual in any way. To get a better idea of whether
these features are usual, or in some way characteristic of the corpus under investiga¬
tion (termed the Research Corpus), we can compare this to another corpus, typically
one which is considered representative of language in general (Reference Corpus).
This reference corpus can either be larger than the research corpus, for example, Scott
(2001) compares newspaper editorials with a larger sample of newspaper text, or of
a similar size, for example, Aarts and Granger (1998) compare non-native English
speaker texts to a reference corpus of texts written by native English speakers.
Therefore, with the benefit of a reference corpus, we are able to not just identify a
feature as having a high frequency, but as having an unusual frequency. These features
are special to our research corpus, and are characteristic of it; in some way encapsu¬
lating its essence (Scott, 1997). In their most basic form, these features are words, and
Scott (1997) refers to these characteristic words as 'key words'. Although words are
the most basic feature of a corpus, anything which can be encoded, and counted in
a corpus can be a 'feature' (punctuation, POS tag, etc.). For example, in a compari¬
son of native and non-native speakers of English, Aarts and Rayson (1998) compare
words and also major grammatical tag categories, such as verbs, nouns and adjectives
in order to study lexical verbs in more detail, whereas Argamon et al. (2003a) use
word and POS tags to characterise the genre and gender of authors, and Milic (1966)
finds particular grammatical categories useful in authorship attribution. Additionally,
having derived a number of words which are characteristic of—or overused by—our
research corpus, we may then want to identify which of these are in some way par¬
ticularly characteristic of this corpus. One way of doing this would be to compare
the relative-frequencies (i.e., the percentage of a feature's occurrence in its corpus) of
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these characteristic features for the two corpora, by for example, calculating the ratio
of these relative-frequencies (e.g., Damerau, 1993, who uses it to identify character¬
istic phrases of specialist texts). Rayson (2003) observes that although the relative-
frequency ratio takes into consideration the differences is size of the two corpora, it is
not sensitive to the differences between the raw frequencies of the features. Addition¬
ally, the relative-frequency ratio does not give a statistical significance which would al¬
low us to identify how likely the difference in feature distributions between the corpora
is to have occurred by chance. And although Manning and Schiitze (1999) note it does
not fit well into the hypothesis testing paradigm, they suggest that relative-frequency
ratio can be interpreted as a likelihood statistic.
There has been much debate about the relative virtue of various statistical tests in
the measurement of relative difference in word or feature occurrence across corpora,
with some of these being more suitable than others depending upon the situation. For
example, X2 (chi-squared) is widely noted as a possible test (Butler, 1985; Woods
et al., 1986; Oakes, 1998), however there are limitations for its use with smaller cor¬
pora, with Dunning (1993) proposing G2 (Log-likelihood) as an alternative. Here we
use the notation X2 and G2 to refer to the chi-square and log-likelihood tests respec¬
tively, with x2 reserved for the chi-square distribution against which we can compare
both the chi-square and log-likelihood tests. In his overview of a range of statistical
tests, Kilgarriff (2001) finds the Mann-Whitney test to be most suitable for measuring
the significance of different word frequencies; however this test is not suitable for low
frequency features, and the corpora to be compared must be the same size. Rayson
(2003) evaluates the general suitability of tests given the often unpredictable nature of
data (low frequencies, different corpora sizes) and favours the G2 test 'in general'. In
his empirical evaluation, he demonstrates the suitability of the G2 test for corpus com¬
parison studies, and although the critical values (indicating significance) are generally
regarded as being directly comparable to x2 (Dunning, 1993), Rayson recommends
adopting a higher critical value of 15.13 for the 0.01% significance level 'if a statisti¬
cally significant result is required for a particular item' (p. 155). This higher critical
value allows the lowering of the Cochran rule (Cochran, 1954) to include expected
values of 1 or more, rather than the 5 or more cases usually required by this statistic
(Butler, 1985; see also Section 5.3.2 for further discussion in relation to this thesis).
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2.5.5.2 Concordance and Collocation
Concordancing is the viewing of a target word—generally one which has been selected
for its 'keyness'—in the context of its occurrence. Generally this process involves the
displaying of all occurences of the target word and contexts, so that comparisons can be
made, and patterns established (Hunston, 2002). In a corpus tagged for part-of-speech,
it may also be possible to view target words seperately in their contexts, depending
upon their grammatical category, which can aid interpretation (e.g., using Key Word
in Context; KWIC, Christ, 1994 or Wmatrix, Rayson, 2001). In some cases, this will
allow the comparison of observed linguistic behaviour, with models or theories (e.g.,
Stubbs, 1995; Johansson and Oksefjell, 1996; Butler, 2001). However, the availability
of information derived from concordances may also lead to the further iteration and
analysis, in a data-driven approach (Rayson, 2003).
A concept related to concordance is that of collocation: this is the patterning of two
or more words together. Sinclair (1991) distinguishes collocation based upon whether
the collocate occurs before (upward) or after (downward; usually less frequently) the
target word (node). He describes the systematic variation thus: 'Upward collocation,
of course, is the weaker pattern in statistical terms, and the words tend to be grammat¬
ical frames, or superordinates. Downward collocation by contrast gives us a semantic
analysis of a word' (Sinclair, 1991, p. 116). More generally, collocations which con¬
tain function (grammatical) words and content (lexical) words are sometimes referred
to as colligation (Hunston, 2002).
The study of collocations, or word sequences, has been used to identify domain-
specific vocabulary (Damerau, 1993), differences between native and non-native speak¬
ers (Milton, 1998), and genre (Stubbs and Barth, 2003). However, collocations are not
limited to words alone, it is also possible to apply such contextual occurrence infor¬
mation to grammatical tags: For example, POS n-grams (sequences of n length; but
generally 2 or 3) are used to compare sentence-initial features and prepositional pat¬
terns in native and non-native speakers (Aarts and Granger, 1998), and in conjunction
with other features to extract multiword units (Dias, 2003), categorise texts accord¬
ing to style (Koppel et al., 2003a), and gender (Koppel et al., 2003b; Argamon et ah,
2003a) and to determine authorship of texts (Milic, 1966), amongst others (Collins,
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1996; Pedersen, 2001). Indeed, the co-occurence of words and their distribution in
language has important implications for lexical processing (McDonald, 2000; Levy
and Bullinaria, 2001; Monaghan et al., 2004),
The co-occurrence of words within a collocation can also be tested to determine
whether a particular pattern is statistically significant. As is the case for comparison of
frequencies between corpora—which can be regarded as an analogous problem (Kil-
garriff, 2001)—there is also dispute as to the most appropriate test for determining
patterning of collocations. As noted above, in smaller samples, the G2 statistic is re¬
garded as approximating better to the %2 distribution, than the X2 statistic (Dunning,
1993). However, this approximation may be violated in sparse n-gram data (Pedersen,
1996; Evert and Krenn, 2001), and therefore Pedersen et al. (1996) instead propose
the use of Fisher's exact test. Daille (1995) in an evaluation of statistical tests to ex¬
tract domain-specific terminology, found that overall 'the best statistical model—that
is to say, the one which gives a correct list of terms with the lowest rates of noise and
silence—turns out to be one based on likelihood ratio—in which frequency is taken
into account' (p. 1).
Furthermore, there are issues in n-gram calculation which are similar to those of
corpus annotation, such as which words or features (such as punctuation) should be
included or excluded from the analysis. For example, if technical terminology or
expressions—and therefore content word n-grams—are the focus of the investigation,
a stop-list containing function words can be used (e.g., Damerau, 1993); whereas if
more general features of style—which may be expressed through colligations—are the
focus, all word categories can be analysed (cf. Stubbs and Barth, 2003). There are also
additional options, such as n-gram frequency of occurrence, whether a collocation can
take into account words of n-words distance from the node word, and indeed how long
the n-gram itself should be. A description of n-gram calculation software, and the op¬
tions involved in measuring collocation can be found in Banerjee and Pedersen (2003),
with an alternative application of n-grams designed for lexicographical use described
in Kilgarriff and Tugwell (2001).
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2.6 Summary and Presentation of Hypotheses
In this chapter we have overviewed the literature from a variety of sources which will
inform this thesis. We presented this according to two main criteria, either topic or
methodological relevance. Firstly, we discussed theories of personality and its influ¬
ence upon language, and issues of personality perception; we then summarised features
of computer-mediated interaction and methods of linguistic analysis, with particular
reference to methodology.
We now present a summary of hypotheses based upon the literature reviewed in this
chapter. These are: firstly hypotheses of personality language use derived from theory;
secondly, hypotheses of personality language features use based upon previous find¬
ings; and thirdly hypotheses of personality perception based upon previous findings.
We present these for each dimension in turn (note that 'voice' features are described in
terms of 'realisation' and that e-mail features are included where appropriate, and also
that the LIWC hypotheses are presented separately from the conversational features as
Lexis). In the subsequent chapters we will compare our findings with the hypotheses
for each of these categories.
2.6.1 Extraversion Hypotheses
Theory We expect the language of high Extraverts to reflect their sociability by refer¬
ring to other people (1), and to express their activity by using words associated
with actions (2; cf. Grammatical Hypotheses, increased use of verbs), and by
saying more (3). We also expect them to use language which suggests positive
affect (4).
Realisation Extravert 'loudness' will be realised in the increased use of capital letters
(1) and exclamation marks (2); Worse pronunciation will result in worse spelling
and more typographical errors (3).
Fluency Higher speech rate of Extraverts will be realised in longer sentences (1);
shorter pauses and less hesitation will result in more ellipses (... )(2) and hy¬
phens (-)(3) being used to separate clauses rather than the full stop.
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Grammatical Extravert language will contain more adverbs (1), pronouns (2), and
verbs (3)(i.e., more 'implicit'), and have a lower lexical density (TTR) (4); it
will contain fewer nouns (5), modifiers (6) and prepositions (7)(less 'explicit'),
and be less formal (8).
Conversational Extraverts will write more (1) (cf. Theory hypotheses); initiate more
laughter, perhaps indicating this by explicit references ('ha') or by exclamation
(2); they will refer to themselves more (3); they will use more terms indicat¬
ing pleasure and agreement (4), pay more compliments (5); they will use fewer
hedges (6) and references to problems (7), and will show less anxiety during the
communication (8).
Lexis Extraverts will show a greater use of social (1), inclusive (2), and positive emo¬
tion words (3), and use fewer negations (4), tentativity (5), exclusive (6), cau¬
sation (7), negative emotion words (8), and articles (9); In terms of factors, Ex-
traversion will have a negative relationship with Making Distinctions (10).
Perception Extraversion will be the most easily perceived due to its high visibility
and low evaluativeness, we therefore expect it to show the highest levels of inter-
judge (1) and target-judge agreement (2), even in CMC at zero-acquaintance.
2.6.2 Neuroticism Hypotheses
Theory The language of high Neurotics, we expect to be highly emotional—particularly
expressing negative affect (1), but also positive affect (2; cf. Lexis which pre¬
dicts fewer positive emotion words)—and this is also revealed through intensi¬
fied language (e.g., adjectives [3] and adverbs [4]). Since the individual tends
to focus more on themselves, we also expect this self-preoccupation to be ex¬
pressed through an increased reference to self (5).
Conversational High Neurotics will use a lower lexical density (1) (TTR), and show
greater anxiety during communication, realised explicitly through references to
'worry' or 'stress' (2).
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Lexis High Neurotics will use more first person singular (1) and negative emotion
words (2), and fewer positive emotion words (3) and articles (4); Neuroticism
will also correlate positively with the Immediacy factor (5).
Perception We expect that agreement (within judges [1], and target-judge [2]) will be
lowest for Neuroticism, due to its high evaluativeness and low visibility, which
we predict will be most affected by the lack of information available in the CMC
and zero-acquaintance conditions.
2.6.3 Psychoticism Hypotheses
Theory We expect highly Psychotic individuals to reflect their lack of sociability and
detachedness by making fewer references to themselves (1) or to others (2), and
to demonstrate their harshness and toughness by avoiding emotional words (pos¬
itive [3] and negative [4]). Since they are creative and enjoy unusual things, we
predict that they will use more unusual language, realised both in words and
constructions (i.e., lexically and syntactically). This we predict would result in
for example, the use of less frequent words (5), a higher type-token ratio (6), and
use of passive constructions (7).
Conversational We expect high Psychotics to show less anxiety during communica¬
tion, for example, through fewer explicit references to 'stress' or 'worry' (1).
Lexis Here we predict Psychoticism will show an inverse relationship to Agreeable-
ness and Conscientiousness: based on Agreeableness, we expect fewer first per¬
son singular (1) and positive emotion words (2), and more articles (3) and nega¬
tive emotion words (4), and also a negative correlation with the factor Immediacy
(5); on the basis of the findings for Conscientiousness, we expect fewer positive
emotion words (=2), and more negations (6), negative emotion (=4), causation
(7), exclusive words (8), and discrepancies (9), and a positive relationship with
the factor Making Distinctions (10).
Perception Since we propose that Psychoticism is visible, but evaluative, we expect
agreement to be higher than for Neuroticism, but lower than for Extraversion
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(inter-judge [ 1 J, and target-judge [2]). We also expect that the conditions will
only have moderate lowering effect upon agreement.
In these hypotheses we are aware of a number of interactions: Firstly, the Extraver-
sion Theory hypothesis predicts a greater use of 'action' words, and the Grammatical
hypothesis predicts an increased use of verbs. In this case the parallel hypotheses are
complimentary. However, in the second instance for Neuroticism these are contra-
dictorary. Here the theory hypothesis predicts more emotionality expressed through a
greater number of negative and positive emotion words, whereas the Lexis hypothesis
predicts the use of more negative emotion words but fewer negative emotion words. In
this case, we test both hypotheses to investigate whether the theoretical or LlWC-based
hypothesis can be accepted.
In the next chapter we introduce the initial stage of testing our hypotheses, namely
collecting personality language data. The rest of the following chapter is then con¬
cerned with conducting initial content analyses, and validating our corpus against pre¬
vious work.
Chapter 3
Personality Corpus Collection and
Validation
We now describe the first stages taken towards addressing our hypotheses, namely
building and validating our e-mail corpus which forms the basis of the experimental
work in the rest of the thesis. We start by discussing the need for data collection and
our choice of methodology and experimental design. In order to test the validity of our
data, we use content analysis methods and factor analysis to derive comparable factors
to a previous study. The rest of the chapter discusses similarities and differences found
between the two analyses, and proposes possible explanations. The chapter concludes
with a summary and discussion of the appropriateness of multiple-dimension analysis
techniques to our data.
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3.1 Introduction to Data Collection
In this thesis we investigate the relationship between personality and language. The
starting point therefore, is to analyse the language use of individuals for whom we
have personality information. As discussed in the previous chapter (Section 2.5.1),
many corpora represent a general selection of language, although for example, the
British National Corpus has some sociobiographic information available which allows
more specific analyses (e.g., Rayson and Hodges, 1997). Despite the wealth of corpora
available, as Hunston (2002) notes, it is sometimes necessary to build a specialised
corpus in order to address a particular research question. We therefore describe this
process in more detail.
3.1.1 Methodological approach
Since we are to collect our own data, it is important that this language is as informa¬
tive as possible in exhibiting speaker or author personality. In studies which investi¬
gate sociolinguistic phenomena, spontaneous spoken language between close family
or friends is often regarded as providing the most 'natural' form of data (e.g., Labov,
1972; Chambers and Trudgill, 1980). In contrast, spoken and written language which
is used in more formal contexts is generally regarded as more formulaic, and is largely
determined by situational conventions (Brown and Yule, 1983). It is therefore un¬
surprising that a large number of studies investigating personality and language have
focussed particularly upon speech (see e.g., Scherer, 1979, for a review).
However, speech is time-consuming to transcribe, and since we do not intend to
investigate the paralinguistic cues, much of the possible variation features may be lost
in transcription. Additionally, it is often difficult to collect speech data in naturalistic
settings and also control for potential audience effects (cf. Trudgill, 1974; Bell, 1984).
Computer-mediated communication—and in particular e-mail—is widely regarded as
having much of the spontaneity of speech but in a written form (Baiter, 1998; Baron,
1998; Colley and Todd, 2002, see Section 2.4.2 for further discussion). Therefore, we
select e-mail as our focus of investigation.
Using 'real life' sent e-mails for experimentation purposes can be difficult due to
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ethical concerns, and may account for the study of more easily available, ubiquitous
forms (e.g., 'junk' e-mail Orasan and Krishnamurthy, 2002). Even if access to sent
e-mails could be gained, these texts would vary in terms of their topic and recipient;
additionally, we would also require personality information from the e-mail's author.
Therefore, in order to enable greater control over the data collection, we collected the
e-mail data as part of an experimental task in which background and personality infor¬
mation is collected from the participant, along with pre-defined e-mail writing tasks
which specify the topic and purpose of the e-mail and also the recipient (past week
activities and plans for forthcoming week, written to a good friend). Additionally, by
collecting the data using an on-line HTML form, the participant can remain anony¬




One-hundred and five current or recently graduated university students participated in
this experiment, of which 37 were males, and 68 females. The mean age of subjects
was 24.34, with 53 studying (or having studied) at an undergraduate level, and 52 at a
postgraduate level. All participants spoke English as their first language.
A sociobiographical questionnaire and Eysenck Personality Questionnaire-Revised
(short version) (Eysenck et al., 1985) were administered to give information about the
subjects' background and scores on the personality dimensions of Psychoticism (Mean
score: 2.90, SD 1.7; Normative score: M = 3.08, F = 2.35), Extraversion (Mean score:
7.91, SD 3.3; Normative score: M = 6.36, F = 7.60), Neuroticism (Mean score: 5.51,
SD 3.2; Normative score: M = 4.95, F = 5.90), and Lie Scale (Mean score: 3.48, SD
2.2; Normative score: M = 3.86, F = 2.71). Further information about participants can
be found in Tables A.l and A.2.
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3.2.2 Materials
The experiment was conducted on-line via the author's departmental web page, and
used an HTML form which subjects filled in and then submitted over the internet.1
On the web page a short introductory section outlined what the experiment was
about and how long it would take, stated that any responses would be treated confiden¬
tially, gave the author's e-mail address, and finally thanked the subject for participating.
The rest of the experiment was broken down into two main sections: The first section
was concerned with the collection of demographic and personality information; the
second collected linguistic samples from the participant. Preliminary versions of the
materials were pilotted to evaluate ease of use, time required for the tasks, and to iden¬
tify bugs in the code.
3.2.2.1 Collection of sociobiographic information
The first part of this section is concerned with the collection of sociobiographical in¬
formation. Since the study required that participants were native English speakers (and
to save unsuitable candidates unnecessarily completing the experiment), the first ques¬
tion required subjects to check a box to confirm that they were 'Native Speakers of
English'. For extra emphasis, this question was presented in larger typeface to to the
rest and was also emboldened. The rest of the questions comprising the 'Background
Information' section were as follows: 'Name' (which was optional); 'Age'; 'Gender';
'Nationality'; 'Place of Birth'; 'Place where you grew up'; 'Course of Study'; 'Level
of Study'; 'Number of Years in University/Higher Education'; 'University currently
attended' (to be specified if not Edinburgh); and 'Job and location if graduated' (again
optional). To the right of each of this list of background questions a text box was
supplied to allow subjects to type in their response, with the exception of 'Gender'
and 'Level of Study' for which click buttons were used to allow a choice of response
between 'Male/Female' or 'Undergraduate/Postgraduate' respectively.
The second part of this section provides an online version of the EPQ-R short
'The experiment can be found at the following URL: http://www.cogsci.ed.ac.uk/-agill/
experiments/ag-exptl .html. If you experience problems in accessing this page, please contact the
author.
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scale questionnaire (Eysenck et al., 1985, see Section 2.1.1 for our justification of this
choice). As far as possible this replicates the questionnaire as is presented in its paper
form, retaining the exact wording of the questions and numbering. However, since the
original paper version of the questionnaire asks respondents to circle the 'YES/NO'
presented to the right of the question, the online version instead uses click 'radio'
buttons to the left of the 'YES' or 'NO'. In the web version, the trail of full stops
(' ') which lead from the question to the 'YES/NO' on the paper version have
been omitted, as have the age and gender questions at the top of the questionnaire, since
this information had already been collected in the 'Background Information' section.
Before the first question the following instructions were presented: 'Please answer
ALL of the following questions, clicking the answer which you feel best describes you.
Answer the questions honestly and do not spend too much time thinking about them'.
After the last question information regarding the source of the questionnaire was given:
'Questionnaire based on Eysenck, et. al., (1985). For more information, please consult
Personality and Individual Differences, 6: 21-29'.
3.2.2.2 Collection of linguistic data
The second section consists of the two message writing tasks. Before the tasks them¬
selves were introduced, the following disclaimer was used to reassure participants and
to reduce potential discomfort or reservations that they may have about writing about
themselves and related events and experiences: 'If during either of the following writ¬
ing tasks, you worried about writing anything too personal, simply substitute names of
people and places as appropriate.' The writing task was then completed using a large
scrollable text box which subjects could type into, with the following instructions pro¬
vided for the first writing task:
'Imagine you haven't seen a good friend for quite some time, and in order
to keep them up to date with your news you decide to write them an e-mail.
In the message you should write about what has happened to you, or
what you have done in the past week, trying to remember and write
down as much as possible, as quickly as possible.
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Your message should be written in normal English prose (that is, standard
sentences, although don't worry if your grammar is not perfect).
Once you have started writing a sentence, you should complete it and not
go back to alter or edit it. Also, don't worry too much about spelling, and
don't bother addressing it to anyone or signing it. Just write down the main
body of the text.
You should spend 10 minutes on this task.'
Since the second writing task was very similar to the first, many of the general
instructions were omitted, with the resultant instructions simply giving details of the
task and summarising the form that the writing should take:
'Again writing to the same friend, you should say what your plans are
for the next week. As before, you should write in sentences and not go
back to alter or edit them, except for spellings if necessary.
You should spend 10 minutes on this task.'
3.2.3 Procedure
3.2.3.1 Recruitment of subjects and internet methodology issues
Potential subjects were contacted using an e-mail written by the experimenter which
was then sent to students at the University of Edinburgh's School of Informatics, and
to other contacts of the author. The e-mail briefly introduced the author, explained
broadly what the experiment was looking at (how writing style varies across individ¬
uals), that it could be completed anonymously, and requirements for subjects (that
they spoke English as their first language and that they are current students or re¬
cent graduates). Furthermore the e-mail requested that recipients forwarded the e-mail
onto contacts who may also be interested in participating in the study. This 'word of
mouth' approach seemed relatively successful in promoting the legitimacy of the study
by using known contacts, whilst at the same time avoided unnecessary use of "spam"
(Buchanan, 2000).
3.2.3.2 Presentation of on-line materials
In order to make the online study as transparent as possible, and in order to reduce
possible interfering effects, the HTML form which was presented to subjects via the
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internet was designed so as to be as simple as possible. All 'normal' text was presented
as black default typeface2 on a white background. Italicised and emboldened typeface
were used for emphasis, whilst a larger size of font was used to reflect the hierarchical
structure of the webpage, for example headings, new sections, etc. Blue text (as is
usually found to mark internet 'links') was used in some special cases, firstly for the
author's e-mail address, to indicate that this could be clicked upon to compose a mes¬
sage, and secondly for the text instructing participants to scroll down past the white
space to the next section of the experiment. To ensure easy navigation, these white
spaces between sections were designed so as not to fill the whole of the web browser
screen, which may have led to a 'white out' and the participant losing their place in the
experiment. Similarly, the sections themselves (with the exception of the personality
questionnaire which was not altered in order to retain its original structure and layout)
were designed so that all of the section would be visible at once without needing to
scroll through it.3
3.2.3.3 Submission and debriefing
The experiment is completed after the subject has supplied this second written sample,
and so after the second text box, the subject is thanked and is instructed how to submit
their experiment data. Once the subject has pressed the 'submit' button, if they have
completed all necessary information, they are directed to a second web page which
thanks them for participating in the experiment and gives the URLs of related depart¬
mental sites and the experimenter's e-mail address if they require more information
about the experiment in which they have just participated. If the subject has not suc¬
cessfully filled in all the required fields in the questionnaire, they are then directed to a
page which informs them that they have been unable to submit their data, and advises
them of fields which they need to fill in in order to submit the questionnaire.
2Although this is generally Adobe Times in Netscape, this may vary across browsers, or by personal
specification.
3This was found to be the case using a default Adobe Times 14 point typeface on a Netscape browser
window sized 825x800 viewed using a Sun Microsystems 21 inch monitor, and appeared to transfer well
to other environments.
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3.2.4 Preparation of the corpus
Pre-editing of the e-mail texts was kept to a bare minimum in order to retain as much
individuality as possible (for example, non-standard words and spellings to imitate
sounds). Although such informal linguistic strategies, along with relaxed attitude to
typographical errors, are regarded as a feature of e-mail (Baron, 1998; Colley and
Todd, 2002), a distinction was made between intentional non-standard spellings for
communicative effect and spelling errors. The reason for this was because of the sensi¬
tivity of the word list approaches used by some of the dictionary analysis techniques to
spellings, leading to an incorrect non-classification of incorrectly spelt words. There¬
fore, a basic spell-check was carried out (using the standard emacs spell-checker; Stall-
man, 1994) and then the resulting texts were hand corrected by the author to ensure
unintentional spelling errors had been corrected. Copies of texts at each stage of edit¬
ing were retained for reference, or future analysis if required (Sinclair, 1991).
This slightly more relaxed approach was used in preference to the relatively strict
text cleaning-up regime outlined by Pennebaker and Francis (1999). This however
does not appear to affect the ability of LIWC to analyse our data: the resulting per¬
centage of dictionary words captured by LIWC for our data (77.88 percent for the Past
text and 79.04 percent for the Next text) places them very close to the mean of 78.9
percent reported by Pennebaker and Francis for 'Control Writing'.
3.3 Results
3.3.1 Factor Analysis of LIWC data
The written e-mail data collected from the 105 subjects resulted in two sets of data:
The Past (texts written about last week) and Next (texts written about next week) were
taken directly from the subjects' experimental submission. These 210 texts (two from
each author) were each retained and analysed separately using LIWC, as recommended
by Pennebaker and Francis (1999).
In their study Pennebaker and King (1999) outline a number of considerations used
to select which of the original 72 LIWC variables would be retained for factor analysis:
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Firstly, only LIWC variables which showed a mean reliability of .60 or greater in
previous validation studies by Pennebaker and King would be used. These studies
used multiple writing samples produced by a number of subjects in three different
writing and topic contexts, and consisted of daily diaries by in-patients at an addiction
centre, daily class assignments by summer school students, and 'published abstracts
by prominent social psychologists', and which Pennebaker and King claim show that
'word category usage is remarkably stable across time and writing topic' (p. 1300). The
second criterion for factor analysis was that the LIWC variable did not substantially
overlap with any of the other variables, therefore Prepositions were excluded (due to
overlapping with inclusive and exclusive words), as were first-person plural (we, us,
and our)4 (because of overlap with Social words). Thirdly, categories which did not
refer to features or meaning of specific words were excluded (Total Word Count, Words
per Sentence and Dictionary Words5) since they provide a relatively abstract linguistic
description of the text. Current Concern Words (also terms Personal Concerns) were
also excluded due to their topic dependency rather than process dependence. The final
selection criteria for the factor analysis required the LIWC variables to have mean
usage levels of at least 1 % per essay.
The 15 LIWC variables to be used by Pennebaker and King for factor analysis
were derived for the means of their four texts for: Words of more than six letters, First-
person singular, Negations, Articles, Positive Emotions, Negative Emotions, Causa¬
tion, Insight, Discrepancy, Tentative, Social Processes, Past Tense, Present Tense, In¬
clusive, and Exclusive. Psychometric information for these variables in the current
study can be found in Table 3.1.
In order to ensure comparability with Pennebaker and King's factor analysis, these
same 15 LIWC variables were selected from the current data for factor analysis. Since
we use the LIWC program and standard dictionaries, we adopt the same three adop¬
tion criteria as Pennebaker and King. However, Pennebaker and King (1999)'s fourth
selection criterion, that of LIWC variables included for factor analysis having a mean
usage of greater than 1 percent, uncovered two variables in the current study which
4And presumably other super-ordinate categories of which first-person plural is a hyponym, e.g.,
Total first person and Total pronouns.
5Also Unique Words and Question marks.
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Dimension Example words Mean SD
Words of more than 6 letters N/A 12.69 2.52
First Person Singular I, my, me 6.51 2.13
Negations no, never, not 1.69 .74
Articles a, an, the 6.17 1.50
Positive Emotions happy, pretty, good 3.10 1.11
Negative Emotions hate, worthless .99 .65
Causation because, effect, hence .68 .48
Insight think, know, consider 1.65 .88
Discrepancy should, would, could 2.18 .87
Tentative maybe, perhaps, guess 2.62 1.00
Social Processes talk, us, friend 6.34 2.03
Past tense verbs walked, were, had 4.56 1.28
Present tense walk, is, be 11.12 2.14
Inclusive with, and, include 6.32 1.58
Exclusive but, except, without 3.55 1.27
Note. All means are expressed as percentage of total words within the texts (n = 105).
Table 3.1: Psychometric information for Factor Analysis Sample
did not match their inclusion criterion: 'Negative Emotions' and 'Causation' words,
which across past and next texts had means of .99% and .68% respectively (across the
different text types, they scored means of 1.15% and .79% for past texts and .85% and
.57% for next texts). In order to take into account this discrepancy, the factor analysis
was carried out twice: Once with all of the 15 LIWC variables; and then again with the
remaining 13 LIWC variables excluding 'Negative Emotions' and 'Causation' words.
Note that in this analysis, we do not use Cronbach's alpha to measure the consistency
of LIWC variables in our past and next writing samples, but rather rely upon the val¬
ues derived from Pennebaker and King's validation studies. Since we only analyse two
relatively short written texts, and given the variety of language, the value of such a
measure is debatable. Indeed Pennebaker and King note that the Cronbach alpha coef¬
ficients of their four writing samples used for their factor analysis are lower than those
for the validation studies, stating that 'these patterns are not surprising, however, given
the limited number of writing samples' (p. 1302; across the three conditions of 'Inpa¬
tients', 'Summer School', and 'Abstracts', the number of writing samples per author
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was 18, 10, and 15 respectively).
Exploratory factor analysis was undertaken using the mean of the two e-mail texts,
in the same way as Pennebaker and King (who used the mean of their four writing
samples). Diagnostic tests (Bartlett's test of sphericity and Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin, KMO,
measurement of sampling adequacy) indicate similar suitability of the current data for
a factor model to the data of Pennebaker and King: for the 15 variables KMO = .580,
Bartlett's test of sphericity = 333, p < .001; for the 13 variables KMO = .600, Bartlett's
test of sphericity = 278, p < .001; whilst Pennebaker and King report KMO = .633,
Bartlett's test of sphericity = 2,831, p < .001.
3.3.1.1 Analysis including 15 LIWC variables
Turning first to the 15 LIWC data, examination of the scree plot indicated that a four
factor solution would best fit the data, since five factors had eigenvalues above 1.
Principal-components analysis extracted four factors, and varimax rotation was used to
aid interpretation of the factors. All 15 variables had communalities greater than .37.
Rotated factor loadings are shown in the Table 3.2, and appear broadly compara¬
ble to those of Pennebaker and King (1999), which we include in the Appendix (Ta¬
ble C.l). Note that only factor loadings greater than .4 are shown to aid interpretation,
rather than .2 (cf. Pennebaker and King, 1999). Dictionary variables loaded on the
first factor (eigenvalue = 2.92), like that of Pennebaker and King's Immediacy (eigen¬
value = 3.35) included present-tense verbs, fewer longer words, the total number of
first-person singular words (/, me, and my) (showing a primary rather than secondary
loading), and fewer articles (a, an, and the). Differences from Pennebaker and King in¬
cluded an additional similar secondary loading for fewer articles on factor four, whilst
insight words (understand and realise) (found on Pennebaker and King's fourth factor
'Rationalization') also make an appearance in factor one, whilst discrepancies are ab¬
sent. In all, Pennebaker and King's first factor 'Immediacy' accounted for 22.4% of the
variability, whilst in the present study the first factor explained 19.4% of the variance.
The second factor (eigenvalue = 1.91) included the same variable loadings as Pen¬
nebaker and King's 'Making Distinctions' (eigenvalue = 1.47), namely discrepancies


























































































elusive words (but, without, and except), tentative words (perhaps, and maybe), nega¬
tions (no, not, and never), and fewer inclusion words (and, with). Additionally, in¬
clusion words also have a secondary negative loading on the third factor. Factor two
accounted for 12.8% variance compared to Making Distinction's 10.3% of the vari¬
ance.
Factor three (eigenvalue = 1.73) like Pennebaker and King's 'The Social Past'
(eigenvalue = 1.47) shows high use of past tense verbs and social references, how¬
ever it also shows a secondary negative loading of inclusion words and an absence
of present tense verbs. Whilst as in Pennebaker and King (1999)'s analysis positive
emotion words also load on this factor, here the loading has a positive, rather than neg¬
ative relationship. This factor accounts for 11.5% variance, compared to 9.8% for The
Social Past.
Factor four (eigenvalue = 1.44) compares to 'Rationalization' (eigenvalue = 1.29)
in the inclusion of causation words (because, reason)-, however there is also the in¬
clusion of a secondary (negative) loading of articles, whilst insight words are instead
loaded on factor one. Although negative emotion words are similarly included in this
factor, as with positive emotion words for factor three, it is found that they load in¬
versely compared to the relationship found in Pennebaker and King's analysis: their
relationship being positive rather than negative. Variance accounted for by this factor
is 9.6% compared to the 8.6% variance for Rationalisation.
3.3.1.2 Analysis including 13 LIWC variables
When the dictionary categories which did not meet Pennebaker and King's 1% mean
inclusion criterion (negative emotion words and causation words) are excluded and
factor analysis is carried out on the remaining 13 LIWC variables, the scree plot in¬
dicates that a three factor solution is appropriate for the data, since four factors had a
eigenvalue greater than 1. Again, principal-components analysis was used to extract
three factors and varimax rotation enabled interpretation of the factors. With the ex¬
ception of insight words and tentative words, whose communalities were .26 and .35
respectively, all other variables had communalities greater than .37.
The rotated factor loadings are shown in Table 3.3. Although it is obvious that
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Note. Only loadings of .40 or above are shown. N = 105.
Table 3.3: Rotated Factor Loadings for Exploratory Analysis of LIWC Dictionaries using
13 LIWC Variables
items loading on factors one and two have swapped, when this is taken into account
the resultant distribution of variables across factors is again very similar to those found
by Pennebaker and King.6 Factor one includes the same dictionary categories as Pen-
nebaker and King's second factor 'Making Distinctions', namely exclusive words, ten¬
tative words, negations, and fewer inclusive words. As before discrepancies load pri¬
marily onto this factor rather onto Immediacy.
Factor two, like Pennebaker and King's first factor 'Immediacy' includes first-
person singular words, fewer articles, fewer longer words and more present tense verbs.
However, once again this factor is the primary (and only) loading for present tense
verbs, and discrepancy words are omitted.
Again the third factor shows similarity to Pennebaker and King's third factor 'The
Social Past', with past-tense verbs and social words both loading onto it. However
present-tense verbs are absent and inclusive words show a secondary loading, whilst
6In this analysis, the eigenvalues were as follows: Factor 1 = 2.84; Factor 2 = 1.89; Factor 3 = 1.54.
The variance which these factors accounted for is 21.9%, 14.5%, and 11.8% respectively.
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positive emotion words are again loaded inversely (positively rather than negatively)
onto this factor.
Insight, which in the previous four factor analysis had loaded onto factor one, and
in Pennebaker and King's factor model had appeared in their fourth factor 'Rational¬
ization' along with causation words and negative emotion words, failed to load onto
any of the other three factors when the positive emotion and causation words were
excluded from the analysis.
3.3.2 Correlation of LIWC factors to Personality
Here we compare the correlation of the LIWC factors and their constituent 15 LIWC
categories entered into the factor analysis with the personality variables from the cur¬
rent study with the findings of (Pennebaker and King, 1999, reproduced as Table C.2).
We only refer to the 15 LIWC categories factor structure (Table 3.4) since this is very
similar to the 13 LIWC category analysis (Table 3.5), and also includes results for
Negative Emotion and Causation (the correlation of individual categories is the same
for both sets of results).
Overall we find that these correlations with personality are similar to those found by
Pennebaker and King (1999), however here very few reach significance. For Extrover¬
sion there are no significant relationships, however for Neuroticism we find a positive
relationship with Inclusive words (part of 'Making Distinctions') (.26; p —< .001),
which contrasts with that of the previous study (—.01), and the 'Social Past' factor here
shows a significant negative correlation with Neuroticism (—.21 < .05), although the
original only shows a weak positive relationship.
Since Pennebaker and King (1999) use the five-factor model, we have taken Psy-
choticism to be inversely related to Agreeableness and Conscientiousness. Here we
find that Psychoticism shows a stronger relationship to both First-Person Singular
(loading on the 'Immediacy' factor) (—.23\p < .05) and Negative Emotion (part of
'Rationalisation') (.20;p < .05) than is predicted by the previous findings.




Immediacy -.10 -.07 .14
Present tense -.06 -.10 .14
Words > 6 letters -.01 -.05 .04
First-person Sing. -.23* -.12 .16
Insight .07 .00 .01
Articles .12 .11 -.02
Making Dist. .11 -.02 -.13
Exclusive -.01 -.10 -.02
Negations -.02 -.08 -.03
Tentative .13 .00 -.14
Discrepancies .13 .09 .04
Inclusive -.11 -.02 .26**
The Social Past .01 .09 -.21*
Past tense -.09 .06 -.19
Social .02 .01 -.05
Positive emotion .07 .15 -.13
Rationalisation .04 rHOf .01
Negative emotion .20* .13 -.07
Causation .04 -.05 .08
Note. N = 105. Two variables are coded onto two factors: Articles is also part of
Rationalization; and Inclusive is a part of The Social Past. The following variables are
negatively loaded on their respective factors: Words of more than 6 letters, Articles,
and Inclusive words. LIWC categories are ordered as they load onto their Factor.
*p < .05. **p < .001, two tailed.
Table 3.4: LIWC Factors and Simple Correlations with EPQ-R Scores using E-mail data




Immediacy -.11 -.08 .12
Present tense -.06 -.10 .14
Articles .12 .11 -.02
First-person Sing. -.23* -.12 .16
Words > 6 letters -.01 -.05 .04
Making Dist. .11 -.03 -.11
Exclusive -.01 -.10 -.02
Negations -.02 -.08 -.03
Discrepancies .13 .09 .04
Tentative .13 .00 -.14
Inclusive -.11 -.02 .26**
The Social Past .04 .11 -.24*
Past tense -.09 .06 -.19
Social .02 .01 -.05
Positive emotion .07 .15 -.13
Note. N = 105. One variable is coded onto two factors: Inclusive is a part of The
Social Past. The following variables are negatively loaded on their respective factors:
Articles, Words of more than 6 letters, and Inclusive words. LIWC categories are
ordered as they load onto their Factor. Immediacy and Making Distinction factors
have been switched to aid comparison.
*p < .05. **p < .001, two tailed.
Table 3.5: LIWC Factors and Simple Correlations with EPQ-R Scores and E-mail data
using 3 LIWC factor model.
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3.4 Discussion
Here we discuss the results of our analyses. Firstly we cover the results of factor anal¬
ysis, and then we turn to the correlation of the factors with our measure of personality.
In each case we compare our findings with the previous study. Secondly, we turn to
an evaluation of the multi-dimensional methods used in this chapter and the previous
study; we discuss the appropriateness of these techniques for our data. We follow this
with a review of our hypotheses based on the findings of the previous study.
3.4.1 E-mail factor structure
The overall similarity between the factor analyses of this study and that of Pennebaker
and King (1999) appears to be good, and on the whole variables appear to load on
the same factors across both studies, despite some minor variations. The variations
include, for the 15 variable analysis: Present Tense Verbs not loading on factor three
'The Social Past', Inclusive words differentially loading on this factor, Discrepancy not
primarily loading on factor one 'Immediacy', Articles loading on 'Rationalization',
and Insight loading on factor one instead of factor four. When two of the variables
found by Pennebaker and King to load on the fourth factor were excluded from the
analysis, this produced the same factor structure for the remaining three factors (even
resulting in the previously differently loaded Insight being omitted from the remaining
three factors, as in the original study).
This high degree of similarity between the current factor analyses and those un¬
dertaken by Pennebaker and King appears to have two main implications: Firstly the
factors derived from the LIWC variables appear fairly robust, since they have been
largely replicated using the current data; and secondly, we note the similarity—and
thus comparability—between the e-mail data used in the current analysis and the writ¬
ten texts used by Pennebaker and King. Such similarity, therefore implies that the
e-mail data collected here are representative of the genre of personal written texts
as a whole, and is comparable with Collot and Belmore (1996)'s analysis of CMC
who found similarity with Biber's dimension of 'public interviews and letters' (Biber,
1993).
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However, despite these apparent similarities between analyses and texts, signifi¬
cant discrepancies between the factor analysis findings of the current study and that
of Pennebaker and King (1999) exist, namely the inversion of the loadings for posi¬
tive emotion words and negative emotion words on their respective factors. The most
important of these involves the positive emotion words since it fulfilled the 1% mean
criterion for inclusion and is therefore to be viewed as a more reliable measure. We
propose that this is due to the differences in the topic of the written texts analysed in the
two studies: Pennebaker and King appear to overtly tap emotional writing in the topics
they assign ('thoughts and feelings'), unlike the current study ('what has happened to
you, or what you have done').
3.4.2 Correlation between LIWC measures and personality
Comparing the correlations found in the current study with those of Pennebaker and
King (1999), we firstly note that the correlations for both studies are relatively modest.
In the present study, although many of the correlations are of an equivalent magnitude,
fewer of them reach significance due to the smaller sample size of 105 participants
versus the 841 of Pennebaker and King, which results in a smaller corpus.
The main findings to which Pennebaker and King draw attention, we did not find
occurred significantly in the current data, namely the relationship between 'Immedi¬
acy' and Openness, 'Making Distinctions' and Extraversion, and 'Making Distinc¬
tions' and Conscientiousness. However, we did find for Neuroticism a positive rela¬
tionship with Inclusive words, and a negative relationship with the 'Social Past' factor;
for Psychoticism, we find a positive relationship with First-Person Singular and Nega¬
tive Emotion words.
3.4.3 Top-down analysis techniques
In this chapter we have broadly replicated the factors derived in the previous study, al¬
though some differences were found when correlating these factors to our measure of
personality. However, here we note potential criticisms of such a 'top-down' method¬
ological approach.
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The first relates to the choice and representativeness of the study corpus, and sug¬
gests that this choice predicts the findings (Baayen, 1997). Although potentially a
criticism of any corpus study, this is waged particularly against the multi-dimensional
approach, because the implication is that the the resulting dimensions are in some way
representative of language as a whole (rather than for a particular type of corpus). In
this study we note the general replicability of the dimensions which we derived, sug¬
gesting at least that our corpus is comparable to that of Pennebaker and King. How¬
ever, we suggest that some of the minor variations found between our results and the
previous study may be due to variation between study corpora.
A second frequently cited criticism of the factor analysis technique relates to the
way that initial choices made by the researcher have significant implications for the
subsequent results: For example, the selection of linguistic features for inclusion in
the factor analysis determines the dimensions—and the loadings—which are derived
(Altenberg, 1989). Furthermore, Altenberg also notes that difficulty in interpretation
of these dimensions may be due to problems in the selection and measurement of these
original features, for example if they are 'ill-defined, functionally heterogeneous, [or]
stylistically skewed' (p. 171). In the current study, we have used the same criteria as
Pennebaker and King which selected the same variables for inclusion in our analy¬
sis. We therefore acknowledge that these relatively narrow criteria for inclusion may
indeed have influenced the factors which we derived.
Additionally, we also note that our results depend heavily upon the features and
analysis performed by the LIWC program, and the validity of its subjectively defined
dictionaries. Indeed, Pennebaker and King (1999) note that in some of their validation
studies, 'the types of words people used varied tremendously depending on the [... ]
topic' (p. 1300), and acknowledge in conclusion that 'the factor structure of language
may well be dependent on writing topic, setting, or implicit writing rules' (p. 1309).
We propose that such topic differences between writing to a friend and writing about
feelings connected with starting university, may well result in the differences which we
found for positive and negative emotions words, compared with Pennebaker and King's
1999 study. In subsequent chapters we will address issues connected with content
analysis techniques in more detail.
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Extraversion
Hypotheses 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Other Findings
Theory o o 0 o
Real. 0 o o
Fluency o o o
Gramm o 0 o o o o o o
Conv. o o o o o o o o
Lexis o o o o o o 0 o o o
Percept. o o
Neuroticism
Hypotheses 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Other Findings
Theory o o o o o
Conv. o o
Lexis o o o o o ©Inclusive words; -The Social Past
Percept. o o
Psychoticism
Hypotheses 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Other Findings
Theory o 0 o 0 o o o
Conv. o
Lexis ©w o o o 0 o 0 o o
Percept. o 0
Table 3.6: Review of hypotheses
Note, o indicates an hypothesis; ® confirmation of hypothesis; © inverse of hypothesis; © partial evidence (direction unclear);
• hypothesis tested but no evidence found. w LIWC factor analysis. Please refer to Section 2.6 for a full description of the
hypotheses.
3.4.4 Review of the hypotheses
Here we relate our findings to those proposed in the previous chapter on the basis
of the previous LIWC analysis (Pennebaker and King, 1999). Overall they show a
general similarity, however few of these relationships reach statistical significance.
Significant relationships which we note are Neuroticism's positive correlation with
inclusive words, and negative correlation with the Social Past factor; Psychoticism also
shows a negative relationship with first-person singular references. These are indicated
in our summary of the hypotheses (Table 3.6). In our previous discussion, we note that
these lower levels of significance are due to the relatively smaller size of our corpus.
However, we also observe that given this smaller size of corpus, and also its different
genre, our factor analysis successfully replicated that of Pennebaker and King (1999).
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3.5 Conclusion
In this section we have described the collection of an e-mail corpus of personality
texts. We have seen an overview of the different methods incorporated in the design
of the experiment used for data collection, and have justified this. By comparing this
newly-collected personality corpus to work previously undertaken by Pennebaker and
King (1999) using the LIWC text analysis program, we have shown a similar factor
structure to be present in both sets of data, despite for example, the differences in
writing task, and number of participants and samples. By comparing correlations of
personality traits with these factors and the LIWC categories across both studies, we
have demonstrated a similar pattern of personality language. However differences are
present in the data, and we explain these by: firstly, the reduced number of participants
and samples elicited; and secondly, the difference in topic of the texts elicited.
So far, the analysis of our e-mail corpus has shown its validity against a much larger
and varied textual resource, and the similarity of broad features characteristic of differ¬
ent personality traits. However, the results derived so far in the form of broad factors or
text analysis categories, do not tell us which features are most important for projecting
or detecting a particular trait, and nor would they be sufficiently detailed or abundant
to inform the automated generation of a personality text. Additionally we have pre¬
sented some arguments demonstrating that top-down, multi-dimensional approaches
may not be the most appropriate for the analysis of our data. We therefore suggest that
more sensitive analysis techniques are required to determine such linguistic personality
characteristics of e-mail. We explore these in the next chapter.
Chapter 4
Content Analysis of Personality
Language
In this chapter we explore different analysis methods which extend the work of the
previous chapter. There we largely replicated the factor structure and the correlations
with personality of a previous study which indicates the comparability of our corpus.
However, we also questioned the suitability of multi-dimensional approaches for our
study. Therefore in this chapter we investigate statistical techniques which are better
suited to this study. We additionally explore the more accurate measurement of lexical
density, and different analyses of content.
The chapter concludes with a discussion of results in relation to our hypotheses,
and also evaluates content analysis methods.1
1 Work from this chapter (and also from Chapter 5) has been partially reported in Gill and Oberlander
(2002).
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4.1 Introduction
The previous chapter described the data collection of our personality corpus, and also
the multi-dimensional analysis which we used to compare it with a previous study.
Here we investigate alternative methods of analysis. We firstly concentrate on the
LIWC content analysis program which we used in the previous chapter, and analyse
these data using correlation and multiple regression techniques.
In the second part of the chapter we examine different methods of analysis, namely
an alternative measure of lexical diversity to that used by LIWC, and also a measure
of psycholinguistic properties. We conclude the chapter by evaluating these statistical
and analytic methods, and summarising our findings. We relate these back to our
hypotheses.
4.2 Psychological Analysis using LIWC
The results which we have derived so far in the previous chapter are in the form of
broad factors of text analysis categories. These do not tell us which features are most
important for projecting or detecting a particular trait, nor are they sufficiently detailed
or abundant to inform the generation of text projecting personality. In the previous
chapter, we also noted criticism of the multi-dimensional approach, and questioned its
suitability for the analysis of our language data. Therefore we propose the adoption
of statistical techniques which allow the retention of as much of the LIWC data as
possible, without merging it together into larger and more general factors. This would
allow us to be able to identify specific words or categories which would better allow
the linguistic detection or projection of a particular personality trait.
4.2.1 Correlation Analysis
4.2.1.1 Method
In the previous chapter, we described how each of the Past and Next texts collected
from the 105 participants were analysed using the LIWC program (Pennebaker and
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LIWC variable Example words r P
Sports football, game, play -.23 .018
Number one, thirty, million -.20 .045
Affective processes happy, ugly, bitter .19 .055
Word Count No. of words in text .18 .059
Certainty always, never .18 .061
Positive feelings happy, joy, love .18 .063
Anxiety nervous, afraid, tense, enemy .17 .083
Grooming wash, bath, clean -.17 .083
Table 4.1: Correlation of EPQ-R Extraversion Scores with LIWC Variables.
LIWC variable Example words r P
Inclusive with, and, include .26 .008
Swear words damn, piss, shit -.23 .019
Grooming wash, bath, clean .19 .057
Past-tense verbs walked, were, had -.19 .058
Total second person you, you'll -.18 .062
Total First Person I, me, we .17 .078
Table 4.2: Correlation of EPQ-R Neuroticism Scores with LIWC Variables.
Francis, 1999). Here we take the mean scores of Past and Next texts which we calcu¬
lated for each of the LIWC dictionary variables. Exploration of the data was carried
out using simple correlations of each of the mean LIWC variable scores with EPQ-
R scores for each participant (see Tables A.l and A.2 for further information about
participants).
4.2.1.2 Results
The results of the correlation analysis which demonstrated a significant relationship
between EPQ-R personality score and LIWC variable at the relatively generous p < . 1
level (indicating 10% level of chance for our findings) are shown for Extraversion,
Neuroticism, and Psychoticism traits (Tables 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3).
From the correlation analysis, it is apparent that the most linguistic features are
correlated with Psychoticism. Extraversion relates to fewer features, and Neuroticism
demonstrating the fewest of all correlations; when the number of variables showing
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LIWC variable Example words r P
Motion walk, move, go -.28 .004
Total First Person I, me, we -.27 .006
Death dead, burial, coffin .25 .010
Certainty always, never .24 .014
First Person Singular I, my, me -.23 .016
Anger hate, kill, pissed .23 .017
Feeling touch, hold, felt -.23 .019
Swear words damn, piss, shit .21 .035
Total pronouns I, our, they, you're -.21 .035
Negative emotions hate, worthless .20 .042
Sadness grief, dry, sad .19 .057
Dictionary Words Words captured by LIWC -.18 .074
Money cash, taxes, income .17 .077
Humans boy, woman, group .17 .076
Cognitive processes cause, know, ought .17 .085
School class, student, college -.16 .097
Table 4.3: Correlation of EPQ-R Psychoticism Scores with LIWC Variables.
relationship at the p < .05 are considered, Psychoticism again shows by far the most
features, whereas Extraversion and Neuroticism equally show relatively few.
Examination of the features characteristic of strongly Psychotic texts reveals an in¬
terpersonal distance characterised by the lack of pronouns—particularly first person—
combined with an increase in more references to 'humans' in a more abstract sense.
Additionally a negative, hostile impression is created through the use of Negative Emo¬
tion, Sadness and Swear words, and especially words relating to anger and death,
whilst words discussing feelings are omitted. Words relating to thoughts, and espe¬
cially certainty, and money are all used more, whilst words relating to education and
actions are not. There was also a tendency to use words which are not covered by the
LIWC dictionary.
Extraverts tended to write longer texts which contained fewer references to sports,
numbers or grooming. Additionally Extraverts appeared more open in their ability
to express emotions more generally—whether they were good or bad—and also were
more likely to express certainty.
Highly Neurotic authors used fewer past-tense verbs and more inclusive words in
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their texts. They also showed a distinctive pattern in their use of pronouns, showing
a preference for first person references and avoid the use of second person references.
Furthermore, unlike high Psychotics there was less evidence of swearing, and unlike
the Extraverts a greater reference to grooming.
In summary of these findings from the correlation of personality measures with
the LIWC linguistic features: High Psychotics use an interpersonally distanced style,
make more negative and aggressive references, and are more likely to use more un¬
usual words; Extraverts write more, express more positive and negative emotions, and
make fewer references to sports or numbers; High Neurotic authors use more inclu¬
sive words, and fewer swear words, make fewer references to the past, and talk about
themselves rather than other people.
These findings generally appear intuitively related to the personality types de¬
scribed by our theory-driven hypotheses (we will discuss these in detail at the end
of the chapter; cf. Eysenck and Eysenck, 1975), and provide a much greater detail of
linguistic features than those derived from the more general factor analysis. However,
this method of analysis using multiple correlations is not optimal. First such use of
multiple measures encourages the likelihood of statistical error, since the individual
tests do not take into account the combined chance of significance occurring, lead¬
ing to false positives (Type I error); Secondly, from the individual correlations it is
not possible to examine how several features may fit together to give the best possi¬
ble combination characteristic of a personality type. We therefore introduce a further
analysis technique.
4.2.2 Multiple Regression Analysis
4.2.2.1 Data and Statistical Requirements
Multiple regression is an analysis technique which allows the relationship between
variables to be investigated. Although similar to correlation, multiple regression shows
the degree to which one or more independent variables can explain the dependent
variable (Oakes, 1998). It therefore provides the best fit available, and maximum
variance explained, from the combination of a number of predictor variables with the
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predicted, dependent variable. Several methods can be used to select these predictor
variables: in the current study, a 'stepwise' analysis was regarded as the most suitable,
since variables are entered if they show a significant relationship with the independent
variable—similar to the 'forward' selection procedure—but once in the equation, they
are removed if they do not correlate significantly enough—as in a 'backward' elim¬
ination method—in the end retaining the equation which best explains the variance
of the independent variable (Norusis and SPSS Inc., 1994). As Hinton (1995) notes,
rather than focusing too closely upon the individual significant relationships between
independent and dependent variables, it is better to view the r2 value—or coefficient
of determination—since this describes the total variance which the equation explains.
In multiple regression analysis, it is assumed that the variables under investigation are
either interval or ratio, and are linearly related (Oakes, 1998), and this is the case with
our linguistic variables.
4.2.2.2 Our Use of Multiple Regression Analysis
As described above, multiple regression is used to estimate which independent vari¬
ables are most useful in predicting the dependent variable. In the forthcoming analyses,
we have utilised multiple regression because of its ability to select variables on the ba¬
sis of their combined relationship with another variable, rather than necessarily because
we want to subscribe to the implied cause and effect relationship. For example, in our
analysis we have included personality as the dependent variable; this however, does
not mean that we believe personality to be caused by the linguistic features. Therefore
our reasons for performing the analysis in this manner are as follows:
1. Since we are interested in the overall projection and realisation of personality
through language, we are interested in which combination of linguistic variables
best give a sense of the language produced by an individual along each partic¬
ular personality dimension. Therefore, it is the combination of these features
which overall indicate personality, rather than the contribution of each person¬
ality type to the realisation of each individual linguistic variable, which we are
most interested in.
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2. Assigning personality traits as independent variables (and thus predicting the de¬
pendent linguistic variables) would lead to a regression analysis being performed
for each of the linguistic variables. This use of multiple measures—as in the case
of correlations—leads to an inflation of overall Type I error rate, and is there¬
fore undesirable. Also, although it is possible to compare the relative strength of
relationship between the personality and linguistic variables, this approach does
not indicate what possible combination of linguistic variables are important in
their overall relationship with personality.
3. Causation or directionality of the analysis is not inherent to the technique, but
one which is imposed in order to aid interpretation. Therefore statistically the
direction of the causation relationship is not important.
Therefore the following multiple regression analyses assign the personality trait as the
dependent variable, and the linguistic features as the independent variables.
4.2.2.3 Statistical Basis for Selection of Variable
For each personality trait in turn (Extraversion, Neuroticism, and Psychoticism) a step¬
wise regression was performed on the LIWC variables which reached p < . 1 signifi¬
cance in the correlations, with the variables entered in order of strength of correlation
(as found in Tables 4.3, 4.1, and 4.2). Since multiple regression demands that the inde¬
pendent variables (that is, the LIWC variables in this study) are in fact independent of
each other, this meant that some additional pre-selection had to be carried out before
entering variables from the correlation into the multiple regression equation.
In selecting items to enter into the equation, generally the most specific (and there¬
fore lowest level sub-category) LIWC variable was chosen, although if this variable
was not retained in the eventual regression equation, then the analysis was re-run with
the superordinate replacing the sub-category(s). If in the final equation, the superordi-
nate category was retained where sub-categories were not, then the results from such
superordinate analysis are used.
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4.2.2.4 Theoretical Basis for Selection of Variables
In order to ensure the greater comparability of our regression analyses, a number of se¬
lection criteria have been applied to the linguistic variables, in addition to the statistical
requirements of the tests (independence and relationship with the dependent variable).
Topic independence Perhaps the most obvious limitation upon the generalisability
of written texts is that of topic. Indeed, Pennebaker and King (1999) noted this in
their factor analysis of LIWC variables, and as a result excluded variables categorised
as personal concerns (also known as current concerns), because they viewed them as
being more topic relevant than process related. Similarly, in order to abstract away
from demands of topic, and to help ensure that our results are not specific to such
writings, we have also performed our analyses with personal concern words omitted.
Independence across genre Whilst the exclusion of personal concern words allows
the topic of a text to be abstracted away from the analysis, these results only appear
representative of e-mail, and possibly other personal written communicative texts. In
the current analysis it is desirable to identify linguistic features which characterise per¬
sonality at a deeper level and which are not constrained by genre, thereby allowing
greater generalisability of such findings. Pennebaker and King (1999) addressed this
issue of linguistic reliability across genre in their factor analysis by only selecting vari¬
ables for inclusion which demonstrated consistency of usage in the LIWC validation
studies by having an overall Cronbach's a greater than .60. Therefore, we also adopt
this metric to ensure linguistic independence across genre.
Independence of language sparsity In order to ensure that maximum independence
across texts is achieved for linguistic features identified by these analyses, a mini¬
mum frequency of occurrence is also specified. Pennebaker and King (1999) in their
analysis, require that linguistic variables occur with a minimum frequency of at least
1%. The merits of this are apparent: by specifying a minimum word category usage,
this ensures a more accurate account of the linguistic characterisation across different
texts, especially shorter samples, since in theory such resulting features would occur in
a text with a minimum length of 100 words. Although in more recent studies (Newman
et al., in press), Pennebaker and collaborators have used a lower minimum frequency,
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a more stringent measure of sparsity was regarded as more appropriate in the current
study.
Conversely, the disadvantage of this approach is that such restrictions deny the pos¬
sibility of finding hapax legomena, that is a word which occurs once in a text (Hunston,
2002). This may, for example be very characteristic of one personality type in partic¬
ular, and would thus allow the identification of the author of the text in some way.
For example, as a high Psychotic, or as a highly Extraverted individual. However,
due to the sparsity of such features, they may not be reliable indicators of particular
personality language types.
4.2.2.5 Method
As in the previous correlations, we again use mean LIWC dictionary variable scores
for past and next texts, along with personality information for each of the participants.
These data are then subject to the following analyses.
Regression including all variables As noted above, there are statistical requirements
of the multiple regression analysis, for determining the variables which can be used in
the analysis. The result of entering all suitably independent variables is shown in
Table 4.4.
Regression calculated for topic independence In order to similarly assess which
LIWC variables most characterised personality when topic was discounted, the previ¬
ous analysis was repeated with Personal Concern variables excluded from the equation.
The results can be found in Table 4.5.
Regression showing genre independence To ensure consistency of linguistic fea¬
tures used across genre, Pennebaker and King's metric of linguistic reliability, that is
consistency of usage across their validation studies of greater than .60, was used for
selection of variables into the multiple regression analysis. The result can be found in
Table 4.6 (although the analysis was repeated with the inclusion of Personal Concern
categories which did show consistency across validation studies, these did not make it
into the final equation).
Regression independent of data sparsity To identify word categories used with con-
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Dependent variable Independent variables (3 P R2 P
E Score Sports -.27 .0052
Affective Processes .23 0155 .11 .0032
N Score Inclusive .28 .0036
Total First Person .21 .0302 .11 .0030
P Score Motion -.24 .0069
Death .18 .0369
Certainty .20 .0196
First-Person Singular -.21 .0144
Feeling -.23 .0086
Sadness .18 .0463 .27 .0000
Table 4.4: LIWC Multiple Regression Analysis with EPQ-R Scores.
sistent frequency across texts, in addition to independence of genre, further regression
analysis was conducted in which words with a mean usage of less than 1% were ex¬
cluded (found in Table 4.7).
4.2.2.6 Results
Regression equation for all variables The result of entering all eligible variables
is shown in Table 4.4.
The language use of high Extraverts was found to include less references to Sports
(football, game, play), whilst using more words denoting Affective processes (happy,
ugly, bitter). The beta values showed a —.27 and .23 correlation respectively, with this
accounting for 11% of variance in Extraversion (R2 = .11).
Turning to the highly Neurotic individuals, they were found to use a greater number
of Inclusive words (with, and, include) and make more references to First Person (both
themselves alone and in combination with others, for example, I, me, we). The (3
correlations were .28 and .21, with the amount of Neuroticism variance accounted for
being 11% (R2 = .11).
As can be seen from this analysis, highly Psychotic individuals tend to use fewer
Motion words (such as walk, move, go), Feeling words (touch, hold, felt), and refer to
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Dependent variable Independent variables P P R2 P
E Score Numbers -.21 .0267
Word Count .20 .0345 .08 .0144
N Score Inclusive .28 .0036
Total First Person .21 .0302 .11 .0030
P Score Motion -.25 .0044
Certainty .21 .0178
First-Person Singular -.21 .0161
Feeling -.25 .0054
Sadness .19 .0309 .26 .0000
Table 4.5: LIWC (Topic Controlled) Multiple Regression Analysis with EPQ-R Scores.
themselves less frequently (i.e., use fewer First Person Singular words, such as I, my,
me). These relationships showed (3 values of between —.21 and —.24. In addition, high
Psychotics also used more Certainty words (always, never), and made more reference
to Death {dead, burial, coffin) and Sadness words {grief dry, sad). Beta values for
these relationships were between .18 and .20, with all these words in this equation
accounting for 27% of the Psychoticism variance (R2 = .27).
Regression equation independent of topic To establish the LIWC variables which
most characterised personality when topic was discounted, we conducted the following
analysis. The results can be found in Table 4.5.
Since no Personal Concern word categories made it into the previous multiple re¬
gression equation for Neuroticism, this remains unchanged in the current analysis.
However, in the case of Psychoticism, omitting Personal Concern 'Death' words from
the regression analysis leads to the other variables from the previous analysis being
retained in the equation with even stronger correlations (Motion, —.25; Feeling, —.25;
First-Person Singular, —.21, Certainty, .21; Sadness, .19), and accounting for only
slightly less of the Psychoticism variance (26% versus 27% with Death words in¬
cluded).
The exclusion of the Personal Concern category Sports words from the analysis of
Extraversion resulted in an entirely different set of variables in the equation. In this
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Table 4.6: LIWC (Genre Controlled) Multiple Regression Analysis with EPQ-R Scores.
case, the solution to explain the most variance in highly Extraverted texts meant that
fewer references to Number words (one, thirty, million) were found, whilst the texts
were found to be longer (i.e., greater Word Count). The Beta correlations were —.21
and .20 for Numbers and Word Count respectively, which explained 8% variance in P
Score (R2 = .08). Affective processes, although entered into the regression analysis,
did not reach the required significance for retention in the final equation.
Regression equation independent of genre In Table 4.6, of the variables which
achieved the required consistency, the variability for texts produced by high Neurotics
again is best described by higher use of Inclusive words and references to First Person.
The Beta correlations are the same as before, .28 and .21 respectively, with the overall
variance accounted for being 11%.
Similarly the results for high Extraverts again showed their preference for using
fewer Number words combined with producing longer texts (i.e., Word Count). Again
the Beta correlations were the same (—.21 and .20) respectively, with this accounting
for 8% of Extravert variance. In their factor analysis, Pennebaker and King report that
they excluded LIWC linguistic categories which 'did not refer to features or meanings
of specific words', citing Words per Sentence, or Word Count as examples. When
Word Count is excluded from the regression analysis, Number words are in the equa¬
tion to explain 4% of the Extraversion variance ((3 = —.21; p=.0452; R2=.04).
In contrast to the analyses of Neuroticism and Extraversion, the removal of in¬
sufficiently consistent variables from the analysis of Psychoticism led to several vari-
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Table 4.7: LIWC (Sparsity Controlled) Multiple Regression Analysis with EPQ-R Scores.
ables which had featured in the previous final equation being excluded completely
(Motion and Feeling), whilst Certainty was replaced by the superordinate—and more
consistent—category, Cognitive Mechanisms. Therefore, when consistency of usage
is taken into account, the linguistic characteristics of highly Psychotic language are
low self reference (First Person Singular; (3 = —.30), increased use of Anger words
((3 = .22) and Cognitive Mechanism words, such as cause, know, ought ((3 = .24).
These linguistic features accounted for 16% of the variance in Psychoticism (R2=.16).
Regression Equation Independent of Data Sparsity To identify words consistent
across genre, and which are also used frequently enough to avoid issues associated
with data sparseness, further regression analysis was conducted in which words with a
mean usage of less than 1% were excluded (found in Table 4.7).
Again, the LIWC linguistic variables which best explain the variance in highly
Neurotic individuals are increased Inclusive words and references to first person ((3s
= .28 and .21; R2 = .11). Number words failed to reach required frequency levels,
and therefore were not entered into the analysis, and when multiple regression was
again performed, none of the remaining variables reached the required significance
level (p < .05) for retention in the equation.
In the case of Psychoticism, Anger words were excluded due to their infrequency,
and the resulting equation shows a reduced usage of First-Person singular words and
an increased use of Cognitive Mechanism words in high Psychotic language. The Beta
correlations are —.31 and .26 respectively, with these variables accounting for 11% of
Psychoticism variance (R2 = .11).
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4.2.2.7 Summary
Since the use of multiple regression was proposed in order to select the most useful lin¬
guistic characteristics of personality, it is unsurprising that this has reduced the features
greatly in comparison to those found related to personality in the correlation analysis.
Indeed, by preselecting variables for the regression analysis based on independence
from topic, genre, and data sparsity the number of features resulting from each analy¬
sis has fallen in most cases. This however, is not the case for the characteristic features
of Neuroticism—increased use of Inclusive words and First Person references—which
have remained stable throughout the analysis, since these appear to be relatively stable,
central linguistic features of LIWC.
Extraversion also appears to be relatively stably characterised by fewer references
to numbers and an increased text length once the topic-specific category of Sports is
excluded (which also led to Affective Processes being lost from the equation).
Due to the larger number of variables available to be entered into the regression
equation, Psychoticism produces a much more varied pattern of characteristic features
across the conditions. The core features which are consistent throughout are fewer first-
person singular referents and thought-related words (with Cognitive Mechanism words
subsuming the Certainty category). Negative-hostile words are featured throughout,
with the exception of the data-sparsity controlled equation. Motion—perhaps a less
intuitive feature of Psychoticism—is lost half way through the variable selection due
to lack of consistency of usage across all genres.
4.2.2.8 Methods of variable selection
As discussed above there are issues regarding the pre-selection of variables for en¬
try into the regression equation. Both topic and genre independence are desirable for
increasing the generalisability of features to different text types. However, the selec¬
tion of variables on the basis of independence from data sparsity using a relatively
stringent occurrence criterion was questioned due to the possibility of characteristic
hapax legomena, that is the rare occurrence of words which may 'give away' a certain
personality type.
With reference to the above data, by selecting to avoid data-sparsity, we found that
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Anger would be lost from the Psychoticism regression equation. This de-selection of
Anger from the equation suggests this more stringent approach is correct, since if such
a characteristic does not occur consistently across texts, then we would not like to
regard it as a consistent feature of Psychoticism. References to Numbers and length of
text (Word Count) are also lost from the Extraversion equation at this stage.
4.3 Analysis of Lexical Diversity
Lexical diversity is a term used to describe the informational content of a sample of
language, and is usually expressed in terms of measures of repetition. In broad terms
this can be used as a description of language complexity (e.g., Trott, 1994). Studies
looking at the variation of lexical diversity with accent (Giles et ah, 1981; Bradac and
Wisegarver, 1984) and socio-economic factors (Bradac et al., 1976) have led Bradac
(1990) to claim that it exhibits within group variation, rather than between group vari¬
ation, which would exist between speakers of different classes or gender.
An early finding related lexical diversity inversely to the anxiety of the commu¬
nicator, so that as a person's anxiety increased, their lexical diversity would decrease
(Howeler, 1972). Furthermore, studies investigating the attitudinal consequences of
lexical diversity have indeed found that it is inversely related to perceived anxiety
(Bradac et ah, 1980), as well as to perceptions of the speaker's competence and mes¬
sage effectiveness (Giles et ah, 1981).
Such relationships between lexical diversity and within group variation along with
its relationship to perceived and actual measures suggests its appropriateness for study
in conjunction with measures of individual difference such as personality. Addition¬
ally, since it does not rely upon a pre-defined dictionary database for its analysis2 it
can provide further insight into measures such as the amount of words not covered
by a standard dictionary (e.g., tendencies shown by Psychoticism with regard to the
LIWC dictionary reported above), and whether this is related to repetition and use of
many different words.
2Note that since the calculation of TTR here relies upon the pattern matching of word strings, care
needs to be taken in cleaning up the corpus for spelling errors. This is described in more detail below,
in Section 4.3.2.
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4.3.1 Calculation of Lexical Density
The lexical density of a text can be calculated using the number of unique words
(Types) divided by the number of words (Tokens), which results in the type-token ratio
(or TTR). The TTR can then be multiplied by 100 to give the percentage of unique
words in a text. This is the method of TTR calculation utilised by LIWC (Berry et al.,
1997; Pennebaker and Francis, 1999; Pennebaker and King, 1999). Whilst this calcu¬
lation can be performed on a text as a whole, it is subject to a 'length effect', whereby
lower TTRs, and thus smaller numbers of unique words, are found—unsurprisingly—
in longer texts. This can be particularly problematic if comparison of TTR is to be
carried out between texts of different lengths (Gill, 1998). Therefore, in order to avoid
this 'length effect', TTR can be calculated by dividing the text into a series of 'bins' of
a set word length, with the TTR calculated individually for each of these bins, and then
the mean TTR of these bins reported for the text as a whole (cf. Bradac et ah, 1977,
1988).
4.3.2 Measurement of Lexical Diversity
In analysing the e-mail data, several measures of lexical density were used: TTR for
the whole text, and TTR calculated using the bin technique, with the sizes of bin used
being of 50, 25, and 10 word lengths. This was calculated for each text (Past and Next)
individually,3 and in the case of calculating bin TTRs, any words remaining at the
end of a text which would not fill the required sized bin were discarded. The spelling
corrected versions of the e-mail texts which were used for the LIWC analysis, were
used here for calculating TTR. Since the Perl script calculating TTR use a strict pattern-
matching technique, different spellings of the same word would have incorrectly been
counted as different words.
3Each text was first run through a tokeniser script which removed punctuation, before TTR was
calculated by a second Perl script.
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TTR or related variable r P
Total Unique Words .19 .058
25 Bin Total Unique Words .18 .060
25 Bin Total Words .18 .063
Total Words .18 .066
10 Bin Total Unique Words .18 .067
10 Bin Total Words .18 .069
50 Bin Total Unique Words .17 .077
50 Bin Total Words .17 .080
Table 4.8: Correlation of EPQ-R Extraversion Scores with TTR and related variables.
TTR or related variable r P
10 Word Bin TTR -.27 .006
50 Word Bin TTR -.24 .013
25 Word Bin TTR -.23 .021
Table 4.9: Correlation of EPQ-R Neuroticism Scores with TTR and related variables.
4.3.3 Correlation Analysis
4.3.3.1 Method
Initial exploration of the lexical density data was carried out by calculating Pearson
correlations for each TTR and related measure along with the EPQ-R personality
scores (see Tables A.l and A.2).
4.3.3.2 Results
Pearson correlation coefficients for Extraversion, Neuroticism, and Psychoticism, are
displayed for TTR or related features which showed a two-tailed significance of p < . 1
(Tables 4.8, 4.9, and 4.10).
As can be seen from the correlations of personality and TTR, high Psychotics show
a preference for using more unique words, with this being most apparent over a greater
section of text which indicates that this is a genuine feature, rather than an effect of a
smaller bin measurement size (which often exaggerates diversity). This is contrary to
the findings for high Neurotics who use a lower lexical diversity more generally. Since
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TTR or related variable r P
50 Word Bin TTR .32 .001
25 Word Bin TTR .23 .019
10 Word Bin TTR .18 .061
Table 4.10: Correlation of EPQ-R Psychoticism Scores with TTR and related.
this is less distinguishable across bin sizes, but the strongest relationship is found for
the smallest bin measurement, this indicates that their language is more repetitious as
a whole, rather than as an artifact of length. Whilst the majority of the correlations
between Psychoticism and Neuroticism and TTR bin results are approaching strong
significance, the correlation results for Extraversion are all features of length, and show
a trend towards higher Extraverts producing longer texts.
4.3.4 Multiple Regression Analysis
4.3.4.1 Method
Stepwise multiple regression analysis was performed on the linguistic features which
showed at least a correlation of p < .1 with the measures of personality. Although
all TTR measurements relate to lexical diversity, here we treat them as independent
features, since they are calculated in different ways.
4.3.4.2 Results
The results of the stepwise multiple regression analysis are shown in Table 4.11. As
expected from the simple correlations, high Psychotics show a preference for greater
lexical diversity when measured across the larger text sample of 50 words (50 Word
Bin TTR, (3 = .32) which accounts for 10% of Psychotic variance (R2=.10), whereas
higher Neurotics demonstrate lower lexical diversity when measured across a smaller
text sample (10 Word Bin TTR, (3 = —.27) which explains 7% of Neurotic variance
(R2=.07).
Since a significance of p < .05 was required for a variable to be retained in the
stepwise multiple regression analysis equation, it is of little surprise that none of the
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Dependent variable Independent variables (3 p R2 p~
E Score None from Stepwise analysis
N Score 10 Word Bin TTR -.27 .0057 .07 .0057
P Score 50 Word Bin TTR .32 .0010 .10 .0010
Table 4.11: TTR Multiple Regression Analysis with EPQ-R Scores.
Extraversion features appeared in the final equation (the previous discussion of the
correlations, above, noted that none of them achieved a significance of p < .05).
The most salient results from the regression analysis relate to the apparent opposi¬
tion between the diversity characteristics of Psychoticism and Neuroticism. This is re¬
alised by the regression beta value being almost equal and opposite in polarity, and also
in bin-size—the length of text over which the diversity is measured. In both cases this
confirms trends apparent in the previous correlation results: High Psychotic authors
show a preference for using many different words in their texts, whereas Highly Neu¬
rotic authors use much more repetitious language. The fact that the greatest R2values
for the regression analysis are achieved using different bin sizes relates back to the
effects of length—in this case size of bin used for measuring TTR—and for the Psy¬
choticism results a larger bin measurement exaggerates the measurement of linguistic
variety whereas for Neuroticism the repetition is increased by using a small bin mea¬
surement. This result confirms the need to take length into account in calculating
lexical diversity, and the effects that such measures can contribute towards the results.
However, referring back to the correlation of TTR and personality reported above
it can be seen that if the middle-sized 25 word bin results are compared (as used by
Bradac et al., 1988), they still show equal and opposite significant effects (.23), al¬
though this is admittedly slightly weaker.
4.4 Psycholinguistic Properties of the Texts
In addition to the LIWC and lexical diversity analyses, here we describe an additional
technique. This uses a novel method which derives content analysis of a text based on
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the properties of words as featured in the empirically derived MRC Psycholinguistic
Database (Coltheart, 1981; Wilson, 1987, see review above, in section 2.5.3.5). There¬
fore, like the LIWC analysis, the MRC Psycholinguistic Database analysis provides
psychological information about the language, however this relates to psycholinguistic
properties rather than psychological properties. The methods used for our implemen¬
tation, are described in detail below.
4.4.1 MRC Analysis Technique
An initial edit of the machine usable dictionary was carried out using the standard MRC
Psycholinguistic Database utility tool 'PsychDict' in order to restrict the database to
words for which psycholinguistic information was available. From the total number of
150,837 database words, this figure was reduced to a more manageable 39,300 words.
In order to allow the disambiguation of different word senses and allow the ac¬
curate lookup of words from the corpus, the spelling corrected version (as used for
LIWC and TTR analyses) of the e-mail corpus was tagged for parts of speech. This
was performed using Ratnaparkhi's MXPOST maximum entropy tagger (Ratnaparkhi,
1996),4 since when evaluated against hand-tagged sample texts this gave the most ac¬
curate performance for the current data.5 The lookup program extracts each word and
its respective POS in turn for each individual e-mail text. Since the number and de¬
tail of POS classifications used by MXPOST was much greater than the ten used by
MRC Database, an initial step was to 'translate' (using a simple algorithm) the tags
into a form compatible with the database, with this subsequent part of speech informa¬
tion used to distinguish between different senses of the target word.6 Each word and
associated POS pair were then looked-up in the minimised MRC database.
4MXPOST is available from http: / /www. cis .upenn .edu/~adwait/statnlp.html.
5Thanks to Tim Willis for conducting this evaluation of taggers.
6In the case of several entries for the same word with the same POS, psycholinguistic information
from the first entry was used by the look up program.
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4.4.2 Calculation of MRC psycholinguistic textual properties
Once each word in the text had been looked up in this way, values for psycholinguistic
information for each of these words (if present in the database) were collected for
each of the following measures: Number of Letters, Number of Phonemes, Number of
Syllables, Kucera and Francis Frequency (including categories and samples measures),
Thorndike and Lorge frequency, Brown Verbal Frequency, Familiarity, Concreteness,
Imagability, Meaningfulness, Age of Acquisition, and use of word status categories
(e.g., Standard, Dialect, Archaic, Obsolete, etc.). For each of these categories, the
mean and standard deviation of the entries was calculated.
In addition to this psycholinguistic information, the program also calculated the
number of words captured by the database, the total number of strings (one or more
characters separated by one or more spaces) in the e-mail text, the percentage of words
which were and were not captured by the dictionary and the number and percentage of
groups of numbers (0-9) and non-alphanumeric characters (!@#., ?/, etc).
4.4.3 Correlation Analysis
4.4.3.1 Method
Pearson correlation coefficients and two-tailed tests of significance were calculated
for each psycholinguistic (and related property) property with the EPQ-R personality
scores (Tables A.l and A.2).
4.4.3.2 Results
The results of simple correlations (p < .1) of this psycholinguistic and additional data
with the EPQ-R personality scores can be found in Tables 4.12, 4.13, and 4.14.
For Extraversion (Table 4.12), the most strongly significant finding relates to the
inverse relationship with use of less concrete language. The majority of the marginally
significant findings appear to be related to a positive length effect (i.e., that Extraverts
produce longer texts), with the exception of their increase in the use of percentage of
dialect words.
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MRC variable r P
Mean Concreteness -.21 .028
Number of Words Captured by Dictionary .18 .061
Total Strings .18 .069
Count of Dialect Words .17 .075
Std. Dev. of Kucera & Francis no. of Categories .17 .079
Count of Standard Words .17 .087
Percentage of Dialect Words .17 .089
Table 4.12: Correlation of EPQ-R Extraversion Scores with MRC.
MRC variable r P
Mean Concreteness .27 .005
Std. Dev. of Concreteness .21 .033
Number of Digits -.20 .041
Mean Brown Verbal Frequency .19 .052
Percentage of Digits -.18 .068
Table 4.13: Correlation of EPQ-R Neuroticism Scores with MRC.
MRC variable r P
Percentage of Words not in Dictionary .27 .005
Mean Number of Phonemes .20 .039
Mean Number of Syllables .18 .073
Percentage of Obsolete Words .17 .083
Std. Dev. of Kucera & Francis Writ. Freq. .17 .092
Table 4.14: Correlation of EPQ-R Psychoticism Scores with MRC.
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Dependent variable Independent variable pp R2 p
E Score Mean Concreteness -.21 .0278 .05 .0278
N Score Mean Concreteness





P Score Percentage of Words
not in Dictionary






Table 4.15: MRC Multiple Regression Analysis with EPQ-R Scores.
From the correlation data (Table 4.13) high Neurotics—in contrast to the behaviour
of Extraverts—tend to use more concrete language overall. Their additional positive
relationship to the standard deviation of concreteness appearing to indicate that the
high Neurotics use also use words with a greater variety of concreteness. Neuroticism
also shows an inverse relationship with the number of digits used in a text, and also
show a marginal significance for language more frequently found in speech.
High Psychotics (Table 4.14), tend to use longer, more unusual words (demon¬
strated by the positive relationship with percentage of words not in dictionary, number
of syllables and phonemes). They also show a tendency to use more outmoded or
obsolete words.
4.4.4 Multiple Regression Analysis
4.4.4.1 Method
Psycholinguistic and additional properties showing a significant correlation of p < . 1
were entered into a stepwise multiple regression analysis for the respective personality
traits. As in previous regression analyses, precautions were taken to ensure indepen¬
dence of variables entered into the equation.
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4.4.4.2 Results
When these variables showing a significance of p < .1 are entered into a stepwise
multiple regression analysis for the respective personality traits, the equation results
can be found in Table 4.15.
The regressions show high Psychotics use more unusual non-dictionary words, and
of the more standard words that they use, they prefer to use a variety of frequent and
infrequently occurring words (Percentage of Words not in Dictionary, (3 = .29; Std.
Dev. of Kucera & Francis Written Frequency (3 = . 19), explaining 11 % of variance in
P Score (R2 = .11). High Extraverts show a tendency to use words rated as being less
concrete, with a Beta correlation of —.21, which explains 5% of variance (R2 = .05).
Turning finally to the characteristics of the language of high Neurotics, this shows
greater concreteness, and a preference for words which are found to be common in
speech ((3s=.33 and .27 respectively), accounting for 14% of variance.
The most noticeable feature of the regression analysis of the psycholinguistic data
is the lack of features again found for Extraversion, in this case solely a low average
level of concreteness in language use marks out a high Extravert. The mean concrete¬
ness of a text also identifies the personality type for which the greatest variance can
be explained: Neuroticism. Here, conversely high levels of concreteness, combined
with the use of more common words found in speech characterise higher Neurotics.
Higher Psychoticism also shows a relatively high psycholinguistic characterisation,
being demonstrated by the use of more unusual words and a variety of words found
frequently and infrequently in writing.
4.5 Discussion
In this chapter we have investigated two issues: firstly, the identification of linguistic
features which are most characteristic of particular personality types; secondly we have
investigated additional analyses to that provided by LIWC. Using these approaches we
have found that overall Psychoticism explains the greatest linguistic variation across
all analyses, followed by Neuroticism. Linguistic features of Extraversion appear to
be least well identified by these analyses. Overall the psycholinguistic analysis found
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the most features, followed by the psychological analyses of the LIWC, with the mea¬
surement of lexical diversity and related variables finding the fewest.
The discussion of this chapter is structured as follows: we first evaluate the analysis
methods used in this chapter; secondly, we describe the linguistic characteristics of the
personality and relate these to our hypotheses.
4.5.1 Approaches to analysis
Using multiple regression analysis we have shown which LIWC and MRC psycholin-
guistic features best characterise different personality dimensions. This is an advance¬
ment on the multi-dimensional approaches used in the previous chapter, because it
does not impose a top-down selection of variables and factor structure upon the data.
Rather, it enables the identification of specific linguistic variables which may be par¬
ticularly related to a personality trait. Furthermore, the information provided by the
LIWC and MRC analyses of the personality texts provides a valuable insight into the
way in which the use of psychologically and psycholinguistically significant words
characterises different personality traits.
However, we note that there are limitations associated with the content analysis ap¬
proach of both LIWC and MRC. The first relates to the analysis at a theoretical level:
These content analysis approaches are limited by the items which are defined in the
dictionaries, since this is a 'top-down' method of linguistic analysis.7 This is partic¬
ularly the case for the LIWC analysis, because its dictionaries have been selected for
their psychological relevance; the MRC database is designed to have a much broader
coverage, extending across the majority of the vocabulary. In the case of the LIWC,
with the exception of the Linguistic Dimensions, these dictionary categories may not
necessarily generalise well across genre or topic. Pennebaker and King (1999), as we
have previously noted, observed that in some of their validations studies, 'the types
of words people used varied tremendously depending on the [...] topic' (p. 1300).
Similarly, in the replication of a study which linked therapeutic outcomes with LIWC
analysis of diary entries, Stephenson et al. (1997) concludes 'the work of Pennebaker
7Note that here 'top-down' is used as a description of content analysis, and does not necessarily
mean multi-dimensional analysis. However, as we demonstrated in the previous chapter, a 'top-down'
content analysis method can be incorporated into a 'top-down' multi-dimensional analysis method.
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and others suggests that at least the approach we have adopted will prove fruitful, even
if the particular linguistic correlates of progress vary from one treatment setting to an¬
other' (p. 409). Indeed, Mehl and Pennebaker (in press) have recently acknowledged
that linguistic style as measured by articles, prepositions, first person pronouns, present
tense verbs, and positive and negative emotion words showed greater consistency than
content. In response to such content-specific limitations of 'top-down' content analy¬
sis, Campbell and Pennebaker (2003) adopt latent semantic analysis as a 'bottom-up'
alternative method (see e.g., Landauer and Dumais, 1997, for an overview of this ap¬
proach). We note with relation to this thesis however, that although latent semantic
analysis is a data-driven approach, it expresses its findings in terms of vector measures
for the texts. This therefore, is even more opaque than, for example multi-dimensional
analysis, which does at least allow the examination of linguistic features which com¬
pose the factors. Latent semantic analysis has therefore not been adopted as one of the
analytic methods of this thesis.
Secondly, there are practical problems related to the LIWC and MRC analyses:
Ball (1994) notes that a problem for all top-down approaches is that of 'recall', which
relates to the technique's success in identifying and counting features. This is par¬
ticularly pertinent to LIWC, due to the relative small size of its dictionaries (despite
their inclusion of words and word-stems to broaden potential matches, these only to¬
tal around 2,000 words compared with the 40,000 of the MRC database); furthermore
the simple pattern-matching technique used to identify input words with the dictionar¬
ies in both techniques depends upon the input texts being 'cleaned' or edited to spe¬
cific guidelines, with failure to do so resulting in the words not being recognised—or
counted. An additional problem is that this precludes the incorporation of systematic
non-standard features (e.g., words or spellings) in the analysis. Additional problems
relate to the replicability of top-down analysis, since this often uses specific method¬
ologies or categorisation techniques (Tribble, 2000). In the case of LIWC, this is a
particular problem, since the dictionaries or algorithms are not published (cf. e.g.,
Biber, 1988, who publishes these details with his analyses), and to perform compara¬
ble analysis requires purchasing the LIWC software. In the case of the psycholinguis-
tic analysis, the MRC Psycholinguistic database is freely accessible, but at present a
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look-up program is not generally available.
The analyses of lexical diversity accounted for lesser variance than the two content
analysis approaches, however, we maintain that this is still a valuable analysis method.
Indeed, since it does not rely upon pre-defined dictionaries, it is unaffected by many
of the criticisms of the content analyses methods raised above. Indeed, we note that
this analysis method was able to identify differences between Neurotic and Psychotic
language use. However, as discussed above, this technique depends upon consistency
of spelling in the corpus, in order to identify repeated terms, and also the length of the
sample must be considered for the lexical diversity to be more generally comparable.
4.5.2 Summary of findings and review of hypotheses
Using these approaches we have been able to identify a number of linguistic features
which are characteristic of the different personality traits. We now relate these back to
our original hypotheses (Table 4.16) and discuss the features of Extraversion, Neuroti-
cism and Psychoticism:
We therefore describe the characteristics of Extravert language as a use of words
which are related to more abstract concepts, such as thoughts, flavours, pains. Despite
the hypothesis that Extraverts would show a lower lexical diversity, this was not shown
in our analysis.
For high Neurotics, we note a greater use of more concrete language, which may
be describes as entities which can be sensed, for example, table, spoon, girl, rather
than the abstract references preferred by Extraverts. The psycholinguistic analysis also
shows a positive relationship between Neuroticism and Brown Verbal Frequency, and
therefore high Neurotics would tend to use more words which are found frequently
in speech, for example, I, and, that, rather than less common words such as abject,
suspicion, tether. From the LIWC analysis, we find that high Neurotics make a greater
number of first-person references (confirming our Theory hypothesis), and use more
inclusive words such as with, and, include. These features contribute towards a greater
level of repetition in language of high Neurotics (confirming our Theory hypothesis).
Psycholinguistic analysis revealed that high Psychotics use a greater number of
unusual words, and also a variety of words found frequently and infrequently in writ-
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ing (confirming our Theory hypothesis). Also, from the psychological analysis, we
note that they avoid references to themselves (first person singular), and use a greater
number of words relating to cognitive mechanisms, such as cause, know, ought. This
results in them using highly diverse language (confirming our Theory hypothesis).
These analyses have further confirmed hypotheses for Psychoticism and Neuroti-
cism, however we note the relatively few features which are present for Extraversion.
This is surprising, given that much of the previous work on personality and language
has investigated Extraversion and found many significant features. However, with ref¬
erence to our hypotheses, we note that many of these are not explicitly measured by
any of the analysis techniques which we have used so far. For example, we have the
Realisation hypothesis that Extraverts will express their loudness through capital let¬
ters and exclamation marks, for Fluency, we expect that they will use elliptical dots
(...), or hyphens (-), or for Conversational features that they will use fewer hedges.
We note that this limitation in potential objects of study is a characteristic of top-
down analysis techniques. Therefore, in order to study features of Extraversion—and
the other personality dimensions—more successfully, we suggest the adoption of data-
driven techniques.
4.6 Conclusion
In this chapter we have taken our e-mail personality corpus and the previous factor
analysis exploration as our starting point. We then extend this in two ways: by using
more appropriate statistical analyses, and also by the analysis of different linguistic fea¬
tures. The first half of the chapter investigated statistical and analytic methods which
are better suited to providing a more detailed linguistic description of personality. Us¬
ing a combination of exploratory correlation and multiple regression analyses, we de¬
rived a combination of features which best characterise personality. In our selection of
LIWC variables, we discuss a number of implications which affect the generalisability
of the results.
In the second part of this chapter we investigated the analysis of additional linguis¬
tic features, namely lexical density and a novel technique which measured psycholin-
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Extraversion
Hypotheses 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Other Findings
Theory 0 o ©'-* o
Real. o 0 o
Fluency o o o
Gramm. 0 o o •r 0 o o o
Conv. ©'•« o o o o 0 o o




Hypotheses 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Other Findings
Theory o o o o ©f
Conv. ©r o




Hypotheses 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Other Findings
Theory o 0 o o ©m ©r 0
Conv. o
Lexis o o o o 0 0 O 0 o 0 ©Cog. rnech."'; (©Anger)8; (-Motion;
©Certainty; -Feeling; ©Sad)"-'; (©Death)";
Std. Dev. of Kucera & Francis writ. Freq."'
Percept. o o
Table 4.16: Review of hypotheses
Note, o indicates an hypothesis; © confirmation of hypothesis; © inverse of hypothesis; © partial evidence (direction unclear);
• hypothesis tested but no evidence found. " 'all' LIWC multiple regression;' topic controlled LIWC regression; 8 topic and
genre controlled LIWC regression;1 topic, genre and sparsity controlled LIWC regression;m MRC database analysis;r
Type-token ratio analysis. Please refer to Section 2.6 for a full description of the hypotheses.
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guistic properties of language. In comparing these analyses, we found that the psy-
cholinguistic analysis explained the most variance in overall language use for Neuroti-
cism, whereas the psychological properties measured by the LIWC analysis measured
a similar amount of linguistic variance for Psychoticism and Neuroticism. Linguistic
features characteristic of Extraversion appeared to be most difficult to measure, with
features only being revealed by the psycholinguistic analysis. Overall lexical diver¬
sity accounted for slightly less linguistic variance. We concluded the chapter with a
discussion of the analysis methods used, and related the findings to our hypotheses.
In summary, using a variety of analysis techniques we have shown that Neuroticism
and Psychoticism are relatively richly encoded linguistically. These analyses have—on
the whole—failed to find linguistic characteristics of Extraversion (with the exception
of the psycholinguistic analysis). Since Extraversion appears to be such a ubiquitous,
and widely recognised personality variable, this is surprising. We propose that this
may be in part due to the top-down method of analysis which we have used. In the next
chapter, we therefore investigate other methods and approaches to linguistic analysis
which use a bottom-up approach which will allow us to derive characteristic linguistic
features directly from the text.
Chapter 5
Data-driven Methods
In the previous chapters we have examined the linguistic features which are character¬
istic of personality, mainly using top-down analysis measures. These methods, how¬
ever, may not necessarily provide the most appropriate measures for identifying the
linguistic characteristics which are relevant to personality. Indeed, most of these mea¬
sures were designed with a different purpose in mind.
Instead, in this chapter we focus upon the use of empirical data-driven methods
which we use to derive linguistic characteristics of personality from our data. We
firstly compare high and low scores on the personality dimensions adopting a method
previously used to identify multi-word features from different types of texts; In the
second half of the chapter we extend this analysis by adopting additional techniques
from computational corpus linguistics which we use to identify a number of different
features. We also explore analysis methods which allow us to better trace linguistic
behaviour along different groups of personality dimension scorers and we further refine
the annotation of our corpus. We conclude the chapter with a summary, and discuss
our results in light of our hypotheses.1
'Work from this chapter is partially reported in Gill and Oberlander (2002), Gill and Oberlander
(2003a) and Oberlander and Gill (2004).
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5.1 Introduction to N-gram Analysis
At the end of each of the previous two chapters which have examined top-down analy¬
sis approaches, we summarised the success of these methods, with particular reference
to our personality corpus. Whilst we noted that the content based psychological and
psycholinguistic analyses—and also our measure of lexical diversity—were able to rel¬
atively successfully identify linguistic features which were characteristic of Neuroti-
cism and Psychoticism, they were unsuccessful for Extraversion (with the exception of
the psycholinguistic measures which found a single feature, concreteness). In Chapter
3, which used multi-dimensional analysis methods on the psychological data, the lack
of significant findings for Extraversion was similarly apparent.
We therefore observed that one of the main criticisms of content analysis methods
is that of topic-specificity, since they are often designed—or at least developed—for
a specific purpose, noting the psychological and psycholinguistic bases of the LIWC
and MRC psycholinguistic database methods. A further criticism of content analysis
methods is one relating to their limited ability to measure the phenomena which they
claim to measure, namely their 'recall'. We noted that this was particularly relevant
to LIWC given that its much smaller dictionaries lead to a potentially more limited
coverage of the lexicon. With particular reference to our hypotheses for the linguistic
characteristics of Extraversion, we noted that several of these were likely not to be
measured by traditional measures of content. Pennebaker and King (1999) acknowl¬
edge a further limitation of content analysis techniques, such as LIWC, which is that
they are able to identify which words are used, but not how they are used, for example,
the 'context, irony, sarcasm, or [...] multiple meanings of words' (p. 1297). Although
the disambiguation of word senses is less of a problem for the psycholinguistic anal¬
ysis, since this uses part-of-speech information, contextual information has still been
ignored in these analyses.
Therefore, in this chapter instead of top-down approaches, like Tribble (2000) we
adopt data-driven techniques from computational corpus linguistics; specifically the
analysis of n-grams. This has previously been put a variety of uses (see our review
of the literature, in Section 2.5.5.2), however firstly we refer particularly to their use
in identify characteristic multi-word terms which distinguish specific types of texts
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(Damerau, 1993). Since n-gram analysis is a data-driven approach, it will allow us to
identify key features which are characteristic of different personality groups. Addi¬
tionally, this technique which calculates the probability of groups of adjacent terms,
or n-grams, occurring together in a text, enables us to view the probabilistic space in
which language occurs. Therefore the n-gram analysis method—unlike the content
analysis approaches—retains some of the contextual information of language use and
provides us with a greater insight into differences in language structuring and the use
of formulaic language, which is related to a number of important functions (e.g., Wray
and Perkins, 2000).
We now describe the simplest n-gram analysis, which looks solely at two-word




In order to study the characteristics of personality language at the extreme high and
low ends of the dimensions, the original e-mail corpus of texts was divided into sub-
corpora. High and Low personality group samples were achieved by splitting them
at greater than 1 standard deviation above and below the mean EPQ-R score for each
dimension. The resulting sizes of the sub-corpora are around 12,000 and 8,000 words
for the high and low Extraversion groups (gathered from 21 and 17 participants re¬
spectively); 12,000 for both the high and low Neuroticism groups (20 and 21 partic¬
ipants); and 8,500 and 10,000 for the high and low Psychoticism groups (18 and 21
participants). (Further information about participants and the subcorpora to which they
contribute can be found in Tables A.l and A.2.)
5.1.1.2 Analysis
Each corpus was tokenised using a simple white space technique, with punctuation
retained but separated from adjacent words with 'space' character.
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N-gram profiles were generated for each corpus using standard n-gram software.2
These were then ranked using the log-likelihood statistic (G2), since for smaller cor¬
pora this approximates better to %2 than the X2 statistic (Dunning, 1993, see also dis¬
cussion in Section 2.5.5.2). Rankings for each group are based on the top 50 bigrams
with frequency of TV > 5 for these bigrams, and a significance of p < .001.
Additionally, in order to examine the relationship between features shared between
the high and low groups, relative frequency ratios were also calculated for items com¬
mon to both sub-corpora. Like Damerau (1993) we calculate the relative-frequency
ratio as a measure of feature usage across corpora, which can be interpreted as a like¬
lihood ratio (Manning and Schiitze, 1999). We also calculate log-likelihood to allow
the comparison of measures (cf. Rayson, 2003), but we do not refer directly to this in
our results.
Notice, that here the n-gram analysis and relative frequency ratios are used here to
slightly different ends, compared with, for example Damerau (1993), who uses them
to distinguish texts on the basis of technical expressions. Rather, it is more similar
to that of Milton (1998) who uses these techniques to identify characteristic phrases
'over-used' by English learners when compared to native speakers. Therefore, we do
not filter out function words or rarer collocations.
5.1.2 Results
The results are presented as follows: We present the bigram analyses for Extraversion,
Neuroticism, and Psychoticism (Tables 5.1, 5.2, and 5.3). In each table we display
results (separated by a horizontal rule) for features shared by high and low personality
groups, features unique to the high group and then the low group. For the shared
results, features are ordered by their relative-frequency ratio, and for the unique results
this is by relative frequency.
2Ted Pedersen's n-gram and associated statistical software is available from: http: //www.d.umn.
edu/~tpederse/code.html.
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Feature High High Low Low G2 R.Freq.
Freq. R.Freq. Freq. R.Freq. Ratio
it was 46 0.0034 22 0.0025 1.64 1.39
next week 24 0.0018 12 0.0013 0.66 1.33
a bit 29 0.0022 15 0.0017 0.62 1.28
up with 19 0.0014 10 0.0011 0.36 1.26
I I 45 0.0033 24 0.0027 0.76 1.24
i was 33 0.0025 18 0.0020 0.45 1.22
will be 24 0.0018 13 0.0015 0.35 1.22
to see 32 0.0024 19 0.0021 0.15 1.12
at the 27 0.0020 16 0.0018 0.13 1.12
which is 15 0.0011 9 0.0010 0.06 1.11
for a 34 0.0025 21 0.0024 0.07 1.07
i have 44 0.0033 29 0.0032 0.00 1.01
to get 34 0.0025 23 0.0026 0.01 0.98
. i 99 0.0074 69 0.0077 0.10 0.95
on friday 11 0.0008 8 0.0009 0.04 0.91
, and 48 0.0036 36 0.0040 0.31 0.88
in the 41 0.0030 34 0.0038 0.92 0.80
and then 23 0.0017 19 0.0021 0.50 0.80
apart from 6 0.0004 5 0.0006 0.14 0.80
i am 33 0.0025 28 0.0031 0.91 0.78
i think 16 0.0012 14 0.0016 0.57 0.76
, but 35 0.0026 31 0.0035 1.37 0.75
a lot 10 0.0007 9 0.0010 0.44 0.74
going to 36 0.0027 33 0.0037 1.79 0.72
a few 12 0.0009 11 0.0012 0.60 0.72
to do 23 0.0017 23 0.0026 1.93 0.66
i've been 9 0.0007 12 0.0013 2.54 0.50
152 0.0113 0 0 154.62
of the 40 0.0030 0 0 40.69
, which 25 0.0019 0 0 25.43
had a 22 0.0016 0 0 22.38
which was 19 0.0014 0 0 19.33
got a 17 0.0013 0 0 17.29
new year 18 0.0013 0 0 18.31
a good 16 0.0012 0 0 16.28
forward to 15 0.0011 0 0 15.26
looking forward 15 0.0011 0 0 15.26
need to 15 0.0011 0 0 15.26
i'll be 14 0.0010 0 0 14.24
on Saturday 13 0.0010 0 0 13.22
as well 11 0.0008 0 0 11.19
we went 11 0.0008 0 0 11.19
<END> hi 9 0.0007 0 0 9.16
able to 9 0.0007 0 0 9.16
couple of 10 0.0007 0 0 10.17
the moment 10 0.0007 0 0 10.17
want to 10 0.0007 0 0 10.17
take care 8 0.0006 0 0 8.14
catch up 7 0.0005 0 0 7.12
other than 6 0.0004 0 0 6.10
.<END> 0 0 20 0.0022 36.78
i don't 0 0 18 0.0020 33.11
went to 0 0 15 0.0017 27.59
to go 0 0 14 0.0016 25.75
all the 0 0 12 0.0013 22.07
i went 0 0 12 0.0013 22.07
, because 0 0 11 0.0012 20.23
one of 0 0 11 0.0012 20.23
i can 0 0 10 0.0011 18.39
i'm going 0 0 10 0.0011 18.39
trying to 0 0 10 0.0011 18.39
don't know 0 0 9 0.0010 16.55
i've got 0 0 9 0.0010 16.55
on thursday 0 0 9 0.0010 16.55
anyway, 0 0 8 0.0009 14.71
lots of 0 0 8 0.0009 14.71
this week 0 0 8 0.0009 14.71
should be 0 0 7 0.0008 12.87
on monday 0 0 6 0.0007 11.04
on Sunday 0 0 6 0.0007 11.04
the pub 0 0 6 0.0007 11.04
the same 0 0 6 0.0007 11.04
loads of 0 0 5 0.0006 9.20
two weeks 0 0 5 0.0006 9.20
Table 5.1: Bigram analysis of High and Low Extraverts.
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Feature High High Low Low G2 R.Freq.
Freq. R.Freq. Freq. R.Freq. Ratio
; j 53 0.0040 23 0.0017 12.00 2.29
i am 39 0.0029 20 0.0015 6.12 1.94
i think 32 0.0024 20 0.0015 2.73 1.59
in the 44 0.0033 28 0.0021 3.50 1.56
, but 59 0.0044 38 0.0028 4.46 1.54
next week 23 0.0017 15 0.0011 1.65 1.52
i have 49 0.0037 33 0.0025 3.05 1.48
for a 37 0.0028 26 0.0019 1.87 1.42
i don't 27 0.0020 20 0.0015 1.01 1.34
a bit 36 0.0027 27 0.0020 1.24 1.33
going to 44 0.0033 34 0.0025 1.23 1.29
want to 15 0.0011 12 0.0009 0.32 1.24
i've got 17 0.0013 14 0.0010 0.27 1.21
to get 30 0.0022 26 0.0019 0.26 1.15
i'm going 14 0.0010 13 0.0010 0.03 1.07
. i 111 0.0083 107 0.0080 0.05 1.03
looking forward 8 0.0006 8 0.0006 0.00 0.99
a few 16 0.0012 17 0.0013 0.04 0.94
to do 28 0.0021 31 0.0023 0.17 0.90
i'llbe 10 0.0007 11 0.0008 0.05 0.90
to see 25 0.0019 28 0.0021 0.19 0.89
to be 23 0.0017 27 0.0020 0.34 0.85
of the 32 0.0024 40 0.0030 0.94 0.80
it was 28 0.0021 36 0.0027 1.05 0.77
<END> hi 6 0.0004 8 0.0006 0.30 0.75
at the 24 0.0018 36 0.0027 2.48 0.66
this week 12 0.0009 18 0.0013 1.24 0.66
on Saturday 8 0.0006 13 0.0010 1.23 0.61
will be 15 0.0011 28 0.0021 4.07 0.53
204 0.0152 0 0 281.65
, and 83 0.0062 0 0 114.59
have to 38 0.0028 0 0 52.46
to go 35 0.0026 0 0 48.32
.<END> 28 0.0021 0 0 38.66
and then 17 0.0013 0 0 23.47
back to 18 0.0013 0 0 24.85
i went 17 0.0013 0 0 23.47
i can 15 0.0011 0 0 20.71
up with 13 0.0010 0 0 17.95
which is 13 0.0010 0 0 17.95
i need 12 0.0009 0 0 16.57
don't know 11 0.0008 0 0 15.19
i've been 11 0.0008 0 0 15.19
has been 9 0.0007 0 0 12.43
lots of 10 0.0007 0 0 13.81
on sunday 9 0.0007 0 0 12.43
the end 9 0.0007 0 0 12.43
end of 8 0.0006 0 0 11.04
my own 7 0.0005 0 0 9.66
catch up 6 0.0004 0 0 8.28
anyway , 0 0 22 0.0016 30.62
had a 0 0 19 0.0014 26.45
a good 0 0 16 0.0012 22.27
need to 0 0 16 0.0012 22.27
the moment 0 0 16 0.0012 22.27
one of 0 0 15 0.0011 20.88
a lot 0 0 14 0.0010 19.49
couple of 0 0 14 0.0010 19.49
which was 0 0 14 0.0010 19.49
i haven't 0 0 12 0.0009 16.70
to make 0 0 12 0.0009 16.70
a couple 0 0 11 0.0008 15.31
a while 0 0 11 0.0008 15.31
last week 0 0 10 0.0008 13.92
new year 0 0 10 0.0008 13.92
on friday 0 0 10 0.0008 13.92
should be 0 0 11 0.0008 15.31
would be 0 0 9 0.0007 12.53
apart from 0 0 8 0.0006 11.14
as usual 0 0 8 0.0006 11.14
at least 0 0 7 0.0005 9.74
take care 0 0 5 0.0004 6.96
Table 5.2: Bigram analysis of High and Low Neurotics.
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Feature High High Low Low G2 R.Freq.
Freq. R.Freq. Freq. R.Freq. Ratio
want to 13 0.0014 10 0.0009 1.05 1.53
at the 28 0.0030 22 0.0020 2.06 1.50
a few 13 0.0014 11 0.0010 0.66 1.39
, but 26 0.0028 24 0.0022 0.75 1.28
a bit 25 0.0027 23 0.0021 0.74 1.28
should be 10 0.0011 10 0.0009 0.14 1.18
will be 13 0.0014 14 0.0013 0.06 1.10
<END> hi 8 0.0009 9 0.0008 0.01 1.05
to do 21 0.0022 25 0.0023 0.00 0.99
in the 31 0.0033 39 0.0035 0.07 0.94
.<END> 16 0.0017 21 0.0019 0.10 0.90
this week 9 0.0010 12 0.0011 0.08 0.88
to see 16 0.0017 22 0.0020 0.22 0.86
i have 23 0.0025 35 0.0032 0.91 0.78
to go 15 0.0016 23 0.0021 0.63 0.77
. i 57 0.0061 95 0.0086 4.35 0.71
it was 18 0.0019 30 0.0027 1.37 0.71
to get 17 0.0018 30 0.0027 1.81 0.67
next week 8 0.0009 17 0.0015 2.00 0.56
i think 10 0.0011 22 0.0020 2.85 0.54
for a 17 0.0018 38 0.0034 5.13 0.53
going to 16 0.0017 40 0.0036 7.04 0.47
86 0.0092 0 0 134.04
i was 22 0.0024 0 0 34.29 -
for the 21 0.0022 0 0 32.73
on the 20 0.0021 0 0 31.17
had a 17 0.0018 0 0 26.50 -
bit of 14 0.0015 0 0 21.82 -
i should 13 0.0014 0 0 20.26
i can 12 0.0013 0 0 18.70
a good 11 0.0012 0 0 17.14
anyway, 11 0.0012 0 0 17.14
i'm not 11 0.0012 0 0 17.14
up with 11 0.0012 0 0 17.14
the moment 10 0.0011 0 0 15.59
which was 10 0.0011 0 0 15.59
some work 9 0.0010 0 0 14.03
apart from 8 0.0009 0 0 12.47
catch up 8 0.0009 0 0 12.47
know what 8 0.0009 0 0 12.47
lots of 8 0.0009 0 0 12.47
since i 8 0.0009 0 0 12.47
trying to 8 0.0009 0 0 12.47
don't know 7 0.0007 0 0 10.91
has been 7 0.0007 0 0 10.91
isuppose 7 0.0007 0 0 10.91
ended up 6 0.0006 0 0 9.35
be able 5 0.0005 0 0 7.79
new year 5 0.0005 0 0 7.79
thought i'd 5 0.0005 0 0 7.79
, and 0 0 59 0.0053 72.43
i I 0 0 45 0.0041 55.25
i am 0 0 29 0.0026 35.60 -
to be 0 0 25 0.0023 30.69
on Saturday 0 0 24 0.0022 29.46
and then 0 0 21 0.0019 25.78
back to 0 0 21 0.0019 25.78 -
i had 0 0 21 0.0019 25.78
i've got 0 0 20 0.0018 24.55 -
i went 0 0 18 0.0016 22.10
went to 0 0 18 0.0016 22.10 -
i don't 0 0 17 0.0015 20.87
have been 0 0 15 0.0014 18.42
i haven't 0 0 15 0.0014 18.42
i've been 0 0 15 0.0014 18.42
i'm going 0 0 13 0.0012 15.96
one of 0 0 13 0.0012 15.96
as well 0 0 11 0.0010 13.50
how are 0 0 11 0.0010 13.50
managed to 0 0 11 0.0010 13.50
on Sunday 0 0 11 0.0010 13.50
a lot 0 0 10 0.0009 12.28
end of 0 0 10 0.0009 12.28
couple of 0 0 9 0.0008 11.05
looking forward 0 0 7 0.0006 8.59
<END> hello 0 0 6 0.0005 7.37
new year's 0 0 5 0.0005 6.14 -
take care 0 0 5 0.0005 6.14
Table 5.3: Bigram analysis of High and Low Psychotics..
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5.1.2.1 Categorisation of Linguistic Features
On the basis of the linguistic features resulting from the bigram analysis, we have
divided them into categories to aid comprehension. This is in contrast to the groupings
of top-down analysis techniques, since we have grouped features into categories on the
basis of the data. We outline these categories below. Following these descriptions, we
then describe how these features relate to the personality dimensions of Extraversion,
Neuroticism and Psychoticism.
Surface Realisation Features These gross features are perhaps the most intuitive in
their representation of authorial personality. Indeed, it is possible that these provide
the primary information in such impression formation. For example, [<END> hi], the
<END> (end-of-message marker) followed by hi indicates message-initial hi (since
the <END> marker separates concatenated files in the corpus). Conversely there is
the message-initial 'hello' ([<END> hello]) which indicates greater formality. The
use of [. <END>] indicates that the author has ended their message with a full stop,
again a possible mark of greater formality. Additionally [. i] indicates the extraposition
of the first-person singular pronoun to the start of a sentence, or to a position after the
elliptical (...) which may occur mid-sentence. Use of punctuation in non-standard
ways may also be an indicator of informality, and represent a more colloquial 'e-mail
style', e.g., multiple exclamation marks [/ /], or multiple full stops [. .] as in the
elliptical (...) (Baron, 1998; Colley and Todd, 2002).
Quantification Patterns involving quantification are also apparent from the bigrams.
In some cases this refers to large amounts in an exaggerated manner suggestive of hy¬
perbole, for example, [a lot], [lots of], [loads of] and [all the]. This can be contrasted
with very specific and precise expressions such as [one of], and more restrained, and
perhaps slightly understated expressions, like [a bit], [bit of], [a few], [few drinks],
[some of] and [couple of].
Social Devices The use of formulaic or stylistic expressions as social devices here
generally indicate a relaxed and informal style, and their omission may point to a
more careful or reserved author (cf. Wray and Perkins, 2000). For example, the use
of [catch up] indicates a desire for potential future interaction and [take care] implies
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a concern for the other person's well-being. Additionally, other expressions such as
[other than] and [apart from] appear to be used as way of summarising the message
and bringing it to a conclusion.
Self/Other Reference References to self along with others may be demonstrated
through the use of the first person plural we (\we went]), or through first person singular
pronoun I. The latter singular form, as discussed in Surface Realisations, may involve
the positioning of the first-person pronoun in a sentence, as in [. i], This first person
singular form also shows greater occurrence in the e-mail data, referring to events or
states in the past ([/ was], [i had], [i went], [i've done], [i've been]) or present ([/ am],
[i've got], [i don't], [i'm not], [i think], [i have], [i haven't]), and abilities or desires
for the future ([i'll be], [i'm going], [i can], [i should], [i will]). There is also evidence
of / being used in relation to expressions functioning as Social Devices ([/ suppose],
[thought i'd]), which brings the author and their opinion to the fore. Additional refer¬
ences to others may take the form of explicit reference, or through other means such as
[up with] which in many cases indicates a shared experience (prompting the question
with whom?).
Valence Evidence of negative valence is found in e-mails through the use of negation,
such as [/ don't], [don't know], [i'm not] and [i haven't], whereas use of [a good] is
suggestive of positive affect. Also, bigrams such as [lookingforward] and [forward to]
(presumably as in lookingforward to) which we have also regarded as a Social Device
and Temporal References are also suggestive of optimism.
Ability Personal views on capability are suggested by the different collocations (or
colligations; Hunston, 2002) with infinitival to.3 Emphasis of one's ability to do some¬
thing, should they choose, can be confidently and assertively relayed using want- and
able- (to). By contrast, a more timid and tentative disposition of intent to perform
something can be expressed as [trying to) do something. Use of the bigram [have to]
suggests an external, rather than internal, locus of obligation which would more likely
be suggested by [need to]. If the intention is to undertake some activity, this can be
expressed as [going to) do it, and if this has been successfully accomplished—possibly
3This confirms the usefulness (for current purposes) of retaining functors usually filtered out by a
stop list, since it allows us to study colligation or 'upward' collocations (Sinclair, 1991).
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with a bit of effort—they have [managed to] do it.
Modality Similarly, collocations or colligations with the verb be show a distinction
in use of modal auxiliaries which has an effect on the projection of certainty. For
example, the weaker and more tentative should be is contrast with the more strongly
predictive [will be] and its contracted form [i'll be] (i will be) (Coates, 1983). This
contrast is also present between, for example, the bigrams [i should] and [i can].
Message Planning/Expression Indicators of grammatical construction can be found
in the use of connectives: for example, co-ordinating conjunctions such as [, and]
and [, but], or the use of the subordinating [, which]. The use of conjunctive adverb
[, anyway] should also be noted, although this may be used in a similar way to the
Social Devices [other than] and [apartfrom] which function to bring the message to a
conclusion.
Temporal References The bigram analysis reveals temporal expressions, in the ref¬
erence to specific periods, for example days ([on Saturday], [on friday], [on sunday]),
or larger time measurements ([last week], [this week], [next week], [new year], and
[new year's] presumably as in new year's eve). More general and vague references
to time are found in bigrams such as [the moment], [a while], and [a bit]. Additional
expressions which encode the author's feelings toward the period are found in phrases
such as [as usual], [looking forward.].
5.1.2.2 Extraversion
The distribution of bigrams relevant to these features in relation to Extraversion is
presented in Table 5.4. The Surface Realisation Features reveal that Introverts and
Extraverts differ at a gross level, with the latter group using message-initial hi ex¬
clusively. Similarly, use of punctuation also differs between the two groups, with
Extraverts preferring multiple exclamation marks [/ /], and solely using multiple full
stops [. .] suggestive of the elliptical (...), again a feature of informal style, and
'looser' use of language.
In terms of quantification, Introverts generally tend to show a preference for a
greater use of quantifiers, particularly those suggesting exaggeration ([all the], [lots of]
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Table 5.4: High-Low Extravert Bigram Features.
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Table 5.5: High-Low Neuroticism Bigram Features.
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Table 5.6: High-Low Psychoticism Bigram Features.
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and [loads of]) or specificity [one of], whereas Extraverts show a preference for [a bit]
and uniquely use [couple of].
The Extravert use of the Social Devices [catch up] and [take care] indicate a relaxed
and informal style; their omission points to a more socially restrained Introvert. The
Extravert use of [other than] perhaps as a method of summary is in contrast with the
Introvert [apartfrom].
References to self in the texts demonstrate differences between Extraverts and In¬
troverts: Introverts make extensive use of the first person singular pronoun ([/ don't],
[i went], [i'm going], [z can], [i've got] are all unique to the Introvert text), and also
show preference for the following shared bigrams: [i've done], [i think], [z am]. For
Extraverts, the only unique first person bigram is [i'll be], and they also show greater
use of [i was] and [z will], although relatively less preferred than Introvert forms. This
underscores the increased Introvert tendency to focus on self, possibly also by use of
extraposition ([. i]), whereas Extraverts suggest interaction with others: the unique use
of a bigram containing a first person plural ([we went]), along with [up with] indicative
of a shared experience. These results apparently contradict Fumham (1990) on pro¬
nouns, but given that the vast majority of pronouns here are first-person singular, and
thus focusing on self, this is unsurprising.
Bigrams containing negations were used mainly by Introverts, as in [/ don't] and
[don't know] (indeed [i don't] is the bigram with most frequent use of i), whilst Ex¬
traverts used the bigram [a good] which is suggestive of positive affect.4 Similarly, the
Extravert preference for [looking forward] and forward to] (presumably as in looking
forward to) also suggests a more positive disposition.
Confident Extravert views on personal ability are suggested by their unique use of
[want to] and [able to], whereas Introverts use the more tentative forms [trying to] or
[going to]. Such patterns are also reflected in use of modal auxiliaries with Extraverts
preferring the stronger forms [will be], and are unique in their use of the contracted
form [z'7/ be] (i will be), and the Introvert use of the weaker should be.
4Further investigation shows that good is not directly negated (as in [not good]). Compare the
Introvert [i can], which was generally followed by not. Although the effect of negation was not viewed as
important by Pennebaker and collaborators in the functioning of LIWC (Berry et al., 1997; Pennebaker
and Francis, 1999), it certainly has implications for models of syntax and semantics.
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Differences can also be found in Message Planning, with Introverts showing pref¬
erence for the co-ordinating conjunctions [, and] and [, but], whilst Extraverts uniquely
use the subordinating [, which], usually in an evaluative sense. Evidence of the looser
Extravert style is also demonstrated through their use of Temporal Referents, prefer¬
ring the less specific expressions, such as [next week], [new year], or [the moment]
to more specific references to days or periods of time ([on monday], [on thursday],
[two weeks], [this week]).
5.1.2.3 Neuroticism
The distribution of features and their bigrams relevant to Neuroticism is presented
in Table 5.5. High Neuroticism is demonstrated through the unique use of Surface
Realisations such as multiple full stops [. .], and ending the message with a full stop
[. <END>], There is also a High Neurotic tendency to use multiple exclamation
marks [/ /], and to start sentences with the self referent "I" [. i]. Low Neurotics, on
the other hand showed a preference for starting their texts with the informal greeting
"hi" [<END> hi]. Here we also note the reference to specific topics, and we note that
High Neurotics make reference to [exam results] exclusively.
Although High Neurotic texts demonstrate a unique use of the feature suggestive of
exaggeration [lots of], Low Neurotic texts apparently show greater use of many differ¬
ent quantifying references, preferring [a few], and uniquely using [one of], [couple of],
[a couple], [a lot] and [at least] (however, this latter feature may be used as a Social
Device).
In the use of social devices, High Neurotics focus more on the potential future
interaction, uniquely using [catch up], however Low Neurotics are more likely to use
the form [looking forward] which expresses positive affect with regard to the future
meeting, and also solely use [take care], implying a concern for the other person's
well-being.
Use of terms of self reference in the texts point to differences between the language
use of High and Low Neurotics: High Neurotics show a much greater concern for self,
and thus increased use of bigrams which include the first-person singular "I" as in,
[i went], [i can], [i need], and [i've been] which are used uniquely, and a preference for
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[z am], [z think], [i have], [z don't], [i've got], all of which suggest an interest in current
or past events, with the exception of [i'm going]. Their preference for [. z] suggests
that High Neurotics promote their main focus of interest—themselves—to the start of
the sentence for emphasis.
Although the bigrams of both High and Low Neurotics indicate use of contracted
negation (High N preferring [i don't], Low N using [z haven't] uniquely), the Low
Neurotic texts also show the unique use of the positive evaluative term [a good], which
along with the preference for [looking forward] is suggestive of greater positive affect.
Collocations with the infinitival to give an indication of the High and Low Neu¬
rotics' perceptions of personal ability and obligation: Whilst [have to] is unique to
High Neurotics, and is suggestive of an external locus of obligation, [need to] is only
found in Low Neurotic texts which is much more indicative of an internal desire to do
something. The shared bigrams [going to] and [want to] are both preferred by Higher
Neurotics.
Indications of the projection of certainty are shown in expressions of Modality.
Low Neurotics show a preference for the stronger predictive will ([will be], [i'll be]),
although they show a unique use of the weaker and more tentative should be. The
preference for the use of modals appears to be the preserve of the Low Neurotics,
since High Neurotics do not use any uniquely, with those which are shared, strongly
preferred by the Low Neurotics.
In terms of Message Planning and Expression, High Neurotics show preference for
the co-ordinating conjunctions [, and] and [, but], whilst Low Neurotics uniquely use
the conjunctive adverb [, anyway].
A wide variety of Temporal References show much greater use by Low Neu¬
rotics, for example, uniquely using [on Saturday], [onfriday], [last week], [new year],
[the moment], [a while], and [as usual], and showing a preference for [this week] and
[looking forward]. By contrast, High Neurotics only used [on Sunday] uniquely, and
showed preference for [next week] and [a bit].
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5.1.2.4 Psychoticism
The distribution of these features and bigrams in relation to Psychoticism is presented
in Table 5.6. Degree of Psychoticism of texts is distinguished by Surface Realisa¬
tion Features, for example, High Psychotics show a unique use of multiple full stops
[. .], whilst Low Psychotics show a preference start sentences with "I" [. z], to end
their message with a full stop [. <END>], and use multiple exclamation marks [/ /]
uniquely. When starting their texts, High Psychotics showed a preference for the greet¬
ing "hi" [<END> hi], with Low Psychotics uniquely using the more formal "hello"
[<END> hello]. However, the degree of Psychoticism in texts shows relatively little
relation to the use of quantifiers, although High Psychoticism appears to be related to
the bigrams [a few] and few drinks], apparently pointing to the phrase a few drinks.
In their use of Social Devices, High Psychotics focus more on the potential future
interaction, using the term [catch up] uniquely, whilst Low Psychotics express an atti¬
tude towards the future ([looking forward]) and tend to show more of a concern for the
other person ([take care]). When the High and Low Psychoticism texts are compared
for social references, Low Psychotics show a greater overall preference for use of first-
person pronoun, for example [i have], [z think], and [. z], and also in the unique use of
[i am], [i had], [i've got], [z don't], [i'm going], [z went], [i've been], and [i haven't].
High Psychotics, did however still make substantial social references, uniquely using:
[z was], [i can], [i suppose], [z should], [i'm not], [thought i'd], and also the allusion to
other social actors using [up with].
Both High and Low Psychotic texts show contracted negations which are used
uniquely, with the former using [i'm not] and [don't know], and the latter [i haven't]
and [z don't]. Bigrams containing positive affect words did not appear in the analysis
for either group.
Ability represented through collocations with infinitival to demonstrate a desire or
attempt to achieve something on the part of the High Psychotics in the respective bi¬
grams [want to] and [trying to] (the latter used exclusively). Low Psychotics show
a preference for the more certain [going to], and unique use of [managed to] which
indicates successful accomplishment. Similarly, the High Psychotics also show pref¬
erence for the modal auxiliaries [should be] and [will be] and also the exclusive use of
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[z should] and [z can].
High Psychotics use the conjunctive adverb [, anyway] uniquely, and also show
preference for the co-ordinating conjunction [, but], whilst Low Psychotics uniquely
use the co-ordinating conjunction [, and].
References to time appear a predominant feature of Low Psychotic texts, show¬
ing a tendency for using the term [next week], and the unique use of [on Saturday],
[on sunday], [looking forward], and [new year's] (presumably as in new year's eve).
In contrast the bigram [new year] was solely used exclusively by High Psychotics.
5.1.3 Summary of Bigram Findings
On the basis of our findings for the bigram analysis, we propose the following features
to be indicative of personality: For Extraversion, we propose that higher Extraverts
use more informal Surface Realisations and Social Devices, more positive Valence
words, and refer to their ability and the future with more confidence and certainty.
They are also more likely to refer to other people. Introverts make extensive reference
to themselves, especially using extraposition—often at the expense of the topic of the
communication, use more quantification, especially for the purpose of exaggeration or
specificity, and use more negations. Introverts ended to use more coordination features
than the Extraverts.
In the case of Neuroticism we propose that High Neurotics make distinctive use
of punctuation in their Surface Realisations, use Social Devices to focus on potential
interaction rather than for positive affect or concern for others. In terms of Valence,
positive affect is avoided, and more negations are used. Extraposition and extensive
use of self-referents focuses the interaction on themselves, whilst Quantifiers are used
for exaggeration, and obligation is emphasised rather than Ability. Low Neurotics use
more informal Surface Realisation, use a greater variety of Quantifiers, show greater
use of Modals, especially indicating stronger prediction, and also greater use of Tem¬
poral Referents. Here we find that High Neurotics use more co-ordination features.
For Psychoticism, High and Low groups are distinguished by their use of punctu¬
ation and formality of Surface Realisation features. High Psychotics focus on future
interactions rather than positive affect or concern for others, and demonstrate a greater
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expression of Modality. Low Psychotics show a greater use of self reference, express
their Ability in terms of intention or accomplishment, rather than striving to achieve
something, and make greater use of Temporal reference. The two groups demonstrated
significant use of negation and co-ordination, with the High Psychotics showing pref¬
erence for contrasting co-ordination.
5.2 3D Distribution of Personality Bigram Features
Whilst so far the analysis has addressed each personality trait in turn, it is apparent
that many of these features are not exclusive to one particular personality dimension
(compare Tables 5.4, 5.5). and 5.5.
We therefore present the previous bigram findings for Extraversion, Neuroticism
and Psychoticism together tabularly so as to represent the three-dimensional personal¬
ity space. In each case the horizontal x-axis represents the Neuroticism scale, and the
vertical y-axis denotes varying degrees of Psychoticism. Separate tables are used for
variation of the Extraversion scale: Table 5.7 displays low Extravert features, Table 5.8
the neutral Extravert features, and Table 5.9 the high Extravert features.
Each personality dimension has been divided into 'high', 'neutral', and 'low' fea¬
tures which represents a simplification of the bigram and relative frequency ratio anal¬
yses: In these representations, a feature is regarded as being characteristic of the high
end of the trait, if it either occurs uniquely in the sub-corpora of that particular trait,
or if it is shared, then it shows greater usage by the high personality trait group. Con¬
versely, bigrams are regarded as features of a low personality trait group if they either
occur uniquely to that sub-corpus, or if shared by high and low groups are used more
by the low trait group. Bigram features are regarded as 'neutral' if they do not feature
in our analysis for that dimension.
In discussing these results we will first examine what features are preserved as char¬
acteristic solely of the High-Low language of a particular dimension, whilst remaining
neutral on the rest. We will then discuss what patterns emerge from the combination
of different dimensions.
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Table 5.7: 3D Personality Bigrams, Low Extraversion.
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Table 5.8: 3D Personality Bigrams, Neutral Extraversion.
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Table 5.9: 3D Personality Bigrams, High Extraversion.
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5.2.1 Features of the Personality Dimensions
From the bigram analysis, we find that Introverts (Table 5.7) are characterised by Tem¬
poral references ([two weeks], [on thursday]) and exaggerating Quantification ([loads
of], [all the]), whereas the Extraverts (Table 5.9) make reference to others using the
first-person plural pronoun we, assert their confidence and ability using [able to], use
the Expression and Social Device features [, which] and [other than], and suggest pos¬
itive affect with [forward to] (as in looking forward to).
The results for Neuroticism bigrams, independent of other dimensions can be found
in Table 5.8. Here, the relatively few features point to self reference ([my own],
[j need]), obligated ability ([have to]), and very ominously a reference to [the end])
for high scorers on this trait. The Low Neurotic features reveal tentative modality
([would be]), Temporal Reference ([last week], [a while], [as usual]), and loose Quan¬
tification ([at least], [a couple]).
The High Psychotic bigram features (independent of other dimensions; Table 5.8)
show some self-reference, which also includes negation and tentative modality ([i'm not],
[i should]), and vague Quantification references ([few drinks], [bit of])
The Low Psychotics show self—and explicit other—reference ([that i have], [i had],
[<END> hi there], also showing interest in the other person [how are you]), and
Temporal Reference ([new year's][a while .]). Striving references to ability are used
([managed to]), with also evidence for distinctive use of message final punctuation
([/! <END>]).
5.2.2 Interaction between Personality Dimensions
We now turn to examine the effects of interaction between different personality di¬
mensions upon language use. For example, here we can see that for High or Low
Extraversion the most characteristic features are shown when interaction occurs with
the extremes of Psychoticism or Neuroticism (here it should again be noted that here
'neutral' means that the feature did not appear in the data for the dimension).
Low Extravert and Low Psychotics (Tables 5.7), especially in combination with
High Neuroticism appear to use a features containing a great deal of self-reference, in
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combination with expression of obligation or negation ([have to], [i don't]) (although
expressions of ability, [going to], do not seem stable across the trait of Neuroticism).
The Surface Realisation features ([. <END> |) and ([. /]) both appear to be stable
features of High Neuroticism, but occur with different locations on the other scales.
Similarly, other Surface Realisation and Social Device features are High Extravert
and highly Neurotic (Table 5.9 ), but are distinguished as Low Psychotic ([/ /] or
High Psychotic ([. .], [catch up]). For expressions of greeting, such as ([<END> hi]
vs [<END> hello]) it is the degree of Psychoticism and Extraversion which are most
important: the former is high on both dimensions, the latter is low on both.
For expressions relating to positive affect ([looking forward ]), or expressing inter¬
est in the other person's well being ([take care]), High Extraversion and Low Psychoti¬
cism appear important.
5.2.3 Summary of High-Low corpus comparison
In the bigram analysis we divided the corpus into the groups of extreme personality,
by each dimension in turn. In this way we treated each dimension independently, since
they are viewed as being located orthogonally in personality space. The analysis meth¬
ods which we then applied to these high and low groups were derived from Damerau
(1993) who had previously used relative-frequency ratio to find key phrases related to
specialist text-types. We finally combined the results for Extraversion, Neuroticism
and Psychoticism tabularly to provide a more coherent view of the distribution of fea¬
tures across the different dimensions. However, we note that our separation of the
personality dimensions by high and low groups does not allow comparison with indi¬
viduals in the mid-section of the dimension. Additionally, these dimensions may not
be entirely independent.
We also note that our purpose is slightly different to that of Damerau (1993), and it
may be more appropriate to analyse a greater number and variety of n-gram features,
rather that restricting this to a few of the most highly collocating features. Addition¬
ally, in such analysis, the calculation of G2 would be a more appropriate measure for
distinguishing feature usage, rather than the use of relative-frequency ratio.
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5.3 Stratified Corpus Comparison
In the previous discussion we raised several methodological points. Therefore, to ad¬
dress the first issue of feature and personality independence, we utilise techniques from
comparative corpus linguistics, and define a 'reference corpus' from authors with a per¬
sonality profile which is not extreme on any of the measured dimensions. We can then
compare authors from each of the extreme personality groups with this 'neutral' (here
termed 'mid') group. Furthermore, to control for individuals who may be extreme on
more than one dimension, we also ensure that authors representative of the extreme
groups are measured as being 'neutral' on the other dimensions.
However, unlike other corpus comparison studies, this gives us a three-way cor¬
pus comparison, so we are able to trace the behaviour of linguistic features over the
breadth of a personality dimension (divided into high-mid-low categories). Generally
other studies have divided the data using binary categories, such as native/non-native
or young/old language users, or those of higher/lower socio-economic class (Milton,
1998; Granger and Rayson, 1998; Aarts and Granger, 1998; Rayson and Hodges,
1997).
Like other corpus comparison studies, here we also measure unigram features in
addition to the bigrams measured on the previous analysis, and 3-5-grams. Like these




Similarly to the the previous n-gram analysis, the original e-mail corpus of texts was
divided into subcorpora. High and Low personality group samples were again achieved
by splitting them at greater than 1 standard deviation above and below the mean EPQ-R
score for each dimension. However, in this case the additional requirement was made
that authors had to be within 1 standard deviation on the dimensions other than the one
for which they were extremely high or low.
Additionally, all texts which were within 1 standard deviation across all personality
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dimensions were assigned to the personality 'neutral' Mid subcorpus.
The resulting sizes of the subcorpora are around 6,000 words for the high Ex-
traversion, and over 2,000 words for the low Extroversion groups (produced by 11 and
4 authors, respectively); Just over 3,000 words for the high Neurotic and around 6,000
words for the low Neurotic groups (6 and 9 authors); high and low Psychotics were
both around 4,000 words (9 authors each); the Neutral group was around 5,000 words
(23 authors). These word counts for the respective constrained subcorpora are there¬
fore smaller than for the unconstrained analyses which were in the region of 8,500 to
12,000 words. (Further information about participants and the subcorpora to which
they contribute can be found in Tables A.l and A.2.)
5.3.1.2 Analysis
In order to address some of the issues which were raised regarding the previous analy¬
sis, and also to take account of the differently prepared corpus, there are a number of
differences in the analysis procedure which we use. These are: First, in this analysis
we use a version of the corpus which has been tokenised using the CLAWS tagger
(available via Wmatrix tool; Rayson, 2003). This is an advancement over the simplis¬
tic white-space metric which was used in the previous analysis: here, additionally, the
tokenisation splits multi-word units, into their constituent parts, for example can't will
be divided into ca and n't, and also provides some basic annotation, for example mark¬
ing clause boundaries (represented here as <NC>, and which is generally equivalent
to the start or end of a sentence), and ellipsis (<E>); Secondly we calculate 1-5 word
n-grams, but do not use a rank or frequency cut-off during calculation (previously, this
had been limited to the top 50 ranked features with a frequency > 5; here however, we
present all features achieving a frequency of >5). This gives a broader picture of the
features which are used overall, and enables a more accurate log-likelihood statistic of
their occurrence between groups to be calculated; Third, we use a lower significance
level in the measurement of collocation where it is available. Using Pedersen's n-gram
software (Banerjee and Pedersen, 2003), here we select a log-likelihood significance
value of p < 0.01, rather than p < 0.001, for the bigrams and trigrams (since this suite
does not calculate significance for 4- and 5-gram collocations, we include all of these
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features in our analysis, but approach interpretation with greater caution); Fourth, we
now need to make a three-way comparison of the linguistic features across the high-
mid-low corpora for each group. To do this, we again use a program to sort the two
data files and then output features which are unique to each of these data files, and
those which are common to both. For each personality dimension, the initial stage
is to compare the High and Low corpus groups, however this approach differs from
the previous analysis, because a second stage of analysis is then performed. This then
compares, in turn, the features which are unique to and shared between these High and
Low groups with the Mid group. From these analyses, we are then able to calculate the
relationships between the three groups, and for each feature in each corpus we identify
its frequency and relative frequency, and then where relevant, its relative-frequency
ratio and log-likelihood between High-Low, High-Mid and Low-Mid groups. This al¬
lows us to compare the relative usage and statistical significance of the difference in
the use of features between groups.
5.3.2 Results
Here we present the results from the three-way analysis tabularly, specifying that the
feature should exhibit a frequency in one of the three groups of at least 5 occurrences,
and these are ordered by log-likelihood (G2) value. Rayson (2003), in his evaluation
of the G2 test, regards the 15.13 critical value as equivalent to p < 0.01 significance
(and thus 10.83 equivalent to p < 0.01, etc.) when carrying out multiple comparisons
of language. This is instead of the critical value of 6.64 normally used to indicate
p < 0.01 for the x2 distribution. As we note in our discussion of these measures
(Section 2.5.5.1), Rayson raises the critical value to account for lowering the Cochran
rule which enables the comparison of expected frequencies of 1 or more (Cochran,
1954). Since we only examine expected frequencies of 5 or more—which compare
more reliably with the x2 distribution—we regard Rayson's suggestion of the 15.13
critical value for p < 0.01 to be particularly conservative. Therefore in our presentation
of results we display features with lower critical values, in this case 10.83 or greater.
In reporting these—and subsequent findings—we annotate the levels of significance
generally associated with these critical values, for example, p < 0.05 with 3.84, p <
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0.01 with 6.64, etc., and separate these levels with a rule. Note that if a feature is
overused by the Mid group, we do not report the G2 for this, and in cases where the
relative-frequency ratio or G2 is not available, we replace this by
The results for Extraversion, Neuroticism, and Psychoticism are found in Tables
5.10, 5.11, and 5.12. In the subsequent presentation of the results, we will draw
attention to features which are characteristic of the High or Low groups, compared
with the usage of the feature more generally. In doing this we distinguish whether a
feature is under- or over-used by one extreme group in particular relative to the two
other groups, or whether the extreme groups both differ with respect to the Mid group.
This will be done for each personality group in turn, with these results then discussed
in context with the features of the other groups.
Turning first to the results for Extraversion (Table 5.10). These show that the most
significant features for High Extraverts are an overuse of the features [was a], [it.],
[get to], [i really], and [was], and an under-use of ellipsis (<E>); for the Low Ex¬
traverts (Introverts) the most significant features are an overuse of [played], [zplayed],
and [bread], along with the under-use of [, and], [! !], [z '11], and [, z']; High and Low
groups both differed from the Mid in their use of fewer [/ <NC>], and—particularly
in the case of the High Extraverts—increased use of [got a], and this pattern is also
found in the following features with a lower significance: [it '11], [then z], [year .],
[) and], and [it '11 be]. Patterns for lower significance High Extravert features are re¬
duced use of [fairly], [, although], hyphen or dash [-], and [which was], and increased
use of ['11 have], [from the], [of it], [what i], and newclause (<NC>); Introvert fea¬
tures are reduced use of [i have], and increased use of [supposed to be] (which is also
reflected in its constituent elements), and the name [jim].5
The most significant Neuroticism results (Table 5.11) for the High group show an
under-use of [and], and sentence-initial it ([<NC> it]), and a large overuse of punctu¬
ation features ellipses (<E>), especially in combination with structural or contextual
information, ([<E> <NC>], [<E> <NC> z']), and multiple exclamation marks (be¬
tween two and five repetitions, [/ / / / /]), and also [film], [the film], and [well /].
The Low Neuroticism group show an overuse of the name [dave], as well as [, as],
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[it.], and references to [rowing], and conversely show an under-use of [have to], and
[all the]-, High and Low groups are distinguished from the Mid group by both over¬
using [think /], [<NC> well], [. <NC> well], and under-using [/<NC>]. Other,
less significant, patterns in the data for the High Neurotics are the under-use of [its],
[still], and [, 50], along with the overuse of [<E> well], [experiment], [was a], and
[thesis]; for the Low group, there is tendency towards an under-use of [z'fs], [i will], [/],
[.], [i would], [i ca] (as in i ca n't), and an overuse of [about it], [there '5], [of time],
[<NC> also], [going on], [night.], and [stuff]; The High and Low group both use
fewer instances of [we] and [of time] than the Mid group, but use more [she v].
The Psychoticism data (Table 5.12) also show distinctive use of punctuation in
combination with structural information, and the High group show an overuse of el¬
lipsis (<E>) under-use of [/], [//], [/ <NC>], [<NC> it], [, and], [and z], [i have],
[have n't], [to the], [of the], and [on Saturday]; By contrast, the Low Psychotic group
show an underuse of [on the], and [<E> <NC>].
Features which show a lower level of significance for the High group, are an
overuse of [<NC> have], [, as], [, we], [it all], [of it], along with an under-use of
[went to], and [have]; Low Psychotics overuse [night], [formy], [willprobably], [work¬
ing], [z did], [i had], [Saturday], and [// <NC>]; Both High and Low groups overused
[was a], [i really], and [out of] compared with the Mid group.
5.3.3 Summary
Considering the results for Extraversion, Neuroticism, and Psychoticism overall, we
can see that even at the most conservative 15.13 critical level, there is still a reasonable
number of significant features. For Extraversion and Psychoticism, the top 12 ranked
features achieve this significance, whereas for Neuroticism this is 19. Although in the
case of the latter, this appears to be inflated due, in part, to the repetition of multi¬
ple exclamation mark results. This brings us to another issue, that of features being
shared across the three personality dimensions, and this is most noticeable with regard
to the punctuation/contextual markers. Here we find that the unigram feature [<E>],
ellipsis alone, is strongly characteristic of High Extraverts and High Neurotics, and
to a slightly lesser extent Low Psychotics. However, by examining the contextual in-
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formation for this feature available via the n-grams, it is possible to see how these
features are used slightly differently across the personality dimensions: ellipsis alone
is strongly characteristic of High Extraverts, since they do not regularly combine ellip¬
sis with other features or constructions; For High Neurotics this is similarly strongly
shown to be followed by a newclause, or by a newclause starting with I (they also show
a trend towards following an ellipsis with well)-, Although the High Psychotics overuse
this feature, it is slightly less strongly differentiated across the groups, and there is
also evidence that it is under-used by Low Psychotics when preceding a newclause.
Similarly the different behaviour of (multiple) exclamation marks across the different
personality dimensions can be discerned through the n-gram data. For example, Low
Extraverts avoid [/ /], and both High and Low Extraverts avoid a single exclamation
mark before a newclause (<NC>), indicating a sentence-final position; whereas High
Psychotics avoid (multiple) exclamation marks in all positions; High Neurotics on the
other hand overuse multiple exclamation marks, but (along with, to a lesser extent,
Low Neurotics) avoid using single occurrences before a newclause.
These comparisons also reveal the value of using data which has been tokenised
in a more sophisticated manner which identifies clause boundaries, and also allows us
to more easily distinguish multiple full stops or ellipsis, as opposed to, for example,
sentence final punctuation.
Looking at the personality features more generally, here we can see that Low Ex¬
traverts appear to talk more about (playing) activities, and seem to make fewer ref¬
erences to themselves. High Extraverts tend to talk more about events in the past
(was) and in the future (get to). In terms of less strongly significant features, Low
Extraverts appear to talk about obligation regarding the future (supposed) and hedge
(fairly), whereas High Extraverts use the more definite (contracted) modal form (will),
and show evidence of evaluating past events (which was).
Punctuation (ellipsis, exclamation marks) and discourse markers relative to clause
structure (well, i) are important to High Neurotics, and they also appear to talk about
films, whereas Low Neurotics are characterised by a lack of external obligation (have
to), quantification (all the) and conjunction (, as). Less significant patterns for this
dimension appear to be that High Neurotics talk about what is perhaps concerning
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them at the that moment (experiment, thesis), and are more likely to mention what
they cannot do (i ca [n't]); Low Neurotics talk less about what they will do (i will) and
also talk more vaguely about things (stuff).
High Psychotics are less likely to consistently use (patterns of) punctuation such
as exclamation or ellipsis, use conjunction (and), or talk about things relative to them¬
selves (i have, haven't, i). Conversely less significant patterns show that Low Psy¬
chotics are more likely to refer to themselves (i, my) rather than with others (we), and
also refer to weekends (Saturday).
5.4 Lemmatised corpus analysis
In the previous section, we noted that the utilisation of a more sophisticated tokenisa-
tion technique, allowed us greater confidence in identifying features and patterns and
relating them to the context or structure of their use. However, it is also apparent that
some of the features found in this analysis might show greater significance or gener-
alisability if the analysis was performed on a lemmatised—or stemmed—form of the
corpus. In such a processed corpus words such as play, plays, played, or playing, are
all realised in the base form of the verb, that is as play. More importantly, in our data
there are instances of proper nouns being used, for example, names of places (Edin¬
burghi), days of the week {Saturday), or names of people (Dave), with these providing
too much specificity to allow broader patterns of language usage to emerge, or for the
results to be easily generalised.
We therefore perform an additional 3-way stratified corpus comparison in the same
way as before, but process the personality corpora, so as to lemmatise it and replace
proper nouns with their equivalent part-of-speech (POS) tags.
5.4.1 Method
Using the same subcorpora as the previous stratified corpus comparison, we addition¬
ally pre-processed these using the CLAWS tagger (Rayson, 2003) to give vertical-
output lemmatised words and POS tags. Additional scripts were then used to convert
this into the form of lemmas, and in the case of the features being a proper noun, this
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was replaced by the POS tag. Additionally all punctuation (including the newclause
marker) was replaced by 'punctuation tag'.
Each of these resulting lemmatised/proper noun tagged subcorpora were then anal¬
ysed in the same way as before, to give frequency and relative frequency informa¬
tion for High, Low and Mid groups, with additional relative-frequency ratio and log-
likelihood information for High-Low, High-Mid, and Low-Mid comparisons.
5.4.2 Results
Again the results are ordered by significance of the feature's log-likelihood (G2) value,
with the conservative 15.13 critical value for most significant features (indicated by
a horizontal rule), and we also include features to the 10.83 value. These are dis¬
played for Extraversion, Neuroticism, and Psychoticism, in the following tables (Ta¬
bles 5.13, 5.14, and 5.15).
As in the overview of the previous results, here we will discuss the features which
are characteristic of the High or Low groups, compared with the usage of the feature
more generally. Again, we will take the particularly conservative critical value of
15.13 to indicate a high level of significance, with the other features below this level
displaying less significant examples of the particular behaviour. In the results reported
here the following CLAWS POS tags are used: NP1 (singular proper noun), and NPD1
(singular weekday noun).
For the High Extraverts (Table 5.13) we find that the lemmatisation results in
changes in the most significant features, with them overusing [be so], [year <P>],
[</>> take], [with i], [NP1 for], in addition to [i really] (which was found in the un-
lemmatised data), and under-using [week </J>]; the Low Extraverts still overuse ref¬
erences to play ([play], [i play]), [that be], and [bread], with the additional overuse of
'supposed' showing greater significance ([be supposed]) and the under-use of [i will];
Additionally both High and Low Extraverts show an overuse of [get a], and [christ-
mas <P>] compared with Mid.
Additionally, new features arising out of this analysis with a lower level of sig¬
nificance are for Extraverts, an overuse of [day <P>], [will have], [cool <P>], [to¬
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singular proper noun [NP1 and], and [and NP1].
For High Neurotics (Table 5.14) their previous overuse of multiple exclamation
marks is here represented more generally as an overuse of multiple Punctuation ([<P>
<P> <P>]), with a similar process relating to the reduction of full stop and newclause
([<P> well], [<P> <P> well]), whereas overuse of [film], [the film], and [well z] is
retained. The reduction of punctuation results in the most significant High Neurotic
feature being the under-use of [</J> it], with other under-used features being [will be],
[have be], [<P> 50], along with [to do]-, Low Neurotics overuse [ <P> he], [be in], and
[year <P>], and under-use [NP1 </J>|; High and Low groups also show an overuse
of [i go] and [that be].
Additional less strongly significant features identified in this analysis are, for High
Neurotics the under-use of [<P> which], and [well <P>]; and for Low Neurotics the
overuse of [party <P>], [stuff <P>], and [<P> the], and the under-use of [though
<P>], [to NP1], [<P> <P> we] and [z ca] (as in i ca n't).
For the High Psychotic group (Table 5.15) the most significant features which result
from this analysis are the overuse of [<P> <P> NP1 <P>], [<P> NP1 <P>],
and [<P> he], and the under-use of [have be], [<P> it], [to the], and [of the]-, Low
Psychotics are characterised by an overuse of [z go], [be work], [that be], and an under-
use of [on the]-, High and Low Psychotics both overuse [be off].
Other features resulting from this analysis, but showing lower significance, are
High Psychotics overuse of [you be], [<P> perhaps], [day <P>], [this be], [here], and
an under-use of [night <P>], [have], [<P> jo], [<P> how], and [we be]; Low Psy¬
chotics overuse [all i], [z really],6 [too <P>], [work], [on NPD1], [you <P> <P>],
[how be], [say <P>], and [they have], and underuse [he be], [<P> anyway], [any¬
way <P>], and [ <P> anyway </J>J; Terms shared between High and Low groups
[get a], [end up], and [out of] which are over-used, and [z have] which is under-used.
6Note that, unlike the previous analysis, the bigram [i really] is not found in the lemmatised High P
data because its items do not collocate significantly together at the p < 0.01 level.
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5.5 Discussion
5.5.1 Data-driven analysis
Firstly we have investigated the behaviour of simple bigram collocation measures
across the high and low subcorpora of our personality dimensions. This allowed
us to derive groups of linguistic features on the basis of our data (i.e., data-driven),
rather than by imposing top-down categories on our data, as for example, by multi¬
dimensional analysis. However, as a result of this analysis, several issues were raised:
First, we have assumed that the personality dimensions are orthogonal and have treated
the linguistic behaviour for each dimension independently. However, given the rela¬
tively modest size of our corpus, it may be the case that a small number of individu¬
als who are extreme on more than one personality dimension skew the results if they
demonstrate uncharacteristic linguistic behaviour; Secondly this analysis compares the
linguistic behaviour of extreme personality groups - it does not consider the distri¬
bution of language features across authors with an 'average' or 'neutral' personality
type; Thirdly, we discuss the value of measuring collocations of n-grams with differ¬
ent lengths.
As an advancement upon the previous analysis, we apply corpus-comparison tech¬
niques to the study of our personality corpus, by adopting a 'Mid' reference corpus.
We additionally compared the High and Low groups together to allow the novel three-
way High-Mid-Low stratified corpus comparison. Given that personality score—as we
have measured it here, using the EPQ-R—is a continuous, rather than discrete variable
(Butler, 1985)—such as gender, as analysed by (Rayson and Hodges, 1997)—then this
analysis provides a way in which language behaviour can be investigated more closely
along the range of the personality dimension (i.e., high-mid-low). The disadvantage of
this method is that we are forced to be even more selective in allocating texts to corpus
groups, which reduces the size of these subcorpora even further. However, even with
these reduced subcorpora sizes, this analysis found features which significantly varied
across each dimension, even using a minimum frequency of 5, and the conservative
15.13 critical level recommended by Rayson (2003).
Finally, we extend this analysis further by using more sophisticated annotation
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Extraversion
Hypotheses 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Other Findings
Theory ©« ©*•' ©*■' 0*,/ —Quantification
Real. O ®* o
Fluency o ©*•' e*
Gramm. 0*.' 0 o o 0 o ©*
Conv. ©*•' ©* ©* ©*.' o ©*.' ©*•' ©*•'
Lexis ©* 0 ©* o ©* o 0 0 o 0
Percept. o o
Neuroticism
Hypotheses 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Other Findings
Theory o 0 o o ©*■' —Temporal; -Quantification;
—Modality
Conv. o o ©Surface features
Lexis ©w o o o o
Percept. o 0
Psychoticism
Hypotheses 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Other Findings
Theory ©*•' o 0 o o 0 0 ©Temporal
Conv. ©'
Lexis ©*.< 0 o o o e* O 0 o o ©Modality
Percept. o 0
Table 5.16: Review of hypotheses
Note, o indicates an hypothesis; © confirmation of hypothesis; © inverse of hypothesis; © partial evidence (direction unclear);
• hypothesis tested but no evidence found. k tokenised corpus comparison;' lemmatised corpus comparison. Please refer to
Section 2.6 for a full description of the hypotheses.
techniques, namely lemmatisation and part-of-speech, which allowed us to derive re¬
sults which were more easily generalisable.
5.5.2 Summary of findings and review of hypotheses
Using data-driven techniques we have been able to investigate linguistic features which
characterise the expression of personality in e-mail communication, without being re¬
stricted by predefined analysis methods. We relate these findings back to the hypothe¬
ses in Table 5.16, and summarise them as follows:
Extraversion is characterised in High Extraverts by the use of more informal sur¬
face realisations (confirming our Grammatical hypothesis), and non-standard multi¬
ple punctuation, for example, exclamations (confirming our Realisation and Conversa-
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tional hypotheses), and also ellipses and dashes (confirming our Fluency hypothesis).
They also use fewer negatively valanced expressions (confirming our Theory hypothe¬
sis), and more strongly predictive modality confirming our Conversational hypothesis).
Neuroticism is characterised by increased reference to self in High Neurotic indi¬
viduals (confirming our Theory hypothesis), however, we also note their use of long
chains of punctuation features (exclamation and ellipsis), use of negation and negative
valence expressions.
Psychoticism is characterised by High Psychotics avoiding references to them¬
selves, however they do make increased references to others (this partially confirms
our Theory hypothesis which predicted that they would make fewer references to them¬
selves or others). We also note that High Psychotics avoid non-standard punctuation
features and references to work.
5.6 Conclusion
In this chapter we have investigated the use of empirical corpus linguistic techniques
which have incorporated multi-word units in the investigation of personality language
characteristics. In the adoption of the stratified corpus comparison, we have been able
to chart the use of linguistic features along the cross section of personality, and al¬
though this has resulted in smaller subcorpora groups, it has still shown significant
results. Furthermore, by using corpora which have been lemmatised and proper nouns
replaced by POS tags, we are now able to examine broader language features, with
more generalisable results, which reduces the risk of over-fitting to our particular lan¬
guage data, or of data sparsity.
To extend this generality of findings, and to find larger linguistic patterns, reducing
the data even further may be advantageous. In the next chapter we explore empirical
approaches to higher-level analysis of syntactic and semantic information.
Chapter 6
Data-driven Syntactic and Semantic
corpus comparison
At the end of the last chapter, we introduced the basic annotation of our linguistic
data using simple syntactic information: namely using the lemmatised form of words,
whereby they are reduced to their 'stem' or most basic form, and using part of speech
tags to replace proper nouns. In this chapter we retain the stratified corpus comparison
technique which we developed previously and extend the annotation of data further,
to allow the analysis of higher-level syntactic and semantic features of personality
language. Such techniques enable us to determine more generalisable features, and
also reduce the effects of data sparsity.1
'This work is partially reported in Oberlander and Gill (to appear).
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6.1 Introduction
In this chapter we explore the use of higher-level syntactic and semantic categories
to annotate our personality corpus. This allows us to abstract away from content-
specific features, and enables us to derive results which will generalise better to differ¬
ent forms of language. Indeed, Milic (1966) notes that 'Lexical choices are conscious
and context-bound', and therefore reasons that the 'grammatical or syntactic compo¬
nent of writing [is] the best source of information about a writer's style' (p. 83). In
the last chapter we also noted the relatively modest size of our subcorpus personal¬
ity groups. An additional benefit of our adoption of higher-level annotations is that it
reduces the possible effects of data-sparsity.
We structure the chapter as follows; Firstly we describe the syntactic analyses. We
outline the different levels of annotation used, and in order to provide results which
are comparable with previous findings, we present the unigrams both separately, and
also as part of the combined 1-5-gram analysis. The second part of the chapter inves¬
tigates our semantic analysis. We describe the different annotation used and present
the unigrams analyses. We also additionally present our novel n-gram analysis of the
semantic categories. We conclude the chapter with a discussion of the methods used,
and compare our findings to those proposed in the hypotheses.
6.2 Syntactic Analysis of the Corpus
6.2.1 Method
The Penn part-of-speech tagged (using the MXPOST tagger; Ratnaparkhi, 1996) ver¬
sion of the personality corpus, which we have used previously for the MRC Psycholin-
guistic Database analysis (described in Section 4.4.1), was processed in order to re¬
move the original words, but to leave their associated POS tags. A further level of
processing was additionally carried out to reduce the POS tags from the detailed Penn
tagset to more general syntactic categories. The 45 Penn tags (a key to the major tags,
excluding punctuation, is included in Table B.l; see Marcus et al., 1994, for more de¬
tails) were converted to the 10 broader categories of Noun (NN), Adjective (ADJ), Verb
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(VBN), Adverb (ADV), Preposition (PRP), Conjunction (CONJ), Pronoun (PRN), In¬
terjection (INT), Past Participle (VPP), and Other (O), as used in the electronic version
of the Shorter Oxford English Dictionary and which is incorporated into the MRC Psy-
cholinguistic Database. These categories were converted using the same algorithm as
was used in the lookup program of our MRC Database analysis (Section 4.4.1). In
addition to these categories, we also make use of <P> indicating punctuation, and
'NA', which indicates that a feature does not belong to any of the above categories and
generally represents the <END>, end of text marker.
The resulting two versions of the corpora with Penn POS and general syntactic
categories were then divided into the High-Mid-Low stratified corpus groups, as in
the previous chapter. The same analysis was then carried out for both tagged cor¬
pus versions to give frequency and relative frequency information for High, Low and
Mid groups, with additional relative-frequency ratio and log-likelihood information
for High-Low, High-Mid, and Low-Mid comparisons. In order to observe relation¬
ships between personality groups and their use of broad grammatical categories we
firstly display the results of the unigram analysis separately for each analysis. As in
previous n-gram analyses, we also display the results of the overall n-gram analyses
(1-5 item sequences) together.
6.2.2 Unigram Syntactic Analysis Results
The results of the unigram analysis of the most detailed Penn POS tag categories can
be found for Extraversion, Neuroticism, and Psychoticism in Tables 6.1, 6.2, and 6.3.
Results of the unigram analysis which utilised the reduced set of syntactic tags can
be found in tables 6.4, 6.5, and 6.6. For completeness we display the results for
all tags present in our data, however to aid interpretation we identify the groupings of
features achieving 10.83 and 6.63 critical values with a rule (the latter value is normally
regarded as indicating the p < 0.01 level for the %2 distribution; see Sections 2.5.5.1
and 5.3.2 for further discussion).2
Across the three tables of results for the Penn POS tag analysis, no features made
2Note that no features reached the 15.13 level for either analysis, and that for the reduced POS
categories, no features reached the 10.83 critical level.
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the conservative 15.13 critical level, however one or two (in the case of Neuroticism)
made it to the lower 10.83 critical value. The most significant findings for Extraversion
(Table 6.1) are the overuse of past tense verbs (VBD; critical value > 10.83), overuse
of pre-determiners (PDT) by the Mid group, and the overuse of third-person present
tense verbs (VBZ), and past participle verbs (VBN) by the Low Extraverts.
For Neuroticism (Table 6.2), the comma (,) is the most significant feature and is
over-used by the Low Neurotics, whilst the High Neurotics show an under-use of sin¬
gular proper nouns (NNP; both critical value > 10.83) and adjectives (JJ), and an
overuse of colons or ellipses (:), coordinating conjunctions (CC), and third-person
present tense verbs (VBZ).
For Psychoticism (Table 6.3), we find that High Psychotics show an overuse of
colons or ellipses (:)(critical value > 10.83), and parentheses (LRB, RRB), whilst the
Low Psychotics show a tendency towards the overuse of past tense verbs (VBD) and
past participle verbs (VBN).
Turning now to the analysis using the more general syntactic category tags (Ta¬
bles 6.4, 6.5, and 6.6), and we can see that the critical values reached indicating signif¬
icance are reduced yet further, with these barely reaching the 6.63 level. Again, Neu¬
roticism showed slightly greater significance, with two features—rather than one—
reaching this level.
We therefore briefly summarise these findings for general syntactic categories as
follows: High Extraverts show a tendency to overuse interjections; Low Extraverts
(Introverts) prefer to use more past participle verbs, adverbs, verbs, and pronouns, and
use fewer prepositions, adjectives, punctuation markers and 'other' word categories;
whilst the Mid group showed an under-use of conjunction, and an overuse of nouns
and end of text markers (NA).
For Neuroticism, High Neurotics overuse conjunction, verbs, 'other' categories and
punctuation, and under-use nouns, and adverbs; The Low Neurotics show an overuse
of adjectives, past participle verbs, and an under-use of pronouns and interjection; The
Mid group overuse prepositions and the end of text marker (NA).
For Psychoticism, we find that High Psychotics overuse adjectives, 'other' cate¬

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































6.2. Syntactic Analysis of the Corpus 153
nouns; Low Psychotics overuse prepositions, and under-use the end of text marker
(NA); The Mid group overuse adverbs and under-use nouns and conjunctions.
For these POS tag unigram results, we note the generally modest levels of signif¬
icant differences we found between personality groups. We may take this to indicate
that these groups generally use similar proportions of these respective parts of speech.
(We do however acknowledge the existence of some differences in behaviour which
show relatively greater levels of significance for the finer-grained Penn tags, namely,
the High Extravert overuse of past tense verbs and the High Neurotic underuse of
singular proper nouns; also we additionally note the overuse of commas by Low Neu¬
rotics and overuse of colon or ellipsis by High Psychotics.) The reduction of POS tags
to broader grammatical categories decreases the significance further.
Even though the parts of speech may not be used differently in terms of proportions,
they may occur in different contexts or sequences, thus indicating differences in they
way they are used. We therefore turn to the results for the use of n-gram analysis of
the syntactic tag data.
6.2.3 N-gram Syntactic Analysis Results
The results showing the combination of 1-5 n-gram features are shown in the follow¬
ing tables. The analysis using the Penn POS tags for Extraversion, Neuroticism, and
Psychoticism is presented in Tables 6.7, 6.8, and 6.9, and the results using the reduced
syntactic category tags are found in tables 6.10, 6.11 , and 6.12. Due to these features
achieving greater levels of significance, here we only display those which reach the
critical value of 15.13.
Examining first the n-gram features derived from the Penn POS tag analysis (ta¬
bles 6.7, 6.8, and 6.9), and here we can see that not only is there a greater number of
features which show significance of greater than the 15.13 significance value (greatest
in the case of Neuroticism, and least from Psychoticism), but that these features are
predominantly bigrams (the exception being the longer n-grams for punctuation found
for Neuroticism). In interpreting this data, we look for parts of speech which pattern
in the most distinctive way for the different personality groups.
For Extraversion, the most prominent feature is the patterning of adverbs: although
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6.2. Syntactic Analysis of the Corpus 157
both use the same syntactic item, it is put to different use. Here we see an Introvert un¬
der use ([PRP RB], [CC RB], [NNRB], [MD RB]), combined with an Extravert overuse
([/?# TO], [NNP RB]). The sole underuse by Extraverts is [. RB] which contrasts nicely
with the Introvert avoidance of [CC RB], suggesting that the two personality groups
have different strategies (co-ordination vs. new sentence) when providing adverbial
information.
Secondly for Extraversion, we note the behaviour of nouns: the Extravert overuse
of [CC NNP], [NNS,], [CC NN], [NN VBG], [NNP RB], [NN RRB], and the Introvert
under-use of [NN NN], [NNRB], [NNP CC]. This apparently demonstrates a significant
and prominent usage of patterns composed of nouns by Extraverts. However, this does
not necessarily contradict our Grammatical hypothesis, since as the unigram analysis
has shown, there is little difference in relative frequency in the use of nouns. Rather
this shows that they are used with a particular pattern by the different groups.
Finally, displaying a similar pattern is the use of coordinating conjunction, with Ex¬
traverts over-using this feature ([CC DT], [CC NNP], [CC NN], additionally Introverts
show underuse of [NNP CC]. However, Introverts display an overuse of coordination
followed by (past tense) verb ([CC VBD]).
In each of these cases the contrast in usage is very distinct with under-usage of a
feature meaning that whilst other groups used the feature extensively, the under-using
group did not use the feature at all, and in the case of overuse, the group in question
used the feature exclusively.
For Neuroticism, as in the analysis of other data, we find that overuse of punc¬
tuation colons and ellipses, and sentence terminators (.?) is a feature of language of
individuals on the high end of the scale. In terms of syntactic features for this di¬
mension, as with Extraversion, we find that the use of adverbs is important: Here we
find that Low Neurotics show an overuse ([RB RB], [VBG RB], [VBNRB], [NNP RB]),
combined with a High Neurotic under-use ([PRP RB], [RB .], [, RB], [NN RB], [RB ,],
[RB PRP], [CC RB], [RB VBN]). This strongly indicates the role of adverbial forma¬
tion, rather than frequency, as a feature of Low Neurotic language.
Similarly to the Extravert findings is the salience of the usage of nouns in distin¬
guishing between High and Low Neurotics. However, here we find a difference in the
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types of nouns found across the groups: common plural nouns (NNP) and proper sin¬
gular nouns (NNS) show an overuse by Low Neurotics ([NNS,], [NNP RB], [NNS :])
and an under-use by High Neurotics ([INNNS], [NNP CC], [NNS .], [NNP VBZ]); In
contrast the use of common, singular or mass nouns (NN) is not as clearly divided,
with some being avoided by Low Neurotics ([NN VBZ], [NN CC DT]), whilst others
are avoided by the High Neurotics ([NN RB]), while the use of such a noun as the last
item within parentheses is used by both the High and Low Neuroticism groups, but
avoided by the Mid.
The patterning of verbs within collocations is apparently less frequent within the
language of High Neurotics ([VB DT], [VB PRP], [RB VBN], [VBN IN], [VBZ VBG],
[VBZ DT], [NNP VBZ]), and more frequent in that of the Low Neurotics ([VB IN],
[VGB RB], [VBNRB], [CC VBD]). Note also the neat contrast between the final feature
found more frequently in the language of Low Neurotics—conjunction followed by
past tense verb—and that which is avoided by Low Neurotics, conjunction followed
by a verb in the base form ([CC VB]). This group also appears to avoid common or
mass noun followed by third-person singular present tense verb ([NN VBZ]).
Turning to the features characteristic of Psychoticism, and we find that although
there are fewer which make it past the critical value of 15.13, again the collocation of
adverbs, verbs and noun are important, along with the Low Psychotics' overuse of sen¬
tence terminator bigrams. Here, the use of adverbs is more complicated in their distri¬
bution: High Psychotics overuse the pattern [VBN RB], whilst under-using [RB PRP],
and [CC RB]; Low Psychotics under-use [RB,], and [, RB], whilst showing contrast by
over-using [. RB] and [: RB] (following an ellipsis).
Again, this more complicated patterning of Psychoticism features is reflected in
their use of nouns: High Psychotics overuse noun as the final element of a parenthe¬
sised section ([NN RRB]); Low Psychotics show a reduced usage of compounded nouns
([NNNN]), and other noun combinations ([AW:], [AWS.], [NNS VBG], [VB NN]), but
an overuse of other noun patterns ([AWS,], [AW WDT\).
For verbs we find that High Psychotics overuse [VB IN], [VBN RB], [VBD VBG]
patterns, but under-use [VBD TO], [VBG IN], and [VBZ DT]; Low Psychotics under-
use [VBZ VBG] and [VB NN], with both High and Low Psychotics over-using [VBD
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VBN] relative to the Mid group. Unlike the Extravert use of Nouns, and the Low
Neurotic use of Adverbs, for Psychoticism there does not appear to be a strong use of
one category over another. Instead this personality dimension appears to be displayed
in the specific ways that these grammatical categories collocate.
Turning now to the n-gram analysis using the reduced syntactic category tags (Ta¬
bles 6.10, 6.11, and 6.12), and here we again see the High Extravert preference for
collocations containing adverbs, nouns and conjunctions; for Neuroticism, the Low
Neurotics are distinguished by their avoidance of multiple punctuation devices, and
overuse of adverbs in collocation contexts. Although this analysis of reduced cate¬
gories fails to show the distinctive patterning between the High and Low groups in their
use of different noun forms, it does however appear to display a High Neurotic pref¬
erence for collocations with the general category of 'verbs' and the Low Neurotic ten¬
dency to use 'past participle verb' forms; High Psychotics are again distinguished by
their avoidance of long sequences of punctuation features, with their general overuse
of verb collocations only reflected in their use of 'past participle verb' followed by 'ad¬
verb', with additionally other overuse of adverb collocations only showing significance
for Low Psychotics. Perhaps unexpectedly, High Psychotics in this reduced category
analysis generally show an overuse of noun collocations.
6.3 Semantic Analysis of the Corpus
6.3.1 Method
Using the same subcorpora as before, we pre-processed this using the Wmatrix im¬
plementation of the CLAWS tagger (Rayson, 2001, 2003), which provided output of
the words, along with associated POS and semantic tags (Wilson and Rayson, 1993;
Garside and Rayson, 1997; Piao et ah, 2003, see Tables B.2 - B.4 for a description of
the tags, and Section 2.5.3.3 for further information about this annotation method).
Additional scripts were then used to extract the semantic tags (and punctuation/
structural information) alone, and in the case of multiple tag probabilities, 'slash tags'
(where a word can belong to more than one semantic classification), or multi-word




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































6.3. Semantic Analysis of the Corpus 163
only the first tag for the word was retained, and the rest of the semantic tag information
disregarded. To gather more general information about the semantic tagging of a text,
further versions of the semantically tagged subcorpora were built by further reducing
the tags so that they consisted of the letter code ('Reduced' version) and the highest-
order number, and letter code alone ('Most Reduced' version).
Each of these different versions of the semantically tagged subcorpora were then
subject to the stratified corpus comparison analysis, to give frequency and relative fre¬
quency information for High, Low and Mid groups, with additional relative-frequency
ratio and log-likelihood information for High-Low, High-Mid, and Low-Mid compar¬
isons.
6.3.2 Unigram Results
The results showing the unigram features are displayed in the following tables (reach¬
ing a critical value of 6.63 or greater). The analysis using the full USAS semantic tags
for Extraversion, Neuroticism, and Psychoticism is presented in tables 6.13, 6.14, and
6.15, the analysis using the reduced tags is shown in tables 6.16, 6.17, and 6.18, and
finally, the analysis using the most reduced semantic tags is shown in tables 6.19, 6.20,
and 6.21. Critical values of 15.13 and 10.83 are marked on these tables with a rule
where appropriate.
The unigram results for the full semantic tags (Tables 6.13, 6.14, and 6.15) show
that the only distinguishing reference for Extraversion is to Cigarettes and drugs (F3),
which is overused by Introverts; Less significant use of semantic references shown by
Extraverts are the overuse of general living creatures (L2mfn), liking (E2), linear order
(N4), and an underuse of degree approximators (A13.4), and new clauses (<NC>);
Introverts show an overuse of arts and crafts (CI), entertainment generally (Kl), and
an underuse of references to comparing different (A6.1), and personal names (Zlmf).
For Neuroticism, we find that significant patterns are an overuse of references to
medicines and medical treatment (B3), and of unmatched words (Z99) by the Low
Neurotics; for High Neurotics there is an overuse of references to negative affiliation
and group processes (S5—); both High and Low Neurotics underuse happy (E4.1) refer¬
ences. Less significantly, we find that High Neurotics overuse references to intimate or
164 Chapter 6. Data-driven Syntactic and Semantic corpus comparison
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6.3. Semantic Analysis of the Corpus 167
sexual relationships (S3.2), and refer less to geographical names (Z2); Low Neurotics
overuse degree minimisers (A13.7); both groups overuse science and technology terms
(Yl), and negative fear/bravery/shock words (E5—), relative to the Mid group.
For Psychoticism, we find that again most significantly an overuse of references
to medicines and medical treatment (B3) is an important feature, along with refer¬
ences to general work and employment (13.1) is characteristic of Low Psychotics;
High Psychotics overuse of time ending references (T2—). Less significant features
for High Psychotics are an overuse of present and simultaneous general time refer¬
ences (Tl.1.2), along with proper names (Z3c), and an underuse of longer time periods
(T1.3+), and intimate or sexual relationship references (S3.2); Both High and Low
groups underused female proper names (Zlf), relative to the Mid.
When the unigram data is reduced to just the initial letter indicating overall cat¬
egory, and initial number indicating first subdivision of this (Tables 6.16, 6.17, and
6.18), we find that this affects the dimensions differently, in the case of Extraversion,
this increases the number of features achieving the conservative 15.13 critical level,
but reduces the number of features demonstrating significance below this level. For
Psychoticism, this reduces dramatically the number of features in both cases.
For Extraversion, cigarettes and drugs (F3) is still significantly overused by the
Introverts and this is joined by general references to living creatures (L2), however
other significant features are the High Extravert overuse of references to kin (S4), and
the Mid group underuse of physical attribute (04) references. Less significant is the
Low Extravert overuse of arts and crafts (CI) and entertainment (Kl) categories and
the Mid group overuse of newclauses (<NC>) and underuse of linear order references
(N4).
For Neuroticism, references to medicines and medical treatments (B3) is again
most significant (overused by Low Neurotics), with High Neurotics overusing refer¬
ences to aircraft and flying (M5), with both groups overusing references which were
unmatched (Z99) in comparison with the Mid group. Less significant is the High Neu¬
rotic overuse of references to relationships (S3), and underuse of geographical names
(Z2); The Mid group overused happy or sad references (E4), those relating to business
(12), and underused references to fear, bravery or shock (E5), and references to science
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and technology (Yl).
Psychoticism shows just Low Psychotics overuse of references to work and em¬
ployment (13), and medicines and medical treatment (B3); High Psychotics, solely
overuse references to other proper names (Z3).
The most reduced unigram analysis just reduces the tags to the initial letter indicat¬
ing broad semantic grouping (Tables 6.19, 6.20, and 6.21). This has little effect upon
Extraversion, with a slight reduction of features showing greater levels of significance,
whereas for the Neuroticism results this is more serious, as the features do not reach
even the lower critical value of 10.83; for Psychoticism, only a few features reach this
critical value.
Thee Mid Extraversion group show underuse of references to substances, materi¬
als, objects and equipment (O) (also slightly overused by High Extraverts), with High
Extraverts overusing science and technology references (Y). Features reaching a lower
critical value are the overuse of arts and crafts (C), and food and farming (F) references
and the underuse of movement, location travel and transport (M) references by the Low
Extraverts; the Mid group also overused newclauses (<NC>). Additionally features
with a critical value of greater than 6.63, are the Mid group's overuse of time refer¬
ences (T), and the Low Extravert overuse of references to life and living things (L),
and entertainment, sports and games (K), and the underuse of education references
(P).
Although the Neurotics do not show highly significant patterns, the most signifi¬
cant features (with a critical value greater than 6.63) are the High Neurotic overuse of
social action, states and processes (S) references, and the Low Neurotics overuse of
references to substances, materials, objects and equipment; the Mid group underuse
science and technology (Y), and money and commerce in industry (I) references, and
underuse references to the body and the individual (B).
For Psychoticism, we find that greatest significance is found for the High Psy¬
chotics' overuse of science and technology (Y) references, and the Low Psychotic
overuse of references to the body and the individual (B) (critical value >10.83; find¬
ings reaching the critical value of 6.63 are the High Psychotic underuse of education
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6.3.3 Combined N-gram Results
The results showing the combined 1-5 n-gram analysis are shown in the following ta¬
bles. This analysis uses the full USAS semantic tags, and the findings for Extraversion,
Neuroticism, and Psychoticism are presented in tables 6.22, 6.23, and 6.24. Due to
the greater levels of significance for these features, here we only display features with
critical values greater than 15.13.
Here we include the n-gram analysis of the semantic tags for completeness, since
semantics in its conveyance of meaning, is not generally concerned with the structure
of a text, in the way that the ordering of syntactic information is dependent on order
in English (however, this is not the case in all languages, e.g. Latin). However, here
we look to the semantic patterning of the words in our corpus for evidence of further
language variation across the different personality groups.
To interpret the contextual information features showing critical values greater than
15.13, we start by looking for the co-occurrence of semantic features with larger lin¬
guistic markers such as the newclause (<NC>) boundary marker, and punctuation
(<P>). We then chart patterns of co-occurrence across semantic tags within the clause
level.
For Extraversion, we find that Low Extraverts underuse grammatical words (Z5),
such as prepositions, adverbs or conjunctions following punctuation (<P>) or a new-
clause marker (<NC>); High Extraverts show an underuse of geographical names
(Z2), and an overuse of terms depicting greater quantities (N4++) before punctuation
(<P>); both the High and Low groups showed an overuse of terms relating to food
(Fl) before punctuation (<P>).
Turning to pronoun references for Extraversion, and we find that whilst Low Ex¬
traverts underuse pronouns (Z8) preceding general grammatical words (Z5) ([Z§ Z5|),
High Extraverts underuse them prior to terms of positive modality (A7+) ([Z§ A7+]);
in the case of personal pronouns (Z8mfn), we find that Low Extraverts overuse these in
combination with grammatical words (Z5) ([Z5 Z8mfn], [Z5 Z8mfn Z5]), and also with
references to entertainment (Kl) ([Z8mfKl]), but show underuse in relation to general
future time references ([Z8mf Tl.1.3])-, High Extraverts overuse personal pronouns
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Here we also note the behaviour of getting and giving possession terms (A9),
since there is significant difference in behaviour between the High and Low Extravert
groups: the Low Extraverts show the only use of negation (N6) in relation to allocating
or acquiring possession, (A9+) overusing [N6A9+], but otherwise overuse the seman¬
tic tag indicating relinquishing or receiving possession (A9—) along with a grammatic
term (Z5) ([Z5 A9—]); High Extraverts on the other hand only overuse the form relat¬
ing to allocating or acquiring possession and general future time references ([A9+ Z5],
['Tl.1.3 A9+]), and also show duplication as in ([A9+ A9+]).
Finally we observe the behaviour of time references across the groups: High Ex¬
traverts overuse terms relating to lack of age (T3—) with grammatical words ([N5 T3—]),
and terms of linear order (N4) with general time references (Tl), and underuse personal
pronouns (Z8mf) with general future time references (Tl.1.3) ([Z8mf Tl.1.3])', High
Extraverts overuse general future time references (Tl.1.3) in combination with terms
indicating the allocation or acquiring of possession (A9+) ([Tl.1.3 A9+]).
For Neuroticism we find that in addition to their multiple use of punctuation fea¬
tures, we find that High Neurotics overuse positive evaluative terms at the start of
a clause ([<NC> A5.7+], [<P> <NC> A5.1+]), but underuse this feature before
punctuation ([A5.i+ <P>]), and overuse general time references (Tl) before punctu¬
ation ([Tl </>>]); A neat contrast in time references is found for Low Neurotics who
overuse references to general past time (T1.1.1) ([Tl.1.3 <P>]). They additionally
overuse references to entertainment (Kl), and general work and employment (13.1)
preceeding punctuation ([Kl <P>], [13.1 <P>]); Both High and Low groups overuse
general actions relating to making (Al.1.1) prior to punctuation ([Al.1.1 <P>]).
In terms of pronoun use (Z8), High Neurotics show underuse in combination with
grammatical features (Z5) ([Z5 Z8], [Z8 Z5]), but this alternated with an overuse of
general making actions (Al.1.1) ([Z8 Al.1.1], [Al.1.1 Z8]). They also overuse pro¬
nouns in relation to allocating or acquiring (A9+) ([A9+ Z8]). For personal pronouns,
we find alternation in relation to use with grammatical words: the Low group un¬
deruse personal pronouns following the grammatical words ([Z5 ZSm/]), whereas the
High group underuse the reversed form for male or female pronouns ([Z8mf Z5]), and
overuse with the neuter pronoun ([Z5 Z8mfn])\ Low Neurotics also overuse terms of
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coming or going movement (Ml), in relation to pronouns ([Z8mfMl]).
In addition to the different time references—Low Neurotics preferring references to
past rather than general time—prior to punctuation noted above, High Neurotics show
overuse of time period references followed by grammatical words ([77.3 Z5]), and
also overuse general future references when followed by terms indicating high levels
of obligation or necessity (S6+) ([77.1.3 56+]), and an underuse when followed by
expressions of being or existing ([Tl.1.3 A3+]); Finally, High Neurotics also overused
time references relating to ending or ceasing (T2—), in combination with grammatical
words ([72- Z5]).
The pattern for allocating or acquiring references (A9+) appears to not be clearly
contrastive for Neuroticism: whilst High Neurotics overuse this in conjunction with
pronouns ([A9+ Z8]), they underuse this term with grammatical words ([A9+ Z5],
[Z5 A9+]); we also find that both High and Low groups overuse this term relative to
the Mid group, notably when duplicated ([A9+ A9+]), when negated ([Z6 A9+]) and
when used in conjunction with references to large quantities ([A9+ AM-]).
For Psychoticism, we find that the High group overuses time references relating
to age or maturity at the start of a clause, which is usually followed by punctuation
([<AC> T1.3], [<AC> 77.5 <P>], [<P> <NC> T1.3 </>>]). Looking at punctu¬
ation we find that for High Psychotics precede this with an overuse of terms relating
to drinks (F2), and male names (Zlm) ([F2 <P>], [Zlm <P>]), whereas Low Psy¬
chotics underuse unclassified words (Z99), and overuse entertainment references (Kl)
and pronouns (Z8) when preceding punctuation ([Z99 <7>>], [Kl <T>>], [Z8 <P>]),
and overuse anatomy or physiology references (Bl) when following it (([B1 <P>]).
In addition to the Low Psychotic overuse of pronouns preceding punctuation, we
find that use of personal pronouns distinguish the groups further: In relation to gram¬
matical words (Z5), the Low group underuse grammatical words followed by pronoun
([Z5 Z8mf]), whereas the High group underuse the reverse of this pattern most sig¬
nificantly (\Z8mf Z5]), but also underuse ([Z5 Z8mf Z5])\ in the case of gender dif¬
ferentiated pronouns, High Psychotics overuse male references ([Z8m Z5]), and Low
Psychotics overuse female references ([Z5 Z8/]), which neatly map onto the underuses
of the respective groups noted above in relation to general personal pronoun use; Ad-
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ditionally Low Psychotics underuse personal pronouns when followed by references to
being or existing ([Z8mfA3+]), and show overuse when followed by coming or going
movement, or education references {[Z8mfMl], [Z8mfPl]).
With reference to the other features we find that in addition to High Psychotics
showing an overuse of starting their clauses with references to time periods, they also
overuse the unigram reference to time ending or ceasing (T2—). Furthermore, refer¬
ences to allocating or acquiring (A9+) are shown by the Low group to be underused
when followed by a grammatical word ([A9+ Z5]), and overused by this group when
followed by a pronoun ([A9+ Z8]). Negation is overused by the Low Psychotic group
when following positive modal references ([A7+ Z6\).
6.4 Discussion
6.4.1 Summary of analysis techniques
The analyses which we have explored in this chapter have built upon the corpus strat¬
ification and the simple annotation techniques proposed in the previous chapter. Here
we have adopted higher-level syntactic and semantic annotation methods which have
allowed us to address several of the issues raised in the previous chapter, namely the
relatively modest size of our stratified subcorpora groups and the possibility of topic
specificity. By abstracting away from individual word forms or word stems (lemmas)
we have been able to examine the relative differences in usage of broad linguistic word
categories and concepts. Additionally, in our analysis we have applied simple script¬
ing tools to enable the further reclassification of syntactic and semantic tags to allow
analysis at still more general conceptual levels.
Furthermore by applying n-gram analyses to our data—prior to the comparison of
our corpus groups—we have been able to show the way in which significantly col¬
locating grammatical constructions are characteristic of our personality groups. This
is a significant advancement upon simply analysing the proportions of grammatical
category use which has previously been applied to the study of personality language.
Furthermore we have applied these n-gram comparison techniques to the semantic
concept analysis. The semantic analysis showed significant differences in semantic
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patterning. However, since this is a novel technique we suggest that it requires further
investigation. In summary, however, we view semantic tagging analysis as a significant
advancement upon content analysis based approaches.
6.4.2 Summary of findings and hypotheses
For our results overall, we found that the unigram part-of-speech analysis identified
relatively few features which showed a moderate significance, but that the n-gram anal¬
ysis revealed a greater number of significant patterns. In each case analyses using the
general grammatical categories showed lower levels of significance. The semantic tag
analysis identified significant features characteristic of the personality groups, for both
the n-gram analysis, and to a lesser extent, the unigram analysis. We now examine
these results with regard to our hypotheses (summarised in Table 6.25).
For Extraversion, although our unigram analysis was not highly significant, it
showed a greater use of past tense and past participle verbs; we also demonstrated
differences in the patterning of adverbs for High Extraverts, and nouns and preposi¬
tions for Low Extraverts (this partly confirms our Grammatical hypothesis). From the
semantic analysis, we find that High Extraverts refer more to friends (partially our
Theory hypothesis); we also note that Low Extraverts make more references to drugs,
and arts, crafts and entertainment.
Although we did not have any specific grammatical hypotheses for Neuroticism
and Psychoticism, we found the following: High Neurotics are characterised by mul¬
tiple punctuation patterns and an avoidance of proper noun references, Low Neurotics
are differentiated by adverb and verb patterns; Psychoticism, we noted, was less distin¬
guishable by broad grammatical category patterning, however the high and low groups
do show different collocations of verbs, adverbs and nouns.
Additionally for the semantic analysis, we found: High Neurotics make more refer¬
ences to negative affiliation towards groups and intimate relationships, Low Neurotics
refer more to medicine; High Psychotics make more references to time and proper
names, and refer less to intimate relationships (partially confirming our Theory hy¬
pothesis); Low Psychotics refer more to medicine and employment. Although these
findings do not necessarily address our hypotheses, they provide additional insight
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into the characteristic language behaviour of the personality groups.
The personality projection features covered here, along with those from the pre¬
vious chapters, are presented and summarised together in the conclusion. Please see
Section 8.2.2, and Table 8.1 for this comprehensive presentation of projection—and
also perception—findings.
6.5 Conclusion
In this chapter we have built upon the previous stratified corpus analysis which had
used words or minor annotations, and applied these techniques to higher level linguis¬
tic analysis of the personality corpus using syntactic and semantic information. In
addition to the unigram anlysis which examined the relative usage of different syntac¬
tic or semantic categories in the corpus, we also applied n-gram analysis to our data.
Although this is an established technique for the analysis of syntactic information, and
has previously been applied to corpus comparison studies, we extended this analysis
to the semantic data. In addition to the semantic preferences revealed by the unigram
analysis, we were also able to demonstrate instances where contextual information can
provide further insight for semantic investigation.
We have therefore demonstrated that personality is projected through language. In
the next chapter we turn to address the second main hypothesis of the thesis, namely
whether personality can be perceived through language.
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Extraversion
Hypotheses 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Other Findings
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Real. o o o
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Table 6.25: Review of hypotheses
Note, o indicates an hypothesis; © confirmation of hypothesis; © inverse of hypothesis; © partial evidence (direction unclear);
• hypothesis tested but no evidence found. p PENN tag unigram analysis, 0 reduced tagset unigram analysis, * PENN tag n-gram





In previous chapters we have outlined the collection of the corpus which forms the
focus of investigation for this thesis, and also different linguistic analyses which have
highlighted language features characteristic of personality. Indeed, some of these anal¬
yses have proved more sensitive to the identification of the personality language of
some traits than others.
In this chapter we turn to the role of human perception in the identification of per¬
sonality: whereas previously we have focussed on identifying specific features which
are characteristic of personality, here we investigate the ability of human raters to iden¬
tify personality on the basis of e-mail texts. Furthermore, we also investigate how
subjective perceptions of the judges relate to the personality of the author.
Therefore, to test the second hypothesis of the thesis, we investigate the perception
of personality through e-mail text.1
1 Some of the work reported in this chapter is published as Gill and Oberlander (2003b).
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7.1 Introduction
This thesis has two main hypotheses: The first relates to whether personality is pro¬
jected through language, and this has been addressed in the previous chapters; The
second hypothesis seeks to investigate whether personality can be perceived through
language. We now address this second hypothesis, using the short e-mail texts written
by authors of identified personality collected during the first stage of experimentation
(Chapter 3).
Here we assess the ability of judges to rate and subjectively evaluate the person¬
alities of the authors of these texts using a variety of measures. In this chapter we
firstly describe our experimental methodology which is then followed by our results.




The 30 judges were undergraduate or postgraduate students, or recent graduates cur¬
rently living in Edinburgh (15 males, 15 females; mean age = 21.6 years, SD = 1.24).
All were experienced e-mail users (rating themselves between 7 and 10 on a scale of
1-10, with 10 being 'a great deal'; mean = 9.23, SD = 0.77), and all were naive raters
of personality (18 had no experience of personality, although 9 had 'some' experi¬
ence (having read books on psychology) and 3 had studied psychology or personality
psychology as part of their degree). No one had previously taken part in any personal¬
ity rating experiments. Completion of EPQ-R (short form; Psychoticism Mean score:
3.17, SD 2.4; Normative score: M = 3.08, F = 2.35, Extraversion Mean score: 7.30,
SD 2.6; Normative score: M = 6.36, F = 7.60, Neuroticism Mean score: 5.30, SD
3.1; Normative score: M = 4.95, F - 5.90, and Lie Scale Mean score: 3.27, SD 2.0;
Normative score: M = 3.86, F = 2.71). We also collected data using the NEO-PI (short
form), but we do not discuss this here.
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7.2.2 Materials
The rating booklet sections were similarly structured for each personality trait: First a
description of the personality trait was given, and then on each subsequent page after
an introduction to the task, there was a target text followed by several questions relating
to the judge's perception of the text's author.
7.2.2.1 The target texts
The target texts were all taken from the data collected previously. Six texts were chosen
to represent a range of scores for each of the three-factor personality dimensions of
Psychoticism, Extraversion and Neuroticism, on the basis of information for the group
of 105 texts as a whole. Two texts were chosen whose authors scored greater than +1
standard deviation from the mean for that personality dimension, and two were chosen
which were greater than —1 standard deviation (in each case these texts scored less
than 1 SD either side of the mean on the other personality dimensions). Two further
texts were selected which were within < 1 SD, but > .5 SD of the mean (one each
above and below the mean - in these cases, the texts were within 1 SD (.5 SD where
possible) of the mean on the other personality dimensions).
In this experiment texts detailing 'past' activities were selected for the rating exer¬
cise as these were generally longer than those outlining future plans (Mean length of
texts in words: P=258.67, E=261.33, N=261.00; Further information about these texts
and the participants who produced them can be found in Tables A.l and A.2 ). These
selected texts were presented in random order of personality score for each dimension
at a time.
7.2.2.2 The questionnaire
The rating questionnaire was divided into three sections, each relating to a different
personality trait (Psychoticism, Extraversion, or Neuroticism2) with the order in which
these sections were presented determined by a Latin square technique to avoid an or-
2Note, however, that the terms Tough-mindedness and Emotionality were used instead of Psychoti¬
cism and Neuroticism; see also below and Section 2.1.2 for further details.
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dering effect. These booklets were given an identification code which was used when
referring to judges in order to maintain their anonymity.
The rating questionnaire booklet was prefixed by an explanatory page informing
judges of the format of the experiment, and emphasising our interest in how they 'think
the author comes across', the need for them to answer 'honestly and accurately' and
'not to spend too long thinking about each question' and to instead concentrate on giv¬
ing their 'initial response'. For each personality dimension a description based upon
those of Eysenck and Eysenck (1975) was included (as found in Section 2.1.1). These
descriptions received minor re-wording to enhance intelligibility, minimise issues of
social desirability, and to make them more understandable to a wider audience (as
recommended by Eysenck and Eysenck, 1975, p. 12). Although it is more usual to
rate personality using a standard set of questions (cf. Ten-Item Personality Inventory;
Gosling et al., 2003), Sneed et al. (1998) have found that 'most laypersons can easily
grasp the nature of the factors and their behavioural manifestations and can sponta¬
neously recognise their grouping when presented with clear exemplars' (p. 115).
Judges were at first asked to rate the personality of the author for the trait which
has been described at the beginning of the section, using the following question 'How
[Tough-Minded/ Extravert/ Emotionally-Stable] is the the author of the e-mail', with
the extremes of the scale labelled 'Not at All' and 'Very [Tough-Minded/ Extravert/
Emotionally-Stable]'. The judges were then asked 'How easy was it to come to this
conclusion?' (about the e-mail author's personality) rated on a scale of 1-10 labelled
'Very Difficult' and 'Very Easy' respectively, and then to assess 'What aspects of the
e-mail were most informative in reaching this conclusion about the e-mail author's
personality: Topic (what they chose to write about); Vocabulary (words used); Style
(how sentences were put together and followed on from each other)'. Each of these
questions were rated on a scale of 1-10, identified as 'Very Difficult' and 'Very Easy'
respectively. These ratings were then followed by two blank lines for which the judge
was invited to 'Please explain/give examples'.
Two further questions were asked, firstly 'Please supply 5 words which you feel
best describe this e-mail and/or its author' which was followed by 5 blank lines (which
we do not report here), and lastly 'How similar would you say is this personality of
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this e-mail's author to yours?' (again using a scale of 1-10, 'Very Different' - 'Very
Similar').
7.2.3 Procedure
All 30 judges worked through the rating booklet at their own speed, and although there
was no official time limit, they were encouraged to work 'quickly and efficiently' so
that the participant didn't spend too much time thinking about their responses and
also so that they remained well motivated. In all cases several judges participated in
the experiment at the same time over-seen by the experimenter. However, they were
informed that exam-type conditions should be maintained, and that responses to the
questionnaire should not be discussed with each other during the experiment.
Equal numbers of participants were randomly assigned to each questionnaire. These
questions are detailed above. After completing the rating booklet, there followed a de¬
briefing section which asked judges to confirm that they were native English speakers,
detail their experience of personality psychology, and to rate their 'previous experi¬
ence using e-mail' (1-10; Very little - A great deal). EPQ-R and NEO-PI (both short
form versions) personality questionnaires were administered to the judges, and upon
submission of all these materials they received £10 for participating in the experiment.
7.3 Results
7.3.1 Consistency and Agreement of Judges' Ratings
All 6 authors for each of the three personality traits were scored on a scale of 1-10 by
each judge. Concordance between the judges was measured using Kendall's W, and
in all cases the Kendall coefficient reached a level of statistical significance, indicating
relative agreement among judges concerning the trait score of each text. The value of
these coefficients were: Psychoticism 0.2870 [W(5) = 43.0453,p < 0.0001]; Extraver-
sion 0.4710 [W(5) = 70.6445,/? < 0.0001]; Neuroticism 0.2664 [W(5) = 38.9048,/? <
0.0001],
In addition to using Kendall's W coefficient of concordance which describes judge
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Judge Psychoticism Extraversion Neuroticism Mean rs
1 0.396 (2) 0.199 (1) -0.007 (0) 0.196
2 0.227 (0) 0.407 (0) 0.448 (1) 0.361
3 0.176 (0) 0.497 (2) 0.351 (1) 0.341
4 0.489 (0) 0.367 (0) 0.230 (0) 0.362
5 -0.142 (0) 0.014 (0) 0.466 (0) 0.113
6 0.482 (2) 0.594 (5) 0.253 (1) 0.443
7 0.378 (1) 0.682 (6) 0.341 (1) 0.467
8 0.362 (0) 0.155 (1) 0.090 (0) 0.202
9 0.413 (2) 0.533 (3) 0.246 (1) 0.397
10 0.309 (0) 0.537 (3) 0.442 (1) 0.429
11 0.367 (0) 0.666 (4) 0.220 (0) 0.418
12 0.333 (1) 0.422 (0) 0.300 (1) 0.352
13 0.092 (0) 0.429 (0) 0.490 (2) 0.337
14 0.493 (0) 0.178 (0) 0.540 (0) 0.404
15 0.510 (2) 0.400 (0) 0.237 (1) 0.382
16 0.463 (2) 0.314 (0) 0.285 (1) 0.354
17 0.380 (0) 0.501 (2) 0.383 (1) 0.421
18 0.327 (1) 0.520 (2) 0.299 (1) 0.382
19 0.100 (0) 0.569 (1) -0.086 (0) 0.194
20 0.379 (2) 0.652 (6) 0.531 (1) 0.521
21 0.369 (1) 0.562 (2) 0.267 (0) 0.399
22 0.218 (1) 0.581 (6) 0.459 (0) 0.419
23 0.298 (1) 0.320 (0) 0.436 (1) 0.351
24 0.176 (0) 0.682 (7) 0.417 (1) 0.425
25 0.288 (0) 0.626 (7) 0.352 (1) 0.422
26 0.471 (3) 0.666 (6) 0.175 (1) 0.437
27 0.340 (1) 0.642 (3) -0.112 (0) 0.290
28 0.403 (1) 0.541 (2) 0.449 (0) 0.464
29 0.429 (0) 0.602 (2) 0.349 (0) 0.460
30 0.472 (3) 0.613 (5) 0.374 (2) 0.486
Mean rs 0.333 0.482 0.308 0.374
Note. Agreement is described by the mean correlation of each judge with other judges for
each scale. The number of statistically significant positive correlations (at the p < .05 level) is
shown in brackets, maximum 29 per cell.
Table 7.1: Inter-Judge Agreement correlations for raters
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consistency overall, it is also possible to examine how the each judge agrees with each
of the other judges in the experiment (cf. Morris et al., 2002). Correlations were per¬
formed for each judge with each of the other judges, with the mean overall correlation
reported for each judge (counts of correlations achieving significance are also noted for
each cell out of a maximum of 29). Although the personality questionnaire results can
usually be regarded as interval data (Kline, 1983), the ordinal nature of the rating scale
responses meant that Spearman rank correlations were used throughout the following
analyses, since this is more appropriate for such data (Butler, 1985).
The final row of Table 7.1 gives the average rank correlations for each trait across
all judges. Extraversion is shown to have the greatest inter-judge agreement, and there¬
fore in terms of inter-judge agreement appears to be the easiest trait to rate (mean
rs = 0.482). This is followed by Psychoticism (mean rs = 0.333), and finally Neu-
roticism (mean rs = 0.308) which both show lower levels of agreement and therefore
suggests that they are harder to rate. The greater agreement shown between judges for
ratings of Extraversion is also reflected in the total number of significant correlations
found for the trait (76), which is much greater than that found for either Psychoticism
(26) or Neuroticism (20).
Since we calculate Spearman rank correlations, here we have reported the means of
these correlations (Morris et al., 2002), rather than use Fischer's r to z conversion (e.g.,
Funder and Colvin, 1988; Funder et al., 1995; Spain et al., 2003). Therefore in order
in order to establish the significance of agreement between judges, intraclass correla¬
tions were calculated across the thirty judges for their ratings of P, E, and N targets,
since this statistic is regarded as the equivalent of performing correlations between all
possible pairs of raters (McCrae and Costa, 1987). Similarly to the findings reported in
Table 7.1, Extraversion showed the highest agreement with an intraclass correlation of
0.4025, and although Neuroticism and Psychoticism both showed relatively low agree¬
ment, this was actually slightly lower for Psychoticism (0.2055) than for Neuroticism
(0.2476; all significant atp< 0.0001).
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7.3.2 Are All Judges Equally Good?
The level of agreement between judges across all three personality traits is also shown
in Table 7.1. From this it can be seen that the best judges, in terms of agreeing most
with the others were judges 20, 30, 7, 28, and 29, and the worst judges were 5, 19, and
1. The mean level of agreement across P, E, and N dimensions was .374.
Turning to each trait individually, for Psychoticism judges 15, 4, 6, 30, and 16
showed the most agreement, whilst judges 5, 13, 19, 24, and 3 showed relatively lit¬
tle agreement. For Extraversion, judges 7, 24, 11, 26, and 20 demonstrated greatest
agreement, whereas forjudges 5, 14, and 1 the levels achieved were much lower. For
Neuroticism it can be seen that judges 14, 20, 13, and 5 all show the most agreement,
whereas judges 27, 19, and 1 actually show disagreement with other judges.
The level of agreement between target and judge ratings can also indicate how
accurate judges are, and information about this can be found in Table 7.2. Here it
can be seen that the best judges when defined as agreeing most with targets across all
personality dimensions are judges 21, 17, 6, 11, 18, and 28 and the worst judges are 8
and 12 who both correlated negatively, and judges 13 and 5.
For each individual trait, starting with Psychoticism, judges 28, 14, 21, and 17 all
agreed highly with the targets, whereas judges 5, 3, and 22 showed a negative cor¬
relation with the target self reports of personality. The trait of Extraversion elicited
even higher levels of target-judge agreement forjudges 20, 22, 25, and 26, with only
judges 1 and 8 showing a negative correlation. However, for Neuroticism lower levels
of agreement were found forjudges 18 and 21, with many judges showing a negative
correlation (16 in total), with some of the greatest disagreement found forjudges 12
and 13. Additionally we analysed inter-judge and judge-target agreement by the per¬
sonality traits of the judges (EPQ-R and NEO-PI-R), but this appeared to demonstrate
little effect on levels of agreement.
7.3.3 Are All Targets Equally Good?
If one text on a particular personality trait was much more difficult to rate than any
of the others, we would expect judges to show a much greater variability in their rat-
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ings for it. Levene's test for homogeneity (or equality) of variance was used to in¬
vestigate whether there was significant variance in ratings for texts belonging to each
trait. Although significant differences were not found for Extraversion or Neuroti-
cism, they were found for Psychoticism [F(5,174) = 2.8682,p < .05]. In this case,
the texts which showed the greatest variance were P6 (M=4.4, SD=2.3; mid-high-P),
P5 (M=4.4, SD=2.0; high-P), and P3 (M=5.2, SD=2.0; high-P), and therefore appear
to be the most difficult to rate. The texts showing least variance were P4 (M=2.7,
SD=1.4; mid-low-P), PI (M=2.8, SD=1.6; low-P), and P2 (M=3.5, SD=1.9; low-P).
This demonstrates that the High Psychotic texts showed greater variation in ratings,
and may indicate that they were harder to rate, therefore resulting in the lower intra-
class correlation results for ratings of Psychoticism.
7.3.4 Target-Judge Correlation
To gain an overall sense of how the individual judges had performed, mean correlations
of judge-target agreement were calculated. For each of the judges, each of their six
ratings of the texts for P, E, and N were correlated with the original personality scores
of the authors, and their mean performance for rating P, E, and N also noted (Table 7.2).
Looking at the correlations of the individual judges for each dimension, we can see
that the largest number of significant correlations (out of a possible 30) were found for
Extraversion (5), followed by Psychoticism (2), with none of the correlations between
judges and targets reaching significance for ratings of Neuroticism.
To ensure increased agreement and accuracy of target-judge correlation, the aggre¬
gate measure of personality ratings across multiple raters was then calculated, since
McCrae and Costa (1987) suggest that this takes into account how the target is seen
by the judgement group as a whole. Therefore Spearman correlations were performed
taking the mean of the judges ratings for each text, along with the original person¬
ality scores of the targets. Correlation of the target's raw EPQ-R with the mean
of the judges ratings (1-10), gave the following correlations (Spearman, pairwise,
two-tailed, 6 cases): Extraversion rs = .8857; Psychoticism rs = .7537; Neuroticism
rs = —.3769; of these, only ratings of Extraversion showed significant target-judge
































































































Note. Significance denoted by * is at the p < .05 level.
Table 7.2: Target-Judge agreement correlations
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7.3.5 Judge Perception of Target Rating
7.3.5.1 Perceived similarity of target-judge
In order to investigate how judges perceived the target author personalities relative to
their own, analysis of the similarity ratings of texts was performed.
These analyses were carried out with the six target texts for each personality dimen¬
sion grouped into three categories of high, mid, and low. A within subjects analysis
of variance (ANOVA) revealed effects of text personality type on ratings of similarity
for Psychoticism [F(2,58) = 7.999,p < .001,MSE = 1.6126], and also this time for
Extraversion [F(2,58) = 4.052,p < .05,MSE = 1.6238], but not Neuroticism texts.
Tukey HSD tests revealed that significant differences in similarity ratings were found
between LowP (M = 5.6) and HighP (M = 4.3), and also HighP (M = 4.3) and MidP
(M = 5.1) Psychoticism texts and between the HighE (M = 5.3) and MidE (M = 4.3)
Extraversion texts (all significant at p < .05).
When texts were further categorised into either high or low on their particular per¬
sonality dimension, ANOVA showed effects of personality on ratings of similarity
only for Psychotic texts [F( 1,29) = 12.090, p < .001, MSE = 1.1612] (LowPM = 5.6,
HighP M = 4.3).
These analyses have so far not taken into account the effects of judge personal¬
ity on the ratings of similarity, but have grouped the judges as a whole. Therefore,
judges were categorised as either 'high' or 'low' on the personality dimension in ques¬
tion using a mean split, and author personality of the target texts was categorised into
the 'high', 'mid', or 'low' groups since this reduced the data yet retained broad infor¬
mation. A two factor mixed-design ANOVA revealed for Psychoticism main effects of
judge personality type [F(l, 28) = 6.555,p < .05,MSE — 3.0586] and as would be ex¬
pected personality of text author [F(2,56) = 8.063, p < .001, MSE = 1.5999], however
no interaction effect was found between judge personality and text author personality
in the ratings of similarity. For Extraversion, as expected, a main effect was found for
text personality type on similarity rating [F(2,56) = 4.390,/? < .05,MSE = 1.4982],
and also an interaction effect for rater and text personality upon similarity ratings
[F(2,56) = 3.430,/? < .05,MSE = 1.4982]. No effects were found for Neuroticism.
In order to investigate possible interaction effects further, we examine the simple
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main effects of text author personality for the high and low personality groups ofjudges
individually. The within subjects ANOVA shows—as expected from the significant
interaction—effects of text type on the ratings of similarity for High Extravert judges
[F(2,26) = 5.082,p < .05,MSE — 1.8988]. Tukey tests reveal significant effects (p <
.05): The High Extravert judges rated the HighE texts as most similar to themselves
(M = 6.1) and the MidE texts as least similar (M = 4.5).
However, findings for Psychoticism also show an effect of text type on similarity
rating for the Low Psychotic judges [F(2,32) = 5.753, < .01,MSE = 1.8848]. Tukey
tests revealed significant results (p < .05), with Low Psychotic judges rating them¬
selves as most similar to the LowP texts (M = 6.2), and most dissimilar to the HighP
texts (M = 4.6). For High Psychotic judges, MidP texts were regarded as most simi¬
lar (M — 4.8), and HighP texts most dissimilar (M = 3.8), but this effect of text type
was found to be border line significant at p < 0.1 [F(2,24) = 3.299,p < OA,MSE =
1.2201]. No significant effects were found forjudges grouped by Neuroticism.
If the actual personality scores of the texts being rated for similarity are disre¬
garded, and the personality scores of the raters are considered (again divided at the
mean as either high or low), then between subjects ANOVA shows that only rater
Psychoticism has an influence on ratings of Psychotic texts [F(l,28) = 6.556,p <
.05,MSE = 1.0195]. This means that LowP judges rated the texts (all texts, high and
low P) as more similar (M = 5.4) than HighP judges (A/ = 4.4) (p < .05).
7.3.5.2 Perceived ease of rating personality
Indications of how judges perceived ease of rating personality of texts were gained
from the subjective scores. Within subjects ANOVAs were performed for ratings of
ease compared with the personality of the text author categorised into 'high', 'mid' and
'low'. ANOVAs show that significant effects of the personality of the text upon rating
difficulty for Extraversion [F(2,58) = 13.155,p< .001,MSE = 3.1689] and Psychoti¬
cism [F(2,58) = 10.368,p < .001,MSE = 1.8522], Tukey tests show that significant
differences for Extraversion exist between LowE (M = 5.7) and HighE (M = 7.8),
and between HighE (M = 7.8) and MidE (M = 5.8) texts, and for Psychoticism be¬
tween LowP (M = 7.4) and HighP (M = 5.9), and between HighP (M = 5.9) and MidP
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(M = 7.1) texts (all p < .05).
When the personality categorisation of the rated texts is further reduced to 'high'
and 'low' ANOVAs again reveal significant effects for personality of text, and per¬
ceived ease of rating for Extraversion [F(l,29) = 17.540,p < .001 ,MSE = 2.1893]
and Psychoticism [F(l,29) = 21.856,p < .00I,MSE = 1.1011]. The means for these
significantly different groups are LowE (M = 5.6) and HighE (M = 7.2), and LowP
(M = 7.4) and HighP (M = 6.1).
These analyses so far have grouped the judges as a whole and not taken into account
the effects of judge personality. Although effects of judge personality are not expected
to have as great an effect on judgements of difficulty, as they do on similarity—as this
is built into the measure—for completeness this analysis was carried out. As before,
judges were categorised as either 'high' or 'low' on the personality dimension in ques¬
tion using a mean split, and author personality of the target texts was categorised into
the 'high', 'mid', or 'low'. A two factor mixed-design ANOVA revealed main effects
of personality of text author for Psychoticism [F(2,56) = 10.592,p < .001,MSE =
1.8130], and Extraversion [7^(2,56) = 12.820,p < .001,MSE = 3.2516] but not for
Neuroticism, as would be expected from the previous analyses. However, no main
effects of judge personality or interaction effects of judge personality and text author
personality were found for any of the traits.
7.4 Discussion
7.4.1 Ratings of Inter-Judge and Target-Judge Agreement
These results demonstrate that judges reliably agree with each other when rating a
text for a specific personality trait. However the level of agreement is greatest for
Extraversion, followed to a lesser extent by Psychoticism and then Neuroticism.
That Extraversion shows the greatest inter-judge agreement is compatible with pre¬
vious literature, and suggests that this may be due to its more observable and less eval¬
uative properties (see Section 2.3 for a discussion). However, in the case of John
and Robbins's analysis, Neuroticism (termed Emotional Stability in their model; along
with Intellect, or Openness to Experience) shows quite good agreement, with this re-
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duced for Conscientiousness and lower still for Agreeableness (John and Robbins,
1993). In the present study, because the three factor (EPQ-R) personality model was
used, Psychoticism has replaced the Intellect, Conscientiousness and Agreeable traits,
which has left Neuroticism as the trait showing least inter-judge reliability. Because
we are trying to compare two different models of personality, it is difficult to assess
whether in the current study Neuroticism has been shown to demonstrate less agree¬
ment in judges than in previous studies, or whether in fact Psychoticism is more ob¬
servable and less evaluative than the individual traits of Conscientiousness and Agree¬
ableness.
However, since the actual ratings in the current study are using a different novel
source of information as the target (a short sample of e-mail text rather than having met
the person in real life or through observation; cf. Markey and Wells, 2002, who used
an interactive CMC chatroom environment), this difference in rating agreement, for
both Neuroticism (Emotional Stability) and Psychoticism (Intellect/ Consciencious-
ness/ Agreeableness) may be due to the properties of e-mail text as not being 'good
information' for personality judgement of Neuroticism (Funder, 1995, see Section 2.3
for further discussion).
Turning to the agreement between the judges' and targets' rating of personality,
and a similar pattern emerges to that of inter-judge agreement, with ratings for both
Extraversion and Psychoticism showing a relatively stronger positive correlation, but
Neuroticism bearing a non-significant negative relationship. This again points to Ex¬
traversion being an observable, but relatively unevaluative trait, its evaluative neutrality
emphasised by self-peer agreement. The weaker target-judge relationship for Psychoti¬
cism would suggest that it is both less observable and more evaluative. However the
lack of strong target-judge relationship for Neuroticism relative to Psychoticism (given
their similar inter-judge agreement) would suggest its much greater evaluativeness re¬
sults in a distortion of self-perception, or alternatively that e-mail does not provide
good information for its accurate judgement.
An alternative explanation may be that the judges are attending to the wrong in¬
formation. In a study which looked at personality perception through speech, Scherer
(1972) found that despite the high rate of inter-rater reliability for the trait of Extraver-
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sion, there was little target-judge agreement for this trait. He concluded from this that
judges were instead attending to stereotyped cue information for socially desirable
traits projected by the targets. Therefore in our case of Neuroticism, judges similarly
may be attending to misinformed stereotyped cues. However, given that Neuroticism
is generally regarded as more evaluative and less desirable, it may be that they attend
to less desirable stereotyped features.
When the performance of individual judges is examined, it can be seen that inter-
judge agreement can be differentiated across the traits: on some this can be quite high,
and on others—especially Neuroticism—this can be quite low. In the case of target-
judge agreement the pattern is more consistent, with judges generally showing either
generally higher or lower levels of agreement across all traits. This greater consistence
of agreement is to be expected due to the judge's ratings only being correlated with
those of the target rather than all of the other judges. As expected from the mean ratings
of judges overall, most judges show a noticeably poorer performance for Neuroticism.
7.4.2 Judge Perception Rating Measures
Additionally, we also collected novel subjective ratings of similarity between rater and
target, and perceived ease of rating the text for personality. This data is informative
because it allows us investigate how perceptions of the rating exercise and of own and
other personality compare to objective measures.
For the similarity ratings there was a general pattern of the judges distancing them¬
selves from the undesirable high end of the trait. Even when judge personality was
taken into consideration, the judges were still seen to identify with low Psychoticism,
meaning that, whilst the Low Psychotic judges (accurately) rated the low Psychotic
texts as most similar, the High Psychotic judges also (incorrectly) rated the low Psy¬
chotic texts as most similar.
Although it may be the case that highly Psychotic judges are for some reason less
able to accurately judge author Psychoticism, it would appear to be more likely that
they were influenced by the evaluativity of this trait. Indeed, it may be that as a result
of higher levels of judge Psychoticism, such judges are more likely to consciously
or unconsciously provide inaccurate information about themselves. Level of judge
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Psychoticism also had an overall effect on the similarity scores, with Low Psychotic
judges regarding themselves as more similar in general to the authors of the texts.
Given that lower Psychoticism scorers are more likely to be interpersonally oriented
it should not be too surprising that they more readily identify with the authors of the
texts, regardless of how similar their personality scores actually were.
For the judges of Extraversion overall, a relationship was only shown between the
texts when grouped into three categories, with the high Extravert text regarded as more
similar than the mid text. When personality information is added to this analysis, an
interaction effect emerges between the personality of the judge and the author of the
text. Separate analysis of the high and low Extravert similarity ratings shows that
the High Extraverts view the high Extravert texts as most similar by quite some way
(followed, surprisingly, by the Introvert texts). On the other hand, this interaction is
mirrored by Low Extravert judges (not significantly) rating the Introvert texts as most
similar, followed shortly after by the high Extravert texts. Since both groups accurately
rate the texts which are most similar to themselves, this contributes to the interaction
effect. However because Low Extravert judges rate the high Extravert texts as still
relatively similar, this contributes to the overall effect for High Extravert texts being
rated as similar for the group as a whole.
Since an interaction of judge and author personality occurs, this suggests that ef¬
fects of trait desirability, or undesirability, are less important for ratings of Extraver¬
sion, and this is confirmed by it being regarded as a less evaluative trait. Furthermore,
the fact that high Extraverts more readily identified their similarity more accurately
may be a result of their greater interpersonal ability associated with higher Extraver¬
sion. However, the fact that Low Extraverts are less likely to distinguish themselves as
low Extraverts as opposed to high Extraverts may be an effect of a lower interpersonal
awareness or a remnant of weak desirability effects of higher levels of Extraversion.
So far we have discussed the accuracy and relative desirability effects present in the
similarity ratings for Psychoticism and Extraversion, without reference to Neuroticism.
Whilst Psychoticism and Extraversion have shown several broad patterns relating to
similarity ratings, perception of similarity to Neuroticism show few patterns and again
demonstrate a mixed up picture.
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Table 7.3: Review of hypotheses
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Turning to the perceived ease of rating texts, we find that these findings are consis¬
tent across both Extraversion and Psychoticism dimensions: high Extravert texts and
low Psychotic texts are regarded as the easiest to rate, regardless of judge personal¬
ity. These findings are consistent in that they show that texts belonging to the more
desirable end of both scales, are seen as easier to rate, and therefore are not an arti¬
fact of the rating scale description (in which case the higher ends of the scales would
have been regarded as easier to rate). We therefore suggest that it appears to be the
case that individuals have a better concept of behaviour which is desirable, rather than
undesirable.
7.4.3 Summary of Findings and Evaluation of Hypotheses
Given our results presented above, we now relate them to our hypotheses: Firstly—for
the second hypothesis of the thesis, that personality is perceived through language—
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we have shown that this is indeed the case. However, we note that the ability to perceive
personality is not consistent for all traits, here we found that Extraversion, and to a
lesser extent, Psychoticism were accurately perceived (i.e., there was relatively high
target-judge, and also inter-judge agreement). Although we found reasonable inter-
judge agreement for Neuroticism, there was target-judge dA-agreement. Secondly,
we can relate these findings to our Perception hypotheses presented in our review of
literature. These were as follows (reproduced from Section 2.3.5):
Extraversion This trait will be the most easily perceived due to its high visibility and
low evaluativeness. We therefore expect it to show the highest levels of inter-
judge (1) and target-judge agreement (2), even in CMC at zero-acquaintance.
Neuroticism We expect that agreement (within judges [1], and target-judge [2]) will
be lowest for Neuroticism, due to its high evaluativeness and low visibility,
which we predict will be most affected by the lack of information available in
the CMC and zero-acquaintance conditions.
Psychoticism Since we propose that Psychoticism is visible, but evaluative, we expect
agreement to be higher than for Neuroticism, but lower than for Extraversion
(inter-judge [1], and target-judge [2]). We also expect that the conditions will
only have moderate lowering effect upon agreement.
We now address these hypotheses with reference to our findings (summarised in
Table 7.3). For individual trait beviour, our hypotheses were confirmed since Extraver¬
sion displayed the highest levels of inter-judge and target-judge agreement in the CMC
and zero-acquaintance environment; Psychoticism showed the next highest levels, pre¬
sumably due to its relatively high observability combined with high evaluativeness;
For Neuroticism, both measures of agreement were the lowest, which was expected
due to its high evaluativeness and low observability.
Additionally using our subjective judge perceptions, we found that for the traits
which appeared perceptible, the more socially desirable ends of the scale (i.e., high
Extraversion and low Psychoticism) were regarded as easier to rate. Furthermore, the
greater evaluativeness of Psychoticism was confirmed by judges rating themselves as
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more similar to the desirable low end of the scale; since Extraversion is less evaluative,
this resulted in judges accurately rating themselves as being more similar to targets
who in fact were similar in levels of Extraversion.
7.5 Conclusion
From a text of around 300 words, 30 judges were able to consistently agree (both
with each other and with the target individual's self-rating), on the personality of the
text's author when rating them for Extraversion and also to a slightly lesser extent,
for Psychoticism. In both cases, judges used a general subjective rating of personality
rather than an itemised personality questionnaire. Additionally, judges rated ease of
assigning personality and also perceived target similarity, which confirmed the judge's
ability to perceive personality consciously and subconsciously, and also the relative
evaluativeness and desirability of these traits.
Although judges generally agreed with each other regarding ratings of Neuroticism,
little consistency was found with the author's own personality assessment, or with
ease of rating or similarity. We propose that this is partly due to characteristics of the
trait itself, and also the quantity and quality of information which the e-mails in this
experiment made available to the judges.
Chapter 8
Conclusion
In the conclusion we draw together the different work which has been presented in
this thesis. We briefly address the main hypotheses of the thesis, before summarising
it chapter-by-chapter. Then, we draw particular attention to the contributions that this
thesis has made: After presenting specific findings for personality and language, we
show how these can be used to inform the current state-of-the-art for both natural
language processing and models of language production.
Finally, we note the boundaries of this thesis, before examining how these restrictions—
and other questions raised as a result of this study—can be addressed in future work.
We close with some final words.
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8.1 Summary of the thesis
The primary hypotheses that we address in this thesis are captured in its title: Personal¬
ity and Language: The projection and perception ofpersonality in computer-mediated
communication. The first hypothesis is that personality is projected in some way by
the language of the author; the second hypothesis is that the personality of an author
of a piece of writing is perceptible to the reader.
In both cases we support the hypotheses. We trace out the journey through the
thesis which led us to these conclusions as follows:
In the first chapter, the introduction, we describe why personality is important and
its implications for behaviour. In doing so, we demonstrated the relevance of person¬
ality to cognitive science, social psychology, and computational linguistics. Further¬
more we described how personality and language—particularly in computer-mediated
communication—can inform person perception and natural language generation. The
objectives, the boundaries, and the structure of the thesis were then presented.
The second chapter formed the review of literature, which we divided into two
sections by relevance to, firstly, topic or, secondly, methodology. We introduced the
topic section by establishing the concept of personality traits and theory which form the
basis of this thesis. This was followed by a discussion of previous studies which have
examined the way personality is projected through language. Finally, we discussed
studies which have looked at the perception of personality, which we framed in terms
of Funder's 'Realistic Accuracy Model'.
In our review of methodological literature, we first examined issues surrounding
our chosen medium of investigation, the computer-mediated environment: here we
reviewed the implications for running psychological experiments, and for personal¬
ity, language, and communication. Finally we discussed linguistic analysis methods
relevant to corpus studies. We introduced the basic approach, annotation, and rele¬
vant analysis methods, before describing the main theory-driven and data-driven tech¬
niques, with reference to the literature.
The third chapter described the building of the e-mail personality corpus which
forms the basis of the experimentation conducted in this thesis. Here we discussed the
methodology which was adopted for data collection, and we then used factor analysis
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to enable the comparison of our data to a previous study. This demonstrated a general
replication of the earlier work, despite differences in the experimental task, commu¬
nication medium, variety of English used, and size of data-set. When we correlated
the resulting factors and the original variables from the content analysis with our mea¬
surement of personality, we generally replicated their results, but with lower levels of
significance. We explained this in terms of the smaller size of our corpus, with other
differences due to variation between the corpora. Additionally, we observed that multi¬
dimensional methods may not be most appropriate for such analyses, especially given
the modest size of our corpus. Alternative approaches are investigated in the next three
chapters.
The fourth chapter examined alternative approaches to the multi-dimensional tech¬
nique used in chapter three. Specifically we adopt techniques which will retain the
maximum linguistic information from the content analysis methods of the previous
chapter, relative to author personality. Here we use multiple regression analysis to de¬
termine the combination of content-analysis features which show the greatest relation¬
ship to each of the personality dimensions. The generalisability of different analyses
are discussed.
The content analysis used so far is based on human-rated psychological categories.
In the second half of this chapter we investigate more empirical approaches. Firstly,
we note that the lexical density measured as part of the content analysis does not ac¬
count for text length. We therefore explore several lexical density measures which are
independent of text length. Secondly, we use a dictionary resource of experimentally
derived psycholinguistic properties, to analyse our texts. Again, multiple-regression
analysis is used to identify the combination of features which show the greatest rela¬
tionship to each of the personality dimensions.
The results from these analyses identify rich psychological and psycholinguistic
properties for Psychoticism, and to a lesser extent for Neuroticism. However, these
techniques are less successful for Extraversion. In summary, we discuss potential ex¬
planations for the difference in findings based on personality theory and the top-down
and content-based analysis methods used. In the following chapter we explore data-
driven approaches.
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The fifth chapter introduces our data-driven approach. This involves dividing our
corpus according to the personality of a text's author, and enables the use of corpus-
comparison techniques on these personality subcorpora. In this chapter we evaluate
the different ways in which the authors can be grouped: initially, we isolate the ex¬
treme personality scorers on each dimension and compare these high and low groups.
However, this does not allow us to view linguistic behaviour along the middle section
of a dimension, and we also note that the behaviour of the extreme groups is not in¬
dependent of other dimensions. We therefore propose the redefinition of the extreme
groups so that they consist of authors who show independence across the personality
dimensions, that is, they are only extreme scorers on one dimension. Furthermore, to
trace behaviour across the middle section of a trait, we also employ a subcorpus of
authors who are not extreme scorers for any of the personality dimensions. Although
this more restricted classification of authors gives smaller subcorpora, we regard these
analyses as more informative.
A further issue for the data-driven approach involves exploring linguistic analysis
methods suitable for comparing the subcorpus groups. Firstly we adapted an approach
used to identify terminology specific to textual genres, and applied this to the com¬
parison of the groups at the extremes of the dimensions. From this analysis we were
able to identify major areas of language use which systematically varied across the
personality dimensions. We refined this analysis further, to give us a greater selec¬
tion of features in the analysis of our more restricted subcorpus groups. Additionally,
we investigated more sophisticated methods of corpus annotation which enable greater
abstraction away from content-specific features.
In summary, this chapter describes data-driven analyses which show greater sensi¬
tivity, and allow more sophisticated linguistic analysis which takes into account con¬
textual information. For each of the personality dimensions, we identify a number of
characteristic features or behaviours. Annotation methods are adopted which reduce
content-dependence. Here we also refine methodological techniques to allow further
examination of linguistic behaviour along each of the personality dimensions, with
these behaviours independent of other dimensions. However, this analysis method
leads to smaller subcorpus sizes. Therefore, in the next chapter we investigate further
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annotation techniques.
The sixth chapter expands further upon the data-driven analysis methods developed
in the previous chapter. In order to overcome the potential limitations of this technique
for our data—namely data sparsity and content-specificity—we explore more sophis¬
ticated, higher-level annotation methods. Firstly, we analyse a version of our corpus
which has been tagged for part of speech (grammatical) information. A basic analysis
which solely examined the relative usage of a reduced set of grammatical categories
showed few features which distinguished the groups. These results therefore failed
to replicate some of the previous findings for personality and non-native speakers.
However, when we used more specific syntactic categories and our more sophisticated
analysis technique which considers contextual information, we found grammatical se¬
quences which characterised the different personality groups.
The second part of the chapter uses semantic analysis which categorises and tags
words according to their meaning, which to some extent relates to content analysis.
Here we again examined coarser-grained tag classifications and contextual informa¬
tion, and again these proved to be less successful in characterising the differences in
linguistic behaviour between personality groups. Again, contextual information and
fine-grained semantic and grammatical classifications proved to be valuable in distin¬
guishing author personality.
In this chapter we perform the most advanced syntactic and semantic analyses of
our personality corpus. These are the least prone to data-sparsity, and given their
content-independence, show the greatest generalisability. For all personality dimen¬
sions we found characteristic linguistic behaviour, however, for Psychoticism this ap¬
pears to be mainly encoded in fine-grained grammatical and semantic choices.
The seventh chapter turns our focus of attention from the projection of personal¬
ity, to its perception through language. Here we describe an experiment which eval¬
uates how good people are at judging personality from a short written text. In the
first half of the chapter we look at inter-judge and target-judge agreement. The re¬
sults show that, as expected, more visible and less evaluative traits show greater agree¬
ment. Computer-mediated communication at zero-acquaintance leads to lower levels
of inter-judge agreement. However for target-judge agreement, the impoverished cues
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additionally tend to exaggerate the effects of visibility and evaluativeness.
This chapter additionally explores other information gathered from the judges relat¬
ing to their subjective perceptions. In summary, we show here that personality can be
accurately perceived from short written texts, although levels of accuracy vary accord¬
ing to the dimension being rated. These results mirror previous findings for personality
rating in other contexts.
8.2 Significant findings of the thesis
The previous discussion gives a broad overview of the thesis and notes broad findings
and methodological concerns. We now turn to discuss the specific findings of the
thesis and relate these back to the hypotheses which we presented at the beginning of
the thesis. We start by presenting again the hypotheses of the thesis; then follows a
summary of the findings and how these relate to the hypotheses; we then highlight the
most significant and interesting results.
8.2.1 Re-presentation of hypotheses
8.2.1.1 Extraversion
Theory We expect the language of high Extraverts to reflect their sociability by refer¬
ring to other people (1), and to express their activity by using words associated
with actions (2; cf. Grammatical Hypotheses, increased use of verbs), and by
saying more (3). We also expect them to use language which suggests positive
affect (4).
Realisation Extravert 'loudness' will be realised in the increased use of capital letters
(1) and exclamation marks (2); Worse pronunciation will result in worse spelling
and more typographical errors (3).
Fluency Higher speech rate of Extraverts will be realised in longer sentences (1);
shorter pauses and less hesitation will result in more ellipses (... )(2) and hy¬
phens (-)(3) being used to separate clauses rather than the full stop.
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Grammatical Extravert language will contain more adverbs (1), pronouns (2), and
verbs (3)(i.e., more 'implicit'), and have a lower lexical density (TTR) (4); it
will contain fewer nouns (5), modifiers (6) and prepositions (7)(less 'explicit'),
and be less formal (8).
Conversational Extraverts will write more (1) (cf. Theory hypotheses); initiate more
laughter, perhaps indicating this by explicit references ('ha') or by exclamation
(2); they will refer to themselves more (3); they will use more terms indicat¬
ing pleasure and agreement (4), pay more compliments (5); they will use fewer
hedges (6) and references to problems (7), and will show less anxiety during the
communication (8).
Lexis Extraverts will show a greater use of social (1), inclusive (2), and positive emo¬
tion words (3), and use fewer negations (4), tentativity (5), exclusive (6), cau¬
sation (7), negative emotion words (8), and articles (9); In terms of factors, Ex-
traversion will have a negative relationship with Making Distinctions (10).
Perception Extraversion will be the most easily perceived due to its high visibility
and low evaluativeness, we therefore expect it to show the highest levels of inter-
judge (1) and target-judge agreement (2), even in CMC at zero-acquaintance.
8.2.1.2 Neuroticism
Theory The language of high Neurotics, we expect to be highly emotional—particularly
expressing negative affect (1), but also positive affect (2; cf. LIWC which pre¬
dicts fewer positive emotion words)—and this is also revealed through intensi¬
fied language (e.g., adjectives [3] and adverbs [4]). Since the individual tends
to focus more on themselves, we also expect this self-preoccupation to be ex¬
pressed through an increased reference to self (5).
Conversational High Neurotics will use a lower lexical density (1) (TTR), and show
greater anxiety during communication, realised explicitly through references to
'worry' or 'stress' (2).
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Lexis High Neurotics will use more first person singular (1) and negative emotion
words (2), and fewer positive emotion words (3), and articles (4); Neuroticism
will also correlate positively with the Immediacy factor (5).
Perception We expect that agreement (within judges [1], and target-judge [2]) will be
lowest for Neuroticism, due to its high evaluativeness and low visibility, which
we predict will be most affected by the lack of information available in the CMC
and zero-acquaintance conditions.
8.2.1.3 Psychoticism
Theory We expect highly Psychotic individuals to reflect their lack of sociability and
detachedness by making fewer references to themselves (1) or to others (2), and
to demonstrate their harshness and toughness by avoiding emotional words (pos¬
itive [3] and negative [4]). Since they are creative and enjoy unusual things, we
predict that they will use more unusual language, realised both in words and
constructions (i.e., lexically and syntactically). This we predict would result in
for example, the use of less frequent words (5), a higher type-token ratio (6), and
use of passive constructions (7).
Conversational We expect high Psychotics to show less anxiety during communica¬
tion, for example, through fewer explicit references to 'stress' or 'worry' (1).
Lexis Here we predict Psychoticism will show an inverse relationship to Agreeable-
ness and Conscientiousness: based on Agreeableness, we expect fewer first per¬
son singular (1) and positive emotion words (2), and more articles (3) and nega¬
tive emotion words (4), and also a negative correlation with the factor Immediacy
(5); on the basis of the findings for Conscientiousness, we expect fewer positive
emotion words (=2), and more negations (6), negative emotion (=4), causation
(7), exclusive words (8), and discrepancies (9), and a positive relationship with
the factor Making Distinctions (10).
Perception Since we propose that Psychoticism is visible, but evaluative, we expect
agreement to be higher than for Neuroticism, but lower than for Extraversion
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(inter-judge [1], and target-judge [2]). We also expect that the conditions will
only have moderate lowering effect upon agreement.
8.2.2 Evidence for the hypotheses
Chapter by chapter evidence from the thesis which informs the hypotheses is presented
together in Table 8.1. Overall information relating to whether a hypothesis is proved
or disproved is indicated with an appropriate key, as is the experimental source of
this information. In the case where evidence from different sources is brought to bear
on a hypothesis, the large key indicates the overall outcome, with super- or subscript
notation describing the evidence in more detail (in the case of contradictory evidence,
positive [©] and negative [©] evidence results in partial evidence [©], however © or ©
take precedence over ©). Findings derived from this thesis in addition to those directly
addressing the hypotheses, are listed for Chapters 3-6 in subsequent columns.
Overall there is confirmation for the majority of the hypotheses, although it is no¬
table, that this is a result of evidence accumulated on the whole throughout the thesis,
rather than from one particular set of analyses (the exception, of course, being the per¬
ception hypotheses). Overall the most successfully addressed hypotheses were those
concerned with conversational features or theoretical predictions (or in the case of Ex-
traversion, concerning grammar). Perhaps the least successfully addressed predictions
were those derived from previous LIWC findings and were largely concerned with
lexis or content. This is not to say that content or lexical information is not a useful
indicator of personality—indeed our semantic analysis found many additional features
for all personality types—however it appears to underline the topic-dependence of con¬
tent analysis. As we noted previously, syntactic analysis abstracts away from issues of
content, and this is confirmed by the relatively more successful addressing of the gram¬
matical hypotheses. We now note the key findings for each trait in turn; more extensive
information can be found by consulting Table 8.1, or the relevant chapter, directly.
Predictions that Extraverts use language suggesting positive affect, make fewer
references to problems, and say more were confirmed by our analysis. However we
found mixed evidence for the sociable Extravert referring more to other people, and
unexpectedly found that they don't tend to use language associated with actions or hy-
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phens to punctuate their writing. Overall, for Extraversion the most successful analysis
appeared to be the tokenised and lemmatised corpus comparison.
For Neuroticism, we note the strong preference for self-reference, and we reject the
theory hypothesis that they use more positive affect words in favour of that based on the
LIWC results which predicted the converse. We note also the success of the semantic
tag analysis in addressing these hypotheses, although observe that our analysis of their
use of intensifying language appeared inconclusive.
Our hypotheses for Psychoticism which were based on theory appeared to be con¬
firmed by the results, namely that they are more detached and refer less to themselves,
and that they use language more unusually, in terms of vocabulary, and also gram¬
matical constructions. Addressing hypotheses derived from previous LIWC results
revealed that they do use more words associated with negative emotions, however,
they do not appear to use more negations. Here we find that for Psychoticism both
content-based and corpus comparison techniques are informative.
Perhaps the most intriguing results presented here are those derived using the se¬
mantic tagging analysis. Although this is able to identify meaning associated with
language—like content analysis—it performs such analysis from a computational cor¬
pus linguistics perspective, thus enabling techniques such as corpus comparison to be
used. This approach was only briefly mentioned in this thesis, however the additional
findings derived using this method are illustrated in the final column of Table 8.1, and
here we can see how they compare to that of the MRC and LIWC analysis, and also
how they relate to what may be expected for the personality groups. In future work it
would be interesting to examine the possibilities of semantic and corpus comparison
analysis across larger and more varied data sets.
In terms of the perception of personality through e-mail communication, we note
that, as predicted, Extraversion was the most easily detectable. This is consistent with
findings from other forms of communication. However, we also note that Neuroticism
was the least easily perceived via e-mail, however, the effects of the e-mail medium
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8.3 Contributions of the thesis
The main contributions of this thesis are as follows. In order of importance, we have:
1. Demonstrated that personality is projected and perceived through language in a
CMC environment.
2. Explored the specific linguistic features associated with different personality di¬
mensions.
3. Extended perception studies to asynchronous computer-mediated communica¬
tion at zero-acquaintance.
4. Examined the relative contributions of different levels of linguistic analysis, us¬
ing both theory- and data-driven techniques.
5. Implemented innovative methods of corpus comparison.
6. Investigated similarity ratings of perception.
7. Built and annotated a personality language corpus of e-mail communication.
We now discuss how these findings can inform models of human and computational
language production.
8.4 Language processing and personality
In this thesis we have explored the relationship between language behaviour and per¬
sonality. Here we discuss how this relates to a cognitive model of language production.
Adapting Marr's (1982) framework for vision which consists of computational, algo¬
rithmic and implementational process levels, we note the following:
At the computational level, this thesis shows that personality systematically medi¬
ates language behaviour. Therefore, using the data derived from our analyses as the
basis, it would be possible to implement a surface-level personality language gener¬
ation system. The rationale for this would be that the personality parameters of the
system are pre-defined—along for example, scales of Extraversion, Neuroticism and
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Psychoticism—and the generation system then favours some of the (over-generated)
linguistic candidates over others, on the basis of how strongly they are associated
with the pre-defined personality parameters. This would inform the kind of stochastic
text generation proposed by Oberlander and Brew (2000), which may be implemented
through a probabilistic NLG system (Langkilde and Knight, 1998a,b), an instance-
based approach (Varges, 2002), or using a hybrid symbolic-statistical system based on
a CCG realiser (White and Baldridge, 2003).
These generation techniques, which we have just discussed, only take into account
the surface realisation of the data. However, closer investigation of the data can be
used to inform the algorithmic level of a language production model (cf. Levelt, 1989).
Each of the personality dimensions appear to influence different levels of language be¬
haviour, as revealed by our various approaches to analysis. For example, the content-
based analyses appeared more informative for behaviour related to Neuroticism than
Extraversion, but the reverse is true for the analyses which took into account contextual
information. Psychoticism demonstrates characteristic behaviour in both content and
contextual analyses. Therefore, these results suggest that Extraversion plays a larger
role in the surface realisation of language, rather than particular concerns about topic;
especially with regard to quickly generating constructions, linguistic behaviour which
in conversational terms, aids the Extravert's bid to hold (or gain) the floor (Edelsky,
1981), and leads to their perceived greater conversational ability (Matthews and Deary,
1998). Neuroticism is more closely related to the content, or topic, of the language, and
in particular concerns or issues relevant to the individual. On the basis of our results,
we observe that Psychoticism influences both levels of language behaviour. Specifi¬
cally, since this trait is related to characteristics such as aggression, which in turn has
implications for socialisation, we propose that it will be particularly relevant to inter¬
personal aspects of language behaviour, such as convergence, priming or adherence
to maxims of politeness or relevance (Giles, 1973; Brown and Levinson, 1987; Pick¬
ering and Branigan, 1998). Additionally Psychoticism is related to creativity, which
we propose is reflected in attention to linguistic content and construction. Therefore
as a result of these predispositions, the high Psychotic allocates more resources to the
language production process, and additionally pays less attention to considering other
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interlocutors (although we do not necessarily propose that this is a direct diversion of
resources between processes).
The algorithmic information, which we have inferred from the results of this the¬
sis, will therefore allow the more specific manipulation of language production at its
different levels, to take personality into account. However, this still leaves the imple-
mentational level of our cognitive model unconsidered. Here we briefly sketch out
the possible biological architecture which integrates the personality and language al¬
gorithms discussed above.
Recent neurocognitive work on emotion and human language processing suggests
biological bases which could provide alternatives to those discussed by Eysenck (1970).
In particular we note that hemispheric asymmetry underlies emotional and affective
responses, which associate the left hemisphere with approach and positive affect, and
the right hemisphere with withdrawal and negative affect (Davidson, 2001). Simi¬
larly hemispheric asymmetry has been proposed to influence language processing be¬
haviours, with the left hemisphere responsible for syntactic and surface ordering fea¬
tures, and the right hemisphere for semantic and particular lexical processing (Beeman
and Chiarello, 1998; Embick et ah, 2000; Indefrey et al., 2001). Therefore, we suggest
that the left hemisphere is important in Extravert language behaviour, and we suggest
that the right hemisphere is important for Neurotic language behaviour. Above we note
that the influence of Psychoticism upon language production is more general, and pro¬
pose that this relates to interpersonal responses, based upon the trait's association with
aggression and socialisation, and a focus on the language itself based on creativity. In
this case we acknowledge the possible role of trait levels of stress hormones which
relates back to the earlier proposals of Eysenck (1970). We leave the exploration of
these hypotheses as the subject of future work.
8.5 Applications of the thesis
In the previous section we explored the theoretical implications of this work in terms
of developing a model of language production which could account for personality.
Here we turn to the possible technological applications of this work. In the previous
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discussion, using Marr's framework, we outlined at the computational level how it
would be possible to generate text which projected personality, having already speci¬
fied such parameters to the system. This thesis contributes towards such a system in
the following ways: Firstly, it has confirmed the value of generating language which
indicates personality, since this thesis has demonstrated that personality can be pro¬
jected and perceived through language; Secondly, this thesis has described language
behaviour which would inform the language behaviour of such a system, whether this
is in terms of specific features such as personal reference or emotion words, or in terms
of higher mechanisms such as at what level a particular personality trait would influ¬
ence behaviour, whether this is interpersonal orientation or the syntactic constructions
used.
Potential uses for such personality language generation may be to enable user in¬
terfaces to adapt in a more sophisticated manner to their user. For example, Nass et al.
(1995) indicated that users preferred interfaces whose language which projected per¬
sonality (albeit manually manipulated) matched their own, and Amichai-Hamburger
(2002) proposes that the internet should adapt to the user's personality. In both these
cases, dynamic personality language generation would make them a reality. However,
in both of these potential applications there are a number obstacles. Firstly, given the
results presented here it should be possible to generate personality language which
belongs to the genre of e-mail, although quite how far these features will allow the
linguistic projection of personality in other genres is debatable. Secondly, to enable an
interface to dynamically generate personality language in response to a user, it would
require information about the personality of the user. However, if a computer user
was required to complete a 50-item personality questionnaire before using a machine,
then this may well undermine any potential benefits gained through its generation of
personality language to match that of the user.
Another potential application and solution to the problem of not knowing a com¬
puter user's personality may be the automatic detection of personality through text.
This would involve selecting the most informative and characteristic features for each
personality type which have been presented in this thesis, and classifying a target text
on the basis of which (proportion of) features it contained. As may be expected, this
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would probably require additional data to be collected to enable the classification of
texts other than e-mail. However there are additional complications: Firstly, such clas¬
sification may only be successful on larger texts in order for enough of the features used
for classification to be detected; Secondly, some of these features may be characteristic
of more than one personality type, for example, the increased use of self reference may
be a feature of high Neurotics or low Psychotics. Furthermore, if such a classification
system was to be used in a naturalistic setting, as in a computer interface (rather than
as a scientific or psychometric tool), there is also the issue of how a suitable text for
analysis could be derived. One possible solution is the analysis of outgoing e-mails, or
of written work produced by the user, although this is by no means an ideal solution.
Finally, one further application which is being actively investigated by the author is
that of the 'Personality Style Checking Tool'. This system has personality parameters
which are defined by the user. The tool is then used to check that the style of the text
matches that which would be used by the desired personality type. In cases where the
style does not match, more appropriate alternatives are suggested, in much the same
way that alternative or more appropriate spellings are suggested by a spelling checker.
For more information, the interested reader is directed to Gill et al. (pat pend).
8.6 Boundaries of the thesis
In the introduction of this thesis, we outlined boundaries determined to restrict the
scope of the thesis. Here we revisit those boundaries in light of the findings we have
presented. These are as follows:
First, the thesis has restricted the focus of investigation to language in a computer-
mediated environment—specifically e-mail. Therefore, this raises questions about the
generalisability of these findings to other forms or varieties of language. We have
already noted that e-mail bears similarities to both writing and speech, and in particular
CMC is regarded as being similar in genre to public interviews and letters, although
beyond this is a matter of further investigation.
Secondly, in our study of perception, judges rate personality on the basis of an
informal e-mail. Given these conditions, it was possible to perceive the author's per-
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sonality through their writing. However, we acknowledge that levels of agreement be¬
tween judges may differ if they are asked to judge more formal or tightly constrained
e-mails or texts.
Finally, in studying personality, we have limited this to a trait approach, and in par¬
ticular Eysenck's three-factor model of personality. Although it may be complicated to
integrate this model with alternative—non-trait—theories of personality, this measure
is highly regarded and relates to the similarly well-known five-factor model in well
documented and defined ways.
8.7 Future work
In this section we outline possible future work which would firstly allow us to address
some of the boundaries of the thesis discussed above. Secondly, in this section, we
detail some of the questions which have been raised by this thesis, and suggest possible
ways of investigating them.
We address the restrictions outlined above in terms of further generalisation studies
and experimental manipulations. To investigate the generalisability of the current find¬
ings, further data collection and systematic variation of the experimental parameters
is required. In the first instance, we may wish to replicate the same experiment, but
instead using the five-factor model of personality. This would allow us to test the way
the two personality models relate to each other and to language, and would allow the
direct comparison with other studies which have used the five-factor model. Addition¬
ally, it would also be desirable to replicate our previous data collection, but using a
different population. For example, in the current study we used a specific population,
namely current or recent university students, most of whom were British. However it
would be useful to examine how well this data represents e-mail users of a different
educational level who speak a different variety of English.
Furthermore, informal e-mail may give results specific to this genre of writing,
therefore, we would be able to test this by collecting texts of different formality or
genre—preferably by the same authors—to examine how stable linguistic personality
characteristics are across different forms of language.
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Additionally, using experimental manipulations, we propose to identify the factors
which lead to different levels of agreement between judges rating the personality of a
text's author. One method of doing this would be to take the texts of different genres
or formality collected as part of our generalisation work, and use these as targets for
personality judgement. This would enable us to identify whether salience of author
personality varied across these different conditions. On the basis of these results, we
may be able to identify specific linguistic features which varied across text type, and
relate these to levels of agreement in the judges.
To enable the more precise identification of linguistic features critical to personal¬
ity judgement, we propose a more sophisticated method, namely the artificial manip¬
ulation of the target texts. To examine the importance of specific linguistic features in
personality judgement, we would be able to modify the features of a text in tightly con¬
trolled conditions using a specific editing algorithm. By so doing, we would be able to
make further inferences about the way personality is perceived through language, by
controlling other factors in the data, such as topic, or stylistic features.
In this thesis we have touched on a variety of areas, each of which raises interesting
possibilities for future research. But from a cognitive science viewpoint, perhaps the
most obvious next steps relate to the computational implementation of these findings:
for example, above we discuss the ways in which a natural language generation system
may incorporate personality in determining the form of its output; alternatively we may
want to automatically classify texts on the basis of the personality of—or projected
by—the author, in much the same way that research has investigated classification by
authorship or gender.
Additionally, we speculated about the form in which a biological model of person¬
ality may be incorporated with language production. This is to be regarded very much
as an invitation and stimulus for future work (e.g., Gill et al., to appear), rather than a
fully-fledged theory.
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8.8 Final Words
To reiterate the central findings of this thesis: personality is indeed projected and per¬
ceived through language in a computer-mediated environment. This is significant be¬
cause in such an environment—unlike face-to-face situations—textual communication
is the sole source of available cues. This finding therefore has important implications
for knowing about how we are perceived and how we project ourselves when only
minimal cues are available. This is indeed something to be borne in mind when next
writing an e-mail to a new acquaintance, or by extension of these findings to other
situations, when writing a letter or making a job application. Additionally this better
knowledge of how personality is projected through language can be used to inform
natural language generation systems and also for text classification.
To end, we return to Louis Milic (Milic, 1966, pp. 79-80). As we have noted, he
took personality to be related to specific individuals, rather than types of individuals,
but he summarises what we have demonstrated here for personality dimensions.
The personality of a writer is an inferential structure built upon what
we know or can guess about his subjects of interest, his reasoning, his
feelings, his linguistic decisions, his attitudes. [... ] The greater the writer,
usually the more numerous and impressive these differences, and the stro¬
nger the sense of personality conveyed. Personality may thus be thought
of as the reverse of humanity: it is the identity of a human unit as an in¬
dividual, not his identification with the race in general. Personality, there¬
fore, and one of its literary reflections, style, is the combination of drives
to break away from the uniformity of the human mass and to establish,
by expressing, one's particular indefinable uniqueness. Today, when all
the forces of society, technology and industry combine to reduce human
beings to equivalent easily-handled units, a strong interest has arisen in as¬
serting claims of individual personality. It is perhaps ironic that machines
which have a causative share in human depersonalizations should be called
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POS Tag Description Example
CC coordinating conjunction and
CD cardinal number 1, third
DT determiner the
EX existential there there is
FW foreign word d'hoevre
IN preposition/subordinating conjunction in, of, like
JJ adjective green
JJR adjective, comparative greener
JJS adjective, superlative greenest
LS list marker 1.
MD modal could, will
NN noun, singular or mass table
NNS noun plural tables
NNP proper noun, singular John
NNPS proper noun, plural Vikings
PDT predeterminer both the boys
POS possessive ending friend's
PRP personal pronoun I, he, it
PRP$ possessive pronoun my, his
RB adverb however, usually, good
RBR adverb, comparative better
RBS adverb, superlative best
RP particle give up
TO to to go, to him
UH interjection uhhuhhuhh
VB verb, base form take
VBD verb, past tense took
VBG verb, gerund/present participle taking
VBN verb, past participle taken
VBP verb, sing, present, non-3d take
VBZ verb, 3rd person sing, present takes
WDT wh-determiner which
WP wh-pronoun who, what
WP$ possessive wh-pronoun whose
WRB wh-abverb where, when
Table B.1: Key to PENN Treebank POS tagset (Modified from Marcus et al., 1994)
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Semantic Tag Description
Al GENERAL AND ABSTRACT TERMS
Al.1.1 General actions, making etc.
Al.1.2 Damaging and destroying
A1.2 Suitability
A 1.3 Caution
























A7 Definite (+ modals)
A8 Seem
A9 Getting and giving; possession
A10 Open/closed; Hiding/Hidden; Finding; Showing
All Importance





A 13.2 Degree: Maximizers
A13.3 Degree: Boosters
A 13.4 Degree: Approximators
A13.5 Degree: Compromisers
A 13.6 Degree: Diminishers
A 13.7 Degree: Minimizers
A14 Exclusivizers/particularizers
A15 Safety/Danger
B1 Anatomy and physiology
B2 Health and disease
B3 Medicines and medical treatment
B4 Cleaning and personal care
B5 Clothes and personal belongings
CI Arts and crafts





E4.2 Happy /sad: Contentment
E5 Fear/bravery/shock
E6 Worry, concern, confident
F1 Food
F2 Drinks
F3 Cigarettes and drugs
F4 Farming & Horticulture
G1 Government, Politics and elections
Gl.l Government etc.
G1.2 Politics
G2 Crime, law and order
G2.1 Crime, law and order: Law and order
G2.2 General ethics
G3 Warfare, defence and the army; weapons
Table B.2: Key to USAS Semantic Tags (Modified from Archer et al., 2002)
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Semantic Tag Description
HI Architecture and kinds of houses and buildings
H2 Parts of buildings
H3 Areas around or near houses
H4 Residence








13 Work and employment
13.1 Work and employment: Generally
13.2 Work and employment: Professionalism
14 Industry
K1 Entertainment generally
K2 Music and related activities
K3 Recorded sound etc.
K4 Drama, the theatre and showbusiness
K5 Sports and games generally
K5.1 Sports
K5.2 Games
K6 Childrens games and toys
LI Life and living things
L2 Living creatures generally
L3 Plants
Ml Moving, coming and going
M2 Putting, taking, pulling, pushing, transporting etc.
M3 Vehicles and transport on land
M4 Shipping, swimming etc.
M5 Aircraft and flying



















01 Substances and materials generally
01.1 Substances and materials generally: Solid
01.2 Substances and materials generally: Liquid
01.3 Substances and materials generally: Gas
02 Objects generally
03 Electricity and electrical equipment
04 Physical attributes
04.1 General appearance and physical properties
04.2 Judgement of appearance (pretty etc.)




PI Education in general
Q1 LINGUISTIC ACTIONS, STATES AND PROCESSES; COMMUNICATION
Ql.l LINGUISTIC ACTIONS, STATES AND PROCESSES; COMMUNICATION
Q1.2 Paper documents and writing
Q1.3 Telecommunications
Q2 Speech acts
Q2.1 Speech etc: - Communicative
Q2.2 Speech acts
Q3 Language, speech and grammar
Q4 The Media
Q4.1 The Media:- Books
Q4.2 The Media:- Newspapers etc.
Q4.3 The Media:- TV, Radio and Cinema
Table B.3: Key to USAS Semantic Tags (cont.)
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Semantic Tag Description
SI SOCIAL ACTIONS, STATES AND PROCESSES
Sl.l SOCIAL ACTIONS, STATES AND PROCESSES


















S5 Groups and affiliation







S9 Religion and the supernatural
T1 Time
Tl.l Time: General
Tl.1.1 Time: General: Past
Tl.1.2 Time: General: Present; simultaneous
Tl.l.3 Time: General: Future
T1.2 Time: Momentary
T1.3 Time: Period
T2 Time: Beginning and ending







XI PSYCHOLOGICAL ACTIONS, STATES AND PROCESSES














X4.1 Mental object:- Conceptual object





X7 Wanting; planning; choosing
X8 Trying
X9 Ability
X9.1 Ability:- Ability, intelligence
X9.2 Ability:- Success and failure
Y1 Science and technology in general
Y2 Information technology and computing
ZO Unmatched proper noun
Z1 Personal names
Z2 Geographical names



















































































































LIWC factor Openn. Agreeab. Conscient. Extrav. Neurot.
Immediacy —.16** .07* -.02 .04 .10*
Present tense -.15** .04 .00 .01 -.06
Words > 6 letters .16** -.03 .06 -.04 -.03
First-person Sing. -.13** .07** .01 .04 .13**
Articles .13** -.15** -.04 -.09* -.09*
Discrepancies -.01 -.02 -.07* -.03 .05
Making Dist. .06 -.05 -.13** -.14** .05
Exclusive .10* -.06 -.08* -.08* .00
Negations .00 -.04 -.15** -.12** .05
Tentative -.02 -.06 — .14** .06
Inclusive .01 .03 .06 .07* -.01
The Social Past .08* -.02 -.04 .00 .04
Past tense -.03 .06 -.06 .04 .03
Social .02 .00 .02 .12** -.01
Positive emotion -.06 .07* .07* .15** -.13**
Rationalisation -.03 .07 .04 .02 -.06
Causation -.08* .00 *r-of -.08* .03
Negative emotion .05 -.07* -.15** -.08* .16**
Insight .07* .05 -.01 -.02 .03
Note. N = 841. Two variables are coded onto two factors: Present tense is also part of
The Social Past; Discrepancy is a part of Making Distinctions. The following variables
are negatively loaded on their respective factors: Articles, Words of more than 6
letters, Inclusive, Present tense (for The Social Past only), and negative emotion. The
ordering of constituent LIWC variables for the LIWC factors has been altered to
match that of the present study.
*p < .05, * * p < .01, two tailed.
Table C.2: LIWC Factors and Simple Correlations with Five-Factor Scores (reproduced
from Pennebaker and King, 1999, p. 1307)
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Abstract
We study how Extraversion or Introversion influ¬
ences people's language production. A corpus of
e-mail texts was gathered from individuals cate¬
gorised via Eysenck's EPQ-R personality test. One
experiment analysed the corpus using existing con¬
tent analysis tools, and found relatively weak ef¬
fects of Extraversion. A second experiment used
more sensitive bigram-based techniques from statis¬
tical natural language processing to replicate earlier
findings, and uncover novel patterns of behaviour.
Introduction
Casual acquaintance with Extraverts1 and Introverts
suggests that the former talk a lot more than the
latter. But apart from this intuitive difference, how
does this personality dimension influence an individ¬
ual's language production? Before addressing this
question, we need to clarify what we mean by Ex¬
traversion, and its relevance to cognitive science.
A typical Extravert tends to be sociable, needs
people to talk to, craves excitement, takes chances, is
easy-going, and optimistic. By contrast, a typical In¬
trovert is quiet, retiring, reserved, plans ahead, and
dislikes excitement (Eysenck and Eysenck, 1991).
The personality trait of Extraversion—and the
complementary Introversion—is one of the few which
researchers generally agree provides 'consistent and
valid information' (Jonassen and Grabowski, 1993).
Beyond it, there is greater controversy.
For instance, Eysenck's EPQ-R personality test
reflects a personality model which incorporates just
two further dimensions: Neuroticism, which is
mainly characterised by susceptibility to anxiety;
and Psychoticism, which is more complicated, but
generally related to aggression and individuality. By
contrast, the NEO-PI-R model incorporates five fac¬
tors (Costa and McCrae, 1992). As well as Extraver¬
sion and Neuroticism, there are Conscientiousness,
Agreeableness and Openness. It is generally agreed
that these relate to Psychoticism, but exactly how is
JThe spelling of Extravert follows Eysenck, because
this paper employs his EPQ-R as the measure of per¬
sonality, but this does not represent a commitment to a
specifically Eysenckian theory of personality.
still the subject of debate (cf. Matthews and Deary,
1998).
Extraversion, and its linguistic consequences—if
there are any—is relevant to cognitive research for
at least two reasons. First, there is considerable
evidence that this personality dimension is related
to preferred learning styles and educational achieve¬
ment, via speed of exam completion, memory re¬
trieval and recall tasks, creativity, mathematical
ability, self monitoring and communication ability
(Jonassen and Grabowski, 1993). Secondly, there is
evidence that computer users attribute personality
to interfaces, and respond to it in robust ways (eg.
Nass, Moon, Fogg, and Reeves, 1995; Isbister and
Nass, 2000). Even in a text-only environment, Ex¬
traverts apparently prefer interfaces presenting in¬
formation using language associated with Extravert
traits; Introverts prefer Introverted interfaces. An
interface with a matching personality is judged more
positively, and rated as more attractive, credible and
informative (Nass et al., 1995).
So the personality dimension has some validity,
and appears relevant to the diagnosis and projec¬
tion of personality in human-computer communica¬
tion, and in computer-based learning. But how does
Extraversion influence an individual's language pro¬
duction? In addressing this question, we first outline
some hypotheses from the literature, before describ¬
ing our collection of a controlled corpus of language,
and our analysis of it. We then report the results—
some unsurprising, others unexpected—and discuss
some of their implications.
Previous hypotheses
Work on textual personality within the "Computers
Are Social Actors" paradigm has taken the expres¬
sive hallmarks of Extraversion or dominance (one
facet of the dimension) to be confidence, as shown
by an avoidance of hedge-expressions such as per¬
haps and maybe (Nass et al., 1995), and is related
to the empirical work of Bradac and Mulac (1984)
on perceptions of powerful and powerless speech.
From an intuitive perspective, Extraverts are de¬
scribed as individuals who think out loud, do most
of the talking, are less self-focussed, and tend to
skip from topic to topic. Conversely, Introverts mo-
nopolise the conversation on topics important to
them, are more self-focussed and prefer to concen¬
trate on discussing one topic in depth (cf. Carment,
Miles, and Cervin, 1965). With reference primarily
to speech, Furnham (1990) has proposed that Ex-
travert language is less formal, has a more restricted
code, uses more verbs, adverbs and pronouns (rather
than nouns, adjectives, and prepositions), and uses
vocabulary loosely (see also Dewaele and Furnham,
1999, for a review of speech and writing studies).
Text analysis approaches have found that tran¬
scribed texts rated as belonging to the warm facet
of Extraversion used fewer negative emotion words
and unique words, and more present tense verbs,
with dominant texts using fewer unique words, pos¬
itive emotion words and self referents (Berry, Pen-
nebaker, Mueller, and Hiller, 1997). Finally, study of
the texts written by Extraverts has found that they
used fewer negations, tentative words, negative emo¬
tion words, causation words, inclusive words, and ex¬
clusive words, while using more social and positive
emotion words (Pennebaker and King, 1999).
Data Collection
The approach to data collection follows Pennebaker
and King (1999). Written texts were collected
from 105 University students or recent graduates
(37 males, 68 females; mean age = 24.3 years; SD
= 4.6; all native English speakers). An introduc¬
tory e-mail explained the experiment, and pointed
subjects to the relevant web-page. After the com¬
pletion of an online demographic questionnaire and
a version of the Eysenck Personality Questionnaire
(Revised short form; Eysenck, Eysenck, and Bar¬
rett, 1985) (mean score for E = 7.91, SD = 3.25;
normative score = 7.42 (male), 7.60 (female)), sub¬
jects were asked to compose two e-mails to a good
friend whom they hadn't seen for quite some time,
the style of which is considered to be close to oral
communication (Baiter, 1998). One message con¬
cerned their activities in the past week; the other dis¬
cussed their plans for the next week. Subjects were
advised to spend around ten minutes per message,
composed online and submitted using an HTML
form. It was highlighted that responses would be
treated in confidence and that subjects could re¬
main anonymous. No payment was made for par¬
ticipation, and integrity of responses was monitored
by reading through the transcripts. One additional
submission was rejected as not being serious; the re¬
sulting corpus contained 210 texts and 65,000 words.
Experiment 1: Dictionary techniques
LIWC and MRC Methods
LIWC Each respondent's texts were individually
processed using the LIWC text analysis program
(Pennebaker and Francis, 1999). Items were selected
Table 1: Summary of E Score and LIWC multiple
regression analysis.
Dependent Independent 0 R2 p
Variable Variable
E Score Numbers -.21
Word Count .20 .08 .0144
for principle components analysis using the same cri¬
teria as Pennebaker and King (1999), namely relia¬
bility, topic independence, independence from other
variables, and a mean minimum usage of 1%. The
validity of the current data was shown using vari-
max rotation to derive four factors which essentially
replicate their prior findings. There was minor vari¬
ation in some factor loadings, which we attribute to
differences in the writing tasks. See Gill and Ober-
lander (prep) for a fuller discussion.
By correlating their resultant LIWC factors with
personality dimensions, Pennebaker and King's re¬
sults suggest broad style preferences for Extraverts.
But this does not identify the relative importance of
their categories for identifying text as Extravert.
Thus, to identify which LIWC variables best help
identify an author's personality, stepwise linear mul¬
tiple regression was performed. The variables en¬
tered were those which showed at least a small corre¬
lation with the personality type—with a significance
of p < .1—and which satisfied the criteria for inclu¬
sion in the previous principle components analysis.
However, since requiring variables to have a mean
usage of 1% per essay for inclusion in the analy¬
sis did not leave any LIWC variables in the regres¬
sion equation for Extraversion, this criterion was ig¬
nored for the results presented below. (Interestingly,
by contrast, even with the application of this crite¬
rion, Psychoticism and Neuroticism both had several
strongly significant LIWC predictor variables.)
MRC In addition to the LlWC-based tests, mul¬
tiple regression analysis was also performed on psy-
cholinguistic properties of the texts, derived from the
MRC Psycholinguistic Database (Coltheart, 1981).
Texts were first tagged for Parts of Speech,2 and
each word-POS pair was then looked up in the
database. If the word and POS tag matched a pair
in the database, psycholinguistic data was returned
for that word. When all the words in the text had
been processed, mean scores were calculated for cat¬
egories such as verbal frequency, written frequency,
concreteness, age of acquisition, along with addi¬
tional global information, such as the percentage of
a text's words which were captured by the database.
As with the LIWC regression, variables showing a
correlation with the personality type with a signifi¬
cance of p < .1 were entered in to the equation.
2Using the MXPOST tagger (Ratnaparkhi, 1996).
Table 2: Summary of E Score and MRC multiple
regression analysis.
Dependent Independent 0 R2 p
Variable Variable
E Score Mean
Concreteness -.21 .05 .0278
Results
The multiple regression analysis of the LIWC vari¬
ables (Table 1) shows that a greater overall word
count for a text (/3 = .20), and the occurrence
of fewer references to numbers within that text
(/3 = —.21), indicate Extraversion (p < .05). So,
Extraverts do appear to type more than Introverts,
mirroring earlier results on speech (Carment et al.,
1965), with the avoidance of numbers embodying
a 'looser', less precise use of language (Furnham,
1990). However, the variance accounted for by these
variables is relatively low at 8%. In comparable anal¬
yses, both Psychoticism and Neuroticism regression
equations explain variance greater than 10%.
Similarly, with the MRC Psycholinguistic analysis
(Table 2), only the novel finding of a general lower¬
ing of a text's concreteness of vocabulary (/? = —.21,
p < .05) was seen to explain 5% of variance in Ex¬
traversion. Again, equations for Psychoticism and
Neuroticism explained more than 10% of variance.
Discussion
In both of the dictionary-based analyses of the
texts, rather few features appeared to distinguish
Extravert/Introvert texts, especially when compared
to the numerous LIWC and MRC features which as¬
sociated with Psychoticism and Neuroticism traits.
How could this be? At least two explanations
are possible. First, the LIWC dictionary is a sub¬
jectively constructed analysis tool. It is based on
judgements by health psychologists of texts written
by distressed individuals for therapeutic purposes
(Pennebaker and Francis, 1999). For its original
purposes, this is a strength; but it also imposes a
top down limitation on LIWC's functioning. Given
this therapeutic origin, it is tempting to suggest that
the linguistic features associated with the personal¬
ity traits of Psychoticism and Neuroticism were more
important or relevant to the distressed individuals
producing the texts—and that is why these features
are better represented in LIWC's dictionary.
The MRC database is also fitted to its specific
purposes—for example, matching psycholinguistic
stimuli—but this again imposes constraints which
might prove artificial when it is applied to a differ¬
ent area of investigation.
Secondly, both dictionaries necessarily operate us¬
ing strings corresponding to individual words, sub¬
sequently classifying them in a predefined way. Nei¬
ther takes into account the context of a word. Thus
it may be that for Psychoticism and Neuroticism
the choice of word, or some property of the word
is informative—but for Extraverts, it may be that
word order or collocations are more relevant.
Experiment 2: NLP techniques
Therefore, we recruit bottom up statistical text anal¬
ysis techniques from corpus linguistics. Specifically,
bigram analysis calculates the probability of pairs
of adjacent terms, or bigrams, occurring together in
that order in a given text. To determine the sig¬
nificance of a bigram's occurrence, a statistic—log
likelihood—is calculated, taking into account all the
other instances of each element in the bigram pair,
and the other words with which they appear.
Since bigrams can be used to calculate the prob¬
abilistic space in which language occurs, they have
been put to a variety of uses (Collins, 1996; Peder-
sen, 2001). However, this study uses them simply
as an advancement on the classified unigram (that
is, single-word) analysis in Experiment 1. Because
bigrams contain information about the interconnec¬
tion and dependencies of words, this second analysis
retains some of the contextual information of lan¬
guage use. Equally importantly, since bigrams are
not classified subjectively, they provide a form of
analysis that is bottom-up, rather than top-down.
Method
The original corpus of texts was divided by degree
of Extraversion by selecting respondents whose E
score was greater or less than 1 s.d. of the mean
(cf. Dewaele and Pavlenko, 2002), with the 21 High
Extravert authors scoring more than 11, and the 17
Low Extravert authors scoring less than 5.
Bigrams were calculated for the resulting Ex¬
travert and Introvert subcorpora; the former con¬
tained over 12,000 words; the latter around 8,000.
Bigram profiles were generated for each corpus and
their co-occurence significance in the current texts
ranked by log-likelihood statistic (—2 log A),3 since
for smaller corpora this approximates better to x2
than the X2 statistic (Dunning, 1993). Rankings
for each group are based on the top 50 bigrams with
frequency of N > 2, and a significance of p < .001.
Relative frequency ratios (Damerau, 1993) were then
calculated for bigrams that were common to both
the subcorpora, and a Spearman Rank correlation
was also performed on these bigrams.
Results
Spearman Rank Correlation
The correlation coefficient score of .53 indicates that
Extravert and Introvert use of the shared bigrams is
significantly correlated at the p < .005 (one-tailed,
N=28) level, and they are therefore not distinct.
3Ted Pederson's bigram software is available from:
http://www.d.umn.edu/~tpederse/code.html.
Table 3: Shared Extravert and Introvert bigrams.
Bigram Extr Intr Extr Intr Rel.F
Cnt Cnt Ratio Ratio Ratio
looking forward 15 4 0.0011 0.0005 2.49
it was 46 22 0.0034 0.0025 1.39
next week 24 12 0.0018 0.0013 1.33
a bit 29 15 0.0022 0.0017 1.28
up with
! !
19 10 0.0014 0.0011 1.26
45 24 0.0033 0.0027 1.24
will be 24 13 0.0018 0.0015 1.22
i was 33 18 0.0025 0.0020 1.22
at the 27 16 0.0020 0.0018 1.12
to see 32 19 0.0024 0.0021 1.12
which is 15 9 0.0011 0.0010 1.11
for a 34 21 0.0025 0.0024 1.07
i have 44 29 0.0033 0.0032 1.01
to get 34 23 0.0025 0.0026 0.98
. i 99 69 0.0074 0.0077 0.95
on friday 11 8 0.0008 0.0009 0.91
, and 48 36 0.0036 0.0040 0.88
and then 23 19 0.0017 0.0021 0.80
in the 41 34 0.0031 0.0038 0.80
apart from 6 5 0.0005 0.0006 0.80
i am 33 28 0.0025 0.0031 0.78
i think 16 14 0.0012 0.0016 0.76
, but 35 31 0.0026 0.0035 0.75
a lot 10 9 0.0007 0.0010 0.74
going to 36 33 0.0027 0.0037 0.72
a few 12 11 0.0009 0.0012 0.72
to do 23 23 0.0017 0.0026 0.66
i've been 9 12 0.0007 0.0013 0.50
However, further analysis showed Extraverts to be
more distinguishable from Ambiverts or Introverts.4
Extraverts versus Introverts
The results of the bigram analysis include: bigrams
which occurred in both the Extravert and Intro¬
vert corpora (Table 3); bigrams which were found
uniquely in the Extravert corpus (Table 4); and
those found only in the Introvert corpus (Table 5).
The shared bigrams are ordered by their relative
frequency, with the highest ratios above 1.0 show¬
ing the strongest association with Extravert authors,
and the smallest ratios less than 1.0 indicating a
preference on the part of more Introverted authors
(the breakpoint has been indicated by a separating
rule). Features which are unique to each subcorpus
group can be considered the most distinctive of au¬
thorial personality. For current purposes, we divide
the features into eight groupings.
Surface Realisation Features These gross fea¬
tures are perhaps the most intuitive in their repre¬
sentation of the Extraverts or Introverts. For exam¬
ple, [<END> hi], the <END> (end-of-file marker)
4When comparing the groups High E (>ls.d.), Mid
E (< ils.d.) and Low E (< —ls.d.) (all P and N
< ils.d.) it was found that Low E and Mid E correlate
very significantly (p < .005; p = .67; A = 19), whilst
High E and Mid E do not significantly correlate at the
p < .05 level (p = .32; N = 24).
Table 4: Bigrams unique to Extravert corpus.
Bigram Rank —2 log A Count Ratio
8 183.48 152 0.0113
of the 33 79.47 40 0.0030
, which 20 100.89 25 0.0019
had a 16 115.60 22 0.0016
which was 24 95.69 19 0.0014
new year 7 192.22 18 0.0013
got a 45 66.65 17 0.0013
a good 46 64.45 16 0.0012
forward to 26 94.76 15 0.0011
need to 28 89.99 15 0.0011
i'll be 22 98.70 14 0.0010
on Saturday 27 90.94 13 0.0010
we went 42 67.54 11 0.0008
as well 43 67.18 11 0.0008
couple of 30 84.18 10 0.0007
want to 41 68.01 10 0.0007
the moment 44 67.09 10 0.0007
<END> hi 21 99.44 9 0.0007
able to 50 61.19 9 0.0007
take care 23 96.00 8 0.0006
catch up 39 70.50 7 0.0005
other than 49 62.84 6 0.0005
followed by hi, was unique to Extravert texts; and
since the <END> marker separates concatenated
files in the corpus, here we have a tendency to¬
wards message-initial hi. By contrast the more for¬
mal [<END> hello] was found solely in Introvert
texts. Use of punctuation also differs between the
two groups, with Extraverts preferring multiple ex¬
clamation marks [/ /], and solely using multiple full
stops [. .] as in the elliptical (...), again a feature
of informal style, and 'looser' use of language.
Quantification In terms of quantification, Intro¬
verts generally tend to show a preference for a
greater use of quantifiers, such as [a lot], [a few] and
uniquely [all the], [one of], [lots of] and [loads of],
whereas Extraverts show a preference for [a bit] and
uniquely use [couple of]. Not only does this demon¬
strate an Extravert tendency to be looser and less
specific, it also apparently reveals exaggeration on
the part of the Introvert.
Social Devices The Extravert use of stylistic ex¬
pressions such as [catch up] and [take care] indicate
a relaxed and informal style; their omission points
to a more socially restrained Introvert. A surpris¬
ingly neat equivalence in expression can be found be¬
tween the Extravert use of [other than] rather than
[apart from], although it is not immediately clear
what might give rise to this.
Self/Other Reference References to self in the
texts demonstrate differences between Extraverts
and Introverts: Introverts make extensive use of the
first person singular pronoun ([i don't], [i went], [i'm
going], [i can], [i've got] are all unique to the Intro¬
vert text), and also show preference for the following
shared bigrams: [i've done], [i think], [i am], [. i].
Table 5: Bigrams unique to Introvert corpus.
Bigram Rank —2 log A Count Ratio
. <END> 17 80.13 20 0.0022
i don't 18 78.77 18 0.0020
went to 25 63.53 15 0.0017
to go 34 56.65 14 0.0016
all the 47 43.06 12 0.0013
i went 50 42.70 12 0.0013
one of 32 57.45 11 0.0012
trying to 29 60.75 10 0.0011
i'm going 36 52.84 10 0.0011
i can 46 43.90 10 0.0011
on thursday 20 72.22 9 0.0010
don't know 21 69.76 9 0.0010
i've got 35 55.19 9 0.0010
lots of 26 62.29 8 0.0009
this week 39 48.51 8 0.0009
anyway ,
should be
45 44.79 8 0.0009
40 48.10 7 0.0008
on monday 41 47.91 6 0.0007
two weeks 31 58.65 5 0.0006
loads of 49 42.72 5 0.0006
<END> hello 44 45.05 4 0.0005
exam results 42 47.26 3 0.0003
For Extraverts, the only unique first person bigram
is [i'll be], and they also show greater use of [i was]
and [i will], although relatively less preferred than
Introvert forms. This underscores the increased In¬
trovert tendency to focus on self, whereas the only
bigram containing a first person plural is unique to
Extraverts ([we went]). The Extravert preference for
the bigram [up with] typically indicates a shared ex¬
perience (prompting the question with whom?) and
greater sociability. These results apparently contra¬
dict Furnham (1990) on pronouns, but given that
the vast majority of pronouns here are first-person
singular, thus focusing on self, this is unsurprising.
Valence Bigrams containing negations were used
significantly only by Introverts, as in [i don't) and
[don't know] (indeed [i don't] is the bigram with most
frequent use of i) , whilst Extraverts used the bigram
[a good] which is suggestive of positive affect.5 Sim¬
ilarly, the Extravert preference for [looking forward]
and [forward to] (presumably as in looking forward
to) also suggests a more positive disposition.
Ability Personal views on capability are suggested
by the different collocations with infinitival to.6 For
Extraverts, their ability to do something should
they choose is confidently and assertively relayed us¬
ing want-, need-, and able- (to)-, which they use
uniquely. Introverts more timidly and tentatively
®Further investigation shows that good is not directly
negated (as in [not good]). Compare the Introvert [i can],
which was generally followed by not. Although the effect
of negation was not viewed as important by Pennebaker
in the functioning of LIWC, it certainly has implications
for models of language generation.
6This confirms the appropriacy of retaining functors
usually filtered out by a stop list (cf. Damerau, 1993).
state that they are [trying to] or possibly—and at
some point in the future—they are [going to].
Modality Similarly, collocations with the verb be
show a distinction in use of modal auxiliaries which
has an effect on the projection of certainty. For
example, Introverts are unique in their use of the
weaker and more tentative should be, whereas Ex¬
traverts show a greater use of the stronger predictive
[will be], and are unique in their use of the contracted
form [i ll be] (i will be) (Coates, 1983).
Message Planning/Expression Looking to¬
wards surrogates of grammatical construction, Ex¬
traverts and Introverts differ in their use of con¬
nectives: Introverts show preference for the co¬
ordinating conjunctions [, and] and [, but], whilst
Extraverts uniquely show use of the subordinating
[, which], usually deployed in an evaluative sense.
Discussion
In summary, our results support earlier findings, and
suggest some new conclusions.
We found that Extraverts produce texts with
more words, which supports the previous findings
for speech (Carment et al., 1965), whilst the reduced
concreteness of Extravert language is a novel finding.
It may be a direct consequence of talking or writing
more, if the pressure to produce words at a high
rate (in order to hold the floor, for instance) diverts
resources away from more detailed lexical planning.
Introverts' greater preference for numbers and quan¬
tification fits with this, and is compatible with find¬
ings concerning the use of articles (Pennebaker and
King, 1999), and suggestions of a more imprecise and
'looser' Extravert style (Furnham, 1990).
Extraverts' use of other or social referents, and In¬
troverts' preference for self referents confirms Berry
et al. (1997)'s previous findings for Extraversion and
its dominant/submissive facets. Another possible
manifestation of the increased Extravert social abil¬
ity and ease in interaction is expressed by their use
of surface features and social devices. We also note
in passing the tendency of Extraverts to refer to days
of the weekend, where Introverts refer to weekdays.
Our results on valence are consistent with previous
findings on Introverts' preference for negations and
negative emotion words, and the Extravert tendency
for positive affect words is consistent with results for
warmth. However, they do suggest that care should
be taken over the relation between Extraversion and
dominant facet features (cf. Isbister and Nass, 2000).
Expressions of definite modality and ability ap¬
pear to be associated with Extraversion, although
they may not be the same forms as those discussed
in the context of powerful/less speech. Adoption of
definite modalities can also be related to avoidance
of tentativity (Pennebaker and King, 1999).
Turning to connectives, we note that our Introvert
preference for [, and] and [, but] is consistent with
studies using LIWC which found that the dictionary
categories of Inclusion and Exclusion were both in¬
versely correlate with Extraversion. However, [other
than] and [apart from] would both fall into the same
LIWC category, yet appear to distinguish opposite
ends of the personality dimension.
Conclusion
By combining techniques from psycholinguistics and
statistical natural language processing, we have been
able to replicate previous findings on the expression
of Extraversion through language, and uncover some
new linguistic behaviours. Where existing content
analysis tools could not detect reliable differences,
more sensitive linguistic tools proved their worth.
Further, more technically sophisticated analyses
can be carried out on this data, and we envisage the
use of machine learning techniques to identify dis¬
tinctive features from the texts, along with bigram
analysis exploiting Parts of Speech tags. Addition¬
ally, the role of gender could be investigated.
Our findings could be exploited within the field
of automatic language generation. As they stand,
stochastic techniques would be needed; however, a
cognitively-based personality model would allow a
deeper approach, and that is our eventual goal.
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Abstract. We study how Extraversion or Introversion influences people's language
production. Extending recent work, we show how the use of larger-scale co-occurrences of
words distinguishes these personality groups. Along with previous findings, our results
suggest that Extraverts could be "lazy" and use collocations of words to economise on
discourse planning. We compare these results with previous findings for personality language.
Implications of using co-occurrence techniques are discussed.
1. Introduction
We study the impact of personality on textual communication, in particular through computer-
mediated means. The trait Extraversion-Introversion is especially relevant since this describes
sociability, which is important for communication, and is readily perceived, even in
computer-mediated communication (Gill and Oberlander, 2003).
Recent work using the MRC psycholinguistic database has shown that Extraverts use
words which are less concrete, and more abstract, like thoughts, flavours, pains, rather than
referring to entities which can be sensed like table, spoon, girl (Gill and Oberlander, 2002). In
addition, we went on to demonstrate that Extravert and Introvert authors are distinguished by
a range of two-word collocations (bigrams). A summary of these features can be found in
Figure 1.
Surface Realisation: Extraverts are more informal, use hi, and use looser
punctuation (I! or...); Introverts use hello.
Quantification: Introverts show greater use of quantifiers (for exaggeration?);
Extraverts are looser and less specific.
Social Devices: Stylistic expressions such as catch up and take care indicate the
Extravert's relaxed social style.
Self/Other: Reference Introverts use more first-person singular (/), whereas
Extraverts are more likely to use plural we.
Valence: Introverts prominently use negations; Extraverts use words suggestive
of positive affect.
Ability: Extraverts are more confident and assertive (eg., want-, able-, need-(to))-,
Introverts are more tentative and timid (trying-, going-(to)).
Modality: Extraverts are more strongly predictive than Introverts (eg., modal
auxiliaries will- vs. should-(be)).
Message Planning/Expression: Introverts prefer co-ordinating conjunctions
(and, but), whereas only Extraverts use the subordinative which (usually for
evaluation?).
Figure 1: Extravert and Introvert Language
So far, these two separate findings have been viewed in isolation. However, in this paper
we aim to draw them together in an explanation of Extravert discourse behaviour. We propose
that Extraverts direct resources away from precise lexical planning, in an endeavour to
construct utterances more quickly. Their drive to seize the conversational floor leads to a
certain linguistic laziness. This is, however, not laziness in the sense of indolence. Rather, it is
an efficiency of action, whereby new or precise linguistic decisions are avoided in favour of
pre-existing, remembered choices. In particular, such speakers are more likely to rely upon
stereotypical expressions and previously used or pre-planned chunks of language: The
collocations found in the previous bigram analysis suggests that Extraverts use regularly co-
occurring pairs of words more frequently than Introverts.
To test this theory, we build upon the bigram analysis, and extend it so as to consider
larger collocations of words. The structure of the paper is as follows: First we will introduce
in more detail the concept of Extraversion and why it is such an important personality trait.
We then briefly describe some findings for Extravert language use. Next, we introduce the
experimental method used for the original bigram analysis and detail the extensions used in
the current analysis. Then follows the discussion and conclusion.
1.1 The importance of being Extravert
Intuitively, we get the impression that Extraverts tend to talk loudly and say more, whereas
Introverts are more softly spoken and reserved. Are such hypotheses borne out by fact, and
how else does this personality dimension influence language production? Before approaching
this question, we define more precisely what is meant by Extraversion, and why this trait is
important.
Extraversion is a trait which is strongly related to interpersonal interaction and sociability,
and as a result there is a greater awareness of this trait and its manifestation in behaviour. A
typical Extravert is described as someone who is sociable, needs people to talk to, craves
excitement, takes chances, is easy-going, and optimistic. By contrast, a typical Introvert is
quiet, retiring, reserved, plans ahead, and dislikes excitement (Eysenck and Eysenck, 1991).
The trait of Extraversion is central to the two major theories of personality psychology:
Eysenck's three factor model; and the five factor model developed by Costa and McCrae and
others (Matthews and Deary, 1998). Indeed, the personality trait of Extraversion is one of the
few which researchers generally agree provides 'consistent and valid information' (Jonassen
and Grabowski, 1993).
Despite the general agreement for the inclusion of Extraversion in personality theory,
beyond this there is greater debate. For example, Eysenck's model of personality incorporates
just two further dimensions: Neuroticism, which is mainly characterised by susceptibility to
anxiety; and Psychoticism, which is more complicated, but generally related to aggression and
individuality. By contrast, the NEO-PI-R model incorporates five factors (Costa and McCrae,
1992). In addition to Extraversion and Neuroticism, they proposed three other traits:
Conscientiousness, Agreeableness and Openness, which are generally regarded as relating to
Psychoticism; but this is still a matter of some debate (cf. Matthews and Deary, 1998).
But how does Extraversion influence an individual's language production? In addressing
this question, we first outline some hypotheses from the literature, before describing our
collection of a controlled corpus of language, and our analysis of it.
1.2 Previous hypotheses
From an intuitive perspective, Extraverts are described as individuals who think out loud, do
most of the talking, are less self-focussed, and tend to skip from topic to topic. Conversely,
Introverts monopolise the conversation on topics important to them, are more self-focussed
and prefer to concentrate on discussing one topic in depth (cf. Carment, Miles, and Cervin,
1965). With reference primarily to speech, Furnham (1990) has proposed that Extravert
language is less formal, has a more restricted code, uses more verbs, adverbs and pronouns
(rather than nouns, adjectives, and prepositions), and uses vocabulary loosely (see also
Dewaele and Furnham, 1999, for a review of speech and writing studies).
Text analysis approaches have found that transcribed texts rated as belonging to the warm
facet of Extraversion used fewer negative emotion words and unique words, and more present
tense verbs, with dominant texts using fewer unique words, positive emotion words and self
referents (Berry, Pennebaker, Mueller, and Hiller, 1997). Finally, study of the texts written by
Extraverts has found that they used fewer negations, tentative words, negative emotion words,
causation words, inclusive words, and exclusive words, while using more social and positive
emotion words (Pennebaker and King, 1999).
2. Method
Our extension of rc-gram analysis uses the same data and methods as our previously reported
bigram analysis (Gill and Oberlander, 2002), namely: 210 texts produced by 105 University
students or recent graduates (37 males, 68 females; mean age = 24.3 years; SD = 4.6; all
native English speakers) of known personality (EPQ Revised short form; Eysenck, Eysenck,
and Barrett, 1985; mean score = 7.91, SD = 3.25; normative score = 7.42 (male), 7.60
(female)). Note that these personality scores depend on subjects' self-assessment: they do not
depend on peer-judgement, and hence do not depend on external judgments concerning the
subjects' verbal behaviours. Each participant composed two e-mails to a goodfriend whom
they hadn 't seen for quite some time, spending around 10 minutes on each message. The first
e-mail concerned their activities in the past week, the second discussed their plans for the next
week. The total corpus size is around 65,000 words.
The original corpus of texts was divided by degree of Extraversion by selecting
respondents whose E score was greater or less than 1 s.d. of the mean (cf. Dewaele and
Pavlenko, 2002), with the 21 High Extravert authors scoring more than 11, and the 17 Low
Extravert authors scoring less than 5. The resulting Extravert and Introvert sub-corpora
contain around 12,000 words and 8,000 respectively, which resulted from the average length
of Extravert texts being longer than that of Introvert texts (around 570 words versus 470
words). These subcorpora were used for the subsequent calculation of n-grams. This was
performed using word co-occurrence window lengths of 3 and 5 words.1
The trigram data for each corpus was then ranked by their co-occurrence significance
using the log-likelihood statistic (-2 logT. ), since for smaller corpora this approximates better
to x2 than the X2 statistic (Dunning, 1993). Rankings for each group are based on the top 50
trigrams with frequency of N >= 2, and a significance of p<.001. Relative frequency ratios
1 Ted Pedersen's n-gram software is available from: http://www.d.umn.edu/~tpederse/code.html
(Damerau, 1993)2 were then calculated for trigrams that were common to both the sub-
corpora, and a Spearman Rank correlation was then performed on this data. Note that here the
n-gram analysis and relative frequency ratios are used for different purposes than those of, for
example, Damerau (1993), who uses them to distinguish texts on the basis of key words. Due
to a scarcity of data and statistical tools for 5-grams, frequency and relative frequency alone
were calculated.
3. Results
3.1 Spearman Rank Correlation
Extravert and Introvert use of the shared trigrams is not significantly correlated rs =.236
(N=13) at the p < .05 and therefore indicates that the two groups' usage of these is distinct.
3.2 N-grams
The results of the relative frequency ratio analysis of the trigrams, and those unique to
Extravert and Introvert corpora can be found in Tables 1, 2 and 3. The 5-grams with a
frequency of at least 3 occurrences, are shown for the Extravert group in Table 7. Introvert 5-
grams failed to reach this frequency. For reference, the previous findings of the bigram
analysis are also presented in Tables 4, 5 and 6. These represent the relative frequency ratio
data and bigrams unique to Extraverts and Introverts respectively.
Trigram Extr Freq Intr Freq Extr R. Freq Intr R. Freq Rel. F Ratio
a hit nf m ? n nnn7 n nnn? 3 31
.ihave 12 3 0.0009 0.0003 2.65
! ! ! 17 6 0.0013 0.0007 1.88
. it was 19 7 0.0014 0.0008 1.80
. i think 8 4 0.0006 0.0004 1.33
. i am 13 7 0.0010 0.0008 1.23
. i was 9 6 0.0007 0.0007 0.99
for a bit 3 2 0.0002 0.0002 0.99
i am qoinq 6 6 0.0004 0.0007 0.66
i have to 7 9 0.0005 0.0010 0.52
need to qet 3 4 0.0002 0.0004 0.50
i'm qoinq to 5 8 0.0004 0.0009 0.41
that i am 2 4 0.0001 0.0004 0.33
Table 1: Shared Extravert and Introvert trigrams
2 Note here that functors and rarer collocations are retained.
Trigram Rank -2logX Freq Rel Freq
? 478 78 71 O 005.3
lookina forward to 5 328.73 15 0.0011
it was a 22 248.92 10 0.0007
reallv lookina forward 19 270.95 6 0.0004
want to qet 44 225.53 6 0.0004
next week. 47 222.33 6 0.0004
i will be 48 222.21 6 0.0004
qoing to qet 9 306.28 5 0.0004
! it was 36 230.07 5 0.0004
i have been 37 228.85 5 0.0004
next week, 38 228.05 5 0.0004
.. i 3 375.01 4 0.0003
!! so 10 298.21 4 0.0003
the next week 20 267.20 4 0.0003
i'm looking forward 21 253.48 4 0.0003
a bit worried 23 247.71 4 0.0003
was a bit 26 242.06 4 0.0003
for next week 39 227.78 4 0.0003
qoing to do 18 273.76 3 0.0002
am lookinq forward 24 247.01 3 0.0002
will be able 28 240.29 3 0.0002
it was cool 32 234.94 3 0.0002
it was nice 34 233.68 3 0.0002
< END > next week 43 226.54 3 0.0002
and i am 46 223.07 3 0.0002
. . < END > 49 221.95 3 0.0002
it was reallv 50 221.69 3 0.0002
! ! not 11 290.85 2 0.0001
! ! it 12 289.13 2 0.0001
! jt 13 288.58 2 0.0001
!! and 14 287.44 2 0.0001
! ! on 15 287.06 2 0.0001
so i am 29 240.01 2 0.0001
, it was 31 238.97 2 0.0001
i am lookinq 40 226.87 2 0.0001
but it was 41 226.82 2 0.0001
quite a bit 42 226.79 2 0.0001
Table 2: Trigrams unique to Extrovert corpus.
Trigram Rank -2logX Freq Rel Freq
nninn tn the 13 18R 4? 7 n nnnft
, but i 22 166.15 6 0.0007
i don't know 37 149.07 6 0.0007
going to be 10 197.73 5 0.0006
am going to 14 185.55 5 0.0006
. i don't 8 202.76 4 0.0004
managed to get 42 142.86 4 0.0004
in the evening 50 135.90 4 0.0004
going to see 2 239.05 3 0.0003
going to go 6 208.67 3 0.0003
. i got 24 163.75 3 0.0003
, and then 25 163.24 3 0.0003
. i played 26 162.53 3 0.0003
. i will 32 155.63 3 0.0003
. i wasn't 36 150.00 3 0.0003
. but it 41 145.19 3 0.0003
is a bit 45 137.72 3 0.0003
tomorrow i am 11 192.45 2 0.0002
i am not 16 183.39 2 0.0002
i am in 17 177.91 2 0.0002
orobablv going to 19 169.68 2 0.0002
it's going to 20 168.39 2 0.0002
going to book 21 167.60 2 0.0002
were going to 21 167.60 2 0.0002
. but it's 23 164.30 2 0.0002
trving to get 27 161.84 2 0.0002
be going to 28 161.26 2 0.0002
iust going to 30 157.96 2 0.0002
was going to 31 155.84 2 0.0002
. i had 33 152.71 2 0.0002
went to see 34 152.68 2 0.0002
going to a 35 152.27 2 0.0002
. but that's 38 148.39 2 0.0002
, but there's 39 146.48 2 0.0002
, but he 40 146.29 2 0.0002
. i should 47 136.98 2 0.0002
. i still 48 136.57 2 0.0002
again . i 49 136.06 2 0.0002
Table 3: Trigrams unique to Introvert corpus.
Bigram Extr Freq Intr Freq Extr R. Freq Intr R. Freq Rel. F Ratio
Innkinn forward 15 d n onii n nnn.5 2 49
it was 46 22 0.0034 0.0025 1.39
next week 24 12 0.0018 0.0013 1.33
a bit 29 15 0.0022 0.0017 1.28
ud with 19 10 0.0014 0.0011 1.26
t! 45 24 0.0033 0.0027 1.24
will be 24 13 0.0018 0.0015 1.22
i was 33 18 0.0025 0.0020 1.22
at the 27 16 0.0020 0.0018 1.12
to see 32 19 0.0024 0.0021 1.12
which is 15 9 0.0011 0.0010 1.11
for a 34 21 0.0025 0.0024 1.07
i have 44 29 0.0033 0.0032 1.01
to qet 34 23 0.0025 0.0026 0.98
. i 99 69 0.0074 0.0077 0.95
on fridav 11 8 0.0008 0.0009 0.91
, and 48 36 0.0036 0.0040 0.88
and then 23 19 0.0017 0.0021 0.80
in the 41 34 0.0031 0.0038 0.80
apart from 6 5 0.0005 0.0006 0.80
i am 33 28 0.0025 0.0031 0.78
i think 16 14 0.0012 0.0016 0.76
, but 35 31 0.0026 0.0035 0.75
a lot 10 9 0.0007 0.0010 0.74
qoinq to 36 33 0.0027 0.0037 0.72
a few 12 11 0.0009 0.0012 0.72
to do 23 23 0.0017 0.0026 0.66
i've been 9 12 0.0007 0.0013 0.50
Table 4: Shared Extravert and Introvert bigrams.
Bigram Rank -2 log?. Freq Rel Freq
s 183 48 13? n 0113
of the 33 79.47 40 0.0030
, which 20 100.89 25 0.0019
had a 16 115.60 22 0.0016
which was 24 95.69 19 0.0014
new vear 7 192.22 18 0.0013
aot a 45 66.65 17 0.0013
a qood 46 64.45 16 0.0012
forward to 26 94.76 15 0.0011
need to 28 89.99 15 0.0011
i'll be 22 98.70 14 0.0010
on saturdav 27 90.94 13 0.0010
we went 42 67.54 11 0.0008
as well 43 67.18 11 0.0008
couole of 30 84.18 10 0.0007
want to 41 68.01 10 0.0007
the moment 44 67.09 10 0.0007
< END > hi 21 99.44 9 0.0007
able to 50 61.19 9 0.0007
take care 23 96.00 8 0.0006
catch uo 39 70.50 7 0.0005
other than 4? §2,94 6 Q.9999
Table 5: Bigrams unique to Extrovert corpus.
Bigram Rank -2 logX. Freq Rel Freq
«r fno ^ 17 80 13 20 n on??
i don't 18 78.77 18 0.0020
went to 25 63.53 15 0.0017
to ao 34 56.65 14 0.0016
all the 47 43.06 12 0.0013
i went 50 42.70 12 0.0013
one of 32 57.45 11 0.0012
trvino to 29 60.75 10 0.0011
i'm ooinq 36 52.84 10 0.0011
i can 46 43.90 10 0.0011
on thursdav 20 72.22 9 0.0010
don't know 21 69.76 9 0.0010
i've aot 35 55.19 9 0.0010
lots of 26 62.29 8 0.0009
this week 39 48.51 8 0.0009
anvwav. 45 44.79 8 0.0009
should be 40 48.10 7 0.0008
on mondav 41 47.91 6 0.0007
two weeks 31 58.65 5 0.0006
loads of 49 42.72 5 0.0006
< END > hello 44 45.05 4 0.0005
exam results 42 47.26 3 0.0003
Table 6: Bigrams unique to Introvert corpus.
5-gram Freq Rel Freq
■ it was 4 n nnn.3
really lookinq forward to seeing 3 0.0002
mv plans for next week 3 0.0002
i'm really lookinq forward to 3 0.0002
■ i'm lookinq forward to 3 0.0002
what i've been ud to 3 0.0002
Table 7: 5-grams unique to Extrovert corpus.
4. Discussion
Our discussion of these results will take the following form: Firstly we discuss the evidence
from the trigrams and 5-grams which suggests different collocation usage by the Extravert
and Introvert groups, and in particular whether a distinct pattern is present for the Extraverts;
Secondly, we will evaluate the usefulness of the Extravert/Introvert characteristics
summarised in Figure 1 which were formulated on the basis of the bigram data, and discuss
whether they are supported in the current findings; Finally we assess the role of word
collocation in personality language.
4.1 Extravert-lntrovert collocations
The trigram analyses reveal an even more distinctive pattern of Extravert and Introvert
language use, than was found for the bigrams. This is demonstrated firstly by the greater
number of unique occurrences found for both personality types than was the case in the
bigram analysis, and secondly by the non-significant correlation in the ordering of occurrence
of trigrams shared between the two personality groups.
Turning to the 5-gram data, it can be seen that when a frequency cut-off of 3 occurrences
is used, co-occurrence data is only found for the Extravert group. Given the modest data set, it
is not surprising that few repeated 5-grams are found; indeed it could be argued that the
relative difference in size between the Extravert and Introvert sub-corpora is responsible for
this finding, although this in itself highlights the longer length of text produced by Extraverts,
which is around 20% longer. However, when referring to data for 5-grams occurring with a
frequency of 2, there are still disproportionately more of them for the Extravert group (n=56)
than for the Introvert group (n=18). This pattern is also found from analysis of the whole of
the trigram data occurring with a frequency of at least 2 and significance of p < .005. In this
case, for the Extraverts 608 of 729 are unique, and for the Introverts this is 288 of 409, with
121 trigrams shared by both personality groups.
In order to better utilise the information that can potentially be provided by larger window
n-gram analysis, a larger corpus would be preferable, along with a higher frequency cut off
(eg. 5) and possibly also a statistical test of co-occurrence, like log-likelihood.
Before examining the trigram results in more detail, it is important that we clarify co¬
occurrence further. In the current analysis we have included or rather not excluded by way of
stop list functors, punctuation, or rarer words and collocations, since the purpose of n-gram
analysis in the current study is to find characteristic language patterns more generally, rather
than the identification of, for example, key words.
We therefore distinguish co-occurrence more generally, into collocation, and colligation.
Collocation, as we define it here, is what is perhaps more generally understood by the term
co-occurrence, that is, 'the patterns of combinations of words (for example, with other words)
in a text' (Oakes, 1998). Examples of collocation would be words which may occur
separately, but occur together in a significant and meaningful way, in the way that corpus
linguistics and wordfrequency may feature in the genre of corpus linguistics.
Colligation, on the other hand, is information which again is derived from co-occurrence
information, eg. n-grams, but could not be described as collocation in the traditional sense. It
is usually seen as more grammatically-oriented, covering the syntactic preferences of a word.
For us, examples of colligation would be the positioning of words in relation to punctuation or
other boundary markers, indicating that a particular word or token occurs in a text or sentence
initial or final position. In the genre of formal letter writing, an example of a colligational co¬
occurrence might be ustart of document" followed by Dear. Although punctuation is
generally used to signal a sentence or phrase boundary, and is thus useful in determining
colligation, we further distinguish between punctuation when used for a purely syntactic
purpose, and when it is used to encode additional meaning, as is often the case in e-mails for
example: multiple full stops or exclamation marks.
Given our hypothesis that Extraverts are more likely to use and re-use chunks of language,
we would expect that collocations will constitute a larger proportion of total co-occurrences
(and colligations a smaller proportion) for Extraverts, compared with Introverts.
Therefore in examining the co-occurrence data, we turn first to the trigrams which are
shared by both Extraverts and Introverts. Here we can see that almost half of the trigrams
contain elements of punctuation. Five of these provide colligations concerning (presumably)
sentence initial constructions ([. i have], [. it was], [. i think], [. i am], and [. i was]), and
appear to be favoured by the Extraverts. Note that [/ / /] is considered to be collocation, rather
than colligation.
This use of colligation trigrams by Extraverts is perhaps unexpected. However, while the
relative ratio suggests they are more characteristic of Extraverts, raw counts suggest they are
used frequently by both Introverts and Extraverts. Indeed it may be the case that Introverts
and Extraverts are using the same constructions differently. For example, examining the
trigram data which is unique to the personality groups shows that whilst trigrams with the first
element being a full stop are likely to indicate the end of a sentence for Introverts, for
Extraverts this is more likely to be the last element of an elliptical [. . .].
Other patterns from the unique trigram data are that Extraverts show some use of
colligation ([next week.], [next week,], [ < END > next week]). This seems to be largely topic
specific, resulting from the extraposing of the author's current concern.
When this is contrasted with the colligation trigrams used uniquely by the Introverts, it
can be seen that these contain a great deal more information about the relative focus and the
syntactic constructions favoured by the Introvert authors. In choosing to write about their past
or forthcoming week, rather than extraposing that time period, as in the case of the Extraverts,
the colligations show that instead Introverts focus on themselves. Therefore a large proportion
of their trigrams demonstrate a sentence initial first-personal singular pronoun, / ([. i don 7], [.
i got], [. iplayed], [. i will], [. i wasn't]). Furthermore, the colligation data of Introverts also
demonstrate use of co-ordination, particularly but ([, but /], [, but it], [, and then]).
This data shows then, that Introverts do in fact show greater proportional use of
colligation. We now turn to the collocation trigrams to examine the evidence for the frequent
usage of chunks of text.
Both personality groups share the use of phrases such as a bit ([a bit of], [for a bit]) and
am going ([/ am going], [i'm going to]), although Extraverts prefer the former constructions
and Introverts the latter. When the unique data for these personality groups is consulted, this
pattern is borne out with Introverts' extensive use of collocations which include going to
([going to the], [going to be], [am going to], [going to see], [going to go]), versus those of the
Extraverts ([going to get], [going to do]). Conversely, the Extraverts use more of a bit ([a bit
worried], [was a bit]) versus the Introvert [is a bit].
Although featuring punctuation, [/ / /], is regarded as a collocation, and is a feature
preferred by Extraverts. Examination of the unique data shows that this non-standard use of
punctuation, along with the elliptical (...) are key features of Extravert texts ([. . .], [. . /], [/ /
so], [. . < END > ]).
The co-occurrences unique to Extraverts show a larger number of collocations. Some of
these refer to the future, such as will be ([/ will be], [will be able]), whereas the evaluative [it
was cool], [it was nice] and [/ it was] refer to the past. As previously mentioned, reference to
the topic of next week occurs frequently ([next week.], [next week,], [the next week], [for next
week], [ < END > next week]), as does lookingforward ([lookingforward to], [really looking
forward], [i'm lookingforward], [am looking forward]). These trigram patterns feature again
in the Extravert 5-grams in [. . . it was], [really lookingforward to seeing], [i'm really looking
forward to] and [my plans for next week].
On the basis of this evidence, it appears that Extravert and Introvert use of co-occurrence
is different, with the Extraverts tending to use larger chunks of word collocations, and the
higher proportion of Introvert colligations suggesting characteristic syntactic constructions.
The co-occurrences which were shared by both groups were also shown to be used in
significantly distinct ways.
4.2 Personality language style
Although the previous findings presented in Figure 1 were based upon bigram data, we now
address whether the current extension of the analysis using higher w-grams still supports these
broad personality language features.
Potentially using larger windows of text allows the identification of larger-scale features
from the data, in the current case, patterns of between 3 and 5 words or characters. However,
this also means that collocations of two words which co-occur with a large variety of words
on either side will not show up in the current extension of the analysis. This means that whilst
the Surface Realisation features (. . .) and (!!!) are very apparent in the trigram analysis, others
such as the message initial hi or hello are not, since the name—or lack of name—which tends
to follow is not a stable feature. Similarly, the bigrams characteristic of the Social Devices
category catch up and take care also did not occur in the present analysis.
In a similar way, the result of analysis using 3-word windows on Message Planning and
Expression features, is that the co-ordinations (, and) and (, but) are isolated in patterns which
are even more strongly characteristic of Introversion (the previous bigram analysis found
them used by both but preferred by Introverts). However, the Extravert feature (, which) was
not found to occur in the present trigram or 5-gram analysis.
This pattern is repeated in the other bigram feature categories: for Quantification,
Introverts do not demonstrate the large variety of features found originally, instead they make
less use of (a hit) which is a rather vague, shared term used primarily by Extraverts; evidence
of Modality is only found for the strongly predictive Extraverts (will be), but not for
Introverts; the timid Ability of Introverts is found in (trying to) and the shared form (going
to), but confident Extravert forms are not found.
Features expressing Valence were still found characteristically in the Extravert and
Introvert texts: The former used expressions such as (looking forward) and nice and cool,
with the latter employing the contracted negation don't. In the case of Self/Other Reference,
although the Extravert tendency to refer to others was not maintained, further evidence for the
mainly Introvert self-reference was found. Indeed, the colligations revealed interesting
difference in the occurrence of the first-person singular, with Introverts tending to use this in
the sentence initial position, whereas Extraverts were more likely to use it positioned within a
sentence, or following elliptical (. . .).
These findings therefore largely support the previous Extravert-Introvert language features
derived from the bigram analysis. Although the use of larger windows for co-occurrence
analysis can uncover larger-scale language patterns, this can also result in the loss of patterns
which only stably occur in two-word windows. Furthermore, the use of larger windows can
result in data sparsity, especially when using smaller corpora, and this is especially relevant
for the Introvert data.
4.3 The lazy Extravert
In this paper we proposed that Extravert discourse strategy is based upon a kind of laziness,
which manifests itself in their recycling of formulaic chunks of words. In our n-gram analyses
we have demonstrated differences between Extravert and Introvert language usage which
suggest that this is in fact the case. Note that we do not exclude the possibility that everyone
re-cycles formulaic language, at least to some extent. The point is that Extraverts do so more
than Introverts.
But why should Extraverts be particularly lazy and prone to re-using language features?
Such behaviour is not without good reason since it serves the drives of the Extravert well.
Earlier we described the Extravert as someone who is sociable, needs people to talk to, craves
excitement, takes chances, is easy-going, and optimistic. Furthermore they think out loud, do
most of the talking, are less self-focussed, and tend to skip from topic to topic.
Through these personality descriptions we see an Extravert who wants to be the centre of
attention, and as a result wants to gain the floor by quickly formulating a comment, or to hold
on to it by continuing to talk. In contrast, the Introvert is less concerned with talking for
talking's sake, but instead will be more inclined to enter into the conversation with a carefully
considered contribution when they feel this is warranted.
These different conversational stances therefore impose a different set of constraints upon
the Extravert and Introvert speakers. Introverts can afford greater mental resources in the
planning and preparation of an utterance and thereby risk losing a conversational turn if
another speaker formulates and executes a contribution more quickly thereby making the
Introvert's irrelevant. Extraverts, when they are not speaking, are under pressure to quickly
make a comment, thereby entering the conversation and gaining control of the floor. This
process itself forms part of the Extravert's stimulation feedback loop, with fighting for the
floor providing the stimulation which Extraverts crave.
We therefore propose that such pressure upon Extraverts to more quickly produce
linguistic contributions leads to the employment of distinctive discourse strategies. Indeed,
Furnham (1990) suggests that the Extravert has a more restricted code, which could well be
the result of such constraints and would fit in with our observation of the reduced
concreteness of such utterances, and the tendency to recycle pre-formed chunks of language.
Although previous discussion has concentrated upon the spoken language of Extraverts,
we suggest that similar patterns occur in all naturalistic language production settings, since
Extraversion is a stable trait which consistently influences an individual's behaviour.
Instances where this may not play such a large role would be in carefully constructed written
texts and where several iterations of editing are likely to occur. Given that the style of e-mail
is considered to be close to that of oral communication (Baiter, 1998), we would expect that
laziness, typical of Extraverts, is found in e-mails and similar texts.
5. Conclusion
We have shown that Extraverts and Introverts use larger-scale co-occurrences of words in
characteristically distinct ways through «-gram analysis. This has extended recent work which
derived Extravert and Introvert linguistic behaviour using a combination of techniques from
psycholinguistics and statistical natural language processing.
This differentiation between personality groups lends support to our hypothesis, based on
previous findings, that Extraverts are "lazy" and use larger-scale collocations of words in
order to spend less time planning discourse. A greater proportion of co-occurrence
information for Introverts was colligational and related to the structure of their text. Our
trigram and 5-gram analyses broadly support previous findings for bigrams. However, we
note that in some cases bigrams may be more informative, and that care should be taken with
regard to data-sparsity with larger w-gram analyses.
Further, more technically sophisticated analyses can be carried out: we envisage the use of
machine learning techniques to automatically classify texts on the basis of the distinctive
features we are isolating, along with further n-gram analysis exploiting 'parts of speech' tags.
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Abstract
We investigate the impact of computer-mediated in¬
teraction on person perception. In particular, we
study how traits important for socialisation and
collaboration—Extraversion and Neuroticism—can
be detected from the text of an e-mail communi¬
cation. We have previously shown how Extraver¬
sion influences people's language production in elec¬
tronic communication, in broadly intuitive ways.
Here, we briefly outline the ways in which Neuroti¬
cism is expressed more through the high-level prop¬
erties of a text. By their nature, these properties
are less accessible to intuition. In subjective ratings
of the texts for personality, we demonstrate that
author Extraversion can be accurately perceived,
given the limited cues, and that judges also exhibit
relatively high agreement with each other for this
trait. Neuroticism, however, appears more difficult.
This result is consistent with previous findings, but
suggests that e-mail exacerbates this discrepancy.
Introduction
One view of human cognition is that it has been
shaped by natural selection to enable individuals to
interact effectively with members of relatively large
groups of peers: to estimate the trustworthiness of
strangers, to recognise individuals, and to recall our
judgement of familiars.
Until relatively recently, interaction has been
conducted entirely face-to-face, or at least syn¬
chronously. It is therefore unsurprising that in such
contexts, we are highly effective at judging people's
characteristics, such as familiarity, gender, emotion
or temperament (eg. Cheng, O'Toole, and Abdi,
2001). But technology now mediates much com¬
munication. Phone, e-mail or video-conference: in
each case, people must make do with impoverished
cues to help them estimate other people's emotional
states, dispositions and personalities. E-mail is espe¬
cially popular: it is designed to allow asynchronous
communication; and it is often the means by which
people make first contact with one another (Baron,
1998). Given this, it seems reasonable to ask: How
easily can the personality of an author be perceived
from their e-mail message?
To address this question, we here focus on the
personality dimensions of Extraversion and Neuroti¬
cism. The rest of the paper is therefore structured
as follows. We first describe the notions of Extraver¬
sion and Neuroticism with which we are working.
We then briefly survey previous findings on percep¬
tion of personality, before noting particular findings
concerning the effects of technological mediation on
personality perception. We note the objective fea¬
tures of text in our e-mail corpus that vary with Ex¬
traversion and Neuroticism, and then describe the
methods and results of our perception study. The
discussion section focuses on why Extraversion may




Extraversion and Neuroticism are traits which are
considered central to theories of personality. They
are common to the two major theories: Eysenck's
three factor model (Eysenck and Eysenck, 1991);
and the five factor model developed by Costa and
McCrae (Costa and McCrae, 1992) and others. Be¬
yond these two traits there is greater dispute, with
personality described either in terms of the single
trait Psychoticism, or divided into Conscientious¬
ness, Agreeableness and Openness.
Extraversion is a trait strongly related to interper¬
sonal interaction and sociability. High Extraverts
are said to: be sociable, take chances, be easy-going
and optimistic. Low Extraverts (or Introverts) are
said to: be quiet, reserved, plan ahead, and dislike
excitement (Eysenck and Eysenck, 1991). Unsur¬
prisingly, then, there is popular awareness of this
trait, and its manifestations in behaviour.
Neuroticism is generally related to internal emo¬
tional states. High Neurotics are said to be: anxious,
worrying, over-emotional, and frequently depressed.
Low Neurotics are said to be: calm, even-tempered,
and unworried (Eysenck and Eysenck, 1991). Al¬
though internal states are less directly perceived
than interpersonal behaviour, there is also consid¬
erable popular awareness of this trait, and it makes
a real difference to productivity, collaboration, and
performance in jobs requiring interpersonal interac¬
tion (Mount, Barrick, and Stewart, 1998).
Perception of personality
How much about ourselves do we give away in inter¬
action? How good are other people at picking it up?
From a cognitive science point of view, we need to
know what aspects of interactive behaviour can be
informative, before we design models of the relevant
information processing. In fact, we must turn to so¬
cial and personality psychology for the appropriate
empirical methods.
Personality judgement data can be gathered in
several ways. On the one hand, subjects' self-reports
of personality, together with ratings of subjects by
peers (such as spouses or colleagues), have been com¬
pared with each other for agreement. On the other
hand, strangers have been called upon to make per¬
sonality judgements, after being exposed to various
different kinds of information about the target indi¬
viduals. Funder's (1995) Realistic Accuracy Model
views accuracy of judgement as a function of the
availability, detection, and utilisation of relevant be¬
havioural cues. The first two categories he describes
as 'good judge', and 'good target': some people are
better able to judge—or rate—personality; and some
individuals are more easily judged than others. Gen¬
erally, these kinds of variation do not appear to occur
systematically across groups. However, other varia¬
tion, labelled 'good trait' and 'good information', is
more systematic.
Good Traits Distinguishing between the differ¬
ent personality dimensions has shown that, even in
judgements by close acquaintances, much greater
agreement is found for ratings of Extraversion than
for Neuroticism (or Psychoticism) for the EPQ
(Goma-i-Freixanet, 1997), and this pattern has been
mirrored in the five factor model (McCrae and
Costa, 1987). Additionally, self-ratings were shown
to be more informative in predicting behaviour for
Extraversion—but not Neuroticism. Funder (1995)
proposes that this is due, in part, to the 'visibility'
of Extraversion. It is realised in 'frequent positive
social interaction', whereas Neuroticism is realised
via internal states. Furthermore, Neuroticism is re¬
garded as more 'evaluative', ie. affectively charged.
It may thus lead to: the concealment of undesir¬
able behaviour from observers; or a distortion of self-
perception, leading to lower target-judge agreement;
or a greater reluctance to pass judgement on such be¬
haviours, leading to reduced inter-judge agreement.
When less evaluative measures of Neuroticism are
used, agreement increases (John and Robbins, 1993).
Good Information The amount and relevance
of target information available to the judges influ¬
ences their agreement. Close acquaintances agree
better with each other and with the target, than do
relative strangers, although both predict target be¬
haviour equally well, when they know the target in a
relevant context (Colvin and Funder, 1991). Judge¬
ments by close acquaintances (especially when taken
as a composite measure) generally also better pre¬
dict target behaviour (Kolar, Funder, and Colvin,
1996). At the other extreme, studies have investi¬
gated personality perception of strangers on the ba¬
sis of minimal cues, at so-called zero-acquaintance.
Here there appears to be interaction between the
available information and the visibility of the trait
being judged. Albright, Kenny, and Malloy (1988)
found that, on the basis of physical appearance, Ex¬
traversion and Conscientiousness could be reliably
rated, although the former appeared to be mediated
by judgements of physical attractiveness. On the ba¬
sis of transcribed interactions, self-other agreement
has been found for ratings of Extraversion (and also
its opposite Introversion) (Gifford and Hine, 1994).
Technology mediated communication
Whether or not subject and judge have prior knowl¬
edge of each other, technology has an impact on
what information is available in a communicative
situation. Zero-acquaintance judgements are per¬
haps particularly vulnerable to technological ar¬
tifacts. For example, interviews conducted over
the telephone were found to result in reduced self-
interviewer and peer-interviewer agreement than
face-to-face interviews (Blackman, 2002).
In a computer-mediated environment (CMC), the
cues are reduced even further, and following one-on-
one interactions in an internet chat room, consensus
was found between judges for a target's Extraver¬
sion, Agreeableness, and Openness, whilst target-
judge agreement was only found for Extraversion
and Openness (Markey and Wells, 2002).
Impressions of personality formed following task-
oriented synchronous computer-mediated communi¬
cation found that they were less detailed but more
intense compared with those from face-to-face com¬
munication. Specifically, in the CMC environment,
judges seemed less able to rate their partners for Ex¬
traversion, Neuroticism, and Agreeableness. Across
both environments, Conscientiousness, Agreeable¬
ness, and Extraversion were the most rateable (Han¬
cock and Dunham, 2001).
Linguistic features of personality
By analysing our personality e-mail corpus, we have
previously shown that Extraverts and Introverts pro¬
duce characteristic language features (Gill and Ober-
lander, 2002). For a summary, see Figure 1.
These results are broadly consistent with—and in
some cases more detailed than—the prior literature
(eg. Nass, Moon, Fogg, and Reeves, 1995; Furnham,
1990; Berry, Pennebaker, Mueller, and Hiller, 1997).
In particular, study of texts written about thoughts
and feelings by Extraverts has found that they used
fewer negations, tentative words, negative emotion
words, causation words, inclusive words, and exclu-
Surface Realisation Extraverts are more informal, use hi,
and use looser punctuation (// or ...). Introverts use hello.
Quantification Introverts show greater use of quantifiers
(for exaggeration?)-, Extraverts are looser and less specific.
Social Devices Stylistic expressions such as catch up and
take care indicate the Extravert's relaxed social style.
Self/Other Reference Introverts use more first-person
singular (/'), whereas Extraverts are more likely to use plu¬
ral we.
Valence Introverts prominently use negations; Extraverts
use words suggestive of positive affect.
Ability Extraverts are more confident and assertive (eg.,
want-, able-, need-(to))] Introverts are more tentative and
timid (trying-, going- (to)).
Modality Extraverts are more strongly predictive than In¬
troverts (eg., modal auxiliaries will- vs. should- (be)).
Message Planning/Expression Introverts prefer co¬
ordinating conjunctions (and, but), whereas only Ex¬
traverts use the subordinative which (usually for evalu¬
ation?).
Figure 1: Extravert and Introvert Language
Table 1: Summary of LIWC, MRC, and TTR mul¬
tiple regression analyses.










TTR 10 Word Measures -.27 .07 .0057
Note: In each case, EPQ-R Neuroticism Score is the De¬
pendent Variable. LIWC = Linguistic Inquiry and Word
Count; MRC = Medical Research Council Psycholinguis-
tic Database; TTR = Type-Token Ratio.
sive words, while using more social and positive emo¬
tion words (Pennebaker and King, 1999).
Extraversion is generally considered most relevant
to communication, but Neuroticism also has impli¬
cations for interaction (Mount et al., 1998). Further¬
more, Pennebaker and King (1999), using the Lin¬
guistic Inquiry and Word Count (LIWC) text anal¬
ysis program, showed that broad psychological lan¬
guage categories are related to Neuroticism. For ex¬
ample, they found that when writing about thoughts
and feelings, high Neurotics use more negative emo¬
tion words and fewer positive emotion words, along
with other features in their factor 'Immediacy'.
Using multiple regression analysis, we have un¬
covered characteristic language usage patterns for
Neuroticism in our e-mail corpus. Table 1 shows the
results of these analyses, using LIWC data (Pen¬
nebaker and King, 1999), psycholinguistic proper¬
ties from derived from the Medical Research Council
(MRC) Psycholinguistic Database (Wilson, 1987),
and a measure of lexical diversity, type-token ratio
(TTR) (Bradac, 1990). (See also Gill and Oberlan-
der, prep, for more details.)
We would expect a text characteristic of high Neu¬
roticism to exhibit the following: In terms of LIWC
features, we would expect words such as with, and,
include (indicating inclusion) to be used, which are
possibly indicative of the high Neurotic's desire for
attachment or reassurance; first person pronouns,
such as I, me, we again indicate a preoccupation
with self, and may be related to our previous find¬
ings for low Extraverts (Introverts).
This relationship between Neurotics and Intro¬
verts again appears in an increased use of concrete
words (for entities which can be sensed); for exam¬
ple, table, spoon, girl, rather than abstract words,
like thoughts, flavours, pains. Given the relationship
between Neuroticism and Brown Verbal Frequency,
we suggest that high Neurotics show a preference for
forms occurring frequently in speech, for example, I,
and, that, rather than less common words such as ab¬
ject, suspicion, tether. This preference for common
words contributes towards the very low lexical den¬
sity found in highly Neurotic texts, demonstrated by
the high repetition over ten-word sections of text.
So, e-mail from Extraverts and Neurotics has
characteristic linguistic features. Do judges with
zero-acquaintance pick up on these features? We
turn now to our rating experiment.
Method
Participants
The 30 judges were current students at the Univer¬
sity of Edinburgh, or recent graduates (15 males, 15
females; mean age= 21.6 years, s.d.= 1.24). All were
highly experienced e-mail users (rating themselves
between 7 and 10 on a scale of 1-10; mean= 9.23,
s.d.= 0.77), and naive raters of personality (none
had previously taken part in personality rating ex¬
periments, although 3 had studied Psychology as
part of their course). Participants received a nomi¬
nal 'experimental expenses' payment for taking part.
Materials
Selection of Target Texts The target e-mail
texts were selected from data previously collected
(see Gill and Oberlander, 2002, for further details).
These texts were composed 'to a good friend' to en¬
sure they elicited a naturalistic expression of per¬
sonality. Only the 105 'past' texts, detailing recent
activities, were considered since these were gener¬
ally slightly longer (each approximating 10 minutes
of written communication; cf. Blackman, 2002). Six
texts were chosen to represent a range of scores from
the Extraversion, Neuroticism, and Psychoticism di¬
mensions. Extreme high and low personality scores
were deemed to be those greater than 1 standard de¬
viation of the mean (Dewaele and Pavlenko, 2002),
and two texts represented each of these. Addition¬
ally, two further texts were selected—one above and
below the mean—to represent less extreme realisa-
tions of the trait (each between .5 and 1 s.d. of the
mean). In each case, the scores for the other person¬
ality dimensions were controlled for, being < ±1 s.d.
of the mean (in most cases < ±.5 s.d.). This resulted
in 6 texts for each dimension. Each e-mail text was
anonymised by name substitution before use in the
experiment.
Subjective Rating Methods Descriptions of the
personality dimensions were presented to the par¬
ticipants before rating of the e-mail texts. These
were taken from Eysenck and Eysenck (1991) (with
minor re-wording to enhance general intelligibility),
and participants were informed that they could re¬
fer back to them at any point during the experi¬
ment. Although it is more usual to rate personality
using a standard set of personality questions, Sneed,
McCrae, and Funder (1998) have found that 'most
laypersons can easily grasp the nature of the factors
and their behavioural manifestations and can spon¬
taneously recognise their grouping when presented
with clear exemplars'.
Each text was followed by a set of questions, with
answers rated on a scale of 1-10, as follows, (i)
How Extravert (or Emotionally Stable, or Tough-
minded1) is the author of the e-mail? (ii) How easy
was it to judge the author's personality? (iii) How
informative were Topic, Vocabulary, and Style in
judging personality? (iv) How similar is the author's
personality to your own? Finally, subjects supplied
5 words describing the author's personality.
Procedure
Upon commencing the experiment, subjects were
given a rating booklet prefixed with written instruc¬
tions explaining that the experiment was investigat¬
ing how author personality can be perceived through
e-mail texts. It was emphasised that they should
answer honestly and accurately, not spend too long
thinking about each question, and instead concen¬
trate on giving their initial response.
The target e-mail texts (described above) were
then presented in random order within their rep¬
resentative dimension. Each set of dimension texts
(P, E, or N) were presented using a Latin square
technique to avoid ordering effects.
Following the rating of the texts, participants were
asked to confirm that they are Native English Speak¬
ers, detail their experience of personality psychol¬
ogy, and rate their previous experience using e-mail.
Participants were then asked to complete EPQ-R
and NEO-PI personality questionnaires (both short
forms), before being debriefed about the experiment.
1The terms 'Emotional Stability' and 'Tough-
mindedness' have been used in preference to Neuroti-
cism and Psychoticism when discussing these traits with
participants (cf. Eysenck and Eysenck, 1991).
Table 2: Summary of inter-judge agreement.
Trait Target-rater Inter-rater
Aggr. rs Mean rs s.d.
Extraversion .89* .48 .17
Neuroticism -.29 .31 .16
Note: Target-rater = correlation of target self-reports
and rater judgement; Inter-rater = correlation of rater
judgements with each other. Aggregate correlation is
calculated from 30 raters. Mean rs is the mean correla¬
tion across all raters. *p < .05, two-tailed.
Table 3: Summary of similarity ratings.
Rater High trait texts Low trait texts
group n U V n U p
High E 42 42
vs Low E 47 647 .005 47 941 .702
High N 33 32
vs Low N 56 813 .341 57 732.5 .121
Note: Observations (n) vary due to missing cases.
Results
For clarity here we discuss only the results for
texts contrasted on the Extraversion and Neuroti-
cism scales, and we focus on the subjective ratings
and similarity ratings for these texts. Spearman cor¬
relation of target personality scores and subjective
ratings aggregated across the 30 judges is shown in
the second column of Table 2. Inter-rater agreement,
and standard deviation, are shown in the following
columns; these are calculated from the mean of each
rater's mean Spearman correlation with each of the
other raters. Since this is a mean correlation, no
significance value is shown. For a description and
discussion of further results, see Gill and Oberlan-
der (2003).
Table 3 shows the Mann-Whitney U-tests (two-
tailed) calculated from the similarity ratings for the
judges grouped by High and Low Neuroticism and
Extraversion for the texts grouped by these cate¬
gories. Examination of the means for the High and
Low Extraverts rating High Extravert texts, shows
that the High Extraverts do indeed rate themselves
as significantly more similar (5.71; s.d.= 1.92 vs
4.65; s.d.= 1.89).
Although not significant, the next strongest dif¬
ference is found between the High and Low Neurotic
similarity ratings of Low Neurotic texts. Compari¬
son of the means shows that it is the High—rather
than Low—Neurotic raters who see themselves as
most similar to the Low Neurotic e-mail authors
(5.00; s.d. = 2.17 and 4.34; s.d. = 2.09, respectively).
Discussion
Before discussing the subjective ratings in detail, it
should be noted that there is a much greater level of
target-rater agreement, than inter-rater agreement,
for judgements of Extraversion.
Part of this increased agreement for target-rater
judgements can be explained by the use of aggre¬
gated scores across raters. This is because they may
'reflect more accurately the consensus of how an in¬
dividual is viewed'. The high number of raters (30)
for each target apparently contributes towards the
good agreement (cf. McCrae and Costa, 1987). In
fact, even without aggregation of judgements before
correlation (ie. calculating the mean across each
rater's correlation with the target), the same pat¬
tern is still preserved (mean rs E= .64; N= —.02).
Subjective Ratings
In the case of inter-rater judgements, both Extraver-
sion and Neuroticism show a level of agreement
greater than .3, which is regarded as the lower level
of acceptability within personality research (McCrae
and Costa, 1987). In Neuroticism's case, this level is
only just reached; by contrast, Extraversion shows
much greater agreement between judges.
In the case of target-rater judgements, however,
there is a greater discrepancy between the traits.
Extraversion shows a strong, significant, positive
correlation, while Neuroticism shows a relatively
weak, non-significant, negative relationship.
Similarity Judgements
The similarity ratings show that only the High and
Low Extraverts rate their similarity to the High Ex-
travert texts significantly differently. This confirms
the observability of Extravert behaviour—even in an
asynchronous CMC environment. Furthermore, this
also lends some support to Funder's (1995) claim
that Extraverts may make more accurate judges of
personality—at least for Extraversion.
The tendency of High Neurotic judges to rate
themselves similar to Low Neurotic authors con¬
tributes further towards the confused picture that
exists for ratings of Neuroticism. Indeed, it may
well be the High Neurotic raters who are clouding
the picture for ratings of Neuroticism as a whole.
Interpretation
Taking these results together, the picture for Ex¬
traversion seems relatively clear. There is a high
level of agreement between judges, and the judges
tend to agree with the targets themselves. It seems
safe to conclude that writers of e-mail messages do
betray their level of Extraversion through their lin¬
guistic choices; and readers of e-mail messages can
reliably infer the author's level of Extraversion from
the text alone. This supports previous findings from
the literature for well-acquainted raters (Goma-i-
Freixanet, 1997; McCrae and Costa, 1987), zero-
acquaintance raters (Gifford and Hine, 1994; Al¬
bright et al., 1988), and in computer-mediated com¬
munication (eg. Markey and Wells, 2002).
In the rating of Neuroticism, there was a low but
evident level of agreement between judges, but not
between judges and targets. This follows a trend
of lower agreement for Neuroticism than for Ex¬
traversion found more generally (Colvin and Fun-
der, 1991; Kolar et al., 1996). However, this lack
of perception ability appears particularly acute for
zero-acquaintance (Gifford and Hine, 1994; Albright
et al., 1988) or CMC (Markey and Wells, 2002;
Hancock and Dunham, 2001). Indeed, the fact
that raters agreed amongst themselves for the rat¬
ings of Neuroticism appears to mirror Markey and
Wells's (2002) findings for Agreeableness, since de¬
spite inter-rater agreement, they were unable to find
target-rater agreement. Since raters were in a cue-
impoverished environment, this may have resulted
in their relying upon cues—apparently stereotypical
of the trait—but inappropriate (Scherer, 1972).
The similarity ratings confirm the observability
of particularly high Extravert authored texts, and
also point to the expertise of Extraverted raters.
Both subjective and similarity results for Neuroti¬
cism point to confusion on the whole, and possible
distortion of this trait on the part of high Neurotic
raters (Funder, 1995). Given the findings of John
and Robbins (1993) regarding the role of evaluative-
ness in the assessment of this trait, caution may be
advisable in the subjective personality rating of Neu¬
roticism (note, however this effect was not present
for another highly evaluative trait, Psychoticism; cf.
Sneed et al., 1998).
To summarise the position on Neuroticism, we re¬
turn to Funder's Realistic Accuracy Model. There
is no reason to consider that we had bad targets
on this dimension; deception would have been re¬
vealed in the EPQ-R Lie Scale. In general, we do
not have bad judges; they agreed with targets and
each other when rating Extraversion. It is however,
possible that highly Neurotic authors linguistically
conceal the full extent of their Neuroticism and this
would tend to lower its visibility. This may have led
to the confusion of highly Neurotic judges in rat¬
ings of similarity. So, in fact the main difficulty
seems to be that Neuroticism is a bad trait. It is
held to be high in evaluativeness, and low in vis¬
ibility. Our study has provided evidence that the
trait affects the form of the e-mail texts. But the
evidence is in terms of the concreteness of language,
or in repetitiveness. While these may cause uncon¬
scious reactions in judges, the latter appear unable—
or unwilling—to recruit them in their judgements.
Conclusion
We have shown that at zero-acquaintance, people
are able to take asynchronous communication, and
are still able to subjectively rate the degree of Ex¬
traversion of the author. There is also a relatively
high level of agreement between judges in rating the
target. In the case of Neuroticism, raters show a
reasonable level of agreement with each other, but
their perceptions of Neuroticism do not appear to
match up with the targets' self reports. So the asyn¬
chronous nature of e-mail seems to exacerbate the
differences in the perception of personality traits.
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Abstract
We are interested in generating text in a way which helps
convey the writer's personality. This has led us to consider
the relationship between language production and personality
from a Marrian perspective. We already have data to be cov¬
ered at the computational level (comparative corpus analysis).
We consider that findings at the implementation level (cogni¬
tive neuroscience) will help guide architectural explorations
at the algorithmic level (computational linguistics). This po¬
sition statement indicates the data and processing hypotheses
which we have arrived at, and suggests that neurocognitive re¬
sults concerning hemispheric asymmetry may be particularly
relevant.
Personality and language production
Personality traits lie at the more temporally-stable and less
intense end of scale of affective states and processes. There
are a number of approaches to personality (Matthews and
Deary, 1998). Two of the most prominent trait theories
are the five factor model (McCrae and Costa, 1987), and
Eysenck's three-factor PEN model (Eysenck and Eysenck
1991, Eysenck et al. 1985). These agree that two main
factors are Extraversion (sociability) and Neuroticism (emo¬
tional stability). The Five Factor Model sees three further
dimensions: Conscientiousness, Agreeableness and Open¬
ness; PEN arguably conflates these into one dimension, Psy-
choticism (tough mindedness). In what follows, we focus on
the first two dimensions, common to both models.
In the past, simple approaches to our generation task have
involved two steps. First, checking the literature on indi¬
vidual differences and language production (Pennebaker and
King 1999, Berry et al. 1997, Groom and Pennebaker 2003,
Campbell and Pennebaker 2003, Furnham 1990, Dewaele
and Furnham 1999, Dewaele and Furnham 2000, Dewaele
and Pavlenko 2002, Scherer 1979). Secondly, picking a
number of features associated with a personality trait, and
then ensuring that they either always or never appear in a
language generation system's output. For instance, Nass et
al. (1995) manipulated dominance (a facet related to Ex¬
traversion) by avoiding hedge-expressions such as perhaps,
and ensuring that the system initiated pairs of turns.
Copyright © 2004, American Association for Artificial Intelli¬
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However, we are interested in text generation, and the
great majority of work on language in personality psychol¬
ogy has focussed on spoken language, and where it has con¬
sidered written text, it has usually confined itself to counting
occurrences in a text of words listed in a pre-defined dic¬
tionary (eg. Pennebaker and Francis 1999, Pennebaker and
King 1999). (Although Dewaele has gone further, and anal¬
ysed part-of-speech and lemmatised word frequencies.)
Yet there's clearly more to language generation than lex¬
ical choice. So one obvious way of improving systems de¬
signed to convey personality is to use more sensitive tech¬
niques to detect subtle yet pervasive language-personality
patterns. That is exactly what we have been doing (while
also testing how good judges are at perceiving personality
from texts sampled from these corpora; cf. Gill and Ober¬
lander 2003b). We have exploited more sensitive data-driven
techniques from corpus linguistics, and compared n-grams
(of words and punctuation, and additional meta-linguistic in¬
formation) of various lengths, as well as part of speech and
semantic analysis and psycholinguistic measures on word
use (Rayson 2003, Argamon et al. 2003, Aarts and Granger
1998, Milton 1998, Thomas and Wilson 1996, Rayson et
al. 1997, Damerau 1993, Coltheart 1981). We have applied
these techniques to corpora collected from subjects whose
personality is measured via Eysenck's EPQ instrument (cf.
Dewaele and Furnham 2000, Dewaele and Pavlenko 2002).
This has allowed us to gather and analyse a corpus of email
messages (amounting to 65,000 words from 105 subjects).
The techniques and tools from computational corpus linguis¬
tics have allowed us to uncover more subtle relations be¬
tween personality and language than has hitherto been pos¬
sible (Gill and Oberlander 2002, 2003a, 2003b, 2003c; Gill
2003).
Language data to be explained
We have uncovered numerous surface cues to Extraversion,
Neuroticism and Psychoticism; to indicate the kind of work
we have been carrying out, this section briefly rehearses
some of the features which appear to vary by these dimen¬
sions. On the one hand, we carried out dictionary-based
top-down regression analysis of our corpus of e-mail texts.
On the other, we carried out bottom-up comparative analy¬
sis of sub-corpora, to isolate patterns of words (or parts of
speech) that were distinctive of personality types. We will
touch briefly on the first type of analysis, and go into more
detail on the second.
Results of top-down analyses
A series of multiple regression analyses were carried out on
the corpus, relating personality scores to prevalence of terms
in either Pennebaker and Francis' LIWC dictionary, or in the
MRC Psycholinguistic database (Coltheart 1981).
Taking Extraversion and the LIWC dictionary first, com¬
paring higher with lower Extraversion, we found fewer num¬
ber expressions and more words overall (R2 = .08, p <
0.05). With the MRC dictionary, we found lower concrete -
ness overall (R2 = .05,p < 0.05). The former result fits
with the general finding that Extraverts speak more, and are
generally less precise. The latter finding suggests that they
also prefer less specific, more abstract language. This would
fit the idea that the need to seize or maintain the conversa¬
tional floor leads to high Extraverts putting less effort into
precise lexical choice. See Gill and Oberlander (2002) for
more details.
Turning to Neuroticism, using LIWC again and compar¬
ing higher with lower Neuroticism, we found more 'Inclu¬
sive' words and more first person references (R2 = . ll,p <
0.01). The use of inclusives like with, and and include is
arguably consistent with a desire for attachment, and the use
of first person with a preoccupation with the self. With the
MRC dictionary, we found higher concreteness overall, and
higher mean verbal frequency (R2 = .14, p < 0.001). This
suggests fairly down-to-earth lexical choices, and language
that is more speech-like or immediate, overall. The latter
feature is consistent with another of our findings, to the ef¬
fect that higher Neuroticism is associated with lower lexical
density (and hence, repetitiveness). See Gill and Oberlander
(2003b) for more details.
Results of bottom-up analyses
The original e-mail corpus of texts was divided into stratified
sub-corpora. High and Low personality group samples were
created by splitting them at greater than 1 standard devia¬
tion above and below the EPQ-R score for each dimension.
The additional requirement was made that authors had to be
within 1 standard deviation on the dimensions other than the
one for which they were extremely high or low. Addition¬
ally, all texts which were within 1 standard deviation across
all personality dimensions were assigned to the personality
'neutral' Mid sub-corpus. Thus, on any dimension, we have
three groups to compare (High, Mid, and Low).
The primary goal is to identify words (unigrams) or
strings of words (n-grams) which form reliable collocations
for one group, but not for another; these can then be con¬
sidered distinctive collocations. Here we present the re¬
sults from the three-way lemmatised analysis for Extraver¬
sion and Neuroticism, in Tables 1 and 2. By lemmatising
(or stemming), minor variants of words can be collapsed to¬
gether, increasing the power of the analysis. In such a pro¬
cessed corpus words such as play, plays, played, or playing,
are all realised in the base form of the verb: play. More
importantly, in our data there are instances of proper nouns
being used, for example, names of places (Edinburgh), days
of the week (Saturday), or names of people (Dave), with
these providing too much specificity to allow broader pat¬
terns of language usage to emerge, or for the results to be
easily generalised. The corpora were pre-processed using
the CLAWS tagger (Rayson 2003) to give vertical-output
lemmatised words and part-of-speech (POS) tags. Addi¬
tional scripts were then used to convert this into the form
of lemmas, and in the case of the features being a proper
noun, this was replaced by the POS tag.
To identify robust collocations in the sub-corpora, and
then to identify those which distinguish one group from
another, we start by specifying that a feature should ex¬
hibit a frequency in one of the three groups of at least
5 occurrences, and ordering the features by log-likelihood
(G2) value. Because we only examine expected frequen¬
cies of 5 or more—which compare more reliably with the
X2 distribution—we can here present results with a criti¬
cal value of 10.83 or greater, taking this to be equivalent
to reaching p < 0.001 significance, and those results with a
critical value of 15.13 or greater are taken to be equivalent
to reaching p < 0.0001 significance (cf. Rayson 2003 on
adjustments which have to made if frequencies of less than
5 are to be considered). Note that if a feature is overused by
the Mid group, we do not report the G2 for this, and in cases
where the relative-frequency ratio or G2 is not available, we
replace this by
Tables 1 and 2 contain a lot of low-level data. Note that
a feature (such as the collocation [will be]) may be under¬
used by one sub-group, compared to the two other groups,
or over-used by one group compared to the others. To help
characterise the linguistic habits of a group at one or other
end of a personality dimension, we can consider both which
n-grams they over-use, and also which n-grams are under¬
used by the group at the other end of the dimension. Fig¬
ure 1 presents just such a digest, for Extraversion and Neu¬
roticism.
Putting the content of Figure 1 into other words, we can
say that there are a number of reliable collocations which
appear to be distinctive of the personality groups under dis¬
cussion.
Punctuation is surprisingly differentiated. Multiple punc¬
tuation (exclamation in particular, but also the multiple dots
of ellipsis) is particularly associated with High-N, and also
with High-E. Single hyphens are associated with Low-E;
commas with Low-N.
Several collocations involving the first person singular are
apparent for High-E, and a couple for Low-E ([/' play], [that
(']); for High-N, we find [well ('] and [(' ca], where the latter
lemmatised bigram represents the initial subpart of I can't
or I couldn't. There are none for Low-N. Interestingly, both
High- and Low-N use first person plural less than the Mid
reference group.
Expressions concerning ability or modality appear in dif¬
ferent patterns for the groups. High-E have [i will] and [will
have]-, Low-E have [be supposed to be]-, High-N have [/' ca]
and [have to]-, Low-N have [will be], [have be], and [have
not].
NPs appear in distinctive collocations for some groups.
Feature











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table1:Lemmatis dn-gramana ysis,Extr version.
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Note.*=p<.05,*<1,.001,♦ 01,df1InUscolumns,+indicatesov r-use—und u e.
High Extraverts
[with i], [i really], [what i], [i will], [will have]; [NP for], [and
NP], [NP and], [and i]; [be so], [from the], [of it]; [today (p)],
[day (p)], [year (p)]; [(p) take], [cool (p)]. Also (not apparent
in the lemmatised analysis): use of ellipsis; double exclamation.
Low Extraverts
[play] and [i play]; the n-grams composing [be supposed to be];
[fairly], [{p) although]; [that be], [that i]; [week (p)]; [bread].
Also (not apparent in the lemmatised analysis); use of hyphens;
use of new clauses.
High Neurotics
[(p) well], [(p)(p) well], [well i]; the n-grams composing [the
film be]; [though (p)], [i ca], [have to]; [NP (p)], [to NP]; [the
time], [thesis], [all the], [and she].
Mid Neurotics
Characteristically using n-grams involving [we] more than either
High or Low.
Low Neurotics
[(p) as], [(p) he], [(p) it], [(p) so], [{p> which], [<p> the]; [well
(p)]; [be in], [get a], [to do], [it do], [go on], [will be], [have
be], [have not], [he be]; [NP and]; [about it], [to the]; [year
(p)]; [party (p)], [stuff (p)], [stuff], [still], [rowing]. Also (not
apparent in the lemmatised analysis): use of commas; use of
new clause followed by [also].
Figure 1: Summary of tokenised, lemmatised n-gram analy¬
sis: characteristic language
High-E have [NP for], [and NP] and [NP and], showing use
of conjoined NPs; High-N have preposition-phrase form¬
ing [to NP], as well as clause-final NPs (where we interpret
(p) as indicating (at least) clause-level punctuation); Low-N
have one of the Fligh-E NP+and patterns.
Temporal expressions are also distinctive: clause-final to¬
day, day, year for High-E; clause-final week for Low-E;
Low-N also have clause-final year, as well as party (which
can be considered an event).
N-grams indicating that a word typically occurs clause-
initially are a special characteristic of Low-N, and cover as,
he, it, so, which and the. Low-N also have one bigram in¬
volving clause-final well, none of High-N's three colloca¬
tions for well are clause-final.
Finally, considering the phenomenon of hedging, it is
notable that low-E use [fairly] and clause-initial although-,
the only other such connective collocation is clause-final
though, used by High-N.
In passing, we note that we also carried out stratified
comparisons of n-grams of parts-of-speech; for those anal¬
yses, we considered the sequences of POSs, and once more
found that there were robust associations between personal¬
ity scores and the over- or under-use of particular patterns of
POSs. There is no room to report these here, but we touch
on one aspect of the POS results in the final section of this
paper.
The issue now is: how can we use these results to guide
language production in an automatic natural language gen¬
eration system?
Marr's levels
But before trying to use these results to control more effec¬
tively personality projection in generation systems, it is use¬
ful to step back and take a cognitive science perspective on
these results. Marr (1982) distinguished three main levels of
investigation: computational, algorithmic, and implementa-
tional. Roughly, these correspond to determining: what is
being computed; how it is computed; and where it is com¬
puted.
Building a system which produces the right behaviour
can, of course, be achieved by establishing the computation-
level specification, and meeting it. A personality-oriented
generator could be built which has nothing to do with human
personality, so long as it gets the surface behaviour right.
But we are interested in architectural possibilities at the
algorithmic level. What mechanisms underlie the surface-
level productions? If High-Neurotic and Low-Neurotic text
differ systematically, the question is: at which stage in a
natural language generation system do the representations
or processes in a high-neurotic generator differ from those
in a Low-Neurotic generator?
On the basis of our findings to date, we have hypotheses
about the the algorithmic level; they can be framed in terms
of Levelt's (1989) architecture for human language produc¬
tion, and also in terms of fairly standard natural language
generation systems.
First: Extraversion finds its effects at the stages of formu¬
lation (surface realisation). That is, the process and repre¬
sentations used in realisation differ between high and low
Extraverts. Table 1 furnishes some examples supporting
this, and as noted above, we have also found more gener¬
ally that High-Extraverts' tendency to use more words may
be counter-balanced by a tendency for those words to be less
lexically specific (Gill and Oberlander 2002).
Secondly, Neuroticism finds its effects at the stage of con¬
ceptualisation (content selection). That is, the process and
representations used in content selection differ between high
and low Neurotics. Some of the evidence for this lies in lin¬
guistic patterns in Table 2, and in work suggesting that Neu¬
rotics tend to select more negative content, as well as more
self-involving content (cf. Gill 2003).
To determine whether these hypotheses are correct, we
need to actually specify the differences in detail, and
parametrise our generators to produce differing linguistic
behaviours. But before doing this, we should again con¬
sider Marr's levels. Whatever we claim is going on at an
algorithmic level, it must at least be consistent with what is
happening at an implementational level.
So, the critical question is: is what is now known about
human implementation consistent with the hypotheses that
Extraversion primarily affects surface realisation, and Neu¬
roticism primarily affects content selection?
Implementational evidence
Eysenck's PEN model explicitly makes biological claims:
there, Extraversion is related to levels of cortical arousal,
Neuroticism to activation thresholds in the limbic system,
and Psychoticism to mechanisms underlying aggression.
But these claims are not prima facie consistent with our hy¬
potheses. However, by drawing on two kinds of work in
recent cognitive neuroscience, we would claim that what is
now known about human implementation is at least consis¬
tent with our hypotheses.
On the one hand, there is work on hemispheric asymme¬
try and emotion. There is much to discuss here. We can only
scratch the surface by pointing to the work of Davidson and
colleagues (for instance, Davidson 1992, 2001; Davidson
and Irwin 1999, Davidson and Rickman 1999). It has been
held that the left cerebral hemisphere is responsible for ap¬
proach behaviours, and the right for withdrawal behaviours.
Evidence comes from unilateral lesion studies and imaging
studies with normals. For instance, with prefrontal cortex
lesions, it appears that while left lesions leave subjects with
excessive withdrawal, right lesions leave subjects with a ten¬
dency to excessive approach. Or children with separation
anxiety tend to show higher levels of right hemisphere pre¬
frontal activity. Converging evidence suggests that circuits
connecting the prefrontal cortex with the amygdala are as¬
sociated with positive affect (in the left hemisphere), and
negative affect (in the right hemisphere).
On the other hand, there is work on hemispheric asym¬
metry and language processing. Again, there is much to dis¬
cuss; again, we only scratch the surface by pointing to the
work of Chiarello and colleagues (for instance, Chiarello
and Richards 1992; Chiarello et al. 2001). While ar¬
eas within the left hemisphere (particularly Broca's area)
have long been acknowledged to play a role in language
processing—and sequencing behaviour more generally—
the right hemisphere's role is less well-understood. By pre¬
senting word stimuli to the left or right visual fields, it is
possible to probe the differential contributions of the left
and right hemispheres to language interpretation and genera¬
tion. For instance, in semantic interpretation, the right hemi¬
sphere appears to hold broad/inferential associations, while
the left hemisphere narrows down the field. Or in genera¬
tion, it has been argued that the right hemisphere may help
"activation of multiple responses". There is thus some evi¬
dence to suggest that the left hemisphere is most important
for timing and surface ordering, while the right hemisphere
is important for intonation and deeper semantic processing.
Pulling these two strands of work together, we can draw
the following speculative conclusions. Language production
processes involving semantic associations are linked to the
right hemisphere, which is responsible for withdrawal be¬
haviours, and negative emotionality. Language production
processes involving surface sequencing are linked to the left
hemisphere, which is responsible for approach behaviours,
and positive emotionality. Thus, if levels of Extraversion
are associated with left hemisphere activity, it is reasonable
to assume that this affects surface realisation; and if levels of
Neuroticism are associated with right hemisphere activity, it
is reasonable to assume that this affects content selection.
Consequences and challenges
This is all rather speculative. Even so, there are some obvi¬
ous wrinkles that need to be ironed out.
First, there is a question as to how to fit language varia¬
tion associated with other personality dimensions. For in¬
stance, we have found that High-Psychoticism is associated
with high levels of use of otherwise low-frequency (unusual)
words. Where in language generation—and the brain—does
Psychoticism have its effects? According to Eysenck, Psy¬
choticism is associated with trait aggression. Evidence from
behavioural genetics suggests the situation may be complex,
but that levels of stress hormones and aggression may in¬
deed implicated. Still, this suggests that localisation (hemi¬
spheric or otherwise) of the effects of Psychoticism might
not be feasible or desirable. Indeed, behaviour genetics may
generally push us towards accounts in which all the traits are
associated with overall efficiency of production or uptake of
neurotransmitters—rather than particular brain areas.
Secondly, there is the fact that some of the language ef¬
fects of the first two dimensions do not fit quite so neatly
into the hemispheres. High-Neuroticism, for instance, does
not lead to greater frequency of adverb use in our corpus; but
it does lead to adverbs being placed more "promiscuously".
That looks like a surface realisation behavioural variation,
not a content selection variation.
We aim to explore a two-dimension, two-stage, two-
hemisphere architecture in sufficient detail to address these
problems. In the first instance, we can treat the computa¬
tional model as a simulation, and determine to what extent
changes in the values of parameters at a given generation
stage produce behavioural variation of the kind that has been
observed in human subjects. However, thoroughly testing
the hypotheses requires more work on the direct relations
between asymmetry and affect, and between asymmetry and
language production—and on the perhaps less direct rela¬
tion between affect and production. Methods for probing
the affect-production link go well beyond corpus studies,
and could involve a range of techniques short of imaging or
lesion studies. With Annabel Harrison, we have carried out
some initial psycholinguistic work on interpersonal priming,
and while the results are not yet ready for publication, they
are promising.
Thus, the Marrian perspective is helpful: implementation-
level findings (from cognitive neuroscience) give us confi¬
dence that a possible algorithmic-level solution (from com¬
putational linguistics) is worth pursuing in greater depth.
That solution is not necessary to meeting the computational-
level specification (from comparative corpus analysis), but
it is both sufficient and stimulating. We have no doubt that
computational linguistics has much to learn from cognitive
neuroscience.
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Abstract
We study how Extraversion and Neuroticism influ¬
ence people's language production in interpersonal
interactive situations. A priming study used con¬
federate priming methodology to investigate syn¬
tactic priming behaviour. We expected that Ex-
travert sociability would be related to the strength
of priming effects, although Neurotic emotionality
might also have an effect. Results indicate that Ex¬
traversion has no effect, but Neuroticism does have
an effect. We discuss possible reasons and suggest
further experimentation to investigate this finding.
Implications and applications of this work are out¬
lined.
Personality and interaction
Individuals differ in the way they speak and write.
Some of those differences are systematic, and can
be attributed to apparently deeper differences, such
as personality traits, like Extraversion and Neuroti¬
cism (or Emotional Stability). Level of Extraversion
is intuitively related to sociability and communica¬
tion, and this is expressed through interpersonal be¬
haviour. However, level of Neuroticism appears to
be more related to anxiety and inward focus, and
thus having greater influence on solo behavior. In
the past, it has been found that both these per¬
sonality traits do significantly influence an individ¬
ual's language production behaviour in a variety of
contexts (Pennebaker and King, 1999; Dewaele and
Furnham, 1999). Recent work has investigated e-
mail text, and suggested that even in that genre,
there are characteristic sequences of words associ¬
ated with each end (High or Low) of both dimen¬
sions (Extravert or Neurotic) (Gill and Oberlander,
2002, 2003b).
The majority of work on the relations between
personality and language production has studied
monologue only. Yet most everyday language oc¬
curs in the context of interpersonal interaction. So
here, we aim to investigate the role of personality
upon language use in a dialogue setting.
Studies of conversational behaviour have demon¬
strated that individuals align with their interlocu¬
tors on a number of levels (Pickering and Garrod, in
press). The phenomena have been examined from
both social and cognitive perspectives. On the so¬
cial side, a key focus of interest is cooperation and
audience design. On the cognitive side, a key focus
is coordination and interpersonal priming.
For example, sociolinguistic studies have shown
that speakers adopt accent or dialectal variation or a
level of lexical density appropriate to their audience.
This variation operates at phonological, lexical, and
syntactic levels (Labov, 1972; Coupland, 1980; Bell,
1984; Bradac and Wisegarver, 1984). Audience de¬
sign is regarded as a relatively conscious process over
which the speaker has a certain amount of control.
It may be a result of co-operativity, affiliation, or
willingness to take another's perspective (Haywood,
Pickering, and Branigan, 2003).
By contrast, from a cognitive perspective, coor¬
dination is viewed as an artifact of the underlying
language production mechanisms. For example, it
has been argued that references from the compre¬
hension system are recycled to provide output for
the production system (Pickering and Garrod, in
press). Alignment is found at the lexical level (Bren-
nan and Clark, 1996; Branigan, Pickering, and Cle-
land, 2000), the conceptual level (Garrod and Do-
herty, 1987), and the syntactic level (Pickering and
Branigan, 1998). Unlike cooperation, such coordi¬
nation is considered to be largely subconscious.
Coordination therefore provides a more direct in¬
sight into underlying processing abilities, and is less
prone to outside influence. In approaching the study
of personality in dialogue, we therefore use an inter¬
personal priming paradigm. At the outset, our ques¬
tion is very general: Can differences in interpersonal
priming be attributed to personality?
To make this question more specific—and to at¬
tempt to answer it—the rest of this paper is struc¬
tured as follows. First, we introduce a little more
background on personality theory. Then, we frame
a possible explanation of recent findings on the re¬
lations between Extraversion, Neuroticism and lan¬
guage production; this leads to two hypotheses con¬
cerning the possible relation between personality
and interpersonal priming. We then present the
priming experiment which tested these hypotheses.
The results were somewhat unexpected, and we con¬
clude by discussing their implications.
Overview
There are a number of approaches to personality
(Matthews and Deary, 1998). Two of the most
prominent trait theories are the five factor model
(Costa and McCrae, 1992), and Eysenck's three-
factor PEN model (Eysenck, Eysenck, and Barrett,
1985; Eysenck and Eysenck, 1991). These agree that
two main factors are Extraversion (sociability) and
Neuroticism (emotional stability). The Five Fac¬
tor Model sees three further dimensions: Consci¬
entiousness, Agreeableness and Openness; PEN ar¬
guably conflates these into one dimension, Psychoti-
cism (tough mindedness). In what follows, we focus
on the first two dimensions, common to both models.
The traits can be summarised thus: A typical Ex-
travert tends to be sociable, needs people to talk to,
craves excitement, takes chances, is easy-going, and
optimistic. By contrast, a typical Introvert (Low Ex-
travert) is quiet, retiring, reserved, plans ahead, and
dislikes excitement; A typical High Neurotic tends
to be an anxious, worrying, moody individual. A
typical Low Neurotic tends be calm, even-tempered
and relaxed (Eysenck and Eysenck, 1991).
Personality and language
Work on personality and language behaviour has
studied a range of features. For instance, Ex-
traverts are regarded as talking louder (Scherer,
1978), demonstrating a higher speech rate (Siegman,
1987), and they show less hesitation, but make a
higher proportion of semantic errors (Dewaele and
Furnham, 2000). At a grammatical level, Extraverts
use greater proportions of pronouns, adverbs, verbs
(Cope, 1969), which contrasts with the more explicit
language of the Introverts and their increased use
of nouns, modifiers and prepositions (Dewaele and
Furnham, 2000). Additionally, Extraverts demon¬
strate lower lexical richness in formal situations (De¬
waele and Furnham, 2000), whilst analysis of infor¬
mal e-mail communication has shown highly Neu¬
rotic language to be more repetitious (Gill, 2003;
Gill and Oberlander, 2003b). At a more content-
oriented level, Pennebaker and King (1999), using
the Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count text anal¬
ysis program, showed that broad psychological lan¬
guage categories are related to dimensions of person¬
ality variation. For example, they found that when
writing about thoughts and feelings, high Neurotics
use more negative emotion words and fewer positive
emotion words.
However, our interest here is on interaction: di¬
alogue and conversation. Studies using speech act
coding have found that Introverts used more hedges
and problem talk, namely expressing qualification,
and dissatisfaction with one's own activities, while
Extraverts expressed more pleasure talk, agreement,
and compliments, with content focusing more on ex¬
tracurricular activities (Thorne, 1987). Extraverts
have also been shown to use more self-referent state¬
ments, and initiate more laughter (Gifford and Hine,
1994). Gifford and Hine also found that Extraverts
talk more, with other studies finding that they use
a greater total number of words (Campbell and
Rushton, 1978; Carment, Miles, and Cervin, 1965).
As would be expected, Extraverts show greater de¬
sire to initiate interactions (McCroskey and Rich¬
mond, 1990), even in computer-mediated communi¬
cation (Yellen, Winniford, and Sanford, 1995). Also,
Dewaele (2002) finds that in L3 English produc¬
tion, Extraversion (and also Psychoticism) showed a
strong negative relationship to communicative anx¬
iety, whilst Neuroticism showed a positive relation¬
ship.
Studies investigating hemispheric asymmetry pro¬
vide a further perspective on this area, for example,
Davidson (2001) proposes the relationship between
Extraversion and positive affect with approach be¬
haviours, and Neuroticism and negative affect and
withrawal behaviours. In the following hypotheses,
we explore the implications of personality, affect and
approach/withdrawal on priming behaviour.
Hypotheses for interpersonal priming
The likelihood of priming may be affected by the
tendency to approach or the tendency to withdraw—
or by both.
If Extraversion is associated with approach be¬
haviours, it is natural to expect that higher Ex¬
traversion will lead to "more approach", and that
this might mean that an individual will coordinate
more with their interlocutor. Furthermore, the Ex-
travert's higher drive to gain or retain the conver¬
sational floor will mean that less effort can be di¬
rected towards detailed language planning. Hence, if
their partner has made a lexical or syntactic choice,
the High Extravert is likely to re-use that choice,
rather than explicitly planning a new one (cf. Gill
and Oberlander, 2003a).
If Neuroticism is associated with withdrawal be¬
haviours, it could well be that high levels of this
trait result in "more withdrawal" and lower engage¬
ment with the interlocutor. Furthermore, the inward
(worrying) focus of a High Neurotic might mean that
more resources are devoted to inner thought, and
fewer to interaction with the environment. Thus, we
might expect that such an individual will coordinate
less with their interlocutor.
Thus, there is a clear prediction for Extraversion,
and a slightly more complex picture for Neuroticism.
Of course, it could be that neither Extraversion nor
Neuroticism have any effect on coordination or prim¬
ing.
Method
In syntactic priming, a particular syntactic struc¬
ture is more likely to be produced given prior expo¬
sure to the same structure (Schenkein, 1980). This
phenomenon has been replicated under experimen¬
tal conditions when speakers say, hear, or read sen¬
tences (e.g., Bock, 1986; Pickering and Branigan,
1998; Corley and Scheepers, 2002). Bock and col¬
leagues found that people tended to repeat the ac¬
tive or passive form of a sentence they had just
read in describing an unrelated picture (Bock, 1986;
Bock, Loebell, and Morey, 1992). In this study we
employ the confederate priming method (Pickering
and Branigan, 1998): The subject of the experiment
takes part in a dialogue game along with a confeder¬
ate of the experimenter. The game involves match¬
ing and describing pictures. Both participants ap¬
parently have the same two tasks: to describe a set
of pictures so that the other participant can match
them, and to verify whether the descriptions that
they hear match the picture that they see. How¬
ever, the confederate's descriptions are scripted.
Participants
Forty University of Edinburgh students who were
self-declared native speakers of English were paid
to participate in this study. Personality information
derived from the NEO-PI questionnaire is as follows:
Extraversion M = 51.75 (SD = 12.82), and Neuroti-
cism M = 54.18 (SD = 12.72).
Materials and Design
We prepared two sets of pictures depicting actions.
Each set included 12 pictures depicting transitive
actions involving an agent and a patient. The en¬
tities depicted were chosen to be easily recognisable
and nameable. There were two pictures for each of
12 transitive verbs {bite, chase, dust, hit, kick, lift,
poke, pull, push, shoot, touch, weigh). These 24 pic¬
tures comprised the set of targets. The remaining
120 pictures in each set depicted intransitive actions.
There were several pictures for each of 20 intransi¬
tive verbs. These comprised the filler pictures.
The appropriate verb was printed under each ac¬
tion. Each set of pictures depicted the same range of
entities and actions. However, the pairing of entities
with actions was different.
We term one set the Subject's Description Set and
the other set the Confederate's Description Set. We
created ordered pairs of prime and target pictures by
pairing each description of a transitive action from
the Confederate's Description Set (the prime) with
a picture depicting a transitive action from the Sub¬
ject's Description Set (the target picture).
Half of the prime sentences were assigned active
descriptions of the form 'the X verbing the Y', and
half were assigned passive descriptions of the form
'the Y being verbed by the X'. An experimental item
was defined as the confederate's scripted description
of a prime picture plus the subject's target picture
paired with it. There were thus two versions of each
item: active confederate description and passive con¬
federate description.
We constructed four lists containing 24 experi¬
mental items and 120 subject fillers. The confeder¬
ate fillers were randomly distributed in the remain¬
ing gaps. The entities depicted in the target picture
were not present in the immediately preceding block
(prime plus subject fillers and confederate fillers).
The verb also differed between prime and target.
Each picture was assigned to either the match or
the mismatch condition for the matching task. For
the latter, we assigned another picture depicting a
different entity doing the same action (thus using
the same verb) was assigned. Each list contained 12
experimental items with active prime descriptions
and 12 with passive prime descriptions. Exactly one
version of each item appeared in each list. Hence,
Prime Type (active vs. passive) was manipulated
within subjects and items. The dependent measure
was the proportion of descriptions of target pictures
produced with a passive structure.
Procedure
The Subject's Description Set was presented to the
subject via a computer program.The order of the
pictures was randomised for each subject, with be¬
tween four and eight filler items intervening between
each experimental item. A divider prevented the
subject from seeing the confederate or his computer
screen. The experimenter told the subject and the
confederate that the experiment was investigating
how well people communicate when they cannot see
each other. Their tasks were alternately to describe
the pictures to the other participant, and to match
their picture to the other participant's descriptions.
When it was the subject's turn to match, the con¬
federate would see a sentence appear on his screen
which he would read aloud and then press space
bar, at which point a picture would appear on the
subject's screen. The subject was instructed to say
"yes" or "no" (or ask for repetition) and to press
the Z key for "no" and the M key for "yes" accord¬
ing to whether the picture matched or mismatched
the description. When it was the subject's turn
to describe, a picture would appear on the sub¬
ject's screen and the confederate would say "yes"
or "no" (or ask for repetition) and press the Z key
or the M key according to whether the picture on
his screen matched or mismatched the description.
Throughout the session, the experimenter and con¬
federate acted as if the confederate was a genuine
subject (e.g., the confederate asked questions about
the task). Before the experiment, there was a prac¬
tice session with two filler items each, after which the
subject could ask for clarification if necessary. The
confederate also gave the first description. Hence the
confederate's description of a prime always immedi¬
ately preceded the subject's description of a target.
Both dialogue participants wore a lapel microphone.
The experimental session was recorded on audio tape
and subsequently transcribed.
Table 1: Proportion of Passive target responses after
active and passive primes and degree of priming
Group Nos. PP AP Priming
Low E 8 .1363 .0300 10.6
Mid E 27 .2015 .0270 17.5
High E 5 .1500 .0480 10.0
Low N 5 .1160 .0480 6.8
Mid N 28 .2271 .0261 20.1
High N 7 .0486 .0343 1.4
Total 40 .1820 .0302 15.2
We coded the first response that the subject pro¬
duced; 3 target responses that described the agent
as the patient and the patient as the agent were
excluded. We coded the remaining target 957 re¬
sponses as passive if the patient was described as
being verbed by the agent and as active if the agent
of the action was described as verbing the patient.
An analysis of variance (ANOVA) was conducted,
with prime type (active vs. passive) as a within
subjects factor and Neuroticism (Low [> — 1 s.d. of
the mean], Mid [< 1 s.d. of the mean], High [> +1
s.d. of the mean]) as a between subjects factor.
Results
Proportions of passive target responses following
passive and active primes are reported in Table 1;
these are described by personality type of partici¬
pant, and also for the group overall. Here we can
see that in both cases the Mid groups appear to
show greater priming. However the High and Low
Neurotic groups appear to show even lower levels of
priming than for Extraversion.
Turning now to our analysis of variance, and here
the ANOVA revealed a significant effect of prime
type (active vs. passive) on the proportion of passive
forms used (Fx (1,37) = 6.63; p < 0.05; F2 (1,23) =
97.01; p < 0.05).
A significant interaction was found between Neu¬
roticism (Low, Mid or High) and prime type (Fx
(1,37) = 3.68; p < 0.05). Post-hoc Tukey tests
revealed that both the High N and Low N groups
primed significantly less than the Mid N group (p <
0.05). No interaction was found between Extraver¬
sion and prime (Fx (1,37) = 0.60; p >0.1).
Discussion
We found a reliable effect of syntactic priming of ac¬
tive and passive structures in a dialogue task. This
confirms our expectations and replicates previous
syntactic priming found in dialogue (e.g., Pickering
and Branigan, 1998) and with active vs. passive
forms (e.g., Bock, 1986).
Additionally, our results demonstrate that Neu¬
roticism is related to the degree of syntactic prim¬
ing for passive constructions; Extraversion is not.
We now relate these results to our hypotheses. For
Extraversion, we proposed that higher levels of Ex¬
traversion would lead to an increase in priming. Here
we found that the Mid group primed more, however
this result was not significantly different to that of
the Low and High groups. In this case we there¬
fore accept the null hypothesis that Extraversion is
not related to levels of priming. For Neuroticism,
we find that the Low and High groups primed sig¬
nificantly less than the Mid group. Comparing this
result directly with our Neuroticism hypothesis cre¬
ates a tension: We proposed that the High group
would less likely to prime due to an inward focus
and thus withdrawal from their partner. To address
these findings, we therefore reframe our Neuroticism
hypothesis as follows: as before, we claim that the
High group are less likely to prime due to inward
focus, but that the Low group are also less likely to
prime, since they are less concerned with monitoring
themselves in relation to their interlocutor. In this
case—as in our results—the extreme High and Low
levels of the trait have an inhibitory effect on prim¬
ing, and the Mid trait levels represent a facilitating
effect.
We acknowledge that such explanation is rela¬
tively speculative, and further experimentation will
be required to test this hypothesis. For example,
the NEO-PI questionnaire divides Neuroticism into
6 facets: anxiety, angry hostility, depression, self-
consciousness, impulsivity, vulnerability. It may be
that these may relate more specifically to withdrawal
or threat-monitoring, in which case these could be
related to the priming information. However, we ex¬
pect that a larger experimental population would be
required for such work. For Extraversion, no signif¬
icant pattern emerges, however we propose that the
extremes are similarly inhibited by over- or under-
other-directedness.
Turning now the significance of our findings, and
they have several important implications. At a theo¬
retical level, they provide more data about personal¬
ity behaviour in dialogue contexts, which extend pre¬
vious research using monologue data. Additionally
this can better inform our understanding of person¬
ality in relation to models of language production.
Our results also contribute to the dialogue and
priming literature which, for example, acknowledge
that individuals often behave differently, but that
systematic variation has mainly been examined in
sociological terms. Here we have presented data
which shows real and important differences between
individuals in conversational behaviour, and high¬
lights the potential role of personality in priming
experimentation, more generally.
Finally, our findings can be used to directly in¬
form dynamic computer interface technology, which
could allow linguistic alignment in a realistic way.
For example, Nass, Moon, Fogg, and Reeves (1995)
have shown that computer users viewed their ma-
chine more favourably when it mirrored their per¬
sonality. On the basis of work reported here, we are
closer to being able to represent personality at the
conversational, interactive level. We therefore antic¬
ipate that this will lead to more convincing artificial
agents and intelligent dynamic computer interfaces.
These findings also nicely complement those pre¬
sented by Branigan, Pickering, Pearson, McLean,
and Nass (2003), in which computer users syntac¬
tic align with a pre-programmed computer interface,
whether they believed this to be another person or
an 'unintelligent computer'. Therefore, if such an
'unintelligent computer' was to project personality,
we may expect it to vary its degree of priming—in
addition to its lexicon—depending upon the sort of
personality it may wish to project.
Conclusion
We have used experimental priming data to inves¬
tigate the influence of personality on interpersonal
language behaviour. Proposing hypotheses which
suggested both Extraversion and Neuroticism influ¬
ence linguistic coordination, here we found that the
less interpersonal trait—Neuroticism—surprisingly
influenced priming, whilst Extraversion did not.
Given our finding that priming is facilitated by mod¬
erate Neuroticism, but inhibited by more extreme
levels, we explain this in terms of withdrawal by
building upon a previously proposed model of per¬
sonality and language production. Issues regarding
the significance and potential implications of this
study are also discussed.
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Abstract
Dewaele and Furnham predict that in oral language
Extraverts prefer to produce what they term im¬
plicit language. They use: more pronouns, adverbs
and verbs; and fewer nouns, adjectives and prepo¬
sitions. However, communication in a computer-
mediated environment, such as e-mail, might dis¬
rupt these preferences. Also, other personality di¬
mensions, such as Neuroticism, may be related to
implicitness. The study exploited an existing cor¬
pus of e-mail texts written by native English speak¬
ers of known personality. Stratified corpus com¬
parison used n-gram-based techniques from statisti¬
cal natural language processing, to compare relative
frequencies of use of (sequences of) parts-of-speech.
Implicitness effects were found, and Neuroticism ap¬
peared to have a clearer impact than Extraversion.
Personality and language
Individuals differ in the way they speak and write.
Some of those differences are systematic, and can
be attributed to apparently deeper differences, such
as personality traits, like Extraversion and Neuroti¬
cism. Extraversion is a trait strongly related to
interpersonal interaction and sociability, whereas,
Neuroticism, or Emotional Stability, is related to
internal emotional states, rather than interaction.
In the past, it has been found that both these per¬
sonality traits do significantly influence an individ¬
ual's language production behaviour in a variety of
contexts (Pennebaker and King, 1999; Dewaele and
Furnham, 1999). Recent work has investigated e-
mail text, and suggested that there are characteristic
sequences of words and punctuation associated with
each end of both dimensions (Extravert or Neurotic)
(Gill and Oberlander, 2002, 2003).
However, Mehl and Pennebaker (2003) note that
linguistic style is more consistently described by its
syntactic component, than by content. So, it could
be that the relative use of different parts-of-speech
(POSs) is a more important indicator of personality
than the relative use of words or strings of words.
The work by Dewaele and Furnham suggests that,
at least for Extraversion, there are real effects to be
found in spoken language, at the level of POSs. In
their account, implicit language involves a preference
for pronouns, adverbs and verbs, whereas explicit
language involves a preference for nouns, adjectives
and prepositions. Heylighen and Dewaele (2002)
suggest that Extraversion leads to implicitness due
to greater visual-spacial capacities, and this is part
of an overall preference for informal language. How¬
ever, this work leaves open whether or not implicit¬
ness effects will be found for Neuroticism. Gill and
Oberlander's work suggests that formality may also
be a factor in Neurotic language behaviour, because
the reduced resources of high Neurotics do not en¬
able detailed language planning. But that work did
not investigate implicitness in patterns of POS use.
It would therefore be interesting to know whether
Dewaele and Furnham's 'Implicit-Extravert hypoth¬
esis' applies in the genre of e-mail text—a genre close
to spoken language—and if so, how.
To address this question, the rest of this paper
is structured as follows. First, we give some back¬
ground to help frame implicitness hypotheses that
gives POS predictions for both Extraversion and
Neuroticism. We then present the stratified cor¬
pus comparison methods used in analysing POS use
in the e-mail corpus. Results were somewhat unex¬
pected, in that implicitness predictions appear to be
confirmed for Neuroticism, but not for Extraversion.
We discuss possible ways of resolving the issue.
Background
Two personality traits
Extraversion and Neuroticism are traits which are
common to the two major trait theories of person¬
ality: Eysenck's three factor model (Eysenck and
Eysenck, 1991); and the five factor model developed
by Costa and McCrae (Costa and McCrae, 1992)
and others.
They are described as follows: High Extraverts
are said to be sociable, easy-going, and optimistic,
and to take chances. Low Extraverts (or Intro¬
verts) are said to be quiet, and reserved, and to
plan ahead, and dislike excitement. High Neurotics
are said to be: anxious, worrying, over-emotional,
and frequently depressed. Low Neurotics are said to
be: calm, even-tempered, controlled, and unworried
(Eysenck and Eysenck, 1991).
Dewaele and Furnham
Furnham (1990) has proposed the following features
of Extravert and Introvert language. Extravert lan¬
guage: is less formal; has a more restricted (rather
than elaborated) code; uses vocabulary more loosely,
where this is defined in terms of how correctly
words are used, and how unusual they are. And
it uses more verbs, adverbs and pronouns (rather
than nouns, adjectives, and prepositions). This last
tendency directly involves POSs. Using factor anal¬
ysis of syntactic tokens produced by L2 speakers,
Dewaele and Furnham (2000) describe implicit lan¬
guage as a preference for pronouns, adverbs and
verbs, and they contrast it with explicit language,
seen as a preference for nouns, modifiers and prepo¬
sitions. So Extraverts prefer implicitness, and In¬
troverts prefer explicitness. For the purposes of this
paper, we shall term this the Implicit-Extravert Hy¬
pothesis. The hypothesis appears to hold in both in¬
formal and formal situations, and is consistent with
previous analyses of the individual linguistic cate¬
gories (Dewaele, 2001). Cope (1969) also notes a
lower lexical diversity (measured as type-token ra¬
tio), for Extravert native French speakers, with this
also the case for non-native speakers of English (De¬
waele and Furnham, 2000).
However, although they have discussed varieties
of anxiety and their effects on communication, De¬
waele and Furnham have not attempted to predict
which part-of-speech patterns might be characteris¬
tic of the related trait Neuroticism. What might we
expect to find?
An extension: Implicit-Neuroticism
Previous work by Gill and Oberlander (2002, 2003)
gathered a corpus of e-mail messages, and analysed
it for characteristic words and sequences of words.
The corpus comprised 210 texts produced by 105
University students or recent graduates (37 males,
68 females). Each participant composed two e-mails
to a good friend whom they hadn't seen for quite
some time, spending around 10 minutes on each
message. The first e-mail concerned their activities
in the past week, the second discussed their plans
for the next week. The total corpus size is around
65,000 words.
Following analysis of occurrences of individual
words, and sequences of words, it was reported that
the corpus results on Extravert words were broadly
consistent with previous findings, for instance us¬
ing informal language, looser punctuation, vaguer
quantification and more co-ordination. This there¬
fore appears to fit the Implicit-Extravert hypothesis;
however, no POS analysis was reported.
However, there were also results on Neurotic lan¬
guage use. Pennebaker and King (1999) previously
argued that High Neuroticism was associated with a
language factor for 'Immediacy'. Gill and Oberlan¬
der (2003) extended these results, suggesting that
'High Neurotics show a preference for forms occur¬
ring frequently in speech, for example, I, and, that,
rather than less common words such as abject, suspi¬
cion, tether. This preference for common words con¬
tributes towards the very low lexical density found
in highly Neurotic texts, demonstrated by the high
level of repetition over ten-word sections of text.'
What is interesting about this is that it suggests
that Dewaele and Furnham's ideas about formality
and implicitness might be as relevant to the Neu¬
roticism dimension as they are to the Extraversion
dimension. If they are, then we would expect that—
like High Extraverts—High Neurotics will use more
verbs, adverbs and pronouns, while Low Neurotics
will use more nouns, adjectives, and prepositions.
We call this the Implicit-Neurotic Hypothesis (INH).
It obviously raises the question of whether or not
both dimensions are related to implicitness, and the
relative strength of any connections.
To address this question, we here apply to the
existing e-mail corpus a series of techniques to derive
POS frequencies, and POS sequences.
Syntactic Analysis of the Corpus
Method
The personality corpus was acquired as described
above. It was tagged using the Penn part-of-speech
tagset, using the MXPOST tagger (Ratnaparkhi,
1996). Further processing removed the original
words, leaving their associated POS tags. A subse¬
quent stage of processing reduced the POS tags from
the detailed Penn tagset to more general syntactic
categories. The 45 Penn tags (see Marcus, Santorini,
and Marcinkiewicz, 1994, for more details) were con¬
verted to 10 broader categories, as implemented in
the electronic version of the Shorter Oxford En¬
glish Dictionary which is incorporated into the MRC
Psycholinguistic Database (Wilson, 1987). These
are: Noun (nn), Adjective (adj), Verb (vbn), Ad¬
verb (adv), Preposition (prp), Conjunction (conj),
Pronoun (prn), Interjection (int), Past Participle
(vpp), and Other [syntactic categories] (o). In ad¬
dition to these categories, we also make use of (p)
indicating punctuation, and 'NA', which indicates
that a feature does not belong to any of the above
categories and generally represents the (END), end
of text marker. Note that here we use a different
set of labels to enhance intelligibility, and these do
not co-incide exactly with those used in the MRC
database: for instance, we use 'prp' instead of 'R'.
The reduced-tag corpus—with the more general
syntactic categories—was then divided into strati¬
fied sub-corpora. In stratifying, we isolate a 'refer¬
ence corpus' of text from authors with a personal¬
ity profile which is not extreme on any of the mea¬
sured dimensions. We can then compare authors
from each of the extreme personality groups with
this 'neutral' (here termed 'mid') group. Thus, High
and Low personality group samples were created by
splitting them at greater than 1 standard deviation
above and below the EPQ-R score for each dimen¬
sion. The additional requirement was made that au¬
thors had to be within 1 standard deviation on the
dimensions other than the one for which they were
extremely high or low. Additionally, all texts which
were within 1 standard deviation across all personal¬
ity dimensions were assigned to the personality 'neu¬
tral' Mid sub-corpus. Thus, on any dimension, we
have three groups to compare (High, Mid, and Low).
The resulting sizes of the subcorpora are as fol¬
lows: Around 6,000 words for the high Extraversion,
and over 2,000 words for the low Extraversion groups
(11 and 4 authors respectively); Over 3,000 words for
the high Neurotic and around 6,000 words for the
low Neurotic groups (6 and 9 authors). The Neutral
group was around 10,000 words (23 authors).
To identify collocations in the tagged sub-corpora,
we calculate 1-5 word n-grams, and do not use a
rank or frequency cut-off during calculation, but
only present features with a frequency >5. This
enables an accurate log-likelihood statistic (G2) of
their occurrence between groups to be calculated (cf.
Rayson, 2003). We use N-gram software (Banerjee
and Pedersen, 2003) to compute G2 for 2- and 3-
grams. To identify those robust collocations which
distinguish one group from another, we need to make
a three-way comparison of the linguistic features
across the high-mid-low corpora for each group. We
calculate the relationships between the three groups,
and for each feature in each corpus we identify its
frequency and relative frequency, and then where rel¬
evant its relative-frequency ratio and log-likelihood
between High-Low, High-Mid and Low-Mid groups.
This allows us to compare the relative usage and
statistical significance of the difference in the use of
features between groups.
Results
We first report the results of the unigram analysis for
Extraversion and Neuroticism dimensions, we then
report the findings of the overall n-gram analyses
(1-5 item sequences). Following this, the results for
Extraversion and Neuroticism are outlined.
Unigram Syntactic Analysis
Results of the unigram analysis for the reduced set
of syntactic tags can be found in Tables 1 and 2. We
display the results for all tags present in our data;
however G2 values which achieve significance of p <
0.05 or p < 0.01 are noted by * or ** respectively.
In this presentation of the results, we draw at¬
tention to features which are characteristic of the
High or Low groups, compared with the usage of
the feature more generally. In the tables, we dis¬
tinguish whether a feature is under- or over-used by
one of the three groups (High, Mid or Low), relative




High Neurotics [conj] [prn]
Mid Neurotics -
Low Neurotics [adj] [nn]
Figure 1: Summary of unigram POS analysis
in the final three columns of each table, with over¬
use indicated by + and under-use by —. However,
a more concise view of the results can be gained
in the following way. At least two kind of features
can be associated with (say) High Neuroticism: un-
igrams which are over-used by High Neurotics; and
unigrams which are under-used by Low Neurotics.
Thus, Figure 1 lists, for each dimension and each
sub-group, the features which are associated with
that group either via their over-use of the feature,
or an opposite group's underuse.
For Extraversion, conjunction (conj) is charac¬
teristic of High Extraverts, and past participle verbs
(vpp) of Low Extraverts. The Mid Extravert group
shows no significant under- or over-use of the gen¬
eral tags. For Neuroticism, conjunction (conj) and
pronouns (prn) are characteristic of High Neurotics,
and adjectives (adj) and nouns (nn) of Low Neu¬
rotics. The Mid Neurotic group shows no significant
under- or over-use of the general tags.
For these results, we note the generally modest
levels of significant differences we found between per¬
sonality groups. We may take this to indicate that
these groups generally use relatively similar propor¬
tions of the relevant parts of speech. However, the
POSs may also occur in different contexts or se¬
quences, thus indicating differences in they way they
are used. We therefore turn to the results of the n-
gram analysis of the syntactic tag data.
N-gram Syntactic Analysis
There is insufficient space to display the full results.
A concise view is therefore given in Figure 2. Notice
that for the Mid groups, we have to distinguish fea¬
tures labelled specifically as under-use, since this is
of course relative to both the High and Low groups.
The features here reach much higher levels of sig¬
nificance than the unigrams, so here we only discuss
those which reach the critical value of 10.83 (i.e.,
p < 0.001). 32 n-gram features reach this value for
Neuroticism, and 25 for Extraversion. Of these, the
majority in each case reach the 15.13 critical value
(p < 0.0001): 23 and 17, respectively. The fea¬
tures reaching this higher value are predominantly
bigrams, exceptions being the longer n-grams for
Feature Rank High High Mid Mid Low Low High- Low- High- High Mid Low
Freq. R.Freq Freq. R.Freq Freq. R.Freq Mid G2 Mid G2 Low G2 Use Use Use
VPP 1 118 0.0173 202 0.0185 66 0.0260 0.34 5.43* 6.73** +
CONJ 2 258 0.0378 338 0.0310 88 0.0347 5.80* 0.88 0.50 +
ADV 3 562 0.0824 963 0.0882 238 0.0938 1.67 0.71 2.76
PRP 4 679 0.0995 1100 0.1008 231 0.0910 0.06 2.02 1.40
O 5 1071 0.1570 1714 0.1570 369 0.1454 0.00 1.82 1.64
VBN 6 1156 0.1695 1804 0.1652 449 0.1769 0.44 1.65 0.60
(p) 7 667 0.0978 1048 0.0960 228 0.0898 0.14 0.84 1.23
ADJ 8 404 0.0592 617 0.0565 136 0.0536 0.53 0.32 1.03
NA 9 23 0.0034 47 0.0043 9 0.0035 0.95 0.30 0.02
PRN 10 696 0.1020 1118 0.1024 277 0.1091 0.01 0.89 0.89
NN 11 1177 0.1725 1945 0.1782 442 0.1742 0.76 0.19 0.03
INT 12 11 0.0016 21 0.0019 5 0.0020 0.23 0.00 0.13
Table 1: Reduced syntactic tag unigram analysis, Extraversion.
Note. *p < .05, * * p < .01, df = 1.
Feature Rank High High Mid Mid Low Low High- Low- High- High Mid Low
Freq. R.Freq Freq. R.Freq Freq. R.Freq Mid G2 Mid G2 Low G2 Use Use Use
ADJ 1 193 0.0501 617 0.0565 447 0.0660 2.15 6.15* 10.50** +
CONJ 2 155 0.0403 338 0.0310 210 0.0310 7.09** 0.00 6.01* +
NN 3 625 0.1624 1945 0.1782 1230 0.1815 4.13* 0.27 5.22* —
PRN 4 424 0.1102 1118 0.1024 648 0.0956 1.62 1.93 5.06* +
INT 5 9 0.0023 21 0.0019 6 0.0009 0.23 3.19 3.48
VPP 6 63 0.0164 202 0.0185 146 0.0215 0.74 1.95 3.44
VBN 7 688 0.1787 1804 0.1652 1132 0.1671 3.04 0.09 1.94
NA 8 13 0.0034 47 0.0043 19 0.0028 0.63 2.63 0.26
PRP 9 352 0.0915 1100 0.1008 650 0.0959 2.55 0.99 0.53
O 10 627 0.1629 1714 0.1570 1035 0.1528 0.62 0.48 1.60
ADV 11 318 0.0826 963 0.0882 595 0.0878 1.04 0.01 0.78
<P> 12 382 0.0992 1048 0.0960 657 0.0970 0.31 0.04 0.13
Table 2: Reduced syntactic tag unigram analysis, Neuroticism.
Note. *p < .05, * * p < .01, df = 1.
punctuation found for Neuroticism. In interpreting
this data, we seek distinctive POS collocations. Ta¬
ble 3 shows, for each sub-group, how many distinc¬
tive collocations involving each POS were found.
Extraversion From the unigram analysis, we are
particularly interested in collocations involving con¬
junctions (for the High E group) and past participle
verbs (for the Low E group). As far as conjunctions
are concerned, High Extraverts are associated with
the use of [CONJ VBn] and [CONJ ADv], while Low
Extraverts are associated with the use of [CONJ VBN
PRN]. The latter offers a particularly distinctive col¬
location, since the pronoun switches the preference
from High to Low E. Turning to past participles, we
find that High E prefer [vpp prp], but there are no
preferred collocations for Low Extraverts.
Given Table 3, the remaining discrepancies be¬
tween the High and Low E groups are as follows.
Allowing that there are substantially more distinc¬
tive collocations for the High E group overall, we
find that the High E group has notably more col¬
locations involving: punctuation, adjectives, nouns,
and POSs in the Other category. The Low E group
has notably more collocations involving verbs and
pronouns.
Neuroticism Here, we are most interested in col¬
locations involving pronouns and conjunctions (for
the High N group) and adjectives and nouns (for
the Low N group). Taking pronouns first, we find
a High Neurotic preference for [adj prn vbn], [adj
prn] and [vbn prn o]. Turning to conjunctions,
they also show a preference for [vbn adj conj].
Three of these collocations also involve adjectives,
which are used overall more by Low Neurotics. How¬
ever, the rest of High N preferences for colloca¬
tions involving pronouns instead involve adverbs:
[vbn prn o adv vbn], [vbn prn o adv], [prn
vbn prn o adv] and [adv prn vbn prn]. While
Low Neurotics have only one pronoun collocation
involving an adjective—[prn adj]—the other three
of their preferred pronoun or conjunction colloca¬
tions also involve adverbs: [prn adv], [adv prn]
and [conj adv].
Given Table 3, and allowing that there are rather
more distinctive collocations for the High Neurotic
group overall, we find that the High Ns have no¬
tably more collocations involving verbs, and POSs in
the Other category. The Low Ns have notably more
collocations involving: past participle verbs and ad¬
verbs.
Discussion
Dewaele and Furnham's original Implicit-Extravert
Hypothesis predicted that in spontaneous speech
High Extraverts will use more verbs, adverbs and
pronouns, and that Low Extraverts will use more
nouns, adjectives, and prepositions (see Heylighen
and Dewaele, 2002, for a discussion as to why cer¬
tain POSs are preferred by Extraverts). The uni¬
gram analysis did not support these predictions. It
indicated that High E use more conjunctions, and
that Low E use more past participle verbs. No other
overall differences were found, although it is perhaps
High Extraverts [conj vbnl [nn nn] [adv (p)] [prn
nn] [(p) ol [adv ol [adj (p)] [nn adv] [conj adv]
[vpp prp] [adj o] [(p> adj] [prn o adv] [vbn o nn
(p)] [prn o adv vbn] [(p) o vbn adj (p)] I(p)(p><p}]
Mid Extraverts Underuse: [(p) adv] [(p) nn]
Low Extraverts [adv prp] [prn advl [vbn prn o]
[vbn prn adv] [conj vbn prn] [vbn (p) prn]
High Neurotics [vbn prp] [(p) o] [(p)(p)(p)(p)(p)]
[(p)(p)(p>(p>] [<p)(p>] Kp)(p)(p>] [vbn prn o] [adj
prn vbn] [prp adj] [vbn o vbn adv] [prn vbn prn
o adv] [vbn adj conj] [adj prn] [vbn prn o adv
vbn] [vbn prn o adv] [adv prn vbn prn]
Mid Neurotics Underuse: [prn (p) adv] [nn vbn o
adj] [nn vbn o adj nn] [prn 0 vbn (p)]
Low Neurotics [(p) adv] [prn adv] [adv adv] [adj
(p)] [adv o] [vpp adv] [o adv] [adv prn] [conj adv]
[adv vpp] [prn adj] [vpp PRPj
Figure 2: Summary of n-gram POS analysis
worth noting that since we have both past partici¬
ples and general verbs, our categories are slightly
more fine-grained, which may affect the result.
The new Implicit-Neurotic Hypothesis predicted
that High Neurotics will use more verbs, adverbs
and pronouns, and that Low Neurotics will use more
nouns, adjectives, and prepositions. The unigram
analysis partially supported these predictions. It
found that High N use more pronouns (and conjunc¬
tions), and that Low N use more nouns and adjec¬
tives. However, no overall differences were found for
verbs, adverbs or prepositions.
At first glance, then, it appears that the Neuroti-
cism dimension is more closely related to implicit¬
ness than the Extraversion dimension, in this corpus
POS Extraversion Neuroticism Total
High Mid Low High Mid Low
(p) 7 2 1 5 2 2 19
adj 4 0 0 4 2 2 12
adv 6 1 3 5 1 9 25
conj 2 0 1 1 0 1 5
nn 4 1 0 0 2 0 7
prn 3 0 5 7 2 3 20
prp 1 0 1 2 0 1 5
vbn 4 0 4 9 3 0 20
vpp 1 0 0 0 0 3 4
o 7 0 1 6 3 2 19
na 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Total 39 4 16 39 15 23 136
Table 3: Distinctive collocations involving a given
POS.
of e-mail text. Two potential explanations emerge
to explain the difference between this and Dewaele
and Furnham's results: Firstly, they were study¬
ing spoken, rather than written, language; and sec¬
ondly, that they were largely dealing with L2 speak¬
ers. Perhaps implicitness is more closely related to
Neuroticism in written language, and for Extraver¬
sion in spoken language; likewise it may have differ¬
ent effects for native and non-native language users.
However, before following this line of reasoning, we
should also consider the results of the n-gram anal¬
ysis. At least two gross patterns are interesting.
First, where a High and Low group do not differ
overall in the relative frequency of use of a POS,
one group may have rather more types of distinc¬
tive collocation involving that POS than the other
group. If overall use does not differ, it means that
one group is using the POS in many different con¬
texts; the other may be using it in a narrower, or
perhaps more stereotypical, range of contexts. Let
us call the greater-range case 'pervasive' use. Sec¬
ondly, where a High and Low group do differ in rel¬
ative frequency of use of a POS, it is interesting to
note whether higher frequency is associated with a
greater set of collocations involving that POS, or a
smaller set. Intuitions here are not firm; but we
might expect that greater relative frequency is asso¬
ciated with a greater range of use—and hence, with
perhaps fewer stereotypical collocations. If so, fre¬
quency may track pervasiveness.
So, consider again the original Implicit-Extravert
Hypothesis: High Extraverts will use more verbs,
adverbs and pronouns, and Low Extraverts will use
more nouns, adjectives, and prepositions. We find
that High E prefer conjunctions overall, but that it
is the Low E who tend towards POS-collocations in¬
volving verbs and pronouns. So High E use of verbs
and pronouns may not be not greater overall, but it
is pervasive. Equally, Low E prefer past participle
verbs overall, but it is the High E who tend towards
POS-collocations involving nouns, adjectives, punc¬
tuation, and the Other category. Perhaps Low E use
of adjectives and nouns is pervasive. And since Low
Extraverts actually use proportionately more vpp,
their complete lack of distinctive robust collocations
suggests that they use vpp pervasively.
Now, let us turn to the new Implicit-Neurotic Hy¬
pothesis. High Neurotics will use more verbs, ad¬
verbs and pronouns, and Low Neurotics will use
more nouns, adjectives, and prepositions. We find
that High N prefer pronouns and conjunctions over¬
all, but that it is the Low N who tend towards POS-
collocations involving past participle verbs and ad¬
verbs. So perhaps High N use of past participle verbs
and adverbs is pervasive. Equally, Low N prefer ad¬
jectives and nouns overall, but it is the High N who
tend towards POS-collocations involving verbs and
the Other category. And again, perhaps Low N use
of verbs and Other is pervasive.
This pattern is not quite so simple as the Ex-
travert case, and this may in part be because we
have split the verb category in two, distinguishing
past participle verbs from verbs in general. Putting
this to one side, however, we do find High N use of
adverbs to be pervasive; and this at least fits the
picture of pervasiveness that seemed to be emerging
with Extraversion.
Conclusion
This paper set out to establish whether Dewaele and
Furnham's Implicit-Extravert Hypothesis for oral
language applies in the genre of written e-mail text
produced by native English speakers.
At the simple unigram level, it appears that Neu-
roticism rather than Extraversion fits the implicit¬
ness predictions concerning frequency of use of parts-
of-speech. However, we can drill down to the collo¬
cations level, and we may assume that the pervasive
use of a POS tends to reduce the likelihood of find¬
ing stereotypical collocations involving it. If we do,
then Extraversion does involve implicitness after all.
On this interpretation, a POS can be characteris¬
tic of some personality group not because they use
it more frequently than other groups; rather, it is
characteristic because they use it more pervasively.
Applications of this work include affective text
categorisation, and therefore could contribute to¬
wards the rapidly expanding field of sentiment classi¬
fication. In taking this work further, we need to give
the idea of pervasiveness a more solid basis. But this
is only worth pursuing if the idea is really needed to
explain the data. And we will only know this once
we have tested the hypotheses against larger corpora
in other domains. The corpora could be brand new;
but it would certainly be possible to apply the an¬
alytic techniques presented here to other previously
gathered personality corpora.
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